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PREFACE
A dwelling is the place where our bio-culturally structured sexual differences
find their historical content. It is here that general cultural norms and the unique
space of people's everyday life meet. The dwelling can also be regarded as
the basic architectural space, the design of which is perhaps the most fundamental challenge an architect can face. The design and construction of the architecturally unassuming type-planned houses of Finland's postwar reconstruction period occurred at a time when the dwelling and the need for rapid rehousing were central issues in architecture. As a result of the war, over
120 000 houses had either been destroyed or left behind in the territories
ceded to the Soviet Union. Postwar reconstruction was much more rapid in
Finland than in other countries, which was largely due to the use of these wooden, standardized houses. In their planning, the designers were looking for the
primal cell of the dwelling and the lowest common denominator — the basic
elements of habitation.
My study of these reconstruction period houses had its beginnings in a desire to understand people's everyday environment — something self-evidently
present and thus also perhaps unnoticed. On the other hand I wanted to understand human beings as sexual subjects; in my research these two seemingly separate aspects merge. The dwelling is the locus of the social contract (family, social relations) and in it also the sexual difference is formed. Yet a dwelling also belongs to a broader historical context. My study analyses those ideological, aesthetic, technical and historical structures which formed the context in which the type-planned houses were designed and in which the architects acted. The subject of study covers housing plans and the discourse on
housing — a level of idealization. To study housing design and the process and
context of planning is a common way of delimiting art historical studies. But
a study of the dwelling as a cultural signifying process requires not only a
rigorous art historical approach but also a multidisciplinary strategy. In my
efforts to understand the relationships between the dwelling and sexuality, crucial elements were feminist research, the history of the family, social history,
and the semiotic approach to cultural products.
The study of type-planned houses has raised many questions concerning the
nature of my chosen field, art history. An analysis of »unaesthetic» material
consigned to the margins of the prevailing academic canon brings us face to
face with the fundamental issues of art history and raises questions concern7

ing art, meaning, the author, intention, the inner hierarchy of art, change and
continuity, the sacred and the profane, and the sexual difference. These questions are either explicitly or implicitly present in my work.
The type-planned houses — designed by different architects yet similar in
appearance and architecturally conventional — evoked very little interest in the
study of early 20th century architecture which emphasized individual stylistic
innovation. Already at the time of their planning but also later the type-planned
houses were seen as a discontinuous, intermediary period and as a regression
in the evolutionary narrative of modern Finnish architecture. In these houses
the borderline between art and non-art is clearly perceptible: while generally
attributed to vernacular or master builders, they were in fact drawn by eminent architects, and their structures were designed by competent engineers. In
closer analysis, these houses can be interpreted as part of the formation of the
modern dwelling as well as part of the postwar creation of the foundations of
industrialized housing construction; in them the modern order of life meets
the rural tradition. Certainly their construction cannot be regarded as a separate period.
This book is a part of two research projects: Woman, Art, History and The
Art History of the Unremarkable, which were both led by Docent Riitta Nikula
and funded by the Academy of Finland. However, its origins can be traced
back to a paper I wrote for a proseminar led by Ritva Wäre in the early phase
of my undergraduate studies at the University of Helsinki. The paper discussed
the detached houses of the Torpparinmäki Housing Fair (1982) aimed at developing small-home architecture. Later, when I worked in 1983 as a trainee
in the archives of the Museum of Finnish Architecture, one of my tasks was
to catalogue and file photographic material from an exhibition of I940s architecture. This aroused my interest in the architecture of the period and, encouraged by Professor Henrik Lilius of the Department of Art History of Helsinki University and also by Docent Riitta Nikula, I chose as the subject of
my graduate thesis and later on my doctoral dissertation the detached houses
of the reconstruction period.
In my work I have received both practical help and intellectual encouragement from many people.
Professor Lilius, my supervisor and referee of the dissertation encouraged
me from the very beginning. His understanding attitude was crucially important, and without his unprejudiced and broad approach to the history of building and multidisciplinary research this study would not have been possible.
I am also deeply grateful to Docent Riitta Nikula, the other supervisor and
referee of my work. Discussions with her encouraged me to immerse myself
in my subject, and the attention she gave to the problems in my work persuaded me to continue even when I myself had lost faith in it. I could not have
hoped for a better project leader or a more inspiring example. I thank her for
the friendship and warm support she extended to me throughout these years.
8

At the beginning of my undergraduate studies in art history I had the opportunity to enjoy the inspired teaching of Docent Ritva Wäre for which I am
grateful. Unfortunately I was able to use only a few of the knowledgeable comments she made at the last stages of the writing process.
I also wish to thank Matti Viikari, acting professor of history at Helsinki
University, for taking an interest in my work. His intellectually challenging
teaching has profoundly influenced my academic orientation.
During the research I had the rare opportunity of participating in a broad
research and discussion group. First there was the preparatory project Woman, Art, History to which I was accepted as a supernumerary member at a time
when I was completing my graduate thesis. For one and a half years (198586) fourteen art historians (myself included) met regularly to discuss the problems of art history and feminist research. I wish to thank all participants in
the project for challenging, stimulating and enjoyable discussions. In particular I want to thank acting Professor Eeva-Maija Viljo for her role in securing
financial support for my first preliminary study.
Research in the two above-mentioned projects continued together with my
colleagues and friends Riitta Konttinen, Synnöve Malmström and Renja Suominen-Kokkonen. Although we largely conducted our joint research project in
different parts of Europe and I myself spent most of the time in Paris, I never
suffered from the isolation that so often besets scholars. Although the subjects of our joint project were widely different, we shared a common interest
in the problems of feminist studies and I had many opportunities for fruitful discussions and for testing my ideas. I received constructive criticism at
various stages of my work. In particular, my work found a fruitful dialogue
with Renja Suominen-Kokkonen's research on Finnish women architects and
their identity. I would also like to express my gratitude for the many valuable
comments and invaluable practical help she gave me during the last stages of
my work.
For intellectual companionship I especially wish to thank Tuomas M.S. Lehtonen, my husband, an untiring commentator and the most critical reader of
my work. Discussions with him opened up many new perspectives on the subject. My warmest thanks are also due to my friend and colleague Riikka Stewen for inspiring conversations on questions involving the study of art, gender and everyday life, as well as for the months that I spent in Paris with her
in the spring of 1988.
For valuable comments and criticism on the manuscript I wish to thank colleagues in other disciplines: Irma Sulkunen, Risto Heiskala, Pirjo Markkola
and Liisa Rantalaiho. For interesting discussions I also wish to thank the researchers who took part in a project on family history led by Panu Pulma, as
well as the participants of the project and seminar on the history of ideas led
by Matti Viikari.
I was very fortunate to be able to do my research without financial worries. I am grateful to the Research Council for the Humanities of the Acad9

emy of Finland for funding my participation in the above-mentioned projects
for a period of five years (1987-90, 1991-93). I especially wish to thank Professor Päivi Setälä, chairperson of our project. Her wide knowledge and interest in feminist research were crucially important not only in launching our
project but also in the publishing of this study.
An award I received for my graduate thesis from the National Housing Board
encouraged me to embark on the present study. I also received funding from
the Väinö Tanner Fund, which partly made it possible to do my post-graduate
work abroad. I received financial support also from the Women's Science Fund
whose grant covered part of the translation costs. I am grateful to both.
I would also like to thank the Finnish Historical Society for publishing my
work in their prestigious series, and especially the secretary of the Society Mr.
Rauno Endén for friendly assistance in getting the book printed. Cooperation
with the Vammalan Kirjapaino printing house has been smooth in spite of the
long distances involved.
This book was translated into English by Philip Landon (chapters 2, 3, 4
and 6) and Tomi Snellman (chapters 1, 5 and 7). I wish to thank Ms. Diana
Russell for helping revise sections of the text. I am indebted to my translators
for their careful work as well as for their patience in spite of the many
changes made to the text while it was already being translated.
During these years, I have received generous help from the staffs of numerous libraries, archives and government offices. Thanks are due especially
to the staff at the Museum of Finnish Architecture and in particular its curators Erkki Vanhakoski and Elina Standertskjöld. I also wish to thank MarjaTerttu Knapas of the Department of Monuments and Sites of the National Board
of Antiquities for her help. Valuable last-moment assistance was provided by
the Finnish Embassy in Paris and my friend Kimmo Pasanen.
Although planners and designers do not have a central role in this book, it
may nevertheless be seen as a homage to those men and women who drew
type-planned houses, and in effect designed much of our common, everyday
environment which is far from insignificant.
I am also grateful to my parents Lea and Martin Saarikangas for the interest they took in my work, and for the practical and financial support they gave
me.
From the first draft to reading the proofs, the heaviest burden has been borne
by those nearest to me: my husband Tuomas M.S. Lehtonen who never faltered in his belief of my work, and my son Elias Lehtonen. In his own way
my son too has participated in researching the theory and practice of the everyday, although I began my work long before he was born. Without him the
book may have been completed a little earlier but the work would have been
much less joyful. I dedicate this book to them.
Paris, 8 February 1993
K. S.
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1. The type-planned house, housing
ideology, gender identities
1.1. The type-planned house of the 1940s
In the countryside or on the outskirts of towns, the type-planned house of
the 1940s is a characteristic of the Finnish landscape today, a form of habitation which is familiar to everyone. Superficially this house, dating from
the reconstruction period, is easy to describe and define: it is a wooden,
relatively small one-family house with a high plinth and saddle roof, usually one and a half storeys high — the archetype of the single-family house
(Fig. 1). In general, these houses have three rooms: a kitchen, a living room
and a bedroom on the ground floor; two more bedrooms were often added
later in the attic. The houses were constructed using off-the-peg type drawings, or built on site from prefabricated components manufactured by the
timberhouse factories, and they followed a fixed set of housing principles.
Their comparatively small size, 38-80 m2, was laid down in the Emergency
Settlement Act and in the loan terms for single-family houses.' The typeplanned house soon became the dominant model for single-family houses
and reached the peak of its popularity in the 1950s.2 Often surrounded by
hedges and set out along the streets in a regular fashion, these light-col' Siirtoväen pika-asutuslainsäädäntö (Emergency Settlement Act, hereinafter PAL)
June 28, 1940; Asetus omakotirahastosta (Decree Concerning the Single-family

Housing Fund) December 19. 1940. Construction of single-family houses was also
regulated in the Maanhankintalaki (Land Acquisition Act, hereinafter MHL) May
5, 1945.
2 I was dominant in the areas built in the 1940s and predominant in those dating
from the 1950s. Lehtonen — Lepistö 1982, 14-16. One third of the present stock
of single-family houses was constructed during the reconstruction period and up
to the beginning of the 1950s. Jälleenrakentamiskauden pientaloalueen rakentamisohje, 1.
11
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1. The type-planned house of the 1940s. Parkano. Photo Martin Saarikangas 1965.

oured houses form homogenous housing areas close to towns and population centres; outside these centres they mostly stand alone in the midst of
fields. The 1940s type-planned houses both transformed the Finnish rural
housing tradition and visibly altered Finnish landscape. They also played
a pivotal role in establishing modern, uniform family and housing models
in the countryside.
The immediate reason for the prolific production of the type-planned
houses during and after the Second World War was the reconstruction programme After the signing of the Interim Peace (March 12, 1940), Sweden donated 2,000 prefabricated wooden-frame houses to initiate the recovery effort.3 These Swedish houses have often been seen as the original
impetus behind the proliferation of the type-planned house, and as a beginning of industrial construction on a large scale (Fig. 2).4 However, the
idea of the type-planned single-family house had emerged as early as the
beginning of the century, principally in the 1920s, and by the end of the

3

Englund 1941, 20.
See e.g. Helamaa 1983, 72; Mikkola 1978, 57.
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2. Construction of "Swedish houses"
in Pirkkola, Helsinki, 1940. Published
in Arkkitehti 2/1941, p. 24. Photo
SRM.

1930s the standardized, type-planned one-family house was considered one
possible solution to the housing problem in both rural and urban areas.5
The type-planned house developed quite radiply during and immediately
after the war, and indeed the war speeded its extensive and rapid distribution; built according to pre-existing plans and thus quick to put up, these
houses were particularly suitable to the special circumstances of reconstruction, although this alone cannot explain their architectural idiom or
the housing ideology which they embody. When the basic model of the
type-planned house had been created, it began to be replicated in most single-family houses of the period. The type-planned house thus provided a
basis for the extensive rationalization of Finnish housing production — the
creation of a comprehensive system of measures and norms which still regulates the design of dwellings in Finland in the form of Building Information File (Rakennustietokortisto). The war also emphasized the state's
role in the organization of construction, and the 1940s and '50s were characterized by centralized building and planning — housing control now extended to rural dwellings as well.6

5
6

Komiteanmietintö (Committee report) 1937: 6; Komiteanmietintö 1939: 5.
The Act on Rural Building came into force in 1949.
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Although the 1940s type-planned house played — even from a purely
quantitative point of view — an important role in the development of the
Finnish built environment, it has not been studied in art history. In fact
the entire Finnish architecture of the 1940s and '50s remains a virtually
unexplored area.' In architectural histories the 1940s have generally been
approached normatively; they have been seen as a period of regression and
a disconnected episode between the severe and heroic Functionalism of
the 1930s and the more mundane Functionalism of the 1950s.8 Our view
of the 1940s and especially of the type-planned house is obscured by the
fact that most histories of 20th-century architecture have been written from
the standpoint of Modernism and its stylistic innovations. The more »traditional» residential architecture and rural housing have remained outside
the scope of art historical studies. The attention lavished on Modernism
and the over-emphasized status it has acquired in Finland owes much to
the role which Functionalism played in earning international fame for Finnish architecture. In more recent studies, however, the architecture of the
1940s has also been perceived as a synthesis of or a compromise between
the traditions which preceded it in the 1920s and '30s.9
The architecture of the type-planned house settled into narrow, conventional forms. Houses designed by different architects for various communities are virtually indistinguishable from one another, but they clearly distinguish themselves from other housing architecture. In outward appearance they are ascetic and simplified, with saddle roofs and unassuming
details, and their floor-plans encircle the single chimney and the hearth in
a similar way. Alike in appearance and without the personal touch of an
individual designer, they are anonymous in character and generate an impression of a »normal» single-family house.
Type-planned houses are described in Vanhakoski 1977. The most extensive description of the architecture of the period has been Erkki Helamaa's exhibition (and
its catalogue) » 1940s — decade of the dugout and the reconstruction of dwellings»
(Helamaa 1983). The 1940s type-planned houses have also made an appearance
in some basic renovation plans such as Jarva — Saarela 1976; Kairamo 1980; Kantola — Koskela 1981. Additionally they have also appeared in Naskila 1984;
Laukkanen 1987; and the inventory of small house areas made by Technical Research Centre of Finland (VTT), published in part in Lehtonen — Lepistö 1982.
s Salokorpi 1971, 33-36. The pejorative attitude towards the architecture of the 1940s
as a period of regression was established at an early stage, in fact already in the
1940s. See Wickberg 1946; Alander 1954, 485; Wickberg 1959, 86-89. Although
there were also more positive interpretations, for example Ekelund 1953, 11; Pettersson 1953, 201, the negative attitude was predominant and widely held. See also
Salokorpi 1990, 16-17.
9 Salokorpi 1984, 298.
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In architectural histories, the idiom and appearance of the type-planned
house have been considered unsuccessful and clumsy:
This house has been regarded as the worst backward step in modern
Finnish architecture. It rejects the aesthetic ideals of the Functionalism; at the same time the single-family house with its high plinth is
a caricature of the traditional, low rural house.10
In other contexts, however, very positive views of these houses have
been taken:
Our house in Heikinlaakso in Helsinki is a typical post-war [singlefamily house] ... It is the kind of good, beautiful and humble Finnish one-and-a-half storey wooden house which is known everywhere.11
These divergent views of the type-planned house illustrate two different standpoints. The first takes as its point of departure the language of
(modern) architecture and its innovations, the second the practice of housing. A traditional »pure» architectural-historical approach would not appear to be fruitful for a study of the type-planned house, while an approach
focusing on designers, style and innovation would not penetrate its most
interesting aspects."- This kind of designer-centred study of art which concentrates on Great Artists restricts itself to a limited part of the visual environment, i.e. to public monumental art. The interconnected (and thoroughly masculine) concepts of the Great Artist and the Genius have implanted themselves deep in the discourse of art history and have also governed the writing of modern art history.13 According to modern aesthetics
— a legacy of Romanticism — the quality of Genius entails the capacity for
the creation and expression of a personal style. It embraces the myth of
independent artistic expression; the artist is a conveyor of universal experiences independent of all social structures. The modern artist creates an
autonomous world of art and in this act of creation he or she is elevated
10 Salokorpi 1971, 34.
" Liukko-Sundström 1986, 55.
12 For a criticism of the so-called aesthetic-characteristic history of style, see Lilius
1980, 45-49. Criteria for research and the setting of values, which is inevitably
linked to it, comprise the conscious choice and intention of the planner, and the
analysis and tracing of influences. Such research often limits itself to the history
of style and to buildings which are considered to be architecturally important and
which are already included to the architectural canon. Widening the perspective,
architecture can also be approached, again using Lilius' concepts, as a history of
building.
13 On the relationship between art research that confines itself to Great Artists and
the masculine tradition of art history, see e.g. Nochlin 1971, 22-39; Parker — Pollock 1981, 8.
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to the level of the gods.14 Paradoxically, the emphasis on personal style is
also linked with the postulating of a neutral and a-historical subject.
Research which reproduces the established canon and concentrates only
on the search for masterpieces and the masterpieces themselves leaves most
»ordinary» architecture and our everyday environment untouched. Within
the built-in hierarchy of architecture, which is also apparent in research,
housing architecture has been categorized as a less-valued everyday area.
But in housing architecture too there is a division into the sublime and
the mundane: the personal, private villas and multi-storey houses of the
affluent classes and artists are included in the field of architecture, whereas
the more »ordinary» dwellings have been left out. In the architectural discourse of the period studied here, the boundary between architecture and
non-architecture was fluid, and new areas were being incorporated into the
field of architecture (for example the worker dwellings and social housing production in the I9I0s and '20s). When we shift the focus to the notion of architecture as a cultural product in a broader sense, as social and
ideological practices (using Michel Foucault's concepts), »ordinary» architecture becomes interesting. In a sense the type-planned houses, so similar in appearance, constitute an entity, a work without a single nameable
author.15 Extending the analysis beyond facades, construction technology
and stylistic analysis seems to be not only fruitful but necessary. In the
1980s the traditional, narrow definition of art in art history was subjected
to widespread criticism: challenging the concept of art and emphasizing
its process-like nature and the collective features in its production have
revealed new phenomena for study in our visual environment and also
dimmed the aura of the individual artist.16 The type-planned house challenges the art historian to rethink the foundations of his/her discipline. An
art historical analysis of these houses requires their inclusion in a wider
context; it calls for a study of the interplay between architecture, the social practice of housing and the cultural context. Thus, by approaching the
type-planned house as an architectural entity in the broadest sense and taking the level of the everyday as one's starting point, it becomes possible
to illuminate its elusive aesthetics.
In outward appearance type-planned houses are quite ordinary. There
E.g. Parker — Pollock 1987, 45; Payot 1990, 10, 22.
's On the author-function and the problems of a nameable author see e.g. Foucault
1977, 114-138.
16 »Traditional» art history has been criticized from the feminist, the Marxist (the socalled New Art History in Britain) and the (post)structuralist points of wiev. See
e.g. Parker — Pollock 1981; Belting 1987; Tickner 1988; Preziosi 1989. For a criticism of this process, see e.g. Kuusamo 1990, 1-3.
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is nothing of heroic grandeur in them, and their simple architectural form
has not seemed to require closer analysis. Yet it is precisely their simplicity and ordinariness which make them interesting: they are a kind of generalization of the housing ideas of their own time, a prototype of the dwelling. But in spite of its superficial clarity and simplicity, the type-planned
house is also a contradictory building. It conceals a demand for both individuality and universality, both a »traditional» and a »modern» architectural idiom. On the one hand, the materials of its construction and its architectural idiom link it closely to a long tradition of wooden houses; on
the other, its spatial arrangement and floor plan tie it to the epitome of
Modernism — the Functionalist »new dwelling».
A closer look at type-planned houses reveals that they are more complex than their apparent simplicity would warrant. Contrary to some claims,
they did not appear in Finnish architecture out of the blue;" they are related to urban and rural housing architecture and housing traditions. The building of type-planned houses in the 1940s and '50s coincided with a profound change in Finnish society; the dwelling, the concept and spatial organization of housing, as well as the family and gender identities, all underwent a process of transformation from the turn of the century up until
the 1940s and '50s. The essential features of the architecture of the typeplanned houses can be brought to light only by emphasizing the relations
and interaction between the dwelling, the family and gender identities. This
leads us beyond conventional architectural study and requires an analysis
of the notions of dwelling, family, man and woman, the masculine and the
feminine which are perpetuated and produced by type-planned houses.
The planning process of the 1940s type-planned houses started towards
the end of the 1930s and ended in the late 1940s, when the design was
regarded as complete. After that, houses followed the same model down
to the end of the 1950s, when the one-storey type rose to prominence.18
The main body of my research material consists of the »official» type drawings of the 1940s — designs commissioned and distributed all over Finland by public institutions — as well as the plans made in I930s. Parallel
with the public institutions, several major towns were also involved in typeplanning activities of their own; this, however, remains outside the scope
of the present study. Houses designed by several wooden-house manufacturers have been incorporated insofar as material has been available.19
" Salokorpi 1971, 34; Helander 1982, 504.
18 Lehtonen — Lepistö 1982, 91.
19 A great part of the material of Puutalo Oy — the umbrella organization of the timber-frame house factories — has been lost. Only the related material published in
newspapers and magazines has been available for this study.
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In connection with the type-planned house itself, I shall discuss Finnish dwelling models which have appeared since the turn of the century,
during a period when Finland was being transformed into an urban and
modern society. I shall outline, through brief excursions, the genealogy
of the type-planned house, focusing on the formation of its spatial arrangement and housing ideology. In order to understand the architecture of typeplanned houses — and the notions of gender, family and dwelling produced
and maintained by them — it is essential to examine the spatial organization and social practices of housing in both rural dwellings and the urban
dwellings of workers and the middle-class. But an analysis of the social
dimensions of housing must also take into account the changes in social
organization which took place in Finland from the turn of the century up
to the 1940s and '50s. While interest in the architectural planning of dwellings had started to grow as early as the beginning of the century, it was at
first focused on the large dwellings and private villas of the bourgeoisie;
it was only the later social and economic changes which slowly transferred
attention to smaller working- and middle-class dwellings.'-° From the turn
of the century, the housing problem became a point of growing interest,
but it was a long time before the small units designed by architects began
to take on a distinct form.The type-planned single-family house can be seen
as a fulfilment of this project, and as such its planning was linked to the
contemporary programme of social housing production for public utility.
Attempts to solve the housing shortage and the social housing question
disclose the concept of »normal»: the prevalent — and official — notions
of the dwelling and the family.

1.2. How should one approach the type-planned
house?
The type-planned house seems to defy attempts of interpretation that start
from a purely aesthetic basis. In this study I shall outline the principles of
the architectural organization of type-planned houses, the internal rules of
their architectural form. What are the implicit rules and presumptions that

20

On the changes of the basis of architectural planning and housing architecture and
on the shift of the architects' focus from the solely aesthetic to what might be described as a more realistic attitude, see Ekelund 1932, XI; also Nikula 1988, 3536; Benevolo 1971, 398.
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make possible their architectural themes? A study of the architecture of
the type-planned house and its principles of spatial organization requires
not only an analysis of this architectural idiom, but also an understanding
of the context out of which they grew. Demetri Poprphyrios has written
about the organizing principles of architectural space and has emphasized
the importance of studying the inner logic of buildings, their internal economy, instead of concentrating solely on formal analysis. The idea of a universal, »pure» architecture, outside the restaints of time and place, has implanted itself deeply in modern architectural aesthetics, whose extreme
embodiment of the notion is the so-called international style. Architecture
was seen as an a-historical and neutral method of technical creation. According to Porphyrios, earlier art historical research, written in the light
of Modernism, has also emphasized the independence of the world of forms
and the individuality of the creative subject: architecture was studied as
an object by the creative architect-author. The idea of architect as author
is linked with a notion of architecture as physical objects produced by their
creator and permeated by his (but rarely her) individual vision.2' However, art, architecture and expression are not »pure»; they are always born
in a particular historical context. Porphyrios writes about anonymous and
historically determined traditions and mental habits which accommodate
arhitectural language. This is the basis on which the organizing principles
of dwelling can be outlined.22 In the present work, my aim is to study the
type-planned house primarily as a dwelling, as the scene of people's everyday life. To simplify, one might ask: what are the organizing principles
behind the spatial arrangement of the dwelling? What is the nature of the
rationality and inner logic which govern its spatial organization?23
Specifically designed as a one-family home, the type-planned house of
the 1940s was a new form of dwelling. As a social system and within the
context of the domestic practice with they supported, these houses it differed from preceding Finnish housing models. Built during and after the
Second World War, the type-planned houses belong to a period of transition in Finnish society, and in rural areas in particular they signified a

Porphyrios 1981, 98; Porphyrios 1985, 17.
Porphyrios 1985, 17.
23
Also see Foucault 1966. Porphyrios' terminology and research method are based
on Marxist (Althusserian) tradition, but draw extensively on Foucault's studies on
discourses, institutions and power, especially on Les mots et les choses (1966).
However, Porphyrios' concept of power as a hegemonic structure differs from
Foucault's notion of omnipresent and centreless power, power as a complex strategic situation. See below, pp. 44-47.
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change in housing traditions. Up to the 1940s and '50s, the predominance
of farmsteads and small holdings was the dominant structural feature in
Finnish society, and the significance of this factor cannot be exaggerated.
The architecture and housing models of the type-planned house can in essence be contrasted with the peasant house: the former differs in many respects from the traditional agrarian architecture of the latter and at the same
time is clearly linked to it. By studying the relations of the type-planned
houses to antecedent (and contemporary) rural and urban housing architecture, I shall outline the genealogy of the type-planned one-family house,24
its similarities and differences in relation to earlier residential architecture.
By analysing certain events in the history of Finnish urban and rural housing architecture and habitation, I shall attempt to show how the typeplanned houses grew out of existing tradition and how they differ from it.
The housing models of type-planned houses become meaningful only when
they are linked to the tradition and conventions of earlier (domestic) architecture. The way in which features of earlier dwellings are transformed
— or absent — from the type-planned houses has to be understood in this
context. The presence or absence of these features in the new buildings
represents a meaningful choice.
However, the housing model and the spatial arrangement of the typeplanned house should not be studied only in relation to the architecturalhistorical context; they must also be seen within the broader context of the
ideological and social traditions from which the dwelling idiom of these
houses emerged. A survey of their housing models and ideology within the
historical context provides us with a means of analysing their architectural
idiom, which becomes historically meaningful only through its inclusion
in the original socio-cultural context. While conventional in its visual idiom, the type-planned house was nevertheless a novelty in many ways: its
architectural idiom as well as implicit family and housing models were
new. It contains allusions to peasant houses and workers' dwellings as well
as to middle-class town dwellings. Thus it would seem to be fruitful to
relate the habitation models of the type-planned house on the one hand to
'-6 Genealogy means here primarily the research method used by Foucault, which seeks
to reveal the origins of prevalent cultural divisions that are considered self-evident, and to show discontinuities in history and changes in discourse. Genealogy
originates in an encounter with an archaeological layer that is unintelligible to us.
»La dimension archéologique de l'analyse permet d'analyser les formes memes de
la problématisation; sa dimension génealogique, leur formation å partir des pratiques et de leurs modification.» Foucault 1984, 17-18. The genealogical research
method alludes to Nietzsche. On genealogy and the archaeology of knowledge, see
also Dreyfus — Rabinow 1982, part II.
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the town-country axis, and on the other to the structuring of the social dimensions of dwelling through the social position of their occupants. Within this framework we can outline the continuities and discontinuities between this habitation model and preceding housing architecture.
Many of the solutions in the type-planned house are rooted in Functionalism. It was not until the advent of Functionalism that the dwelling
and habitation became a central point of interest for Finnish architects, and
in the 1930s and '40s many writings and exhibitions were devoted to the
topic.25 But in the 1930s only a few recently built residential areas in Finland corresponded to Functionalist ideals. The best-known of these are
Sunila district (1936-39) designed by Alvar Aalto, and the Olympic Village in Helsinki (I939 to early 1940s) of Hilding Ekelund and Martti Välikangas. In spite of all the rhetoric architects' main concern was still with
monumental buildings. However, since standardization, industrial mass
production, functional differentiation of dwelling space and the aim of rationalizing habitation are all hallmarks of type-planned houses, they can
also be seen as the first large-scale implementation of some of the ideas
of Functionalism in Finland.
Designed for ordinary people, type-planned houses aimed at universality. Their ideological starting point was the modernistic doctrine of standardization and the idea of a universal dwelling which would be suitable
for everyone and everywhere.26 They also reflect the notion of democratic
housing for all social classes. The type-planned house can be seen as a
part of the 1930s' and 40s' ideal of Finnish lifestyle: the emphasis on permanent values, the family and work. It was in the architecture of these
houses that the prevalent idea of everyday life becoming organized within the framework of a certain family structure achieved its most concrete
expression. It was a family and dwelling model constituted by a society
in the process of industrialization, urbanization and modernization.
Housing architecture has rarely been studied from the point of view of
day-to-day life, habitation practices and ideologies.27 In art historical studies, dwellings and their principles of spatial organization have usually been
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E.g. Pienasunto? (the Small Dwelling Exhibition) 1930; Asuntonäyttely (Dwelling Exhibition) 39, Asuntonäyttely ja rakennusmessut (Dwelling exhibition and the
construction fair) 40.
26
On the type and typology in Functionalism, see e.g. Banham 1989 (1960), 211213.
27 The research tradition in housing architecture and dwellings is weak. During the
course of my research, however, parallel works have appeared which I have used
both as material for comparison and as support for analysis: Anneli Juntto's study
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overshadowed by public spaces and facades.-8 Type-planned houses have
been conceived as »ordinary» housing architecture, totally lacking in monumentality and individuality, and thus they have been denied esteem on
two counts. In recent years, however, interest in people's everyday lives
and the private sphere has become a more significant factor in historical
research (witness the French Annales school and the rise of social history
in general), while new feminist history has also sought to elevate ordinary
people to the status of historical subjects equal to political heroes and exceptional individuals (such as artists). Furthermore, the anthropological
approach to the practices of the everyday has focused attention on the ordinary individual (Freud's der gemeine Mann), on the Others amongst us,
and on the silent majority at the margin. The universal Everyman has become fragmented and has acquired a face, a history and a gender.29 The
study of the ordinary challenges the universalizing discourse of modern
of housing policy, Asuntokysymys Suomessa Topeliuksesta tulopolitiikkaan (The
Housing Question in Finland from Topelius to Incomes Policy) (1990); Paul Rabinow's French Modern: Norms and Forms of the Social Environment (1989), which
deals with the building of modern France and its colonies, and which in many respects is pertinent to the question of the dwelling as the engenderer of norms and
as the intersection of the micro and macro levels of power; Monique Eleb-Vidal's
and Anne Debarre-Blanchard's Architecture de la vie privee: Maison et mentalites XVIIe — XIXe siecles (1989), which studies not only the changes in the floorplans of dwellings but also the links between this and the social relations of the
occupants. Although model houses and type-planned houses have occupied a marginal position in architectural research, some studies have nevertheless been published which are important to my work: Leif Jonsson's Från egnahem till villa:
Enfamiljhuset i Sverige 1950-1980 (1985) and Elisabet Stavenow-Hidemark's Villabebyggelse i Sverige 1900-1925 (1971), as well as Gwendolyn Wright's works
Moralism and Model Home (1980) and Building the Dream: A Social History of
Housing in America (1983). See also Handlin 1979; Rybczynski 1986.
28 This field of research — the formation and transformation of different dwelling types
— is a more or less uncharted area. There is a lack of both comprehensive general
surveys of dwelling types and analyses of different floor-plans. In Finland this theme
has been touched upon in studies of urban housing (Lilius 1983; Lilius 1984; Wäre
1983; Wäre 1989; Nikula 1981; Nikula 1988), which provide the basis for my study,
and in ethnographical studies of habitation, e.g. Talye 1980; Kuronen 1980. In recent years, studies that touch upon my subject have been published in Finland
(Kolbe 1988; Nyman 1989; Hurme 1991), but the approaches employed in them
do not open up theoretical or empirical angles that would be fruitful for the present
study. Nyman's work is an ambitious attempt to create a comprehensive philosophicarchitectural concept, »the language of houses», but with its generalizations it is
very different from my historical point of view. In Kolbe's study the spatial organization of dwellings does not occupy a central position, while Hurme's work
concentrates an a basic survey of the construction of suburbs from the 1950s to
the '70s.
29 The characterizations could be extended to cover religion, class, race...
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science and emphasizes the contextuality and particularity of everyday practices.30 In a new way, it also raises questions about the subjects of history: »People make history yet they do not make it.»
In art historical research housing architecture has generally been studied as a phenomenon separate from people's everyday lives and the users
of the dwelling.31 One central aspect of traditional, modernist history of
art is the invisibility of the viewer (and of the researcher); in housing architecture this has meant the disappearance of the user. Studies of the technical and stylistic changes in the floor-plans of dwellings have mainly concentrated on a mechanical comparison of the plans, without questioning
the significance of the spatial organization of the dwelling in people's dayto-day lives — its practical and ideological implications. On the other hand,
in social surveys of habitation the housing models studied have often been
regarded as given and unproblematic. In a certain sense these studies have
been unable to read the floor-plans and spatial organization of dwellings.
The dwelling is a cultural system which is loaded with meanings connected
to everyday practices, and thus its analysis requires a multidisciplinary approach to complement art historical studies.
In this study I approach housing architecture as a cultural signifying system which constitutes a central organizing space in people's lives. For an
analysis of the relationship between the spatial organization of the dwelling and the everyday, the notions of family and gender identity produced
and perpeptuated by the dwelling are crucial. How do they organize architectural space? My aim is to expose these interconnected notions of
dwelling, family and gender by analysing the architecture and floor-plans
of the dwellings, while at the same time examining the language used about
the dwelling and housing, the discourse on housing — the putting into discourse (mise en discours) and representation (mise en scene) of body, sexuality and gender identities in the speech about dwellings. »Discourse» is
used in its semiotic and Foucauldian sense. It implies not simply speech
and discussion, but encompasses the institutionalized practices inherent in
discussion too. Likewise, within the context of housing architecture discourse contains all those aspects — linguistic as well as operational and
institutional — which can be interpreted as meaningful. Thus a discourse
on housing implies not just housing debate, but includes all the ways in
which the planning of the dwellings themselves can be understood as speech
or text. On the other hand, it is possible to speak of a discourse of hous-

3" Certeau 1980; Foucault 1975, Rabinow 1989. See also Kearney 1984, 17-18.
3' However, see Paulsson 1950; Gejvall 1954.
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ing which is constituted by the spatial arrangement of and the ideological
aspects contained in the dwelling and the social practices of housing.32 The
division is a complementary, not an antagonistic one; a field of superimposition (the dwelling, spatial organization, ideology) and the framework
for my study. To refer to Foucault, discourse is the bridge between the
material and the theoretical, between dwellings and housing debate, and
it is of key significance in that it produces both knowledge and power.33
From the turn of the century onwards, the public debate on housing in
Finland was fairly lively. It reflected the architects' conscious or unconscious notions of housing as well as the general housing ideology of the
time.34 Housing practices, the spatial arrangement of the dwelling and the
discourse of dwelling do not exist independent of each other; they are profoundly interrelated.
Meanings are generated by and within the dwelling on all levels. Architecture in itself can be approached as a »language» or a cultural sign
system which produces meanings (cf. Julia Kristeva), but meanings are also
produced by the fact of habitation and by the dwelling as a social practice
— the dwelling as a material and discursive institution (cf. Foucault). These
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For discourses contained in architectural space, the internal discourse of institutions, see in particular Foucault 1976, 39-40. My approach is a synthesis of the
terminologies used by Foucault (discourse, discursive strategies, non-discursiye
practices) and by Kristeva (approaching the work as a signifying process).
One example of the simultaneous transformation (instead of a causal relation) of
the fields of knowledge and power is the relation between the affirmation of the
cogito as truth and the 1657 decree ordering the large-scale confinement of the
insane. Foucault 1972, 106; see also Braidotti 1991, 62-63. In her brilliant study
Rosi Braidotti discusses in a sophisticated and elaborate way themes which are also
connected to my study. Unfortunately her book is so recent that I was not able to
use it to sharpen my own analysis.
The opinions of private individuals, organizations and authorities can be studied
in e.g. Arkkitehti and Rakennustaito magazines, as well as in the published material of housing exhibitions, congresses and seminars. The subject of this study includes the standpoints of architects as well as those of the various housing authorities (who might be described as technicians of general ideas). At the beginning of
the 20th century, architecture was discussed in several magazines, but this changed
after the establishment in 1903 of Arkitekten (later Arkkitehti) magazine, published
by the Finnish Association of Architects. After the First World War this was for
some time regarded as the only forum for writing about architecture. See Wäre
1991, 38. Material relevant to the present study was published and discussed in
Arkkitehti, but it appears elsewhere too. Discussions on »ordinary» architecture and
housing can also be found in Rakennustaito magazine as well as other publications; the dwelling was the subject of discussion in many forums and on many levels.
For example, the contemporary middle-class notions on family, home and dwelling are well illustrated by Kotiliesi magazine, aimed at women and families.

meanings are connected to the discourse of housing, with all its ideological content.
In my attempts to create a theoretical foundation for the study of housing practices and the analysis of dwelling architecture, I have benefited
from the study of art which arises out of semiology and also criticizes it
(e.g. Kristeva) and from the historical analysis of power, discourses and
institutions practised by Foucault; both approaches have been central to
my work. In their works Kristeva and Foucault move — in their various
ways — within the sphere of the formation of the modern world, culture
and the (sexual) subject. What is interesting is not only what they study,
but also — and above all — how they approach issues, combine theories,
refuse to separate theory from practice or the private from the political
level. A key feature of their work is the new emphasis which they give to
the body and corporeality, to material that was previously either treated
as marginal or ignored. Foucault in particular has extended his analysis to
cover the everyday — the social practices which touch each and every one
of us. These themes have provided both an incentive and an inspiration to
my analysis of the Finnish type-planned house, and they have helped me
uncover aspects which would otherwise have remained hidden. Through
these themes it is possible to distinguish three levels in my study that are
partly implicit and partly explicit: the history of housing architecture, the
analysis of gender identities, and the philosophy and semiology of architectural space.

1.3. On housing ideology
The analysis of the architectural idiom and the historical context of the
type-planned houses outlined above are interconnected, but they are not
sufficient alone to describe the foundations of housing architecture. Notions regarding its inhabitants are always implicit in a dwelling. A central
factor in defining people's everyday life, a dwelling in itself contains wordless view of women and men: images of the feminine and the masculine.
This leads us to study the idea of gender which is constituted in a specific
historical situation, part of a broader patriarchal ideology and invisibly
present in housing architecture.
Housing architecture implies significant choices which do not allude to
public, »visible» ideology in the same way as the iconography of public
monumental buildings does. A dwelling implies the creation of a space
and a place, and also the specification of a certain ideology which touch25

es the inhabitants through the dwelling. The object of study is a kind of
ideal model of housing — i.e. a notion of the dwelling and habitation which
becomes manifest in housing architecture and the prevailing discourse. The
ideal and reality do not necessarily coincide; the idea of how people should
live in their houses might contradict the way they actually did live in them.
Old habits and traditions in habitation survive for a long time, and on the
level of lived experience there is evidently a wide range of social practices — representatives of the French Annales school, such as Fernand Braudel, speak of a slow transformation of mentalities or social practices.35
The housing models and ideals contained in the type-planned house form
a level of idealization, and it is on this level that my analysis of the notions of habitation and ideology operates, without making any claims as
to the reality in which the houses with their housing models were actualized. The notion of a practice of housing is a kind of idealization within
idealization: it is a hypothesis, constitutive of an idealization, on how people
should and would live in their houses, not an empirically verified series
of the social history of housing. In my analysis the empirical is a methodological concept which describes my primary material (dwelling designs)
as distinct from theoretical schemes. In the process of research, however,
these cannot be separated; mutually dependent, each makes the other possible: any concept, such as the dwelling, is a theoretical choice in itself,
and it does not, any more than empiria, exist in isolation.
Housing architecture both perpetuates and produces meanings, and the
dwelling (for example its spatial organization, floor-plans, aesthetics) and
the discourse on housing are never innocent: they always contain ideological choices and implications about the family and gender identities. Despite the fact that art and architecture cannot be read directly and do not
reflect reality like a mirror, it is still possible to detect in them the historically constructed and therefore always specific patriarchal ideology, or
prevalent discourse. A certain relationship does exist between the dwelling, the family, gender identities and the way they are transformed. Art
and architecture do not passively reflect an existing ideology, they participate in its formation. Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock write:
Art is not a mirror. It mediates and re-presents social relations in a
schema of signs which require a receptive and preconditioned reader
in order to be meaningful. And it is at the level of what those signs
connote, often unconsciously, that patriarchal ideology is reproduced."
3s Braudel (1949) 1990, 13, 325. Une histoire lentement rhytmée, ou une histoire
sociale.
36 Parker — Pollock 1981, 119.
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I do not use the word ideology to mean any publicly expressed political ideology, but in the broader sense of the justifications and foundations
of thinking and conceptualization which govern all choices. A study of
ideology as a discursive practice differs from the liberal bourgeois and the
traditional Marxist sense and also from Louis Althusser's and the Frankfurt School's way of conceiving ideology as an excercise of power by the
dominant social class over dominated and as »false consciousness»: a kind
of conspiracy of the rulers towards the ruled, as part of a superstructure.37
This pejorative notion contains an opposition between ideology and science, between false beliefs and objective truth, and thus it also implies
the idea of non-ideological thinking and correct consciousness.38 There is,
however, no such thing as an ideology-free discourse and ideological aspects are present in every discourse including the scientific, literary and
legalo-political spheres. In this sense there is no difference between transparent documents and purely ideological texts. Thus ideology can be understood more as a process by which different kinds of meaning are produced or reproduced than as a conscious or unconscious product of an individual or a group.39 Even if the notion of ideology today needs to be
used with great circumspection, I should like to employ it to refer to that
which in social practices is assumed to be natural, the unquestioned truth;
images, myths, representations which are taken as natural, and which are
unconscious, to echo Althusser's useful ideas (despite the criticism levelled against some aspects of his thoughts). »Truths», i.e. things regarded
as being true, are produced and delimited by a particular disourse; they
are historically determined naturalized myths. The differentiation between
reality and its representations becomes quite illusory, and in a sense ide-

" See chapter 2 and Foucault's analysis of power. An ideology can be interpreted as
centreless in the same sense as Foucauldian power lacks a centre. The Foucauldian analysis of power and the critique of ideology share the same basis and are part
of the same idea.
38 Althusser 1976. Despite the notion of ideology as a false consciousness, Althusser's concept of the omnipresence of ideology has been central to the critique of
the classic concept of ideology. The analysis of ideology as false consciousness is
always an analysis of the ideology of others, but no nonideological position is available. Ricoeur 1986b, 2-8. See also Hoy 1986, 125-135; Foucault 1980 b, 131132.
39 Hayden White's notions of ideology come close to this. For White, the question
of ideology is always central in an analysis of meanings. White 1987, 187-193.
Cf. also Raymond Williams' distinction between three marxist versions of ideology, especially the third where ideology is understood as a general process producing meanings and ideas. Williams 1977,chapter I, 4.
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ology — or power — cannot be demystified because »truth isn't outside power, or lacking in power.»40
In architectural studies, it is often presumed that only public and political architecture contains ideological aspects, and »ideological» has been
almost synonymous with »political» — or »superstructural».41 On the other hand, the notion of ideology as false consciousness is characteristic of,
for example, Manfredo Tafuri's studies on the relations of architecture and
society, where architecture is presented as pure ideology and an instrument and reflection of the dominant power structure.42 However, ideological attitudes are implicit in all architecture, including dwellings. Ideology is a level of meaning which is present in all kinds of speech and writing and in buildings too:
The function of that particular class of legends known as myths is to
express dramatically the ideology under which society lives; not only
to hold out to its conscience the values it recognizes and the ideals it
pursues from generation to generation, but above all to express its
very being and structure, the elements, the connections, the balances, the tensions that contribute to it; to justify the rules and traditional
practices without which everything within a society would disintegrate.43
The meaning contained in a building is stratified, ranging from the conscious, intentional communication of its builders and designers to unconscious meanings which are born of their time and out of the designers'
hands. It is precisely these unconscious meanings which are open to different interpretations. The presumed irrelevance of authors' intentionally
expressed meanings opens up the possibility of several interpretations —
there is no longer a single, correct interpretation or description. As Juan
Pablo Bonta puts it in his discussion of the interpretation of architecture:
»There is no such thing as an 'objective' description of a building. Buildings can be described only from the point of view of certain interpretations, which entail value judgements and refer to classes.»'

40

41
42
43
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An often quoted passage by Foucault. Foucault I 980b, 131. See also Foucault
1980b, 118; Althusser 1976, 114; Porphyrios 1985, 16-19; Braidotti 1991, 86.
E.g. Jencks 1973, 30; Warnke 1984, Millon — Nochlin (ed.) 1978.
Tafuri 1980.
Dumezill 1970, 3.
Bonta 1979, 165. On architecture as a system of expression, see also e.g. Eco 1980.
Although Bonta's books is problematic in its use of the formal semiotic method,
its analysis of architectural interpretation is fruitful. Instead of the meaning of forms,
it focuses on how they arrive at their meaning; the process of signification itself.

In an analysis of the housing ideology of the type-planned house, it is
essential not only to reconstruct the designers' intentional notions of housing, but also to examine both the conscious and the unconscious foundations of conceptualization. Moreover, it is also possible to study those levels
of meaning which cannot simply be assigned as the author's; actions (works
of art) can be ascribed meanings which are collective and which are generated in and by their changing contexts 45 These meanings can justifiably
be called non-intentional, and their analysis is an integral part of any historical study of art. Within the context of their emergence, as well as in
later contexts, the type-planned houses produce meanings which have neither been »willed» (Fr. vouloir-dire), consciously or unconsciously, by the
creator-subject, nor could they be connected to his/her intentional actions;
historically, however, they are important. Historical acts and events — and
the type-planned house can be interpreted as such — initiate a semiosis
which cannot be reduced simply to its authors' intentions but which happens, subject-less, within a field of collective meanings, sign systems (»architecture», »dwelling») and other particular, signifying events.
In addition to, and instead of, what architectural forms mean, what is
relevant is how they mean — the study of the signifying process and of
systems of expression. According to Julia Kristeva, the analysis of the sign
and signification has to be supplanted by an analysis of the signifying process: it is precisely in this process that ideology becomes manifest. Like
ideology, the sign is both an end-product and a process which reproduces
reality and is continuous.4fi Understood as a cultural system, the dwelling
is a process which produces meanings; ideology finds its expression precisely in this process of signification but it cannot be reduced to it alone.
The focus of interest shifts from the author to the meanings that are organized in architecture itself and their formation, i.e. the significance of
architecture — to paraphrase Kristeva, a kind of subject of architecture. Architecture is no longer approached as an object and an expressive projection created by the architect.
Porphyrios criticizes the research tradition which is based on the closely linked notions of architect as author and architecture as object, as an
instantaneously given, uniform and coherent physical entity; instead, he
emphasizes the notion of architecture as productivity. Rather than an analy45 See Paul Ricoeur's view on text, interpretation and intentionality. Ricoeur 1986a,
26, 137-159. For Foucault, authorship is not an individual matter, since all texts
are collectively produced. Foucault challenges the notion of author as one coherent, nameable entity. Foucault 1977b, 113-138; Foucault 1980b, 129.
46 Kristeya 1969, 35.
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sis of hidden influences, attention is then focused on an analysis of the
relations of architecture and society as productivity and interplay, not just
as relations of cause and effect, representation and idea, form and content 47 The object of investigation is not the mere effect or the reflection
of social reality on architecture, but the definitions which are made in architecture and in architectural discourse, and the relations between architectural discourse and the so-called non-discursive practices (such as institutions, economico-political practices, etc.). These levels are equal: the
social does not determine architecture alone, and the world of forms has
its own internal logic (although it is not autonomous). The architect is merely one agent in a social system of intersections, but at the same time his/
her actions continuously transform and redefine that very system. In the
present study I shall analyse the relations and interplay between architecture and (ideological) context, without giving priority to either one: their
interaction is stratified, not a linear causal relation from thoughts to architectural forms, or vice versa.
Aesthetics, morals and politics meet in the dwelling. One quality which
has been regarded as characteristic of architecture and which has distinguished it from other forms of art is its social nature. More than any other
kind of art, architecture is also tied to the economic and social conditions
of a society.49 It is not an autonomous totality of aesthetic and functional
solutions but a part of the process of society and culture. Art historical
analyses of architecture can only arise against the background of recognizing it as a product of its ideological and historical context. As in literature, so in architecture the aesthetic and political meanings cannot be
separated and opposed: »A Kristevan approach to Woolf ... would refuse
to accept this binary opposition of aesthetics on the one hand and politics
on the other, locating the politics of Woolf's writing precisely in her textual practices.»49 Similarly, it is impossible to separate the various aesthetic, technical-practical and socio-political dimensions in the architectural idiom and housing models of the type-planned house: these levels
coexist in the planning process.
47
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Porphyrios 1981, 98-101.
See e.g. McLeod 1985, 9; Jencks 1973, 30-31.
Moi 1985, 16. see also Kristeva 1974. In La revolution du langage poetique (1974)
Kristeva seems to have combined a certain avant garde manner of writing with a
textual and social reyolutionariness. In her later writings she has given up such
direct linking of poetical and political revolution. But the new logic and rationality of modern society also contain a new kind of subject and a new manner of writing.
The intertwining of the political and the aesthetic or the personal levels, the impossibility of separating them as opposites in the signifying process of the work
of art, remain. See e.g. Kristeya 1980.

A dwelling is an organized space, which can be read as a form of speech
(parole) that contains the hierarchical structures of a certain housing ideology; it is a way of organizing everyday life and privacy.50 The floorplans of dwellings shape and reinforce certain modes of behaviour and they
also structure gender identities. In type-planned houses the difference and
the differentiated genders are created by redifferentiation of the living spaces. Architecture is thus supported by an ideology and a system of beliefs,
but it cannot be reduced simply to a representation of them; it is also an
independent form of expression and thoughts'

1.4. Feminist paradigm and gender identities
The relationship between the dwelling and gender takes place on multiple
levels: the sexual difference orders the dwelling, the interaction between
its users and the relations of the occupants to the dwelling. Feminist research has emphasized the crucial effect which gender and sexual difference have in defining people's lives; they are central factors in language,
culture and day-to-day behaviour. However, they are also problematic concepts — full of meaning yet meaningless at the same time. We are gendered subjects and gender is culturally coded; moreover, our entire cultural system, the symbolic order (l'ordre symbolique of Jacques Lacan and
Julia Kristeva), is also gendered.52 The constructions of femininity and
masculinity define not only our notions of women and men but the totality of our culture too, and thus the concept of gender and sexual difference are present everywhere. Although the dwelling can be interpreted as
a cultural system and therefore as constituting part of the symbolic order,
it is often considered to be a neutral space. Nevertheless, it also contains
historically changing notions of sexuality, family and gender; it maintains
and supports certain presentations and representations of femininity and
masculinity.
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Foucault 1976, 39-40. The very idea that thoughts (e.g. housing ideology) and practices (e.g. dwelling as an event, the social practice of housing) cannot be sharply
separated is interesting. Aesthetic and conceptual meanings are concomitant, but
architecture has its own code and a certain degree of autonomy.
Jacques Derrida has discussed architectural thinking and conceived of architeeture
as a possibility of thought which cannot be reduced to the status of a representation of thought. Thus architecture is not a technique separate from thought. Derrida 1986, 17.
See also Borchgrevink — Solheim 1988, 35-36; Scott 1985 1074-1075.
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Although in many feminist studies the sex/gender system has been perceived as clearly permeating our (Western) culture and thinking, our entire everyday life,53 and thus as having an influence on architecture too,
the relations between gender identities and architectural space — our built
environment — have nevertheless only rarely been analysed by comparing
them with other areas of culture, in spite of the fact that a problematization of these relations might enable us to uncover the organizing principles of dwelling.54 Instead, our everyday environment has become almost
unnoticeable and self-evident, given. Therefore my study also represents
an attempt to outline a feminist view of architecture, to provide theories
and methodology that were previously lacking. One consequence of this
is that theoretical presuppositions and considerations occupy a central position here even when they are not explicitly stated.55
While the concepts of gender and sexual difference — important in all
feminist research — have been widely discussed since the 1970s, it is by
no means fruitless to deal briefly with them here too. The feminist approach
to the problems of art history differs in relation to the various feminist
positions and their interpretations of »femininity». Morover, the redefinition of »art» and »history» touches the broader question of sexual difference and its formation.56 The difference is never a given, it must be produced. Regardless of its manner of coming into being, it always exists and
u According to Sandra Harding, notions of femininity and masculinity define not just
our ideas of woman and man but also, in a broader and deeper sense, the totality
of our culture; moreover they have an effect even where one would not assume
this to be so, as in architecture: »Now we can detect sex/gender in the details of
domestic and public architecture, in what the problems of philosophy are supposed
to be,...». Harding 1983, 312.
Research has centred primarily on women architects and feminist planning. E.g.
Torre (ed.) 1977; Hayden 1986. In Finland, Renja Suominen-Kokkonen has completed — at much the same time as my work — a study on early Finnish women
architects; rather than one more search for »forgotten women architects», her study
focuses on the relationships between arhitectural tradition, the architectural profession and femininity. Suominen-Kokkonen 1992.
» One theme in architectural discussions has been feminist design. Architects have
sought to create buildings and housing areas based on the needs of their users, especially of women, which would take into account local conditions as well. (This
is in part a reaction against the »international style» in modern architecture and is
linked to a broader architectural discussion.) E.g. Erleman 1985; Kennedy 1981;
Vepsä — Cronberg 1983.
56
On the complicated encounter between feminism and art history and the different
relations between art and sexual difference, see Tickner 1988. According to Tickner, »feminist art history» does not exist because feminism is politics, not a methodology. But a feminist approach to the problems in art history does exist. Tickner 1988, 92-93. Ever since Linda Nochlin's seminal essay »Why Have There Been
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is in a constant state of re-formation. The concept of difference refers not
only to the difference between men and women; it also encompasses the
differences among women and the differences within each individual, the
multiple layers of the subjects'
When housing architecture and the concomitant ideals and models of
habitation (the level of conceptual idealization) are analysed as a signifying process, questions arise concerning the sexual difference and gender
and their relation to architecture. How do these concepts influence or order housing architecture and on what levels do they operate? Do they always manifest themselves in connection with the gender of architect — and
how should that gender be defined? What are the forms of thinking and
the analogies which connect, for example, woman and the dwelling, motherhood and home? Furthermore, what innovations can be introduced to the
interpretation of the dwelling by taking sexual difference as an aspect of

No Great Women Artists?» (Nochlin 1971), the absence of women from general
works on the history of art has formed a central starting point in such studies, although Nochlin herself pointed out that the project of rehabilitation in itself was
not enough. But her article still left the notion of Great Artist untouched. The »filling
the gaps» in art history was methodologically conservative; the concept of gender
and the relationship between perceiyed femininity/masculinity and art were treated as more or less unproblematic and straightforward issues. While leaving the field
of art historical research — both art and history — untouched, it also left women on
the margin of art history and perpetuated the stereotyped division between men's
and women's art. Sexual neutrality and male artists remained as norms, women as
exceptions. The aim of feminist art history is not to fill any gaps or to link women
to the existing canon of art history. This was a central point of departure for Rozsika Parker's and Griselda Pollock's influential book Old Mistresses. Women, Art,
and Ideologies (1981). Unlike earlier general expositions it does not seek to constitute a history of women artists; rather, by attempting to avoid an eyaluative approach it studies for instance how the notions of femininity and art which have
become implanted in the discourse of art have separated women's art from Art by
either ignoring it or ascribing it to the category of the essentially feminine. Parker
and Pollock unearthed the foundations of art history itself and analysed the relations between gender, art and ideologies. They questioned the central concepts and
tacit premisses of art history, such as the interrelated concepts of the Great Artist
and the Genius (the masculine hero), the internal hierarchy of art, the concept of
art, the autonomy of art and art objects, evaluations of art and the concomitant demand for (stylistic) innovation. Parker — Pollock 1981; howeyer, see also Alpers
1977. What is relevant in feminist research is the relation of these notions to sexual difference; the historical nature of femininity, masculinity and art, and their
historically changing relations. For more about the relationship between feminism
and art history see e.g. Gouma-Peterson — Mathews 1987; Pollock 1988; Tickner
1988; Saarikangas 1990.
57 Braidotti 1989, 50. This underlines the particularity of each individual as well as
the significance of race, culture, class, etc. along with gender.
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analysis? On the one hand, it is evident that the concept of gender which
is relevant to the analysis of architectural space has emerged historically;
on the other, the analysis is also linked with the broader questions of the
sexual difference in sign systems, representations, discourses and language,
and the formation of sexual difference itself.
The spatial organization of type-planned houses seem to be similar regardless of the gender of their author. This is why I have concentrated on
the analysis of sexual difference structured in and by the dwelling, instead
of looking at architects as persons or comparing the works of male and
female architects. The central question is: how does the dwelling as cultural practice produce the sexual difference, femininity and masculinity?
What were the positions ascribed to woman and man within the dwelling,
and how did this take place? What precisely was the way in which »femininity» and »masculinity» were categorized in newly urbanized 20th century Finland in general, especially in its housing models? To simplify, one
might ask: how and what kind of »woman» and »man» does the dwelling
create?
This viewpoint shifts attention away from the architects' gender to focus on gender identities and sexual difference produced and maintained
in and by the dwelling itself. In my analysis of the relationship between
the dwelling and gender there are (at least) two interacting levels: first the
way in which gender identities and sexual difference determine the spatial organization of the dwelling; second, the way in which the spaces of
dwelling regulate and order people's social relations and thus also structure sexual difference. Although sexual difference and gender identities
cannot be regarded as initiating the formation of architectural space, they
are nevertheless relevant categories in housing architecture. The differentiation and allocation of the rooms and spaces in the dwelling also imply
certain notions of gender and give them a visible form.
The distinction between sex and gender has been central to the analysis of gender as a historically and culturally constructed structure rather
than as an innate property. One is not born, one becomes a woman — according to Simone de Beauvoir's classic analysis.58 Norms on what in a
given situation is considered to be »feminine» or »masculine» are formed
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Beauvoir 1949, H. Beauvoir has been a theoretical (and phallic) mother for feminists on both sides of the Atlantic. In spite of the the wide criticism of her work,
her main ideas (gender as culturally constructed structure, the otherness of woman, the link between each woman's situation and the women's historical status in
general) have remained highly influental. See e.g. Braidotti 1991, 158, Saarikangas 1991, 145.

over and above biological necessities. The formation of a sex/gender system is, however, a process in which social gender identities and biological sex are attached to each other.59 The idea of culturally constructed gender has been a useful category in questioning gender as a biologically given
quality and in disputing the cultural aspects of sexual difference, yet the
distinction contains problems. Gender has been divided into two radically
discontinuous areas, sexed bodies and culturally constructed genders, while
the body and corporeality have been forgotten. Thus woman, man and gender roles have remained disconnected categories and the distinction between perceived masculine and feminine properties, between mind and
body, continues. A division that separates the biological from the social
is in fact a continuation of the old nature/culture and body/mind dichotomies6°
Sexual difference — and the subject as corporeal entity — is historical as
well as bio-cultural. We must, however, also bear in mind the cultural and
historical nature of biology. Biology, too, belongs to the social field and
cannot therefore be considered as natural and given; it is difficult —
if not impossible — to keep the so-called pure or natural body and corporeality separate from cultural factors. The body is a field where the biological and the symbolic, nature and culture, intersect» The body acquires
meanings only in discourse, and according to Foucault the (sexual) subject can be understood as an open and complex historical system of discourse and power, an effect rather than an origin. »Sex» does not have an
autonomous existence, it is produced through the interaction between discourses, practices, truth and power. »Woman» itself becomes a term in
s9 In Anglo-American feminist research the contrast between sex and gender has been
generally accepted; this has been criticized only recently. Gerda Lemer writes: »Sex
is the biological given for men and women. Gender is the cultural definition of
behavior defined as appropriate to the sexes in a given society of given time. Gender
is a set of cultural robs [sic], therefore it is a cultural product which changes over
time.» Lerner 1986, 10. See also the classic work of the cultural formation of gender: Rosaldo — Lamphere 1974, 7.
6° The relations and interactions between the biological, social and psychological aspects of gender have not been discussed until recentely. Historian Joan W. Scott
has criticized the concept of the sex/gender system and has emhasized the significance of gender as an analytical category. Scott 1985. On two different critics of
the separation of sex from gender and the discontinuities which this presupposes,
see Butler 1990; Braidotti 1991.
61 See e.g. Foucault 1976; Foucault 1980c, 209-222; Butler 1990; on the psychoanalytic theories of sexual difference see e.g. Brennan (ed.) 1989; Feldstein — Roof
(eds.) 1989. The distinction between nature and culture is a product of language
and culture, formulated inside »an already established cultural order». Braidotti
1991, 129.
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process, whose meaning changes according to historical and social context.b'
By questioning the notions of fixed identities, an integrated sexual subject and the relationship between a work and its author's sexuality, the writings of Julia Kristeva, Luce Irigary and Hélene Cixous have been a fruitful point of departure in problematizing the notions of sexual difference,
femininity and masculinity in architecture. By using their schemes, it has
been possible to develop an interesting angle on the relationships between
the gender of the work, the author and the scholar. It is no longer woman
which is the focus of study, but the construction of sexual difference and
the system of differences which orders our existence through the unconsious and through language. In the »French» theory which arises from (and
criticizes) Jacques Lacan's interpretation of Freud's psychoanalysis, the
biological and socio-cultural aspects of gender are not set against one another; rather, gender is viewed as a psychosexual structure which is inseparable from corporeality.63 Among other things, it aims at undermining the prevalent man/woman and mind/body dichotomies."4 The primacy
of the unconscious, the stratified nature of the subject and the notion of
language are central to this. The subject and sexual difference are constructed through language and signifying systems in general. Kristeva has
analysed the intersection of the psychosexual and the social order, and she
has laid particular emphasis on the fleeting, process-like nature of the sub-
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Foucault 1976; Foucault 1980c, 210. For an interesting essay (inspired by Foucault)
on sexuality as a fundamental pillar of identity rather than the wilful choice of
gender roles, see Butler 1990.
In essence, the »French feminist» theory also represents a criticism of Lacan's theory
in which woman becomes a selfless black hole and a place of negatiyity; an absent opposite to the masculine presence (of phallus). See e.g. Irigaray 1974; Cixous 1975. Today, the interesting difference between the French and Anglo-American approaches has already become a cliché, although much more important are
the different cultural and theoretical traditions' convergences and elaborations on
the question of sexual difference or gender and the concomitant redefinition of sexual subject. The question here is not whether to use the concept of sexual difference rather than that of gender; both notions are used in parallel. Moreover, in spite
of certain universal features, it is misleading to regard either »French feminism»
or the Anglo-American school as a unified movement. Scholars have different approaches to the questions of sexual difference, woman and femininity. See Saarikangas 1989; Saarikangas 1991; Braidotti 1991; general reviews Marks — Courtivron 1980; Moi 1985; Eisenstein 1984; Sivenius 1984.
Instead of hierarchies, the relationships between body and mind, nature and culture, subject and object, woman and man can be seen as differences and complementaries where the other always exists, even if it is not necessarily present and
visible. See also Derrida 1991, 26.

ject and its continuous transformation. As a linguistic and sexual being
the subject-in-process (le sujet en proces) is formed by the interaction of
the semiotic and symbolic levels of meaning as the child enters the order
of language and culture. Gender and the symbolic order — the world of
communal agreements and social laws (for example the family) — are
reached through language.65 Through the unconscious and through language
sexual difference is present everywhere and structures both the symbolic
order and our positions in it, although masculine discourse — which we
deem neutral — rejects the feminine.
In the study of art, attention is directed away from women as persons
towards the manifestations of the sexual difference on the level of the text
65

Kristeya 1974; Kristeya 1977; Kristeva 1980, 82. See also Lacan 1966. For Kristeva the social order rests on a fundamentally symbolic structure. In the progress
towards the symbolic our contact with the semiotic does not disappear, but the stratification of the subject and the disunity of gender identities prevail. On the basis
of the psychosexual formation of the subject it is impossible to speak of a woman's authentic experience or of a uniform category of women united by femininity. Instead of Lacan's diyision into imaginaire-reel-symbolique, Kristeva uses the
concepts of semiotic and symbolic (le semiotique as opposed to la semiotique). In
her division, the pre-Oedipal semiotic amplifies Lacan's concepts imaginaire-reel
without supplanting them, whereas the symbolic corresponds to Lacan's symbolic. The world of social laws, communal agreements, control and naming - the symbolic order - which represents the Name of the Father is preceded by a semiotic
stage in the symbiotic, primal union between the child and the maternal body. The
semiotic, corporeal and rhythmic meaning (or potentiality for a meaning) which
differentiates without naming is articulated in the relationship with the mother's
body in the pre-verbal and pre-Oedipal stage. But the mother and the mother's body
also play a central role in the transition to the world of culture and language: the
mother is always already inside the symbolic order, the codes of which she transmits to her child both verbally and non-verbally. She (or the person taking care of
the child) is the person against whom the child has to develop his/her own subjectivity and who introduces the child to representation, the symbolic and lack. For a
child, entering the world of syntactical structure implies the first victory over the
mother. Kristeva challenges the Lacanian narrative by focusing on the »primary
maternal body» and by describing the pre-verbal meanings which it bears. Kristeva's notions of the fleeting nature of identity, the splitting of the subject and the
stratification of meanings have opened up an interesting perspective on the relationship and interaction between body and culture, verbal and non-verbal thinking. Despite the currently quite widespread criticism of her concepts, Kristeva's
thinking can be seen as a radical attempt to end the masculine/feminine dichotomy and to transcend its boundaries. With the aid of the concept abject, she has
attempted to describe that area which falls between nature and culture, body and
language, object and subject; the state and process where a child does not necessarily belong to either category, but oscillates between them. See e.g. Kristeva
1974b, 22-99, passim.; Kristeva 1977a, 57-69; Kristeva 1977c, 484; Kristeya 1979,
17-19; Kristeya 1980. On recent criticism of Kristeva see e.g. Rose 1986; Tickner
1988, 109-110; Braidotti 1991, 229-238; Butler 1990, 79-93.
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and works, towards their »femininity» (or »masculinity»). When, as a psychic structure, femininity is not connected solely to women but can also
be displayed by men, the relativity of sexuality and the metaphysical nature of the opposition is accentuated.66 Kristeva, Irigaray or Cixous do not
seek the forgotten women of the past but rather the femininity — the difference — that is suppressed by language and the unconscious. Femininity
as such — separated from the symbolic — cannot be isolated: women are a
part of the prevalent »masculine» culture, and they use its language in communication. In a masculine culture woman — or femininity — can only be
expressed between the lines, signs and meanings, in a kind of subtext.67
Contrary to the thinking of the 1970s utopian feminists who based their
ideas on the moral superiority of women and on essential femininity, it is
impossible to settle in any feminist counter-reality outside the existing
masculine culture.68
To the analysis of the relationship between gender identities and typeplanned houses — each so similar, yet all planned by different architects —
the questioning of the notion of the integrated subject has brought a new
perspective. The architecture of these houses cannot be approached as a
reflection of the gender of their planners; the sexual difference which divides our culture lies deeper in architecture and cannot be reduced to a
planner's gender. It is (invisibly) present in the symbolic as well as the
social and historical levels.
Although the »French» research mentioned above undermines the identity and contextuality of sexual difference, it often lacks the historical dimension which is important to the present study. My aim is to construct,
within a certain historical context, the particular contents of the concepts
of gender identities. The historical and conceptual levels of gender are both
important in my analysis: they are both formed in relation to language and
culture. Owing to the complexity of the formation of gender and sexual
difference, it is important to detail the different levels, although in my
analysis I am not actually discussing the bio-cultural formation of sexual
difference; instead, I examine sexual difference as one ordering principle
in architecture and people's everyday lives. Sexual difference exists both
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Kristeva 1974c, 20-21; Kristeva 1979, 17-19; Cixous 1984, 51-54. Kristeva's semiotic and symbolic are sometimes also described as maternal and paternal. Howeyer, as such they are not directly linked to actual existing women or men but to
the stages and levels of the (formation) of subject.
67 See e.g. Irigaray 1974, 20-21; Kristeya 1977, 39-44.
68 Kristeva 1974a, 42-43; Kristeya 1979, 17-18; see also Foucault 1980c, 220.
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in works of art and in the ways in which they are viewed and discussed; it
orders housing architecture, the relationship between the dwelling and its
user, and the discussion on housing. As a system of representation, art,
architecture and art history continuously produce and maintain sexual difference.
Regarded as historical change, the transformations of gender identities
and the practices of housing are not presented in this study as a teleological progress from worse to better — neither is my aim to make any idealized projections to the past. The examination of the relationship between
housing and gender is not in itself a question of defining a good or a bad
dwelling, but an analysis of established thinking habits: it brings out aspects of housing architecture which would otherwise be unremarked. Incorporating the family and gender — along with the historical context and
the social practice of housing — into an analysis of type-planned houses
assigns new meanings to their architecture, while their relation to previous Finnish housing architecture reveals other aspects than if the focus were
simply on the architectural idiom.
In an object-centred (and woman-centred feminist) history of art in which
women can only remain in the marginal position to which they have been
relegated, the interaction in the signifying process between the building
and its user, the work and the viewer, has attracted little notice.69 Furthermore, the feminist study of art confronts a problem that is common to every
examination of visual material: the picture or the building is both without
a language and more than language. The mutual relationship of language
and image is in a certain sense unending and infinite, not so much because
of the limitations of language as because of their incommensurability; image and language are mutually irreducible.70 We are bound by language
when we analyse a work of art, and language, like gender, is never neutral or pure. In feminist research this is compounded by the problematic —
to say the least — concept of gender: we are faced with the complex question of interactions between gendered work, its author, the gendered scholar/viewer/user, and the conventions and traditions of art. Art always stands
in relation not only to its socio-historical context but also to the conventions and traditions of art. The notions of woman and man in art cannot
be read directly from a single work and its historical situation, they grow
from earlier (masculine) representations and inherent notions of art.
Furthermore, works of art and the identities of the artist and of woman/

°H Tickner 1988, 97.
70 Kristeva 1977b, 383; Foucault 1966, 25; Todorov 1977. 168.
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man change, and they are interrelated" The problems become even more
complex when one analyses feminine expression, the differences between
female and male artists, or the different levels of gender in any work.

See e.g. Parker — Pollock 1981, 98; Stewen 1987.
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2. Dwelling as cultural system
Thirty spokes surround the hub:
In their nothingness consists the carriage's effectiveness.
One hollows the clay and shapes it into pots:
In its nothingness consists the pot's effectiveness.
One cuts out doors and windows to make the chamber:
In their nothingness consists the chamber's effectiveness.
Therefore: what exists serves for possession
What does not exist serves for effectiveness.
Lao Tzu

The type-planned house is a standardized, private space constructed in accordance with the existing »housing norms» — a dwelling that is on the
one hand extremely private and personal, but simultaneously also generic
and prevalent. It is both a physical space and the locus of the everyday
life of its occupants. Studying the dwelling — the most basic building —
involves the fundamental philosophical questions at the root of architecture and architectural analysis. It is possible to think that, in the past, all
demarcated spaces were dwellings — of the gods, the deceased and the living. Non-domestic buildings first appeared with the onset of profane publicity. In the modem world, the dwelling too, has lost its sacral aspect,
and become secular.
In architectural tradition and research, »more valuable» monumental public buildings have often taken precedence over dwellings; on the other hand,
beginning with Vitruvius, written architectural history has always regarded the dwelling as the basis of architecture. Images of the first human habitation — Adam and Eve's dwelling in Paradise, »lost» by definition —
have regularly risen to the surface) Accounts of the experience afforded
Rykwert 1972.
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by the architectural space, and of architecture as the everyday living environment, often release an accompanying flood of personal narratives: the
multiple layers of privacy.
Meanings are constructed by, and within, the dwelling; this takes place
on multiple levels, from verbal to the non-verbal and preverbal — on the
other hand, the dimensions of the meanings range from the private and
extremely personal to shared historical and cultural level. As John Burnett puts it, »Houses are physical structures, homes are social, economic
and cultural institutions.»'- Similarly, the analysis of the house and home
involves both architectural-historical analysis of formal idiom and analysis of the changing historical, social and private meanings associated with
habitation. Martin Heidegger treats housing as a form of »being-in-theworld» (Dasein), and describes the building as a habitable (Gewohnte),
essentially social and communal space. For Heidegger the dwelling is the
essence of man's »being-in-the-world».
Building as dwelling, that is, as being on the earth, however remains
for man's everyday experience that which is from the outset »habitual» — we inhabit it, as our language says so beautifully: it is the gewohnte.
The constructed space always also entails the relationship between the
individual and space, between person and place. In the phenomenological
study of architecture, which is based on Heidegger's philosophy, habitation has been seen as the fundamental space and condition of humanity: a
kind of »local feeling,» a mental and emotional experience of the genius
loci.4 As a human construction, a non-given space, the dwelling has a certain produced message and social meaning.>
The dwelling is not a permanently fixed »empty» space, but a site of
intimate encounters, saturated with personal and social meaning: the image of our privacy and intimacy, as Gaston Bachelard has suggested in
his study of the poetics of space. The dwelling is our »corner in the world»
(notre coin du monde, notre premier univers); as an extension of the mother's womb, it fundamentally structures our experience of the world and of
space.6 Sensations, scents, smells, colours, flavours and sounds can mo-

2 Burnett 1985, 3.
Heidegger sees an etymological relationship between »to dwell» (wohnen) and »to
build» (bauen) and links building back to thinking (ich denke) and being (ich bin).
Heidegger 1971 (1956), 146-149, 156-157.
4 Norberg-Schulz 1985, 12, 22.
5 Norberg-Schulz 1985, passim.
6 Bachelard (1957) 1984, 24; see also Foucault 1986, 23.
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mentarily revoke and evoke (evoquer) a sensation of space, the childhood
experience of space and place.' Phenomenological analysis of the meaning of the dwelling has in fact often focused on precisely the genius loci
and on the individual's private experiences of the dwelling and memories
of childhood. The dwelling, the home, accomodates a portion of the daily
life of the individual. The home strengthens and bolsters the identity, offering security and »domestic peace». Ever since Antiquity, the home, the
household, has been understood as a microcosm — a space in space.8 According to Jacques Derrida, architecture consists in the establishment of
space (espacement); to create a space is also to create a place:
The question of architecture is in fact that of place, of taking place
in space. The establishing of a place which didn't exist until then and
is in keeping with what will take place there one day, that is a place.
As Mallarmé puts it, ce qui a lieu, c'est le lieu. It is not at all natural. The setting up of a habitable space is an event, and obviously
the setting up is always something technical. It invents something
which didn't exist beforehand and yet at the same time there is the
inhabitant, man or God, who requires the place prior to its invention
or causing it. Therefore one doesn't quite know where to pin down
the origin of place.9
The spatial arrangement of the dwelling can be regarded as a field of
social relations where ideas and practices intertwine and perpetually interact. Analysing the dwelling as a social practice and as an event of daily life brings together the levels of ideology and quotidian.10 As a cultural
product, the dwelling is a process that produces meanings; a given event
of habitation is produced in the interaction of the ideological level, the
spatial organization of the dwelling and the social practices of housing.
The dwelling — and architecture in general — is closely associated with
the problem of power; it is, in Nietzsche's phrase, »the rhetoric of power
in space». The dwelling can be seen as both wordless production of mean-

' Manlio Brusatin has written of colour — and scents and flavours — as organizers of
memory. »Mais il les (couleurs) comparer aussi aux odeurs et aux parfums, qui
sont en meme temps stimuli et sensations, qui excitent le flux de la mémoire en se
répandant å travers le corps par ou ils s'introduisent, suscitant des frissons et des
souvenirs.» Brusatin 1986, 14-15. Sensations and perceptions also magically recall the world of the past in Marcel Proust's A la recherche du temps perdu.
s Norberg-Schulz 1985, 91; Bachelard (I957) 1984, 24.
9
Derrida 1986, 18.
10 The dwelling as social practice includes habitation, made possible by the spatial
organization, i.e. arrangement of rooms, as well as social relations and the spatiotemporal domestic convention associated with the arrangement of rooms.
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ing and as the indirect exercise of power. To study the relationship between the dwelling and gender identities is also to study power. Architecture is one way of ordering people's lives; being a private space, the dwelling particularly determines the order of daily life and privacy. When architecture is interpreted as an independent »language» or cultural sign system11 and as such a means of expression and control, it expresses — and
produces — a certain ideology, and thereby controls and orders people's
The works of Michel Foucault open up an interesting angle on the relationship between the dwelling and gender identities, and into the associated problem of power. In studying the history of the matrices of thought
and the history of power, Foucault has also addressed architecture, specifically in the context of his analysis of the formation of the modern sexual subject, and the birth of the modern penal system and self-discipline."
In fact, Foucault has touched upon space and related problems since 1961
when he published Histoire de la folie. He has studied modern society by
mapping the historically woven network of power relations. According to
Foucault, (historical) research has generally overlooked both power mechanisms and power in its strategic aspect, which is simultaneously general
and detailed, and has concentrated instead on the possessors of power. Even
less attention has been given to the relationship between knowledge and
power and the articulation of each on the other.14 The analysis of power is
linked with the analysis of housing and family ideology. If the dwelling

" Julia Kristeva has analysed the nature of painting as a signifying process. Visual
art is always more than a sign; it is both without a name and more than a name.
According to Kristeva, analysis of visual art always entails a certain kind of second degree of naming; of inserting the signs of language into an already-produced
reality-sign (signe-reel dejå produit). See Kristeva 1977, 383. Image and language,
architecture and language, are mutually untranslatable forms of expression. In this
context, the idea of architecture as a »language» means a cultural sign system — or
system of (re)presentation. Being a cultural symbol, architecture (e.g. the typeplanned house) can be treated as a system of signs or representations — but it can
also be seen as producing meanings, and, in this sense, as an »independent» language and possibility of thought.
"- Foucault 1976, 39-40. See also Porphyrios 1982, 114. On relations between the
dwelling, sexuality, the family and ideas of gender, see e.g. Donzelot 1977; Politiques de la'habitat 1977; Eleb-Vidal — Debarre-Blanchard 1989.
" See Foucault 1975; Foucault 1976; and also Foucault 1984b.
14 Foucault 1980d, 51. Women's history has also urged that the focus of research
should be shifted to those who are powerless, but Foucault has also problematized
the concept of power on another leyel, not only by shifting attention to the powerless but by demonstrating the problematic, multidimensional quality of the yery
concept of power.
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is analysed in Foucauldian terms, it can be seen as a structure of so-called
bio-power — as a kind of mediating factor. Like ideology, the dwelling is
a means of controlling the human body — it is »mediated» power.15 Its walls
demarcate a space in which habitation can occur, which involves not just
a domestic building but also the people functioning inside and the system
of control and discipline produced by discursive and social practices. According to Foucault, the formation of a new penal practice in the early 19th
century involved a new prison architecture, a new matrix of thought, and
a new strategy:
Toute une problématique se développe alors:... celle d'une architecture qui serait un opérateur pour la transformation des individus:
agir sur ce qu'elle abrite, donner prise sur leur conduite, reconduire
jusqui eux les effets du pouvoir, les offrir å une connaissance, les
modifier. Les pierres peuvent rendre docile et connaissable.' 6
In housing, the capillary forms of power can be reached. In the dwelling, power reaches the mentality of individual persons, touches their bodies and inserts itself into their actions and attitudes, their discourses, and
their everyday lives." The dwelling is not of course the only thing that
affects the arrangement of people's everyday lives, but together, spatial
arrangement, housing practice and ideological aspects sustain and produce
certain housing conventions. Together, they determine the use of the dwelling, and the social relations between the occupants.
In his analysis of modern society, Foucault has diagnosed "bio-power» as the form of power/knowledge specific to our time. Bio-power
can be defined as the way our current practices work so as to bring
about an order in which Western men will be healthy, secure and productive.18
The dwelling, and the socio-hygienic and moral norms (e.g. segregation of the different sexes, parents and children, growing demands of hygiene and health) associated with the dwelling from the I9th century (in
Finland, from I900 onwards) can be studied as an intersection between
the micro and macro level of power.
Foucault's conception of power is (radically) new. In traditional theories, power has usually been associated with the state, production or an
individual; Foucault, by contrast, has attempted to delocalize it. AccordFoucault 1975, 31.
Foucault 1975, 174. My emphasis.
" Foucault 1980d, 39.
18 Dreyfus — Rabinow 1986, 116. Biopower is the discursive constitution and appropriation, through social practice, of the body and physicality.
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ing to Foucault, in the modem society power cannot be localized or returned to a definite centre. Instead, power does not entail place and substance, subject and object, guilt and innocence, but constitutes an invisible and faceless structure that is present everywhere — in every human
relationship. Relations of power are simultaneously both intentional and
non-subjective.19 Control and order arise in consequence of the structure
of modern society.2° Power is productivity, not just repressiveness, and it
characterizes all aspects of modem society. Power cannot be possessed but
is a strategy in which the dominated and the dominator are equal participants. At the same time, power always also contains its own resistance.
According to Foucault, knowledge and power are interlinked and mutually dependent, but also mutually productive. He illustrates the affiliation
and the relationship between knowledge and power through the Panopticon, a surveillance system associated with prisons at the end of the 18th
century and in the beginning of the I9th century.21
Despite the criticism levelled against them, Foucault's analyses of power,
institutions and sexuality provide interesting dimensions also for the study
of the relationship between gender identities, housing ideology and the
dwelling, and the concomitant problem of power. Foucault's analysis of
power is fruitful in that it does not indict any individual person, and particularly because it demonstrates the subtle presence of power in everyday life.'-'- It identifies the body as a site of power and emphasizes the specific and local modes of operations of power — the microphysics of power
— and the crucial role of discourse in producing never separable power/
knowledge. Although many feminists have claimed that Foucauldian formation of sexual subject is gender-blind and that Foucauldian body escapes
from sexual difference,'-3 crucial is that for Foucault body is not »sexed»,
but »sex» (and body) are produced by complex interactions of discourse
and power. Sexual subject is an artificial concept which gains meaning in

Foucault 1976, 121-129. On Foucault's conceptions of power (and their development), and on the virtually metaphysical nature of power in late Foucault, see e.g.
White 1987, 131-134.
20 Foucault has tried to analyse that network of power relations into which the human subject is born, and without which the subject would be incomprehensible.
21 Foucault 1975, 201-206. See also Bentham, Panopticon 1791.
22
What Foucault presents is not so much a comprehensive theory or a causal explanation as a method of analysis. On his critics, see e.g. Hoy 1986; on feminist critique and the conyergences of feminism and Foucault (especially his analysis of
power and the formation of the sexual subject), e.g. Peterson 1987, 67-72; Braidotti 1991, 86-97; Butler 1990, 91-106; Honkasalo 1991; Diamond — Quinby 1988.
23 Braidotti 1991, 95.
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the historically specific organizations of power, disciplinary practices and
rationalizing discourses of the modern era.24
The dwelling can be analysed as a system of controls focused upon the
family, comparable to the controls imposed upon children and adolescents
at school. With its spatial organization, and through the different private
spaces allocated for the performance of different functions, with which it
surrounds the individual, the dwelling controls and orders people's everyday life, differentiating sexuality and the maintenance of the family and
the home. In Finnish ideology of the 20th century and particularly the
I940s, the woman was seen as the pivot of the family and the home; my
work is in this sense an inquiry into the »controls» imposed upon the woman. The woman was »situated» in the family, and her being was determined
by everything that had to do with the family." The dwelling was one of
the places that defined normal and abnormal family and gender identities.
The dwelling is thus one of the clearest control systems affecting the family.
It controls sexuality and sets its norms. To simplify, one might ask, what
functions and forms of control hold sway in the dwelling?
Thus all architecture, private as well as public, can be seen to contain
ideological and power-related aspects. In the dwelling, power appears in
the interaction between spatial organization, housing ideology and domestic
practice; architectural form as such is not (cannot be) political: the meanings arising from idiom and spatial arrangement are always cultural. The
meanings of architecture are actualized in a particular historical and social situation. Analysing the multifarious dynamic of Foucauldian power
does not exculpate the individual agents of power from moral responsibility, but allocates a quota of power to a larger group — including architects.
The dwelling is a social space and part of the symbolic order; it is a
culturally determined totality. Both the dwelling and the people who move
inside it exist in relation to, and through, language. The dwelling is the
scene of a person's private everyday life, but also a point of intersection
between the private and the public. The social and cultural order — or symbolic order — is not left behind when we cross the threshold of the dwelling and close the door.26 The dwelling, like architecture in general, can be
thought of as social and communal; it is part of the symbolic order. The
'4 Diamond — Quinby 1988, x—xxi; Butler 1990, 92.
'5 Cf. woman as sign, »situated» in a passive sense.
26 Mircea Eliade has written about the threshold as a separator between spaces; various rites have been associated with entry into domestic space. Eliade (1957) 1987,
28.
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dwelling, too, is a social space for its inhabitants — only in a more private
way. The difficulty of analysing the meanings articulated in the dwelling,
and the meanings that order the dwelling itself, lies in precisely this multiplicity: in the encounter of the private and the communal.
Reading power in a private space such as a dwelling is more complex
compared to political exegesis of public spaces. The dwelling as cultural
system contains both a private and a social and cultural level: in it, the
private and the public perpetually interact. It can be said that architecture,
which is considered the most social art, embodies the symbolic and cultural order in a uniquely pure form. But it can also be thought of as creating non-verbal meanings at the level of the unconscious and the body.
The dwelling is a physical space experienced through the senses; it produces meanings not only at the level of the symbolic order and communal
agreements and practices, but also on another, even less conspicuous level. According to Walter Benjamin, architecture is characterized by a distracted and random way of observing. He sees that buildings are utilized
in two ways: through use and viewing, i.e. by tactile and optical means.
What determines each perception is habit and custom rather than acumen.'-'
Being self-evidently present, (domestic) architecture and our everyday habitat have, as it were, become invisible: their production of meaning is imperceptible, silent and mute.28 How does the experience of architectural
space penetrate our bodies when we move in it? How do we, through the
body and the senses, apprehend space as movement, as a system of relations, as rhythm and materiality? What does it mean that we spend our
days in different kinds of spaces? And how does the »empty» space demarcated by walls produce meanings?
This unnoticed, silent and material creation of meaning is distantly related to both Freud's idea of dream work and Julia Kristeva's concept of
the semiotic production of meaning and the semiotic chora, or the unconscious, rhythmic and »corporeal» formation of meanings, which she calls
semiotic. The semiotic is, according to Kristeva, the non-linguistic level
27
Benjamin (1936) 1973, 46-47.
" This invisible production of meaning may be compared with Heidegger's (Sein and
Zeit 1923) notion of the »Being», or being »ready-to-hand» (Zuhanden) of unnoticed, familiar utensils (or »equipment», Zeug, Heidegger's translation for the Greek
word pragmata). Equipment is that unnoticed material of everyday activity which
is always already present before the question of placement even arises. This world
»ready-to-hand» always already surrounds you as vague totality of meanings, before you begin to subject it to objective inquiry. The utensil emerges from behind
its unnoticeability, becomes »unready-to-hand» or »present-at-hand» (Vorhanden)
for example when it fails in its work function. Heidegger 1962, 96-99 (H68—H69).
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of expression: a preverbal and physical expression that appears as rhythm,
rhythmicity, intonations. It is a state of production of meaning governed
by instincts and rhythmic pulsions and rooted in the body and the unconscious, and has connotations of the mother and the maternal. The semiotic stage and the semiotic level are governed by the body of the mother,
from which the »becoming subject» does not distinguish itself and its own
boundaries. However, both the semiotic and the symbolic are always already present in the mothers's body: the mother is inside the symbolic order. The semiotic production of meaning has associations with the notion
of the semiotic chora, or rhythmic state, which Kristeva developed on the
basis of Plato's Timaeus. The chora precedes expression, exists before the
sign, meaning and subject. It is a fluctuating receptacle that might be metaphorically characterized as nourishing and maternal. The semiotic is the
materiality and spatiality of language. The symbolic on the other hand is
the order of language, a social and cultural system — its temporal dimension. Kristeva writes:
Cette chora est l'articulation non verbale du proces: une musique,
une architecture sont des métaphores qui la désignent mieux que les
catégories linguistiques grammaticales qu'elle redistribue. Elle est la
logique des »opérations concretes», de la »motilité» (dont parle Artaud) traversant le corps pratique dans l'espace social (transformations des objets, rapports aux parents et å l'ensemble social).29
Semiotic meaning can be seen as something that appears as relations
(e.g. the body's relation to space), whereas symbolic meaning always points
to another. The chora is a state and location that articulates meanings on
non-verbal level. It is »a room in which a thing is.»30
The idea of the semiotic chora can be metaphorically used in architectural analysis. The formation of architectural meaning is articulated not
only by cultural and symbolic meanings, but also by the non-verbal level
of sensations, rhythm and movement. Being in space (Dasein) and utilization of space is always being in relation to another; it is movement into
and within the other. Metaphorically, it repeats the child's relation to the
body of the mother, and their differentiation, which facilitates space, language and the localization of the subject. The movement into the other,
the formation of meanings in relation to another is, according to Michel

'-9 Kristeva 1977a, 69. The subject moves from the semiotic to the symbolic via thetic thresholds, pronouncements and namings. CF. also Kristeva 1974b, 22-30; Kristeva 1977a, 57-69.
i0 Whitman 1987, 171-172.
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de Certeau, the prerequisite of space, while the use of space is repetition
of childhood sensations of space — being and movement into the other.31
In connection with the physical, unconscious, non-verbal and material
allocation of meaning Kristeva writes of the »cartography of the body»
(cartographie primaire de ce corps que j'appelle semiotique), of the meanings that inscribe themselves in the body. This »physical» allocation of
meaning is always formed — chronologically and logically — in relation to
the rules of the language and the symbolic order.3'Without going any further into Kristeva's subtle theory of the subject
and the formation of meaning, it appears that the experience of the space
of the dwelling can also be analysed as a physical, sensuous production
of meaning. The body and space interact perpetually. The active body, with
its movements and gestures, gives shape to space; conversely, spatial arrangements touch the body. As Ivan Illich writes: »Gender shapes bodies
as they shape space and are in turn shaped by its arrangements.»33 Gender, physicality and space are linked together and shape the home, the home
as cultural system.
The question of the body, and of the person as a sexual, physical subject, is in many ways related to the spatial organization of the dwelling.
The problem is more than just a question of the historicity of the body:
the body can be seen as belonging to both the private and the political
sphere. According to Foucault, the body is always also political:
Mais le corps est aussi directement plongé dans un champ politique;
les rapports de pouvoir opérent sur lui une prise immédiate; ils
l'investissent, le marquent, le dressent, le supplicient, l'astreignent å
des travaux, l'obligent å des cérémonies, exigent de lui des signes.34
Together with disease, bacteria and physiological functions, the body
and biology also include ideological and institutional meanings formed in
specific historical situations and relations.
Physicality is linked with the juxtapositioning of architectural spaces
that can be seen as deriving from the dichotomous thinking that structures
Certeau 1980, 163-164. Certeau refers to both Freud's wellknown analysis of the
Fort-Da game (the casting off and retrieval, in space, of a ball of wool that compensates for the mother) as the original structure of the experience of space, and
to Lacan's theory of the mirror stage of the (male) child, when he recognizes himself in the mirror as one, whole and simultaneously other. Cf. also Kristeva 1977a,
66-67; Kristeva 1977c, 484-491.
3'- Kristeva 1980, 87.
Illich 1983, 117-119.
Foueault 1975, 30.
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western culture: nature/culture, body/spirit, woman/man. The custom has
been to categorize architectural spaces on the basis of oppositions accepted as given, »For example between private space and public space, between family space and social space, between cultural space and useful
space, between the space of leisure and that of work. All these are still
nurtured by the hidden presence of the sacred.»i5 Arhitecture has often been
discussed on the basis of its supposed male and female qualities, e.g. in
the doctrine of the anthropomorphic nature of the Classical orders, and the
corresponding application of each.36 On the other hand, an association has
been drawn between the space inside the building and the female, and between the facades and the male. Habitation has been identified with the
female and femininity. Architecture has often been categorized in terms
of uterine and phallic analogies. For example, according to the historian
Friedrich Heer, medieval churches were seen precisely as »Mother-churches,» through which you could be united with Mother earth and the Mother of God.
Space was essentially feminine, a sacred cave, a sacred womb — in
fact the womb of »mother church» ... Sacred enclosures protected
the dead until the time of their rebirth, for enclosure meant security.37
The dwelling has been seen a counterpart of the womb: a place of protection and seclusion, beyond the reach of the chaos of the external world;
the mother's lap, tender, warm and secure. Precisely the idea of enclosure,
of diving into shelter, into a cave or a nest, and the notion of the labyrinths and cavernous spaces, and of course passivity, have been seen as
the essential feminine attributes in architecture. The opposite poles are of
course male archetypes: activity, soaring phallic columns and towers, the
conquest of external space.38 Like, say, a vase, the dwelling, and its enclosed seclusion, has been seen to contain an archetypal reference to the
womb and to the woman as mother — all are places of shelter and retreat.;9
35

Foucault 1986, 23.
36 The Orders have, from the time of Vitruvius, been described according to their
supposed female and male qualities. The Doric has been identified with the man,
the Corinthian with a young, virginal girl. By contrast, the comparatively non-sexed
Ionic has vacillated between the masculine and the feminine. Vitruvius associated
it with feminine sweetness (and thus aligned it with the Corinthian), whereas in
the Renaissance it was variously associated with either a middle-aged woman or
with a mature male. Vitruvius, book IV. c. I, 6-9; Lilius 1978, 19-20; Summerson 1978, 12-13.
" Heer 1962, 380-381.
38 LeFévre 1980, 28-31; Kennedy 1981, 53.
39
Myter 1983, 52-62; see also Lilius 1978, 16.
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In analysing Plato's cave myth, Luce Irigaray has compared the cave
to the womb, and asked whether the cave is the womb. She argues that
when the myth interprets the external world as the real, and dismisses the
shadows as mere imitations of the ideal world, something is forgotten and
rejected: the ability of tones and shapes to interpret the world and to be
»real.» Irigaray seeks for a way to persist within the cave, of eradicating
the evaluative distinction between the cave and the external world.40 Housing and everyday life can be compared to the Platonic cave, which, our
culture decrees, one must abandon in favour of the real knowledge and
world outside. Their history is invisible and silent, but no less real for that.
The dwelling is a network of social relations and power, as well as an
extremely personal space. It controls social relationships between people,
but also gives rise to »positive» private meanings, some of which are born
on the unconscious or physical level, in the relationship between body
movements and space.
The physical or sensuous and non-verbal formation of meaning constitutes another personal level which is on a par with the verbal and social
levels, but which is harder to reach and which evades analysis. The social
and private meanings of architecture are both in part unnoticeable and unconscious: they, as it were, inscribe themselves »directly» in the body, cutting across the rules of language and culture, as we move in space. This
»cartography of the body» and early, archaic sensations of space travel
with us. Physical experience of space is archetypal even when it is most
personal. It involves one's sense of one's own separateness and coincident blending into space, reminiscent of one's symbiotic coexistence with
the mother in early infancy: a simultaneous sense of physical distinctness
and inseparability, and a movement between the two — the evanescence
of the boundaries of the body.
The dwelling carries inside itself the aesthetic of hidden detail. Even
this architectural production of meaning occurs in relation to language and
culture, to communal contracts and practices. The analysis of the dwelling entails the relationship between the visible and invisible, the verbal
and the non-verbal: it is to give words and language to the wordless. This
language is always the voice of the Other (in relation to the object of research and the researcher).

40
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Irigaray 1974, 301-309, 350-351.

3. Historical context
3.1. Rural society in the process of industrialization
The context in which the Finnish type-planned houses were designed and
built was a social and economic shift that was accelerated by the Second
World War. With these type-planned dwellings specifically designed for
single-family proprietorship, a new housing model emerged as Finland was
being transformed into an urban and industrial country.' The idealization
of the »natural», suburban lifestyle (the idea of the garden city), urbanization and industrialization were largely complementary developments in
Finland during the first half of the 20th century, but it is equally important to remember that Finland was essentially an agrarian »peasant»2 society up until the Second World War. The inception of modern capitalist
industry in Finland goes back to the 1840s, when cotton factories were
founded in Tampere and Forssa. Large-scale industrialization and urbanization did not, however, occur until the late 19th and early 20th century.3
At the turn of century, most Finns still lived off the forest and the land.4
' The villa and the one-family house are here treated as urban housing models. See
Stavenow-Hidemark 1971. For the relationships between industrialization, urbanization and modernization, see Hietala 1987, 30.
' Compared to other small European countries, Finnish society (and Finnish »peasant») differed by virtue of its nonfeudal class structure and the comparatively strong
position of the peasantry, reminscent of the situation in Sweden and Norway. In
the first half of the 19th century the Finnish agrarian population mainly comprised
landowning peasants and crofters. The crofters were tenant farmers with small leased
holdings; they subsisted on agriculture and paid their rent by working a certain
number of days for the landowner. In the early 19th century, their situation resembled that of the »freeholding peasant». In the late 19th century, the number of landless peasants (both crofters and agricultural workers) escalated and social differences increased. Alapuro 1988, 12-51.
3 Vattula 1981, 67-68; Haapala 1986, 12-15.
° 81 % of the working population in 1890, and 74 % in 1910. Alapuro 1980, 42.
Roughly 90 % (2.7 million people) of the population lived in rural areas at the
turn of the century.
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The process of industrialization gathered momentum after the Second
World War. During the war, Finland was still an agricultural country on
the threshold of the approaching transformation into a modern, industrial
and urban society. The agricultural character of the country was reflected
in its architecture which was dominated by rural vernacular traditions. Despite the growth of the cities, even after the war, the majority of the population (almost 70 %) still lived in rural areas.5 As late as 1940, 64 % of
the working population worked in farming and foresty, and about 50 %
continued to do so after the war.6 By 1950, the proportion of agricultural
and forest workers was less than half (46 %) and in 1980 it was 13 %.' A
period of rapid industrial expansion began immediately after the war and
continued into the 1970s.8 But it is not until the '60s and '70s that Finland can actually be considered an industrial society.'
After the war ended, Finland continued to pursue its pre-war policy of
establishing agricultural self-sufficiency; the food shortage also made rebuilding agriculture a central postwar concern.10 Not only was the farming population a numerous one — it also had conciderable political weight.
One of the motives of the postwar housing and settlement project was to
create stable political conditions and to reward the front-line veterans. At
the end of the 19th century, social differences increased within the rural
population; conflicting interests were particularly evident between the farmowners and landless peasantry. After the Civil War (1918), various legislative measures were implemented to improve the position of the crofters
(i.e. tenant farmers) and landless population: the agrarian reform laws
(Torpparilait) of 1918, or the Crofters Liberation as the reform is sometimes called in Finland, and the Settlement Act (Lex Kallio) of 1922 enabled tenant farmers to acquire ownership of the land they held on lease,
and facilitated the creation of small holdings.11 With this reform Finnish
peasant holding began to move in the direction of the family farm.'2
s Virrankoski 1982, 57.
6 54 % of the entire population. Alapuro 1980, 79.
Alestalo 1980, 103-104.
s Waris 1974, 19.
Alestalo 1980, 103.
"' Alapuro 1980, 78; Hietanen 1982, 227; see also PAL, 7.
" The proposal for the so-called Crofters' Enfranchisement Act (Torpparivapautuslaki) was already prepared before the war, and the law was ratified with small
changes after the war. Siipi 1967, 96. In recent Finnish sosio-historical studies the
terms tenant farmer and crofter have been used in parallel to mean small lease holders who obtained their main livelihood from farming and paid their rent mainly in
labour. Alapuro 1988, 49-51; Peltonen 1992, 416.
"- Peltonen 1992, 320, 423.
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In the interwar period, the main practical aim of Finnish housing policy was to resettle the landless population.13 As a result of the new legislation, the percentage of landowners among the population almost doubled
by the Second World War.14 The structure of Finnish farms changed almost beyond recognition during the 20th century. Large farms and extensive land holdings, still common in the early part of the century, have almost disappeared, and small farms now constitute the mainstay of agricultural production. The postwar settlement project also increased the
number of small holdings, mainly one-family farms)$
Rapid industrialization in the country as a whole and vigorous building
in rural areas radically transformed the agricultural landscape. For the first
time, hard technology was deployed in farming, as thousands of hectares
of land were cleared for cultivation, leaving permanent traces in the rural
landscape.16
The interwar period was a time of strong nationalism and celebration
of native values: the Finnish peasant and the rural tradition were idealized, as they had been during the Finnish nationalist movement of the turn
of the century. Finnish identity and rural identity were apprehended as one
and the same thing, and country life was lauded and extolled. The novelist F.E. Sillanpää, for one, ardently proclaims the pastoral lifestyle of the
Finnish peasant and emphasizes natural values. During the 1920s and '30s,
the character of the rural areas began to change, and the farming population became the focus of an extensive education and information campaign." The period preceding the Second World War may in fact be seen
as the heyday of an idiosyncratic rural romanticism marked by idealization of »healthy country life».18 The type-planned house of the 1940s can
be seen as a descendant of this »national project».
From the turn of the century to the 1940s and '50s, it is impossible to
speak of »the Finnish family», men and women or gender identities as coherent concepts. In the period in question, the concept and institution of
the family, femininity and masculinity, and the concomitant housing models
'' Juntto 1990, 25.
21 % of the population in 1910; 40 % in 1940. Alapuro 1980, 80.
15 Alestalo 1980, 117; Hietanen 1982, 22-30.
16 Hustich 1982, 83.
" Siipi 1967, 96; 011ila 1989, 96. Several organizations took an active role in propagating these values, e.g. the Central Union of Agricultural Societes (Maatalousseurojen Keskusliitto), the Farmers' Societes (maamiesseurat) and, from 1914, the
adjoining Agricultural Women's Societes (maatalousnaiset). The Martha Association (Martta-yhdistys), or Home Economics Extension Association, was also set
up to offer information and advice to farmers' wives and working-class women.
18 Siipi 1967, 103.
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all undergo a transformation. There were also significant differences between the various ranks and social classes: different views of housing and
different views of family and gender identities existed side by side. The
family may be studied as a function of the typical modes of housing and
labour at a given historical moment. (This is to select one many possible
ways of defining the family.)
The agrarian tradition had left a strong mark on popular attitudes towards the family and on the customary housing models, and in the country, the most typical unit of employment was still the peasant family household.19 During the proces of industrialization, the agricultural tradition remained relatively strong in Finnish cities, particularly in suburbs. The turnof-the-century urban milieu was still rural in character: towns largely consisted of wooden houses, and the traditional subsistence economy remained
at least partially intact. In the late I9th century, a range of productional
activities still took place even in bourgeois town homes.'-° The working
classes maintained an even closer relationship with the rural areas and had,
in the early 20th century, strong structural ties with the rural population
and its world view.222' In the old agricultural society, each individual artisan or peasant household comprised a separate production unit where both
men and women worked side by side at their own respective tasks — and
where women continued to work after marriage.22 In the country, the employment prospects of women depended on social class, ranging from
household management to outside employment as a maid, whereas during
the period of urbanization, at first, most women who worked outside the
home worked as servants.23 From 1840s onwards, in some towns, the earliest industrial factories also offered employment for women. Both womanservants and female factory workers were usually young and unmarried,
and had roots in the poorest agricultural classes, i.e. in the landless class
(tenant farmers and agricultural workers).24 If they married, working-class
Family household is here used as a general name for economic unit and for the
people living under the same roof.
20 Harmaja 1928, 9.
2 ' Sulkunen 1986, 276. Many urban workers were first-generation city-dwellers born
in the country. See Waris 1932; Eenilä 1974; Haapala 1986, 97.
22 Household is a more appropriate term here than family, as many members of the
household were not members of the family. In the pre-industrial era of the four
Estates, there were some Noble households in which not a single family member
took part in production. Vattula 1981, 64. On wage labour among rural women,
see Markkola 1989a, especially pages 170-176.
23 In 1879, 71 % of all employed women in Helsinki and Turku. Vattula 1981, 6768.
24 Vattula 1981, 67-68; see also Waris 1932. (Waris speaks of »the womanization»
of the cities.)
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women — and urban women in general — often gave up their paid jobs ouside
the home. They would, however, continue to be employed in the domestic sphere, boosting the family income by performing work such as sewing and laundering.25
At the turn of the century, there were two kinds or rural household: large
households with hired members, and smaller single-family units. Members
of the latter type of household were agricultural workers who often also
worked for others. Unmarried maids and farmhands lived and ate in the
household they worked for.'-6 The working classes also lived in loosely defined households which often included not only the core family, but close
relatives and lodgers as well. Only the gentry (säätyläiset; Sw. ståndspersoner)'-' and members of the middle class usually lived in their own singlefamily dwelling, and they, too, had servants living under the same roof.
Idealization of the home formed an important aspect of bourgeois culture
in the second half of the I9th century. Women were associated with the
home, which defined their sphere of action. However, the home was not
yet exclusively the domain of the woman.
In the modern world, industrialization has been regarded as one of the
most important factors defining and changing living conditions, particularly women's.''8 The consequences of industrialization seem indeed enormous if we restrict our focus to non-domestic wage labour. However, as
the most recent studies have shown, to limit one's attention to paid employment is to overlook much of the work that was done by women. Similarly, recognizing the fact that women of the landless class often performed
wage labour outside the home calls for a revision of received ideas of the
relationship between industrialization and non-domestic wage labour performed by women. In the country, unmarried women commonly worked
as maids or servants in the hire of outside employer.'-9 The employment

'-s Oittinen 1989, 61-62.
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According to Aryo M. Soininen, in 1910, 40 % of the rural population lived off
their own land, 20 % were tenant farmers and 40 % were paid agricultural workers. Soininen 1976, 211-225; Markkola 1989b, 39-40; also Peltonen 1992, 414.
27 The bureacracy formed the heart of the gentry. In Swedish, the concept gentry originally referred to the nobility, the clergy and their peers; later, it also came to include officials (functionaries) and other corresponding groups. According to Risto
Alapuro, the gentry constituted a Weberian status group united by a common social identity: higher education, employment in the high levels of the administration, an appropriate standard of liying and the use of Swedish, the language that
dominated public life. Alapuro 1988, 26.
'8 Jallinoja 1980, 243. The main focus has been on women with paid employment
outside the home.
29
Markkola 1989a, 175.
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pattern changed more abrubtly among urban women. In Finnish cities, wage
labour among women seems to have been common already in the 1870s,
which is often seen as the period of nascent industrialization. For example, in Helsinki in 1870, 39 % of all women who were of working age
were wage-earners, and the figure was as high as 55 % on the period from
I900 to the I960s. For men, the same figure has been close to 90 %
throughout this century. Single and married women were in a very different situation, for it was for a long time extremely rare for the latter to work
outside the home. In 1920, 10 % of all married women worked for wages.
The figure was 34 % in 1950.3°
In Finland, the total number of wage-earning women increased both after
the Civil War and during the Second World War, when there were fewer
men on the job market. After the Second World War, in most countries,
jobs that had temporarily offered employment for women were usually given back to men once peace had been established? However, in postwar
Finland, the proportion of married city-dwelling women who worked outside the home remained at 31 %, the level it reached during the war, and
even exceeded it, rising to 34 %.3'- The fact that many women had paid
jobs outside the home before the war has sometimes been explained by
pointing to the high number of unmarried women in the population: the
marriage rate fell sharply in the 1920s and '30s, as did the birth rate, which
reached its lowest level in I933. In the '20s and '30s, the marriage rate in
the country as a whole was lower than ever before or since.33
The housing model associated with type planning is best understood with
reference to the new urban middle-class nuclear family and its relation to
the traditional rural household on the one hand, and to the bourgeois city
home on the other. Recent research on the history of family has cast doubt
on the received assumption that industrialization played a crucial role in
shaping the nuclear family. In fact, the whole notion of the »birth» of the
nuclear family calls for revision. However, industrialization may be as-

Jallinoja 1980, 246-249. During industrialization, in Finland, the employment situation of women has often been exceptional compared with the other Western countries. Since the turn of the century, going out to work has been relatively common
among Finnish women. The number of employed women has fluctuated according
to general trends in society, e.g. it rose in the '20s, but fell again in the '30s. After
the '20s, popular opinion turned against the idea of mothers working outside the
home. See Sulkunen 1989, 82, 103.
Komiteanmietintö (Committee Report) 1944:7, 6-7.
32
Jallinoja 1983, 120-121.
Jallinoja 1984, 120-121.
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sumed to have a certain effect in changing the purpose of the family; in
making family increasingly private and domestic.i4
From the turn of the century to the 1950s, as wage labour became more
common and modern class society was slowly established, the new middle-class nuclear family gradually superseded both the socially fluid production unit of the rural household and the family model of the older bourgeoisie.35 This development was linked with a shift in the system of gender, and in gender identities: the separation between the male and female
sphere became more strict than it had been before. In the old agricultural
society, men and women had inhabited the same collective world which
now became fragmented, leading to the installation of a new gender-based
division of labour, and to the creation of a world where the private and
the public, and male and female space, were separated. According to Irma
Sulkunen, the conception of civic identity incipient in this period is polarized according to gender.36 Revised conceptions of the family and the
home, and of masculine and feminine identity, also entailed revision in
the area of domestic architecture. Thus the dwelling, the family and gender identity were all transformed between the turn of the century and the
1940s and '50s.
Migration into the cities was accelerated in the 1920s and '30s, and the
size of the rural population began to shrink. Urbanization led to the expansion of the middle class, which by the year 1940 included 10 % of all
families.37 It is widely accepted that the new middle class placed enormous
values on the family, the home and domestic privacy. In the bourgeois culture of the latter half of the 19th century, the home and the family were
closely associated; home and family gradually acquired strong moral connotations and came to be seen as fundamental to the support of society
and the individual. Thus the housing milieu also became a matter of importance.38 In the old rural society, the concept of the family did not have
such self-evident significance.
The new middle-class nuclear family is a Trinity of mother, children
and father, and the increasingly private home is »the realm of the woman». The nuclear family has many points of convergence with the bourgeois family ideology associated with the 19th-century gentry, which also
On the relationship between the nuclear family, industrialization and modernization, also see Häggman I991, 144-145; Journal of Family History 1987: 1-3, various articles.
35 See Sulkunen 1989, 11-12, 28.
Sulkunen 1987, passim.
Alapuro 1980, 93.
38
Burnett 1985, 95-108.
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stressed the domestic, maternal role of the woman, and dictated that her
main duties were to create a home and bring up the children." However,
the two concepts of the family also differ in crucial ways. The woman at
the centre of the 19th-century bourgeois household was the mistress who
controlled the servants, but in the new middle-class ideology she was replaced by the housewife who herself nurtured the ideal family and home.
The new ideal woman is active and purposeful. As the family identities
of the woman and the man gradually changed, the patriarchal prerogative
of the father was gradually eroded and an emotional mother-child relationship became the main focus of discussions of nursing and child-rearing.40
This emphasis in fact already appears among the 19th-century bourgeoisie.
Middle-class ideology and middle-class women played a decisive role
in forming the new concepts of »family» and »woman». Middle-class women took an active role in different organizations and in the women's right
movement, and contributed to the new idea of woman which was disseminated as a model not only among the middle classes themselves but also
among upper-class women, in contrast with the earlier situation, when the
new model had been exclusively directed at women of lower classes.41 A
new, different notion of the household and the woman's role emerged,
which centered around active, emancipated maternity..4'-- As the professional
vocation and subjective identity of the housewife were formed from the
I9th century onwards, the idea of femininity was also reconstituted, with
maternity and reproduction as defining principles." The new feminine identity was condoned by the different women's organizations. In the early 20th
century, the Finnish women's movement projected two ideal types of woman: the unmarried wage-earning woman who was active in society, and
the married mother who acted mainly, but not exclusively, in the family
sphere:"
During the 1920s and '30s, ongoing changes in the system of gender
interacted with the new household ideology. The arrangements pertaining
with the private household began to be reshaped, and from the '20s on-

See Smith 1981, passim.; Häggman 1991, 145-150.
Irma Sulkunen argues that the child, and the nurture, protection and upbringing of
children constituted a particularly prominent theme after the Civil War. Sulkunen
1989, 80.
11 Sulkunen 1989, 30.
42 Sulkunen 1978, 158-161; see also 011ila 1989.
See Rosenbeck 1987, passim.
See 011ila 1989, 25.
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wards, household became established as a concept of national economy.45
The tendency, current in the '20s and '30s, to attach importance to the
home, the family and the woman's work relates to the presence of a sisterhood of middle-class women who esteemed feminine identity and also
emphasized the importance of the woman's housework and the household
itself.46 New ideas of the household gradually achieved expression in the
housing architecture of the period, especially in Functionalism."
The cult of the family and domesticity was particularly prominent in
the late 1940s, which is reflected in the social policy of that decade.4R By
turning the population issue into a question of national survival, the war
brought population policy into the limelight. The background to the situation lies in the sharp decline in the marriage and birth rate during the '20s
and '30s. After the war, between 1945 and 1947, the annual number of
marriages was almost double what it had been in the '30s and early '406.49
Finnish population policy strongly favoured large families. The Finnish
Population and Family Welfare Federation (Väestöliitto), founded in 1941,
campaigned on behalf of mothers and families with children, acclaiming
maternity as a special calling. As the aim was to increase the Finnish population and to boost the birth rate, six children per family was positioned
as the norm, with four children per family as the bottom line.
If we succeed in establishing four as the minimum and five to six as
the standard number of children in all families in the land, we shall
have saved the situation and secured the healthy growth of our nation.5o
Appropriate measures were introduced to support families and their position in society. Public attitudes were manipulated in favour of the home
and the family, and attempts were made to change the legislation to improve the lot of families with children e.g. by reducing their tax burden
The work and writings of Laura Harmaja, and for example Kotiliesi (Domestic
Hearth) magazine were particularly influental. See e.g. Harmaja 1925; Harmaja
1928; Maatalouden tietosanakirja (Agricultural encyclopedia) 1929. See also Vattula 1981, 28; 011ila 1991, 131; Harmaja 1931.
46 The official manifestation of polarized male and female civic identity was the new
marriage act of 1929. The act had a capital importance in recognizing the contribution of women to the welfare of the family — and the civic society — by their
role in the home management. Sulkunen 1990, 93; Harmaja 1946; 13-14; Saurio
1938, 119.
4' See e.g. Setälä 1929, Setälä 1931; Pienasunto? 1930. On Setälä's architectural activities on this field also see Suominen-Kokkonen 1992, 71-79.
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Waris 1974, 32.
i9 Jallinoja 1984, 60.
5" Sukselainen 1942, 296.
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and introducing mandatory maternity leave; the Act on Child Benefit was
passed in 1948.5'
The home and the family were also a favourite theme in discussions of
housing. In 1946, Heikki von Hertzen published a book titled »A home or
a barracks for our children» (Koti vaiko kasarmi lapsillemme), where he
wrote:
The question of housing has fundamental social importance, particularly in relation to population policy. The home is the very heart of
society. It is the main prerequisite for all family life, and constitutes
each family member's main hold on life... A healthy society is unthinkable without homes that can rear citizens who are free and balanced, and healthy both in body and mind... From the point of view
of the formation of real homes, housing conditions are just as important as spiritual conditions.5'The dwelling, the home and the family were inseparable concepts. Since
the 19th century, the home has constituted a centrally important elements
of everyday life in northern Europe, Britain and the United States. In Finland, housing plans and the general discussion were in large part modelled
on British ideas of villa architecture, the single-family house and the garden city.53 In the wake of the Second World War, in Finland, family life
became an issue of such vital consequence that it attracted the active interest of the state. Too important now to be left to the discretion of individual citizens, the family and private life became endowed with major
political significance. With the expansion of middle-class culture, the home
ceased to be merely a practical project, but took on moral meaning as well.54
According to Riitta Jallinoja, the veneration of the family in the 1940s resulted from an interesting synthesis of individualism and familism which
produced a climate that favoured families. In practice, however, different
family models do not occur in their »pure» form, except in people's imagination. »They are mental images through which people analyse their
own family lives.»55
The accentuation of the home and the family is vividly documented in
Finnish films from the 1940s. Especially those that chronicle the fate of
»The Suominen family» (Suomisen perhe; Fin. Suomi = Finland) were very
popular in Finland in the I940s and '50s. This ideal family illustrates the
s' Väestöliitto 1941, 19-20; Jallinoja 1984, 50; Valkonen 1980, 21.
Hertzen 1946, 5.
ss Wäre 1983, 260. See e.g. Brunila 1909, 201-212; Strengell 1911.
5'Frykman — Löfgren 1979, 104.
55 Jallinoja 1984, 55, 70. On the family and individualist family model.
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lifestyle and values of the white-collar urban middle-class and thus exemplifies pre-war middle-class ideology. The films emphasize idyllic domesticity and middle-class gender identity, and project a coherent world
where everyone has an allotted place. The patriarchal head of the family
is a severe but just father who works as a civil servant. The mother is a
guardian angel who creates and sustains the domestic spirit - the
woman's »proper place» is at home and with the family. Housework is
taken care by an eternally loyal and contented servant. Finally, there are
the inevitable children who are sometimes rowdy but never undisciplined.
These cinematic idealizations of marriage and the family institution also
have a distinct patriotic colouring.
The development of the modern city, with its new public and private
spaces and with its increasing differentiation between the male and female
sphere, is said to have a profound effect on the experience of urban space.
Griselda Pollock has uncovered a gendered logic in the binary spatial divisions of the modern bourgeois city that took shape in Europe in the late
19th century: the public, social sphere belonged to men, while private spaces belonged to women.56 Puzzling here is the relationship that obtains between the differentiated male and female sphere, i.e. between the public
and private. How does the woman exist in relation to the public, social
space? Does the public somehow also infiltrate the private? Or are the public and the private two autonomous spaces and worlds, with no overlap
between them, as Pollock posits?

3.2. The »beauty of home» and the housing problem
Housing is no recent phenomenon - nor is wretched housing. It was not,
however, until the late 18th century and the onset of industrialization that
the Western world began to treat housing as an object of theoretical scrutiny.57 The question of housing, industrialization and urbanization are interrelated phenomena. The advent of open social and communal interest in
the housing question is related to social and utilitarian engagement with
individual health and private life.58 According to John Burnett, the modern housing problem is a relatively recent development caused by indus56 Pollock 1988, 68-69.
See Collins (1971) 1984, 42-43.
5" See Tarn 1971, 1-3.
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trialization and, above all, rapid population growth and urbanization. It is
not that housing was not dismal, inadequate and cramped in the past as
well, but that it is not until the emergence of modern society that housing
becomes a point of social interest and the focus of various improvement
schemes.
But, in a real sense, the modern housing problem was a creation of
the nineteenth century — both because new demographic trends multiplied and exacerbated the inherited problems, and because new social trends gradually raised housing expectations and produced a climate of opinion in which, for diverse reasons, housing evils came to
be regarded as unacceptable. The nineteenth century therefore witnessed both an acceleration of the housing problem and the origin of
politics aimed at its solution.59
During the emergence of modern city society, a new conception and discourse of housing is formed, with main emphasis on medical science, hygiene, health policy and the social sciences: the social hygiene of housing.60 In France and Britain at the turn of the 18th century, physicians and
medical science are »specialists of space.»61 The spatial differentiation of
prisons, barracks, hospitals and housing is revised, and through the new
differentiation architecture begins to control human sexuality and the physical body. At the same time, sexuality and the body also creep into architectural discourse. Michel Foucault has touched upon the different ways
in which architectural space and urban space took on fundamental significance in the political and administrative theory and praxis of the 18th and
19th-century France. Although not necessarily reflected in texts written
by architects, this change is evident in the political texts of the period. Architecture and town planning came to be seen as part of »the arts of government.»6'- The rise of the discourse on the housing problem means in
itself a formation of a new discoursive field: modern housing architecture
becomes discoursively existent within and by this formation. It is part of
a broader discursive event which is creating for example the modern
notions of society, family, gender and hygiene.63
Burnett 1978, 3. In Finland, urbanization begins at the end of the 19th century,
i.e. much later than in Britain. In his study of the industrialization in Tampere Pertti
Haapala argues that the poor quality of housing was a consequence of growing industrialiazation and population growth. Haapala 1986, 162. Marjatta Hietala also
makes reference to the connection between housing problems and industrialization
in her study of services and urbanization. Hietala 1987, 54.
Politiques de I'habitat 1977.
Foucault 1977a, 14-15.
62 Foucault 1984b, 240.
'" Foucault 1984, 239.
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The planning and internal arrangement of the family dwelling was a central practical and theoretical concern in 19th-century European architecture.64 In aesthetic discussions, the dwelling was treated as an artistic and
architectural entity; discourse on housing centered around ideas of the
»beautiful home» and the spiritual effects of the dwelling. Towards the
end of the century, the bourgeois home became more private, and its spatial divisions became differentiated in a new way that priviledged privacy.65
The developing modern bourgeois city home was seen as an institution
that, in connection with its tendency to stress privacy, intimacy and domesticity, fostered the habit of apprehending the world from within the
dwelling; public life came to be seen as morally inferior to private life.
Closely associated to this development was the new genre of domestic art,
or l'art de la maison, which, together with the new ideals of housing design and whole canon of domestic manuals, mainly focused on the dwellings and villas of the more prosperous classes.' Architectural and aesthetical discourse stressed the relationship between the family, the interior arrangement, and the spatial organization of the family dwelling. The dwelling, i.e. the home, framed the family and formed what César Daly called
»le vetement de la famille, »67 and simultaneosly constituted a self-portrait
of the inhabitants. In housing design, the degree of spatial differentiation,
i.e. the number of different rooms allocated for particular purposes, was a
precise function of the material wealth of the occupants it was meant for.
The most extreme degree of spatial differentiation was perhaps seen in British housing discussions and planning.68
At the turn of the century, the »beauty of home» and the »art of living»
provided a topic for a number of aesthetic and architectural studies and
manuals, all of which emphasized the significance of the home and stressed
ideas of intimacy and privacy. In Finland, too, from the turn of the century, a large amount of aesthetic and moral guidance on homemaking addressed itself to the well-to-do and the middle classes, who received both
practical advice on domestic architecture and instruction concerning the
proper way of creating a domestic milieu inside their villas and singlefamily houses.69 The home offered a refuge from, and constituted the po° Olsen 1986, 89.
In Holland, the idea of privacy already gains importance in the 17th century. See
Rybczynski 1987.
'6 See e.g. Kerr 1864, Havard 1884.
67 Daly 1964, 10.
68 See e.g. Muthesius 1908.
69 Kekkonen 1908; Elenius 1915; Brunius 1911; Strengell 1923; Kotitaide (Domestic art) magazine and Suomen Teollisuuslehti (Finnish Industrial Magazine). The
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lar opposite of, the chaos of the world outside.7' Moreover, the home exercised an immediate negative or positive influence on the members of the
family, particularly on the children and the way they developed. The home
was seen as the critical space of human life where either loveliness or ugliness was infused into individual existence, prompting Ellen Key to call
for »beauty for all» (Sw. skönhet för alla). The home exercised a direct
effect on the individual's senses and nervous system.71 Although aesthetic
discussions of the dwellings of the well-to-do give priority to visual beauty,
that beauty was not an end in itself but a means — the aesthetic beauty of
the private domestic environment is a way of manipulating the soul. The
dwelling is an instrument of aesthetic education and a vehicle for higher
spiritual development, as well as a projetion of the innermost strata of the
selves of its inhabitants. Together, housing design, housing practice and
architectural discussions on the subject constitute a new discourse of housing.
Texts celebrating the idea of the beauty of home tend to identify the
woman both with the home and with the beauty. The woman is the soul
of the home. By creating beauty she effectuates her feminine nature, and
thereby also sweetens the lives of the other members of the family.72 It
was up to the woman to create the domestic milieu and the homely atmosphere (Sw. hemtrevlighet). In this spiritual private woman we glimpse
the domestic angel in her purest form.
The 19th century is also the period when the problem of urban worker
housing also first emerges in the industrial countries of Europe. Architec-
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building of the home was discussed in, for example, publications concerning architecture, interior decoration, the single-family home ownership movement, women
and the home. Cf. Stavenow-Hidemark 1971. On discussions in Kotitaide (19021918), Suomen Teollisuuslehti (1882-1918) and Rakentaja (1901-1905) (Builder)
magazines, see Wäre 1991, 38-52, 64-71. I am indebted to Ritva Wäre for drawing my attention to discussions in these magazines. The writings in Rakentaja magazine discussed the questions of construction and materials, the new home architecture which emphasized homely domestic milieu and the interior spaces instead
of facades, rural vernacular architecture and also occasionally workers' housing
problems. In connection with housing architecture the »new style» or the »new
taste» was often mentioned. Kotitaide magazine was connected with the British
»home arts» trend as well as with folk art and the homestead (Heimatskunst) movement. It was anti-urban, and was oriented to the preservation and development of
rural vernacular tradition, with the motto of making homes »simple, cosier and more
homely.» The growing interest towards housing architecture is visible in both magazines. On rural vernacular architecture see also Talonpoikaistalo ulkoa ja sisältä
(Peasant house inside and outside) 1903.
See e.g. Elenius 1915, 15.
Key 1899, 14.
Key 1899, 6; Daly 1864, 13; Kerr 1964; Havard 1884.

3. Bourneville villa suburb. Published in Muthesius 1908.

tural solutions to the problem were not, however, sought until late in the
century. According to John Tarn, the planning of the Bedford Park suburb (1876, Norman Shaw) constitutes the first instance in Britain of an
architectural effort to solve the housing problem.73 Although social ideals
were involved in the initial project, Bedford Park was eventually taken over
by middle-class residents and artists. Previously, no overlap was thought
to exist between the aesthetic pursuit of architecture and the social problem of housing; the architect was essentially regarded as an aesthetic practitioner, while social issues belonged to the economic discipline. The social aspect was seen primarily in terms of economics, morals and health.
However, in the late 19th century, planning of worker housing came to be
seen as an architectural challenge as well, just as town planning was being subjected to new kind of aesthetic scrutiny (Fig. 3).74
73
74

Tarn 1971, 17.
Muthesius 1908; Sutcliffe 1981. Writings on the subject of new villa suburbs focused on the new planned working-class model towns such as Port Sunlight and
Bourneville.
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It was believed that the dwelling and its immediate environment had
an immediate effect on the senses, the body and the mind, and this brought
a preoccupation with hygiene and healthy natural lifestyles on a par with
beauty as a main theme in the housing discussion. Concern for the aesthetic quality of the home and the concomitant idea of the beauty of everyday life already encompassed the dwellings of the poorer social classes as
well. The housing problem, which was first treated as a question of working-class housing, became a topic of general debate in Finland in the second half of the 19th century, when the pitiful state of working-class housing was brought into the public eye by city health officials, idealistic and
philanthropic intellectuals, labour organizations and journalists.75 Early discussions of working-class housing also made much of the idea of the home,
but more as an issue of health, morals and propriety than as an aesthetic
phenomenon. Mostly educational and didactic in tone, the debate greatly
emphasised the significance of the environment in relation to individual
development.76
In the present century, the housing problem and the social importance
of housing reform came to the fore both during the Great Strike of 1905
and immediately after the Civil War (1918). From the 1910s, and especially during the '20s, architects, too, became increasingly interested in
the housing problem and in social housing projects. In addition to working for private land development companies not immediately concerned
with housing reform, they were also active in the Association of the National Economy (Kansantaloudellinen yhdistys, founded in 1891), and in
the Association for the Advancement of Non-Profit Building (Yhdistys
Yleishyödyllisen Rakentamisen Edistämiseksi, YYRE, founded in 1910;
renamed Asuntoreformiyhdistys or the Dwelling Reform Association in
1919).77 The latter soon became a key organization for architects and had
See e.g. Groundstroem 1897, 22-23; see also Wäre 1983, 257; Markkola 1991,
210. The first writer to publicly address the pitiful state of worker housing was Z.
Topelius, who in 1858-59 called attention to the housing conditions of the Helsinki poor. Åström 1956, 144-145.
76 Cf. the Enlightenment ideas of the influence of environment and education to child's
development as well as 19th-century ideas of the importance of the immediate physical or mental environment, e.g. Darwinian, Marxist and Freudian discourses, Hippolyte Taine's environmentalist psychology, August Comte etc.
77 Wäre 1983, 257. Architects wrote occasionally about workers housing already before. Wäre 1991, 55; see e.g. Nyström 1902; Federley 1902. For information on
the land development companies see Harvia 1936, 59-65; Waris 1936, 261; Peltonen 1983; Kolbe 1988; Nikula 1988, 48. Between 1895 and 1930, some of 21
join-stock and co-operative land development companies, which were also called
land speculation companies in their time, operated in the Helsinki area; most of
75
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a capital importance in the discussions on housing." An entirely new class
of modern professionals was active both in the earliest social housing
projects and in the private land development companies that were founded in Helsinki during the first decade of the 20th century. Planners, social
reformists, doctors, architects and engineers, a new modern class of professionals comes into view in the middle ground (or »middling modernism») between high culture or science and the practices of everyday life.
These people are »specific intellectuals» and social modernists whom Paul
Rabinow calls »technicians of general ideas,» echoing Hubert Lyautey.
Their aim was to create the kinds of norms and forms that produce a
healthy, efficient and productive social order: to find scientific and practical solutions to general problems.79 As their name suggests, they concentrated on solving, sometimes in great detail, the problems of their own
special field.80 Housing and the dwelling were discussed on the borderline betweenarchitectural and non-architectural disciplines. In the resulting interaction of architecture and discourse, a distinct ideological level
may be discerned.
In the first decade of the 20th century, labour organizations initiated various studies into worker housing to document the grim, cramped and wretched conditions in which much of the Finnish urban population lived. Dwellings consisting of a single room, or a single room and a kitchen were standard among the working class.81 The deficiency of the housing conditions
among the landless rural population at the turn of the century was made
publicly known through statistics reported by an official committee studying the landless population (Tilattoman väestön alakomitea, TVA).82 At

these had been launched at the turn of the century. The question of worker housing and agricultural policy were central issues of the association of the National
Economy.
» Its most active period was the 1910s: 17 publications came out between 1912-1919,
one in 1925, one in 1937 and after, that, one in 1968, one in 1978 and the latest in
1983. Cf. also Juntto 1990, 399.
' Rabinow 1989, 9-16, 251.
x0 On »specific intellectuals» see also Foucault 1980b, 126. The changing role of architects, engineers and techniciens and the new »technician ideal» in Finland during industrialization are also discussed in the Suominen-Kokkonen 1992, 21.
81 In 1900, 67.6 % of the working-class population in Helsinki had just one room, or
one room and a kitchen, as compared with 64.6 % in Turku in 1915, 39.0 % in
Tampere in 1909 and 34.6 % in Viipuri in 1901. In 1900, 34.6 % of the total population of Helsinki lived in one-room dwellings. Snellman 1906; Snellman 1909;
Sucksdorf 1904; Waris 1932, 272. The typical worker dwelling in Tampere (one
room and a share in a communal kitchen) has here been treated as a single room.
8'
- Gebhard 1910.
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the turn of the century, the social reformists regarded one room and a kitchen as the minimum size for a family apartment: »To ensure that the dwelling
offers some degree of comfort, the room and the kitchen should be separate.»83 The houses built by the various workers' associations during this
time were also divided into apartments consisting of a single room and a
kitchen. The »beauty of home» thus clearly had little to do with the everyday life of the working class and the rural folk. Cramped living was very
much a problem of the urban workers and the landless rural population,
but by the present century, the worsening housing conditions of the middle classes also began to attract attention.84 In the field of housing research,
the turn-of-the-century dwelling censuses were gradually replaced by studies that prescribed normative goals.85 Instead of only outlining the contemporary housing situation, studies always reveal (and stress) current housing ideals. Both the dwelling censuses and studies meant that the workers' housing conditions became discoursively existent and also a pivotal
topic of public discussion.
The detached single-family house was adopted as an ideal early on in
the social housing reform project. Aside from social considerations, the
private house was also associated with the idea of the beauty of everyday
life. Health and aesthetics were high priorities in the planning of the »own
homes»,86 whereas working-class housing was discussed in terms of health,
hygiene and practicality. The one-family house was a prominent ideal during the timid, early attempts at social and non-profit building in Finland.
The detached house was repeatedly posited as a viable type of small dwelling; what was in the late 19th century projected as the ideal but unattainable model for worker housing became reality in the type-planned houses
of the 1940s. Small apartments were the subject of two strands of critical
discussion: there were complaints about cramped living conditions, and
efforts were made to improve the architectural design of small dwellings.87
The use of type plans was first seriously suggested in 1917, when the Association for the Advancement of Non-profit Building organized the First
Ss Snellman 1906, 23.
84 Strengell 1906; Böök 1912, 6.
85 See also Juntto 1990, 109. According to Juntto, housing statistics focus on shortcomings and grievances, and on what is lacking in the various dwellings. Similarly, the statistics focus on the latest innovations such as running water, but pay
less attention to the new comforts once they become widespread.
86
Kekkonen 1908, 14.
8' E.g. Suomen Ensimmäinen Yleinen...1917; Ensimmäisen Suomalaisen asuntokongressin näyttely 1917, Rakennuspäivät 1919 in Rakennustaito (Construction skill)
magazine 23-25/1919.
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General Housing Congress and a simultaneous exhibition. Type plans were
brought forward again in 1919, when the Finnish Association of Architects and the Association of Master Builders arranged a joint Building Convention. It was the master builders rather than the architects who at the
beginning of the present century first applied themselves to the task of rethinking the floor plan and the spatial organization of small apartments.88
In the late 19th century, suggested attempts to solve the problem of working-class housing relied heavily on the idea of »self help». In the 20th century, however, there were increasing demands for publicly sponsored nonprofit building, and for the improvement of the architectural quality of small
dwellings and worker housing. Social building projects were first initiated
by the municipalities, and during the 1920s, soon after the Civil War (1918),
the young independent state began to practice social building on a national scale.89
The debate surrounding housing conditions constitutes a nodal point
where many social problems and ideals converge. At the end of the 19th
century, the so-called Wrightean philanthropic labour movement campaigned for the establishment of privately owned working-class housing.
The single-family house on the model of Mulhouse in Alsace (1853-1870)
and various British examples was adopted as an ideal, but the aims were
never achieved, due to high construction costs (Fig. 4).90 Persuasive arguments were put in favour of the single-family house, and the main points
remained unchanged well into the 1940s: proximity with nature, health,
the sense of domesticity, privacy, private ownership, the possibility of gardening. The goal was »to turn the dwelling into a home.»
Various kinds of type drawings were employed during the construction
of the garden cities and villa districts of Britain, Germany and other Northern European countries, and there is some evidence that type plans were
also used in Finland, at least in the planning of the Kulosaari villa area of

8" Suominen-Kokkonen 1989.
"9 Already at the turn of the century (1897-1904), the State had granted loans to local authorities and housing companies »for the construction of healthy non-speculative worker housing.» Asuntokysymys (Housing question) 1904, 49-50. The Law
dates from 1898; funds ran out by 1904. See also Aström 1956, 156-158. A Housing
Committee was formed on October 15, 1918 for the purpose of planning State loans
for housing. The Committee submitted its report on December 18, 1918. From the
year 1920, the issuance of loans and building came under the jurisdication of the
National Board of Social Welfare. Nikula 1978, 113-114.
9° Åström 1956, 156; Hietala 1989, 53. Workers' residential district in protestant Mulhouse was planned by architect Emile Muller for the Société Muihousienne de Cités
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4. Emile Muller, Mulhouse workers'
housing, group of four houses constructed in 1860. Facade and groundfloor plan. Published in Eleb-Vidal Debarre-Blanchard 1989, p. 145.

Helsinki.91 In accordance with the garden city ideal, a single-family house
in a harmonious and favourable setting was put forward as the ideal workers' dwelling. However, the Housing Congress of 1917 also saw benefits
in the row house, which was regarded as a kind of second-best alternative
to the single-family house. While available at a lower cost, the row house
offered almost all the benefits of a single-family house (a private entrance,
a garden, a degree of privacy). Inexpensiveness and healthiness were
emphasized in the design of worker housing.92 The main focus was on family apartments, although the family was not yet a clearly defined entity.
The recommended standard for a one-family workers' apartment put forward by the first Finnish housing congress was quite generous; it includOuvrieres (founded in 1853). In the end of the 19th century it was highlighted in
international expositions and soon came to be seen as an ideal model of workers'
housing. Eleb-Vidal — Debarre-Blanchard 1989, 146; Rabinow 1989, 95-97.
9' Sketches of the type drawings have been preserved among Armas Lindgren's papers (SRM:A); Nikula 1988, 50. See also e.g. Bollerey — Hartmann 1980, 151158.
92
Suomen Ensimmäinen Yleinen...1917.
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5. Elias Paalanen, worker semi-detached house designed for the SOK (Finnish Cooperative Wholesale Society) in Haapakoski. Published in the exhibition catalogue
of the First General Housing Congress in 1917. Ensimmäisen suomalaisen... 1917.

ed a family room,93 bedrooms (2-3) and a kitchen (Fig. 5). The aim was
to establish clearly differentiated functional spaces, in stark contrast with
the multipurpose main room of the traditional Finnish farmhouse or the
single room or one room and a kitchen of workers' dwellings. Moral im" Family room (arkihuone, Sw. vardagsrum) is an earlier (1920s and '30s) word for
living room. Cf. the word arki, i.e. everyday, daily etc.
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portance was attached to the aim of providing separate bedrooms for parents and children, and for girls and boys. The aim was to segregate people according to age and sex, and where the more affluent classes are concerned, to separate the servants from the family.94 Humbler realism had to
exist alongside such visions; one room and a kitchen was generally accepted as the minimum requirement for a decent (working-class) family
dwelling. The one-family house not only connotes ideas of freedom, privacy and individuality, but is also associated with control and morality,
i.e. the enforcement of hygienic and moral discipline.
In the early part of present century, discussions of worker housing focused primarily on the cramped and deficient quality of existing dwellings; the link between diminutive apartments, disease and indecency was
forcefully proclaimed. The discourse that treats of the nefarious effects of
cramped housing is thus simultaneously a discourse about health, hygiene
and sexuality. The human body is crucial to the housing discussion in two
ways: in relation to considerations of the physical health on the one hand,
and with regard to sexual morals and general propriety on the other. Both
aspects are employed in arguments criticizing the lodger system, a favourite
theme in writings on worker housing. From the turn of the century, a clear
line was gradually drawn between men and women, adults and children,
family and »not family». The intermingling of these separate groups is a
situation of unseemly intimacy, inflicted by the small dwelling upon its
inhabitants. Such life at close quarters is seen as a health hazard and above
all, as a moral hazard which calls for removal.
The living conditions of the indigent population are greatly impaired
by the practice of keeping lodgers, or boarders, that is, non-family
members who yet reside in the family. Not only does this system naturally make the accommodation even more congested — it also causes
far more serious moral harm. The system may not, however, be readily
abolished by legislative means but only through improving wage prospects ... and by elevating workers' ideals so as to enable each worker to apprehend the advantageousness of family life unimpeded by
strangers.95
Thus worker housing was beginning to differentiate spatially, at least on the level
of discourse. The earliest and most extreme differentiation of space is found in
Britain, and British examples were often referred to in Finland as well. One of the
earliest references to the idea of having separate bedrooms for persons of different age and sex is found in John Wood's book of models for worker housing A
Series of Plans for cottages or habitations, of the labourer, London 1799. Segregation was also established in social housing construction in France in the 19th
century. See Politiques de l'habitat 1977, 280; Foucault 1976, 63.
95 Snellman 1906, 53.
94
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The dwelling, or home, is in itself a reflection of morality, as well as
an instrument of moral discipline. But who in fact were the lodgers? And
what does the practice of keeping lodgers tell us of the concept of the dwelling, the home and the family?
Views of sexuality, the body and biology also appear in twentiethcentury debates about housing, and in related changes in the spatial organization of the dwelling. Nowadays biology is no longer treated as a
self-evident given category but is also seen to be culturally determined;
in the modern world, biology must be analysed as just one ideology among
others. Biology, the body, sexuality and gender identities are interlinked;
however, they are not simply natural or inborn but also include impermanent ideological, cultural and historical aspects.96
In the early 20the century, an immediate link was perceived between
housing conditions and social conditions in general. Deficient housing conditions not only injured individual citizens but threatened the whole of society. Housing conditions and happy family were directly related, and the
significance of the dwelling went far beyond the idea of merely physical
shelter:
More is required for the successful solution of the housing question
than merely giving people a roof above their heads and walls against
the rain and the frosty winter; the housing question is also a social
question. The main priority is to provide the family, that crucial constituent of society, a protective framework within which it can lead a
happy life of its own. From the point of view of the individual, the
one-family house is the most propitious form of housing. From the
point of view of individual, this house and its surroundings must be
harmonious and beautiful.97
The linking together of the state, (civic) society, the family and housing is crucial. The dwelling was perceived as a means of conferring citizenship; it was both a measure of civic fitness and a vehicle for social education. »The history of human civilization is the history of housing»98 is a
typical example of the rhetoric associated with the campaign for housing
reform. A fundamental element in the discourse of housing, the home and
the household was the conviction that »the home is the foundation of so-

96

See for example Michel Foucault's analyses of the historicity of sexuality. Foucault

1976, Foucault 1984a. See also Rosenbeck 1987; Braidotti 1991, 128-129; Butler
1990, 128-130.
97 Suomen Ensimmäinen Yleinen... 1917, 100-101.
98 Böök 1912, 14.
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ciety.»99 The apartment was not only the scene of the private life of the
family and the individual but also constituted a bond between the family
and society: »Dwellings, homes, were not mean to be objects of speculation but havens of tranquil and pleasant family life. This is the heart of
the matter. We must turn the resless and selfish payroll-people of today
into citizens.»10°
Although from the turn of the century onwards the dwelling received
increasing architectural attention in Finland, it was not before significant
social and economic changes had taken place that architects turned their
eyes from luxury housing to small dwellings. After the First World War,
attitudes began to change within the architectural profession, and the everyday environment, social housing reforms and the design of small apartments gradually began to attract more attention.101 Along with the housing question and the single-family house ideal also architects got acquired
with the problems of »ordinary» housing.102 Writing in 1932, Hilding Ekelund argued that the relationship between the architects and social housing projects had changed and that
... the earlier, almost exclusively aesthetic view of the purpose of the
art of building had been superseded by more realistic ideas when the
necessity of solving problems of worker housing, factory buildings
and rental accommodation forced architects to realize that their profession was an important one, and involved social responsibilities and
duties.103
At least in Helsinki, social building was busiest in the early '20s (192024), but slowed down towards the end of the decade when state credits
for housing dried up almost completely. A limited boom also occurred in
the production of single-family houses in the early '20s, and levelled out
soon afterwards. Housing production as a whole was comparatively busy
throughout the '20s; towards the end of the decade, construction focused
on apartment blocks owned by housing companies and on rental flats. In
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This is a recurring sentiment; for example, it proyides the motto of Kotiliesi magazine, which was founded in 1923.
00 Ensimmäisen suomalaisen... 1917, 72.
101 Research has frequently focused on the relation between changes in housing
design and the status of architect. Tarn 1971, 17-18; Benevolo 1971, 398; Nikula
1981, 25; Nikula 1988, 35-36.
102 Cf. also Wäre 1989, 156.
103 Ekelund 1932, xi. Ekelund also writes about the reverence »with which modern
architects treat the planning of simple houses and their floor plans,» and discusses
the earlier privileging of public buildings or luxury houses. Ekelund 1932, xiv.
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this period, housing production moved from private individuals into the
hands of companies.104 It was not until the '40s and 'S0s that the state assumed a significant role in the issuance of housing loans.'05
Once social housing production had gradually been accepted as an architectural challenge, the housing problem, the planned small apartment
and the related issue of the design of the one-family house were repeatedly on the agenda at various functions, e.g. at the housing congresses of
1917 and 1925, at the Building Convention of 1919, and at the Women's
Housing Convention of 1921.106 Housing education now also began to concern dwelling design and fixtures. Worker housing reform was the main
topic at the housing congresses, although the deterioration of housing conditions among the middle classes had also been attracting attention since
the beginning of the century.107 Even at the beginning of the present century, the art of building and worker housing were still commonly seen as
separate fields.108 The housing congresses engaged in a rather general analysis of the relationship between the dwelling and society. While the design
of worker housing was discussed at the First Congress (19I7) and prospective and already completed housing developments and buildings were
presented for review, the Second Housing Congress (1925) no longer treated worker housing as a central issue, but focused on finding ways for funding the construction of apartments and single-family houses (on a private
basis), and discussed town planning and the relationship between housing
and society in general terms. Where attention had previously been directed at publicly sponsored low-rise working-class suburbs modelled on the
ideal of the garden city, energies were now concentrated on making available general (private) loans for housing.

Andersin 1930, 339. See also Kuosmanen 1972, 83; Nikula 1988, 36; Juntto 1990,
144-151. The Act on Housing Companies (Asunto-osakeyhtiölaki) came into force
in 1926. After the First World War, throughout Europe, architects increasingly found
themselves working for companies and public bodies rather than private persons.
See Benevolo 1971, 398; Nikula 1981, 35; Ekelund 1932, xi.
jp5 Cf. Juntto 1990, 203-213, 231. The state-subsidized housing Act (Arava-laki) was
introduced in 1949. In the sixties Finland moved again into an era of privatization
and residual housing policy. Thus the Finnish state has had an active role in housing policy only in periods of crisis.
1 Ö6 Suomen Ensimmäinen Yleinen... 1917; Suomen Toinen Yleinen... 1925, Rakennuspäivät 1919; Naisten Asuntopäivät 1921. The Association for the Advancement of
Non-profit Building had been founded in 1910, inspired by similar projects elsewhere in Europe, and it organized the First General Housing Congress in Finland
in 1917.
107 Strengell 1906; Böök 1912, 6.
'08 See e.g. E. Bk. 1919, 39-45.
104
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The period between the wars saw vigorous debate concerning the relations between the dwelling, housing design and the household; the dwelling was now expected to facilitate regular household management and family life.109 The kitchen became a focal point of modern dwelling design.1
10
The dwelling and society were now also associated through the idea of
the household; housekeeping and household management were seen to play
an important role in the national economy. The woman's role as the family housewife and as the economic operator of the household was a central
one, and the relationship between the household and the dwelling, and between housing and family life, were discussed at, for example, the Women's Housing Convention of 1921. In various organizations and publications, women exchanged ideas on the practical improvement of the dwelling, particularly the kitchen; women often also specialized in designing
apartments and kitchens.
Little by little, the concept of the »social» associated with housing architecture expanded and changed, and two separate discourses (the beauty of home and the housing question) came together at least as early as in
the 1920s: Classicism and Functionalism, with their aesthetic of simplicity and appreciation of the beauty of everyday life. The idea of the beauty
of everyday life was a synthesis of aesthetic and practical values, giving
rise to the call for »more beautiful everyday things» (Sw. vackrare vardagsvara).11' In Functionalism, if not before, pragmatic considerations were
absorbed into and became part of, a new aesthetic. The marriage of beauty and practicality entails a new aesthetic and perhaps even heralds a transformation in the nature of architectural knowledge, which now gives priority to the demands of health and the body. The norms that define the
healthy dwelling are dictated by hygiene, which is both a »negative» fight
against dirt and a »positive» means of controlling the environment.11' The
needs of the body and the importance of privacy set new moral and physical
demands on housing; the control of sexuality is also relevant. General cri-
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Suomen Toinen... 1925, 14. The relationship between housing design and the household was already addressed before the First World War, e.g. in the magazine Työläisnainen (The working woman) that was published by the Working Women's
Association (Työläisnaisjärjestö) between 1907 and 1914. I am indebted to Pirjo
Markkola for this observation.
e.g. Setälä 1931; Harmaja 1928; Harmaja 1931.
»Vackrare vardagsvara» was particularly a Swedish moyement which, in the '20s,
also had an influence in Finland. The phrase is the title of a book by Gregor Paulsson
(1919).
Douglas (1966)1991, 2.

teria for the evaluation of the dwelling (lack of space, tidiness, pleasantness) give way to details (hygiene, practicality, the design of different
parts of the house).
Towards the end of the '30s, attention once more returned to the social
housing question and to housing policy. There were calls for public, social building projects and for tighter control in the building sector. Tolerable housing conditions were seen as a basic prerequisite for »public health,
social concord and the strength of the nation.»13 In the '20s, urban building was vigorous, but the boom came to an end with the economic depression of the '30s. The cities remained the main focus when the construction sector picked up again after the slump. The production of housing for the population at large, and the rural housing problem were largely ignored.114 It was noted as a matter of particular concern that there was
a shortage of proper family flats of medium standard between the one-room
flat and the luxury apartment. In 1937, dwellings consisting of a single
room, or a single room and a kitchen, accounted almost 60 % of rural housing, and for some 50 % of urban housing.15
In the '30s, the design of small houses had been neglected as an architectural question as a result of the focus on apartment blocks.16 It was not
until the end of the decade that more attention was given to rural housing
problems and non-profit building. Housing became an object of public interest, with broader social implications than before. The Third General
Housing Congress in I937, and the government committees appointed to
study the improvement of rural (1937) and urban (1938) housing stand as
evidence of the significance of the problem, and of the attention it received.
The Third Congress saw as its main task the revival of public housing policy, after ten years of stagnation and recession. It was predicted that housing
would become one of the foremost social issues over the next few years.
Moreover, it was widely held that, following national insurance reform,
»the political sector will have to find itself new tasks.»1
17 At the very eve
of the war, a housing exhibition was arranged under the title Asunto 39
(Dwelling 39). The first general exhibition in Finland, it was followed by
the Housing Exhibition and Building Fair (Asuntonäyttely ja rakennusmes-

13 Harvia

1937, 7.

Ibid.
15 Suomen Virallinen Tilasto xxxii 1938, 39; Komiteanmietintö 1939: 5, 11.
16 Heinonen 1978, 223.
"' Harvia 1937, 7.
14
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6. Cover of the Housing Exhibition
and Building Fair (Asuntonäyttely ja
rakennusmessut M 40) catalogue,
1940.

sut) in 1940 (Fig. 6).118 The aim of the first exhibition was to seek and
present ways of solving the housing problem and for improving the quality of housing, and, at the same time, to cultivate the taste of the audience.
Housing was seen as a fundamental human need which also directly affected society. Through housing, the whole society could be improved, as
Alvar Aalto seemed to indicate when he wrote:
Housing is an issue that concerns all individuals without a single exception. The matter is, for all of us, equally problematic and hard to
solve. Its economic basis is uniquely difficult to reconcile with people's general needs and resources. An economically and efficiently
managed housing culture is everywhere a fundamental precondition
of dignified human existence... Strange, indescribable bonds run from
"R Asunto 39 in the Messuhalli building in Helsinki (October 7-22, 1939) had only
been open to the public for four days when war broke out and the exhibiton had to
be closed. Asuntonäyttely ja rakennusmessut 40 was arranged in the same place
between September 29 and October 13, 1940. Both were organized by the Dwelling Reform Association, the Finnish Association of Architects and Ornamo, also
called The Applied Art Association in Finland.
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the house we live in to the sensitive parts of our souls. The nurture
of this strange plant — in itself a way of helping and improving human life — is among the most important objectives of this our first
humble exhibition.19
The exhibition of 1940 already had close thematic ties with the reconstruction project. Before the war, the aim had been to produce affordable
and pleasant housing for masses, and yet to get rid of the still common
one-room flat.120 The moral and medical views concerning housing concentrated on crowded conditions and overpopulated bedrooms. It was considered immoral for persons of opposite sex to sleep in the same room.
Although conditions were more spacious than they had been in the '20s,
most families still lived huddled together in small, unhygienic apartments.t71
The slight increase in space available was thought to have mainly resulted from demographic developments rather than any deliberate housing policy. Indeed, Anneli Juntto has, in her research on the housing question in
Finland, characterized official Finnish housing policy as consistently slow
and lethargic »non-policy».122 For example many of the apartments produced in Helsinki in the late '20s and early '30s consisted of just a room
and a kitchenette. The Housing Congress of 1937 accepted such flats as
only suitable for unmarried professional women, but deemed them inadequate for families with children.'23 When, previously, people had mainly
talked of the problems of accommodating the working classes, the discussion now expanded into a campaign for housing reform throughout society; social housing production came into agenda. Attention was shifted from
the »proper family dwelling» in general to the special needs of the family
members inside the dwelling. It was now taken as a matter of course that
the dwelling would be exclusively occupied by a single family. Lodgers,
for example, were no longer discussed in the I930s; nor did researchers
include them in their housing statistics.'24
In the battle against disease and vermin, more hygienic housing conditions were emphasized. A correlation was perceived between the cramped
and poorly equiped dwellings (particularly common in the rural areas of
Finland) and the high level of infant mortality and low life expectancy (ap119
120
121
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Aalto 1939, 4.
Harvia 1937,7; Similä 1937, 15.
Modeen 1937, 21-22. Crowded conditions were seen to obtain wherever three or
more people lived in one room. Cf. earlier housing congresses, where the norm
was defined identically.
Juntto 1990, 369.
Modeen 1937, 29. See also Andersin 1930.
Suomen Virallinen Tilasto xxxii 1938; Komiteanmietintö 1939:5.
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prox. 50 years). People pointed to the situation in Sweden where the average life span was approximately 60 years — the second highest in Europe — and where concerted efforts to improve housing conditions had already begun in the early 1930s.125 Sufficient floor space, through ventilation, sunlight and cleanness were seen to be crucial from the hygienic point
of view. »Fresh air, light and cleanliness are poison to vermin.»'26 To be
adequate, a dwelling had to offer its occupants sufficient space for spiritual and physical rest and renewal, as well as for work:
In a cramped dwelling, it is impossible to maintain sufficient tidiness and order. In such an abode, it is impossible to take proper care
of one's children and to nurse the sick; it is also impossible to maintain seemliness at night by separating the two sexes, and the parents
and their grown-up children, from one another. Where such crowdedness exists, the parents have no opportunity to teach and foster their
developing children at the moments that should be devoted to rest
and renewal. Such a dwelling can hardly provide opportunities for
spiritual and physical repose, no source of gladness and refreshment.
Tired after work, the inhabitant of such a dwelling will prefer to spent
both his working hours and his leisure elsewhere. The dwelling is a
mere shelter against bad weather, a night's lodging, where confinement, noise, foul air and filth make it impossible for all but the weariest of bodies to find rest.127
In discussions of housing, people's private life becomes the object of a
broad public discussion, and »scientific» principles and »housing hygiene»
are used to create norms for everyday life. Knowledge is used for the control and appropriation for the human individual and body. The dwelling
and its related functions were studied with the aim of attaining »an objective understanding of the dwelling» and in order to teach people the »right»
way of living.'28 (Foucault calls this »political technology of the human
body.»'29) Concepts such as family and woman received their current narrow, standard meanings.130 Stressing the importance of separate sleeping
quarters for the different sexes implied the construction of a new, more
strictly defined form of privacy. A certain optimism attached to the project
of housing design and the discussion surrounding it — a belief in enlightSimilä 1937, 14.
Ibid.
'2
27 Similä 1937, 12-13. The entire text was republished in almost identical form in
the catalogue for the Asunto 39 exhibition.
"R Tandefelt 1946, 168-169.
19 Foucault 1975, 31.
130 According to Foucault, homogenizing discourse is characteristic of modern society.
'25

'26
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enment and progress, and faith in the power of architecture, and its ability to influence people's lives. It was thought that by controlling housing
production it would be possible to improve people's lives through changing their everyday habitat. It was also felt that improving housing conditions would provide a way of influencing the living conditions of women
and children in particular.131 The question of crowdedness was primarily
and pre-eminently a children's welfare issue — thus the whole of society,
and »the future of the nation,» hung in balance.132 Attention was mainly
focused on details inside the dwelling and the surrounding milieu was discussed indirectly. In the period in question, the single-family house was
treated as the advisable alternative to and antithesis of the rental barracks
(vuokrakasarmi); the comparison between the two served to emphasize the
desirability of life close to nature.
Dwelling reform and the creation of the normal family dwelling are part
of the Modernist and Enlightenment project. The social reformists of housing were »modernists»; from the turn of the century to the 1940s and '50s,
they adopted the aim of creating what was considered in each period a
good , modern (family) dwelling.133 The notion of the house as a moral
project and an instrument of social reform was not new; it was already
formulated by John Ruskin and William Morris, and even earlier by the
French Enlightenment architects (e.g. Claude Nicolas Ledoux and Etienne
Louis Boullée) who believed that their work could be used as a vehicle
for change134 — an idea which receives its most extreme expression in the
Functionalist view of the power of architecture in the '20s and '30s.
Finnish housing policy thus gave priority to family dwellings.135 The
standardized one-family house, to be constructed according to type plans,
was promoted as a blanket solution for both urban and rural housing. It
was considered particularly ideal for families with children.136 Standardization of components would produce lower construction costs, and make
it possible to set up the same kind of single-family home ownership movement that already existed in Sweden. In fact, Sweden, along with the United
States, was adopted as the main model when efforts were made to standardize Finnish building in the 1930s.137 Type drawings were seen as a
necessary means of ensuring the proper quality of the single-family hous'31 See e.g. Asunto 39; Mitä jokaisen... 1940.
13' See e.g. Komiteanmietintö 1939: 5, 16.
133
See also Juntto 1990, 27-28.
1;4 On Enlightenment architecture, see e.g. Vidler 1987.
135 Modeen 1937,29.
1i6 E.g. Meurman 1937, 67.
137 Similä 1937, 15; Meurman 1937, 72.
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es — the aim was to make »better dwellings at a lower cost.»138 But the
standardization of single-family houses was not all — the broader aim was
to rationalize and industrialize building as a whole; it was thought that nothing less would bring about cheaper production of dwellings. The singlefamily house was meant as the first phase of a long-term project. In the
late 1930s, the ideal model for a »perfect dwelling» comprised a living
room, a kitchen, bedrooms, a bathroom and storage space. The rooms of
the model dwelling had to face in the right direction, and there had to be
sufficient sunlight and the means for through ventilation.'39

3.3. The war and the reconstruction period
The war and the reconstruction period both left their mark on Finnish architecture of the 1940s and '50s, and influenced the type-planned house,
affecting its shape and, in particular, its rapid distribution. Although type
drawings had already been produced in the past, they were first widely
used in the postwar reconstruction period. The war put a new face to the
housing problem — the housing question became closely bound up with
the project to resettle the refugees and with the reconstruction process in
general. Destroyed houses had to be rebuilt, and evacuees from the territories ceded to the Soviet Union had to be reaccommodated after the Winter
War (1939-40), and again after the Continuation War (1941-44). New
dwellings had to be built in higher numbers and at shorter notice than ever
before. The type-planned house was quick to build and suitable for suburbs and rural districts alike; it thus became a main resource in the reconstruction period, when large numbers of people required rehousing. As distributor of type drawings and controller of building activity, the state came
to play a prominent role in building.
In the 1940s, building focused on the rural areas. The most important
factor encouraging rural housing production was the Land Acquisition Act
(Maanhankintalaki; MHL May 5, 1945), which led to the creation of
100,000 new holdings, and almost 75,000 residential houses between I94558.1° It was not until the late 1940s that the active promotion of urban
'38

A. Ahlström Oy: Leaflet advertising A-talo house, early 1940s.
Ekelund 1937, 59-60.
10 28,400 of these residential houses were built to Karelian refugees. Alestalo 1980,
117; Waris 1978, 321; Juntto 1990, 201.
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7. Views from Rovaniemi, Lapland in 1945. Published in Arkkitehti 1945, p. 136.

housing production picked up again with the institution of the state-subsidized housing Acts (ARAVA) in March 3, 1949. These Acts also applied
to the building of single-family houses."'
The reconstruction period may be divided in two or even four stages.
The first stage began at the end of the Winter War (1940), and the second
phase spanned the years from the end of the Continuation War (1944) to
the early 1950s. An additional third reconstruction project took place in
the recaptured areas of Karelia, where vigorous rebuilding went ahead during the Continuation War.142 A fourth rebuilding campaign was needed in
Lapland, which was devastated during the war against the retreating German troops (1944-45) (Fig. 7). In the housing policy and housing construction the reconstruction period has been considered to continue at the
end of the 1950s.143
The reconstruction process was regulated by the Emergency Settlement
Act (Siirtoväen pika-asutuslainsäädäntö; PAL, June 28, 1940), which was
later superseded by the Land Acquisition Act. New homes had to be built
for a number of mainly Karelian refugees at the end of both the Winter
War and the Continuation War; in 1940, the number of evacuees was estimated at 458,000 (the real figure was approx. 440,000). Some 230,000

On Arava see Juntto 1990, 206-215.
Kulha 1969, 75.
'43 Juntto 1990, 229.
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— more than half — were rurals. The enforcement of the Emergency Settlement Act was interrupted by the onset of the Continuation War, by which
time some 13,000 buildings had already been completed, or almost completed. When the war finally ended, the displaced population numbered
423,000, i.e. 12 % of the total Finnish population, and some 120,000 dwellings, i.e. more than 10 % of the total amount, had been destroyed or left
to the area ceded to the Soviet Union. Most of the lost dwellings (75 %)
were in the countryside.' 44
The land Acquisition Act enormously increased the number of people
entitled to land. Unlike the Emergency Settlement Act, the new law allocated land not only to the refugees but also to disabled veterans, war widows and their families, war orphans and veterans with families. Regulations pertaining to actual building, however, remained the same. The aim
was to resettle the displaced Karelians in southern and central Finland, and
to enable them to continue to practice their old livelihood in an environment reminiscent of their home.145 The Land Acquisition Act was still being applied in the 1960s.146 Aside from the aim to ensure that the Karelian
farmers could continue to pursue their occupation, the creation of new
small-holdings was considered necessary because »it was absolutely essential that new arable land be created so as to facilitate sufficient production of food.»147 In carrying out the settlement project, the state aimed
to increase the number of independent smallholders, to enhance the position of smallholders in general and to improve rural housing conditions.' 48
The housing was stressed in the resettlement project. The creation of
small farms was a deliberate aim of the settlement campaign, although
measures were also taken to prevent the formation of uninhabitable scrap
holdings. The typical Karelian small holding of 3 to 10 hectares was adopted as the basic standard.149 The largest type of holding to be created was
the full-time farm (viljelystila) which comprised 6-15 hectares of land and
was designed to support an average-size proprietor family. The Emergen-

Hietanen 1982, 105, 227; Waris 1978, 306. After the war the first phase of reconstruction was the rehousing of evacuees and veterans and the rebuilding of Lapland. The resettling of evacuees took only five to six years. Waris 1978, 26.
as MHL, §18-38, I72-175.
146 Hietanen 1982, 13. It was gradually replaced by the Land Usage Act that came
into effect in 1958.
1 " PAL, 7.
148 Emännän tietokirja 1948, 79.
149 Karelian farms had been partitioned in the late 19th century during the abolishment of the granted land system. This coincides with the onset of the dissolution
of the extended family. Hietanen 1982, 67.
144
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cy Settlement Act created a new type of farm which was not recognized
in previous settlement legislation, namely, the part-time farmer's holding
(sekamuotoistila; asuntoviljelystila). With 2-6 hectares of land, it was
meant to enable its owner to earn a living through a combination of farming and part-time work; such holdings were often located in the vicinity
of population centres. The smallest type of holding was the residential holding (asuntotila), which includes a maximum 2 ha of arable land, and was
mainly meant as a dwelling for its proprietor, who was thus expected to
have a main source of income elsewhere. The Land Acquisition Act also
made it possible to form residential plots (asuntotontti, 2 000 m2/0.5. ha)
in towns and population centres.' 5°
The Ministry of Agriculture set up a special settlement department (Asutusasianosasto, ASO) which was responsible for the enforcement of the
Land Acquisition Act, and was assisted by the different agricultural organizations, particularly the Central Union of Agricultural Societies, and the
associated agricultural and economic societies.151 These societies had special settlement committees that worked in close cooperation with the 21
district architects, who were in charge of coordinating the work of the master builders and other construction professionals in the municipalities. Both
the settlement department of the Ministry of Agriculture and the Central
Union of Agricultural Societies' settlement committee (Asutusvaliokunta)
provided local settlement committees and building calculations with model
work specifications, and with type plans and calculations showing the
amount of materials needed. It was recommended that ready-made type
plans be used in the building of new farms.' 52
The Land Acquisition Act facilitated what has been seen as one of the
most radical land reform projects ever carried out in Europe. In the 1940s
and '50s, Finland was the only country in Europe where the formation of
small holdings was still actively promoted. The purpose of the legislation
was to improve political stability and also to give the front-line veterans
the reward they had been promised during the war. The settlement process has played a decisive role in 20th-century economic and social policy in Finland. The Emergency Settlement Act and the Land Acquisition
Act have been seen as direct addenda to the crofters' enfranchisement legislation and the so-called Lex Kallio, the Settlement Act of 1922. Just as
15° Naskila 1984, 213; MHL, § 8.
151 There were some 30 acts and decrees regulating the reconstruction. Juntto 1990,
229.
152
MHL, §34, 175, §97-104, 187-188. For the planning of larger buildings the help
of district architects could also be used.
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8. The dugout designed by Ilmari Tapiovaara. SA-photo. Main headquarters.

before, the legislation of the 1940s aimed to create moderately prosperous freehold farmers who cultivated their own land, and to create new small
holdings. The Settlement Act of I922 had turned the crofters, scrapholders and farmhands into independent smallholders. It also gave rise to an
extensive rural building project — in the period before the Second World
War, some 17,000 full-time farms and 10,000 residential holdings were
parcelled out on the strength of the new legislation.153
The contingencies of war also forced the architects to rationalize and
economize. A compromise had to be made between aspirations and resources, with an enormous need for building on the one hand, and a shortage
of materials on the other. Wood was the only raw material in ample supply. The war also altered the architects' range of tasks and created new
priorities. Reconstruction, and the resettlement of the displaced population were seen as a social responsibility and as the pre-eminent aim in domestic policy.154 Although Functionalism's progressive aspirations were
dispelled, the reconstruction era, a time of optimistic faith in future improvement, has been described as the age of »heroic materialism» and
»modern innocence».' 55

; Alapuro 1980, 81.
Kallio 1982, 32-38. See also various writings in the journal Arkkitehti in the 1940s.
'55 Juntto 1990, 192.
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By no means did the war put a stop to the architectural debates, on the
contrary, the topic of reconstruction provoked a lively discussion.156 A common and widely held view of the architecture of the reconstruction period
has been that in the 1940s, Finnish architecture acquired romantic and soft
features, and favoured idyllic domesticity over the rigours of Functionalism.157 In the 1930s, Finnish architecture — but by no means the whole of
Finnish culture — readily embraced international trends and values. In the
1940s and '50s, instead of breaking with Functionalism, housing architecture continued its practical and rational aims in its own unpretentious
way, but combined them with material and vernacular features. It was a
modest and »human» combination of architectural tradition and nature.
Sweden and other Nordic countries were the main source of models and
contacts, together with the United States.158 Although there is also much
continuity, it is clear that the war caused an inevitable pause in Finnish
architecture, and that the postwar situation is a thing unto itself, as the postwar Finland takes shape.
'56 It was continually discussed in, for example, the journals Arkkitehti and Rakennustaito; the former also published three special reconstruction issues (1942, 1943
and 1944).
157 As already mentioned (chapter 1, note 7), this conception is rooted in the writings
of 1940s and '50s, and has continued to the 1990s.
158 For example the exhibition Amerikka rakentaa (United States constructs) 1945.
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4. Architecturel context
4.1. The single-family house, type-planning and
the housing tradition
An individual building is part of a larger system — the convention and traditions of architecture — and acquires its meaning in relation to both this
system and to the historical context. Thus all architecture springs from the
architecture that went before, and architectural expression is never empty
of tradition. According to contextual semantic theories, meanings are only
definable in relation to their contexts)
Architectural research has generally focused on study of the architectural context, and on the conscious intentions or artistic influences affecting the architect; mainly static facts about buildings and architecture.2 When
research focuses on domestic architecture, and the relations and interplay
between ideology and the social practice of housing, to restrict one's focus to the conscious intentions of the designer, or »author», is to ignore
the stratified nature of the process of the formation of meaning — the unconscious, and the historical and cultural level. Julia Kristeva's theory of
the subject in process (sujet en protes) recognizes the problematic nature
of the idea of the author's intention, but yet retains the author. What is
crucial is that the author does not master all the meanings and levels of
meaning contained in the work.3 The fragmentation and dissolution of the
Such theories include Wittgenstein's late philosophy and speech act theory as well
as Peircean semiotics and Saussurean semiology. See Lyytikäinen 1989, 68.
Nowadays, by contrast, the architectural context is often seen as a broader cultural and socio-economie interaction and dialogue. Research into arehitectural context has grown from a study of an internal stylistic process into an analysis of the
relations between architecture and the rest of the world. The recent architectural
histories are reviewed in Trachtenberg 1988, see especially p. 211-212.
Kristeva 1977a, 55-106. See also Foucault 1977b.
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subject and the author does not imply their disappearance; nor does scrutinizing the work of art as something other than a product of intention,
fully controlled by the author, imply denial of the existence of intention.
The text, the work, is given priority over the intention of the author. According to Jacques Derrida, the »metaphysics of presence» casts the original self of the subject (intentional meaning, Bedeutung, vouloir-dire) in a
position of primacy over all of its expressions.
Architectural meanings are actualized within a certain context; in the
interplay of the discourse of housing and the discourse on housing, domestic architecture itself also produces certain meanings and types of behaviour, or determines gender identities. Architecture only exists in the
unfolding of events, in the always temporal and local encounter between
subject and space. Time and place bring with them the historico-social context, the architectural idiom and the technical solutions, which all generate meaning.4 Architecture produced anonymously or by eminent designers, textual material and buildings all provide equally valuable research
material — materials that interact perpetually.5
Attitudes towards architecture and ideas of what architecture — the art
of building — is, are fluid and it is important that research also be extended to the kinds of domestic architecture that have, in their own day, been
considered conventional and left outside the canon. In fact the majority
of housing is precisely such faceless and nameless architecture. To investigate unremarkable housing is thus to foreground the »silent majority»

See chapter 5 and intertextuality, p. 154. The tradition of hermeneutic interpretation projects two levels of interpretation: meaning and significance, or signifiance
and sens (in French). In simplified terms, »meaning» refers to the original meaning of the text or building that was also intended by its historical author. »Significance» contains the various levels of meaning that the text gives rise to, and is
formed in relation to other meanings. Meaning can remain unchanged for the interpreter, but significance can change with the context. See Bloomfield 1972, 301;
Hirsch 1972, 249-251. Analogous to Bonta's view of the different levels of meaning
of a given building. Paul Ricoeur has criticized J.R.Hirsch for separating different
levels of meaning; according to Ricoeur they cannot be separated in interpretation, but interact ceaselessly. Ricoeur 1977, 216. In recent years, Finnish art-historical research has seen conscious moves towards the newer hermeneutic tradition:
Lukkarinen 1989; Wäre 1991.
5 The relationship between written material and architecture has often constituted
problem in research. Nominal acknowledgement of the equality of the two is futile without analysis of the relationship that obtains between them. In such a case
the two levels remain isolated from one another and no dialogue is recognized between them, and the old one-way movement from idea to representation is reinstated between text and architecture.
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(Michel de Certeau's la majorite silencieuse) at the margin.6 Contemporary discussions (and retrospective research) single out new objects for
naming, and new kinds of phenomena »become architecture» (for instance
social housing and the small home in the 20th century Finland). For example the type-planned houses of the 1940s were, in their day, already
regarded as architecture (although the visual idiom of the buildings has
subsequently been pronounced a failure), whereas many of their antecedents in terms of housing models and architectural themes had not yet attained the status of architecture. Aside from the artistic tradition and the
historical context, the position of the author of the research also influences the formation of the meanings of a given building and the interpretation thereof. Life and research do not take place in a vacuum, nor is the
relationship between the object and the author of research value-free — the
historically and culturally constructed, gendered personality of the author
also inscribes itself in the research. We are tied to our own historical position and its cultural system, and this position offers us our only access
for analysing the past. To interpret the meaning of buildings is to oscillate between the views held at a past historical moment and the views of
our own historical moment.
The meaning of the housing models of the type-planned houses is a joint
product of the historical context, artistic tradition and the position of the
author of the research. To acquire meaning, the houses must be situated
in relation to a whole tradition of residential architecture. The houses are
linked with notions of type planning and standardization, and they are also
part of a more general tradition of domestic architecture, particularly the
tradition of timber houses meant for a single household or family. Even
more specifically — and obviously — the genre is a new form of dwelling
that emerged in the 20th century: the single-family house (Fig. 9).7 Investigating the floor plans and housing model implanted in the type-planned
house yields a less straightforward view of the houses in relation to architectural tradition. The domestic arrangements associated with the houses
do not unequivocally align them with the rural or urban building tradition,
but places them somewhere between the two; the houses are related to both
traditions. They combine traditional timber construction with the new Functionalist views of housing — an admixture of »national» qualities and international trends. The type-planned houses do not seem to fit the received

6

Certeau 1980, XLIII.
According to Ernst Gombrich, identifying the genre of a work of art has interpretative significance, and also serves to locate the work in a certain tradition. Gombrich 1972, 5.
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9. Single-family house in Tapanila,
Helsinki. Photo Eino Leino. HKM.

formulae of the architectural history — they have been omitted from histories of rural vernacular architecture, urban architecture and modern architecture. In fact, what seems crucial is not the manifestation of a distinction between the rural and urban housing tradition, but the interaction between them.
Buildings shared by a single household constitute the traditional housing model in Finland both in rural areas and in towns. The multipurpose
main room (tupa) was the main part of these dwellings. In addition to the
house itself, both rural and urban households also had various outbuildings and yard buildings. Together, the house and the utility buildings —
the yard milieu — constituted the household, or oikos. The boundary between rural and urban housing is hard to draw — at the turn of the century,
the agrarian tradition remained relatively vigorous in Finnish towns, particularly in suburbs. In the 1880s, 75 % of all dwellings in Helsinki consisted of single-storey wooden houses, and the predominant type of building
was the low Empire-style house with horizontal boarding, surrounded by
a fenced yard and utility buildings.' Life in these wooden houses was largely based on the old subsistence economy. With its wooden fence, each
house formed an enclosed and clearly demarcated totality; the houses also
projected continuous street facades. The long elevations of the residential
houses normally faced the street. In terms of architectural expression, the
Rönkkö 1986, 36.
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wooden towns and the rural districts were of course different, despite the
fact that the interior arrangement of the dwellings and the general housing models were in part similar.
Henrik Lilius makes a conceptual and historical distinction between the
agrarian trade town and the industrializing town.' In the second half of
the 19th century, the agrarian trade towns (a category that included most
Finnish towns) saw the emergence of a different kind of urban development — the industrializing town (Helsinki, Turku, Viipuri, Tampere, Pori,
Vaasa).10 The prevalent housing model of the agrarian trade town comprised a building that stood on its own plot and was owned and occupied
by a single household (Fig. 10). Industrialization not only introduced new
building types to the cities but also ushered in a new housing model: rented
accommodation which, by the early 20th century, had become the most
common housing model in the largest towns.11 From the late I9th century, in towns where industrialization was more advanced, the bourgeoisie
increasingly moved into apartment blocks built of masonry. The apartments
were primarily occupied by the bureaucracy and the affluent segments of
the middle-class, the floor plans varied a great deal, but often centred
around a core wall (sydänseinä) or different passageway solutions. However, in the poorly industrialized towns, the ideal was still that each household should have its own plot, and the most common type of building was
the rectangular, often saddle-roofed single-storey wooden house.12 According to Lilius, the industrializing town differed from the previous agrarian
towns both socially and economically, and also in terms of its urban function and architectural structure. Both the dwelling and the city itself became spatially differentiated. The new industrial town characteristically
included masonry-built apartment blocks for the bourgeoisie in the centre
of town, and workers' neighbourhoods on the outskirts.13
The early 20th century has been regarded as an architectural watershed
when architecture (domestic architecture in particular), underwent radical
transformation.14 From the turn of the century, and with the emergence of
urban society, new types of dwelling appeared alongside the wooden house
Lilius 1983, 155. For a more detailed account of these concepts, see footnote number
1, 263. See also Åström 1957, 14.
10 Lilius 1985, 36-37.
" Lilius 1983, 165; Wäre 1983, 256. For example in 1910, 85 % of dwellings in Helsinki and 88 % of dwellings in Tampere were occupied by rent-paying tenants.
12 Lilius 1983, 218; Lilius 1984, passim.
13 Lilius 1985, 36-37. By 1910, Helsinki had clearly differentiated into a (»better»)
bourgeois and middle-class district and workers' outskirts. Åström 1957, 289.
14 Wäre 1983, 261; Nikula 1988, 35.
9
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10. Wooden houses on Erottajankatu 11 and 9, Helsinki. Photo Ida von Gericke.
HKM.

of the agrarian trade town, the bourgeois city residence and rural and workers' habitations: the single-family house, the villa and finally the new highrise apartment which stressed middle-class values and was saturated with
a set of assumptions regarding family and gender which subsequently filtered through to the dwellings of the lower (and loftier) segments of population. From the 1910s, and after the First World War, social housing became an architectural challenge in Finland, and in the 1920s and '30s, there
was an increase in the proportion of dwellings designed by qualified architects.15 Planning often focused on large developments rather than individual buildings. In the internal hierarchy of architecture, social or single-family housing do not, or did not, qualify for membership in the canon of Great architecture. The view that publicly sponsored residential ar-

Heinonen 1978, 223; Nikula 1988, 35; Nikula 1990, 150.
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11. Puu-Käpylä (wooden Käpylä), Helsinki. View from Kalevantie 17 and 15. Photo
Heikki Havas. HKM.

chitecture only rarely achieves architectural excellence has been common.16
But in fact in Finland, during the interwar period, the finest design work
was commissioned not only by the most richly endowed housing companies but was also — and especially — channelled into social housing production, as happened for example in Vallila and Puu-Käpylä (wooden
Käpylä) in Helsinki (Fig. 11)." At first, one-family houses received less
attention and the building of single-family housing developments was slow,
despite active official promotion.18 The earliest suburban neighbourhoods
had an anonymous and unplanned appearance. However, insofar as the forSee Nikula 1978, 113. A move away from the canon of Great Architecture can be
seen for example in Nikula's article, which as the first one in Finland payed attention to type drawings of the 1920s, and to the aesthetic qualities of social housing
production.
" Nikula 1981, 272; Nikula 1990, 150.
'8 Block 555 in Vallila was originally planned as a workers' single-family housing
district, while Eira was reseryed for the villas of the bourgeoisie. The plans did
16
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mation of the type-planned house and housing tradition in general are concerned, this anonymous building is every bit as important as the individual villas and one-family houses designed by architects.
The history of the dwelling and the city overlap in the context of the
simultaneous urbanization of society and inception of new ideas concerning town planning.19 In Finland, the industrial masonry-built city and the
villa-style suburbs were built at more or less the same time. New types of
housing did emerge; however, separate housing and building traditions,
separate types of dwellings, housing practices and details changed slowly, and lived on side by side for a long time.'-°
Early in the century, the bourgeoisie and the rising urban middle classes found their housing ideal in the latest novelty: the apartment block built
of masonry (maison å loyer) whose floor plan had been differentiated into
a number of distinct typs of room. In Finland, this new type of town residence became established as the ideal during the 1880s, with the emergence of the masonry-built neo-Renaissance apartment building (Fig. 12).
These new solid apartment houses were panegyrized in architectural reviews.'-' The same bourgeois apartment building was used as a »prototype»
in the 19th-century French housing design." On the other hand, the wooden
houses, which were built in large numbers but according to traditional plans,
were almost entirely neglected in architectural discussions in Finland.23 The
popularity of the new block of flats in a certain market is illustrated by
the fact that for example the very small wealthy circle in Helsinki preferred the apartment blocks in the centre to the newly planned villa districts in the environs of the city.24
According to Jonas Frykman, bourgeois housing began to change radically in the Nordic countries at the end of the 19th century. Even in the
not materialize; apartment buildings were erected in both areas. Nikula 1981, 236238; Nikula 1983, 227. On the competition to design single-family housing for
Vallila, see also Pienten asuintalojen... 1915, II—VII.
19 In the 19th-century Paris, Haussman's urban reforms and the architectural discussions at the Ecole des Beaux-Arts had remained separate discourses with no overlap between them. Style and architecture on the one hand, and the city on the other, remained distinct epistemological spheres, despite their physical proximity. Rabinow 1989, 79.
2" See Belting 1987, 35. According to Belting, art history often encourages the impression that a new tradition begins when the old one ends.
21 Wäre 1983, 239.
Eleb-Vidal — Debarre-Blanchard 1989, 165.
23
Wäre 1983, 240. However, the wooden buildings of rurals and workers received a
certain amount of attention in the journal Rakennustaito.
24 Nikula 1983, 227; Åström 1957, 259.
4
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12. Apartment blocks from the late 19th century. Erottajankatu 11, Helsinki. Photo C. Granberg. HKM.

mid-19th century, the bourgeois residence was comparatively simple: the
furniture was placed along the walls and each room had several uses.
Towards the end of the century, the floor plans became more intricate and
a new kind of dwelling was formed in which each room had a differentiated function, and the different spheres of everyday life were separated."
In this bourgeois milieu, a man was expected to have the means to support a wife, which meant, among other things, that marriage was subject
to substantial preconditions, one of which was having a furnished residence
'5 Frykman — Löfgren 1979, 105-106. See also Gejvall 1954, passim.
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that had to comprise at least a parlour, a reception room (förmaaki), a bedroom, a kitchen, a nursery and servants' rooms.26 Signe Lagerborg-Stenius
describes this turn-of-the-century bourgeois ideal as follows:
The architect once faced a clear list of expectations: parlour, gentlemen's room, bedroom, dining room, nursery, maid's room and kitchen.
He would give the principal rooms large proportions, and he would
position them on the street side, while the rest would be small rooms
facing the yard.27
The street and the facade were pivotal factors determining design, and
also had a regulating influence upon the distribution and mutual relations
of the rooms. Another significant factor was the deep building frame which
often created a need for numerous and various passageways inside the
dwelling.
Aside from the multi-storey apartment buildings, the late 19th century
also saw the beginning of the formation of other types of dwelling peculiar to the urbanizing society: the one family house and villa specifically
designed for single-family occupancy. The former principally belonged to
workers, and the latter was meant for the well-to-do. Both types have affinities with the villa communities and the garden city movement that
spread to Finland mainly from Britain and Sweden.'-8 Whilst in city centres the old stock of timber buildings gave way to the new apartment buildings, wood endured as the main building material in the suburbs until
the 1920s and '30s, the only difference being that log construction was
gradually superseded by board construction techniques.2° Both the new
apartment buildings and villas of the turn of the century incorporated the
new ideals of architecture and housing, and the new changes in the spatial arrangement inside the dwelling, whereas the single-family house received less attention.30 Architects had been particularly attracted to the chal-

Frykman — Löfgren 1979, 93.
Lagerborå Stenius 1921, 24.
28 Turn-of-the-century writings on villa and single-family housing districts foreground
British examples; later discussions extend the focus to German, American and especially Swedish models.
29
Rönkkö 1986, 40; Wäre 1989, 123. The masonry-built apartment buildings were
mainly brickwork.
3° Architects designed villas and apartment buildings as well as public buildings. The
dwelling had a pivotal position in architectural theories and trends at the turn of
the century. Apartment buildings and villas designed, for example, the office of
Gesellius, Lindgren and Saarinen, and others, exemplified the new concept of the
dwelling and the new architectural aesthetic. Nikula 1988, 22-27; Wäre 1989, 164167,
26

27
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lenge of designing single-family villas since the late 19th century; they
tried out new ideas and designed villas for themselves and their friends.
Architectural periodicals also focused on unique and exclusive architecture.' In the early part of the present century, with the backing of various
land development companies, bourgeois and middle-class villa districts
began to emerge outside the urban centre of Helsinki; the villa communities
(huvilakaupunki) founded in the period in question include, for example,
Kulosaari (Oy Brändö Villastad 1907), Kauniainen (AB Grankulla 1906)
and Haaga (AB MG Stenius Oy). The new moneyed middle class played a
central part in this development — it was »free» from the symbolic milieu
of the past generations, and also had the means to commission residences
from the pre-eminent architects of the day who, in turn, were also more
broadly involved in the creation and planning of the villa communities.
These new middle-class villa settlements were different from the bourgeois
villas of the country villa type, which were built in Helsinki in Kaivopuisto, Eläintarha and Meilahti in the second half of the 19th century.32
Even before the appearance of the villa communities, following the ultimate victory of industrialization, unplanned and spontaneously built workers' settlements emerged in the outskirts of different cities, outside the reach
of town planning (Kyttälä and Pispala in Tampere, Kolikkoinmäki in Viipuri, the area north of Pitkäsilta bridge in Helsinki). The inhabitants of

31
32

Wäre 1983, 256.
According to Yrjö Harvia, land development companies were set up as soon as
there was a market for villa plots outside the city; the emergence of villa suburbs
was also encouraged by the improved rail transport facilities; most of the new villa settlements were located on the western or nothem railway line. Harvia 1936;
HKA, archives of land development companies active in the rural municipality of
Helsinki. The social and architectural ideals of garden cities as well as the notion
of the yilla as an ideal mode of habitation inspired the foundation of villa communities. The garden city ideals, expressed in Ebenezer Howard's influental Garden
Cities of Tomorrow (1902) (originally published already in 1898 without significant success, and entitled Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path to Real Reform), combined
income and living in a harmonious milieu. In reality, the new yilla communities
were only residential suburbs. Of the architects in the period, for example Lars
Sonck, Bertel Jung and Armas Lindgren took part in the planning of Kulosaari,
while Eliel Saarinen designed part of Munkkiniemi and Gustaf Strengell had a hand
in the (single-family) housing company AB Egna-Hem Oma Koti Oy (AB Parkstad-Wanda Puistokylä). See Aström 1957, 259; Peltonen 1983; Nikula 1983, 227;
Nikula 1988, 61-64; Kolbe 1988. On the concept of villa community and on the
distinction between the garden city and villa communities see also Wäre 1988, 5965. In Helsinki Bertel Jung, who was also the city planning architect of Helsinki
(1908-1916), aimed consistently and early on (for example with the urrealized Meilahti villa community plan, 1901) to the establishment of villa communites.
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these settlements lived in single-family huts or in larger multi-family tenements; the most popular type of building was the single-storey wooden
house. There were also some two-storey houses in Helsinki and Turku with
a ground floor built of stone and timber floor on top.33 As early as the late
19th century, the cities themselves began to acquire land and draw up town
plans for worker housing (e.g. Tammela, in connection with the redevelopment of Kyttälä in Tampere, Port Arthur in Turku). However, workers'
housing districts, such as Kallio in Helsinki, were often only incorporated
in the town plan only after they had already been built.34 Workers' lodgings were often small, with a single room or one room and a kitchen; in
the early 20th century, the latter was regarded as the minimum type for a
healthy family dwelling. In Tampere, workers' dwellings often consisted
of a room and a share in a common kitchen. The floor plans of the dwellings were relatively simple; the wooden houses had rectangular rooms situated back to back or side by side, and for example in Port Arthur in Turku,
the apartments within a workers' tenement often formed a row of rooms
or a four-room rectangle (Figs. 13 and 14).35 The four-room plan was common in worker housing in the early phase of industrialization and was used
for example in the two-storey »fourfold houses» at the Mulhouse worker
housing development (1853-1870) highlighted as models at international
exhibitions and in journals (Fig. 15).36 The sleeping quarters dominated
the interior; shared bedrooms and beds were common among both the workers and the rural population.37
Although the residents of these early workers' suburbs lived in wooden houses, often even single-family houses, the areas themselves were not
actual single-family housing districts. Most of the new suburbs founded
in Helsinki in the 1910s were villa settlements for the wealthy; however,
areas in the vicinity of industrial plants gradually evolved into workingclass single-family housing districts. One such was for example AB Parkstad—Wanda—Puistokylä Oy in Malmi—Tapanila; most of the plots at this
development were owned by AB Egna-Hem Oma Koti Oy.38 Gustaf

Wäre 1983, 255. This mode of construction aimed at fire protection. Wooden houses
of more than a single storey were forbidden from 1810 onwards. Lilius 1985, 176.
34 Voionmaa 1932, 516-521; Waris 1932, 261.
35
Eenilä 1974, 108-115.
36
Eleb-Vidal — Debarre-Blanchard 1989, 143-146.
;7 Snellman 1909; Waris 1932, 272; Eenilä 1974, 124; Haapala 1986, 161. This custom reveals the mutual influence of cramped dwellings and housing practice.
38
Each of the suburbs of the early part of the century mainly catered for a a single
type of clintele: wealthy, Swedish-speaking or working-class residents. A common
denominator of the suburbs compared to the city centre was the high proportion
33
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13. Worker dwelling of the so-called
row-of-rooms type in Port Arthur,
Turku, by an unknown planner. Published in Eenilä 1974, p. 111.

r

e~~4—I
.<
14. Four-room plan which could be
divided into four different dwellings
as here, or into three rooms and a
kitchen, or into two different dwellings each with one room and a kitchen. Type used in Port Arthur, Turku,
from the 1860s to 1912. Published in
Eenilä 1974, p.111.

15. Emile Muller, the "fourfold house" (le "carré mulhousien", 1854) in two storeys with four different dwellings consisting of a multifunctional family room with
one bed (chambre d'habitation et un lit), or a multifunctional family room and a
sleeping alcove, or a separate kitchen (cuisine et demeure) and bedroom on the
ground floor (on the right). Each have two bedrooms on the first floor (on the left)
and a small garden. Published in Eleb-Vidal - Debarre-Blanchard 1989, p. 146.
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Strengell designed type plans for three workers' single-family houses for
AB Egna-hem Oma Koti Oy in 1909; he also produced the initial town
plan for Malmi—Tapanila. Strengell's type-planned houses had two storeys
and were designed for one to two families. The layout varied from a
kitchen, living room and sleeping alcove to two rooms and a kitchen.i9
These were meant for a prosperous manual labourer and his family.
Single-family housing construction escalated in connection with the First
World War and was encouraged, in the 1920s, by municipal and state loans,
although large-scale building did not occur before the reconstruction period in the 1940s and '50s. The most crucial issues were the standardization of the type-planned house, the distribution of type plans, and loans
and legislation in support of building. Municipal and state sponsorship in
the 1920s meant that more attention was paid to the quality of the design
of single-family housing: various municipalities produced designs of their
own, and to qualify for a state loan the builder had to use plans that were
accepted by the Ministry of Social Service. The busiest phase of singlefamily housing construction before the Second World War occurred in the
early '20s, when the state issued loans for social building; these credits
financed the building of 933 single-family houses and semi-detached houses
of the total number of 6 438 dwellings built between 1920-26. In the '20s,
a total of 5 584 single-family houses were built in Finland, which accounted
for 12.2 % of the total 45 698 dwellings built. The most energetic own
home construction took place in Tampere where the »idea of detached, selfcontained family home has received strong support from the city authorities.»40

of families (and families with a large number of children in particular), and the
low proportion of single persons. Harvia 1936, 80-92.
39 Sketch for a single-family house for Ab Egna-Hem Oma Koti Oy, with two rooms
and a kitchen on the ground floor and two rooms, which could also be rented out,
on the first floor. SRM:A. Town plan for Malmi-Tapanila, draft signed by Strengell 1907 HKA. See also Strengell 1909, 6. Ten ready-made houses were built,
and although they were meant for prosperous workers, they were too expensive
for them.
4° Modeen 1934, 7-14; Böök 1928; Kuusi 1921, 8-9; see also Nikula 1978, 123-124.
State-sponsored single-family housing construction was also vigorous in Kuopio,
Turku and Kotka, whereas in Helsinki it was slight in proportion to the number of
inhabitants in the city. Single-family housing developments constructed after the
First World War: Viinikka, Lapinmäki (founded 1914, city building types by Max
Frelander) and north-east hillside in Pyynikki (not specifically single-family housing
area, building types by Bertel Strömmer) in Tampere; Toukola and Käpylä in Helsinki (types from Ministry of Social Service; also specially designed types); Kel103

The privately owned single-family house is a relatively new housing
model and concept, and for a long time, the distinction between the single-family house and the villa remained fluid and ambiguous; the distinction between the two was primarily a matter of size — and of the social
standing of the occupants: the single-family house was smaller and simpler. the official definition of the single-family house was given in 1927,
in the Act and Decrees concerning the single-family housing fund. A singlefamily house was a house for one, or, paradoxically, two families, which
served as the builder's own home and included a small garden. The single-family housing fund issued loans for houses up to 100 m'-, and covered 30-40 % of building costs.41 In the 1920s, the single-family house
was still associated with manual labourers, although the law of 1927 did
not specify the social standing of the occupants.
The word single-family house (oma koti, Sw. egnahem) referred both
to the mode of habitation and to the home ownership. It first appears in
texts concerning housing in the 1920s; earlier, the usual terms were »small
home», »one-family house» and »small house» — »detached little house».42
Thus the typical single-family house was a relatively small one-family
house, located on a plot large enough to accommodate a small garden, and
owned by the occupying family, as indicated in the Finnish word omakotitalo (»own-home-house»). In addition to motives of social housing reform, the idealization of the single-family house hinged upon the notion
of the freedom and privacy associated with ownership; the virtues of life
in a single-family house were extolled by contrasting with life in a rental
barracks. As a social system and in terms of the domestic practice it upholds, the single-family house differs from the single-household buildings
of the towns (and rural areas). The houses are normally aligned along roads
and surrounded by a garden and sometimes a hedge, and the plot seldom
contained other buildings.

kkala in Viipuri (types by Otto-I. Meurman with Elli Ruuth and Clare Meuschen);
Itkonniemi and Haapaniemi in Kuopio (types from Ministry of Social Service; specially designed types). See also Kuopion kulttuurihistoriallisesti... 1980; Voionmaa 1935, 182-191; Nikula 1990, 104.
41 In the Decree of 1934, the loan was made to cover 75 % of the building cost of
the smaller 40-60 m' single-family houses. In the '40s, the Emergency Settlement
Act (June 28, 1940) and Land Acquisition Act (May 5, 1945) curtailed the size of
single-family houses qualified for loans to 38-80 m2. Act Concerning the SingleFamily Housing Fund, January 8, 1927; Decree Concerning the Single-Family Housing Fund, may 28, 1927; revised March 2, 1934.
42
This name was used in, for example, the publication entitled Pienten asuintalojen
piirustuksia (Plans for small houses) 1915, III.
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Although in Finland the building of single-family housing developments
only stepped up after the First World War, efforts were already made early in the century to launch a single-family housing movement along the
lines of the international garden city ideal (the main models were British
and Swedish).43 Already at the beginning of the century, the privately
owned home was seen as the best solution to the housing problems of the
expanding proletariat and middle class!
From the 1870s, in Sweden, the single-family housing movement coincided with the emergence of philanthropic organizations working to improve workers' housing conditions. Home ownership was seen, among other
things, as a means of reinforcing local attachments and patriotic sentiment,
and thus as a means of discouraging emigration. But moral education and
resistance to socialism were also high priorities.45 In Sweden, single-family housing construction and the single-family housing movement went
through a vigorous phase in the early part of the 20th century; from 1904,
single-family housing construction was encouraged by special state loans.
In Stockholm, city support was important, and single-family houses were
built in large numbers from the first years of the century to the year 1930.
The '30s was the heyday of the apartment building and Functionalism, but
single-family housing production picked up again in the '40s and '50s.46
Towards the end of the 19th century, private land development companies had set up mainly middle-class villa communities in the vicinity of
Stockholm (e.g. Djursholm, Saltsjöbaden, Lidingö, Storängen), but municipal construction of garden suburbs with houses built in the »single-family
idiom» also began relatively early 47 The specific aim was to alleviate the
housing shortage among workers — however, the garden suburbs were soon
appropriated by the bourgeoisie and the middle class 48 Building first commenced in Enskede (Gamla Enskede), which was the earliest municipal

43

British and Swedish examples were widely discussed in the press after the turn of
the century. E.g. Strengell 1911; Kekkonen 1908. The garden city movement also
had a large following in Germany. The Deutsche Gartenstadtgesellschaft was founded in 1902, immediately after British Letchworth; one of the most well-known garden cities in Germany is the Hellerau suburb of Dresden. Hartmann 1976, 27.
44
Asuntokysymys 1904; Aström 1956, 100, 122.
45 Frykman — Löfgren 1979, 123-124. See also 1899 års Egnahemkommittes
betänkande 1:14.
46
Stavenow-Hidemark 1971, 305-306.
47 The villa communites keenly advertised themselves, see for example the publication Stockholms förstäder och villasamhällen 1911 (Stockholm's suburbs and villa settlements 1911), in which a total of 30 developments vied for publicity.
48
Johansson 1987, 412; Stavenow-Hidemark 1971, 305.
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garden suburb in Sweden, and utilized a range of building types, from low
apartment blocks to row houses and single-family houses.49 Various type
plans were used in the project; the Enskedestugan was intended for a typical working family and comprised a kitchen and a family room on the
ground floor and one room in the attic (Figs. 16 and 17). Although the
garden suburbs were not uniformly composed of single-family houses, the
construction of single-family houses and developments is closely linked
with the garden city movement. The first municipal garden suburb in Finland was Puu-Käpylä in Helsinki, built in the early 1920s.
Worker housing built to serve various industrial factories merits its own
chapter in the history of single-family housing production. The owners of
the earliest Finnish iron works in the 17th century already built houses
for labourers close to the workplace and the tradition has continued in the
twentieth century, with its large, modem factories. In each period, the houses were usually variations of one basic type. The iron workers' settlements
were characteristically composed of wooden, regularly distributed multifamily houses. During the interwar period in the present century, smaller
one or two-family houses were also adopted as worker housing in industrial locations. These industrial settlements were hierarchical: the size and
location of the house and dwelling and the arrangement of each facade
denoted the status of the occupants in the hierarchy of the workplace —
accommodation for different groups of workers' dwellings was characteristically simple, anonymous and, in a certain sense, generalized; they were
often constructed according to model plans drawn up for the area in question.50 The type-planned house of the 1940s is a natural upshot of this
anonymous tradition. The paternalism that characterizes the housing model
associated with iron works and other industrial sites is also strongly present
in the new worker model towns and garden suburbs, where it appears alongside social ideals and reformist aspirations (e.g. Bournville (founded in
1879), Port Sunlight (1888), Letchworth (1902), Hampstead Garden Suburb (1907)).5'
Structural hierarchy and spatial segregation of different social groups
also informed Eliel Saarinen's plan for Munkkiniemi-Haaga (1915), which
allocates separate areas and types of dwelling for wealthy, middle-class

49

Gamla Enskede 1974; Stavenow-Hidemark 1971, 305-314. P.O. Hallman's town
plan of 1907 is closely related to Raymond Unwin's and Barry Parker's Hampstead Garden Suburb.
so For example Kauttua, Karhula, Sunila, Varkaus. On Kauttua, see Korvenmaa 1989.
51 The paternalism and male/female difference central to Ebenezer Howard's garden
city, and to garden cities in general, is analysed in Wilson 1991, 101-117.
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16 & 17. Axel H. Forsberg (external architecture) and C.A. Andersson (floor plan),
Enskedestugan, single-family house with two rooms and a kitchen exhibited at the
Stockholm Exhibition in 1909. Picture published in Rakennustaito 1909, floor plans
in Gamla Enskede 1974, p. XXIV.
- The same principle of
and working-class inhabitants (Figs. 18 and 19).5'
different residential classes, or different types of dwelling for different so5' Saarinen distinguishes between the wealthy, the middle-class and the working-class.
The single-family villas at the seaside and the nearby low apartment buildings were
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18. Eliel Saarinen, row house for the wealthy, Munkkinieni-Haaga plan, type C.
Ground floor: kitchen, living room, dining room, room. First floor: 3 (bed)rooms,
servant's room. Second floor: four bedrooms. Saarinen 1915.

cial categories, was also pervasive in the exhibition of the First General

Housing Congress of 1917.53 In Saarinen's plan, the workers' »own homes»
were to be built as row houses. This traditional British type of house, com-

53

meant for the wealthy, the middle class was assigned low and high apartment blocks,
and the working population was allocated tall apartment blocks, row houses and
semi-detached houses in the Western part of the area. Row houses were available
for all the population segments, but the size of the dwellings varied. Saarinen 1915,
82-99.
Among the items on display at the exhibition arranged in the conjunction with the
Housing Congress of 1917 were housing developments and types designed for industrial locations, and suggested type plans for workers' dwellings. Workers' dwellings designed for towns were usually stacked apartments with one room and a kitchen. Some industrial companies (e.g. SOK Vaajakoski, Elias Paalanen) built detached two-family houses at their workers' estates — however, one and two-family
houses were almost always reserved for functionaries and foremen, and workers
were housed in buildings shared by four families or more. Ensimmäisen suomalaisen... 1917. The spatial segregation of different social groups has for a long
time been a key principle of town planning and housing design. According to Paul
Rabinow, in France, two schemes were produced in the first half of the 20th century in which class difference was not explicitly recognized: Tony Garnier's La
Cité Industrielle (1901—), which was designed for a single (working) class, and Le
Corbusier's La Ville Radieuse (1935), designed for the universal homme-type. Rabinow 1989, 338.
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19. Eliel Saarinen, worker row house, type R, Munkkinieni-Haaga plan. Main room
(ground floor) and two bedrooms (attic). Saarinen 1915.
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mon in the garden cities there, was unusual in Finland. It was repeatedly
discussed in the 1910s, but did not gain popularity before the '50s, by which
time it was no longer reserved for a working-class market.54
The tendency for buildings to conform a certain »basic type» or formula is manifested more clearly in rural dwellings than in urban worker housing. In fact, the inclination to produce variations of a single theme or basic form is probably as old as building itself — ancient Greek dwellings
arranged around a peristyle courtyard and the atrium houses of the Romans, also reiterated a certain basic shape and theme — a fact that the Finnish proponents of standardization were desirous to emphasize in their own
favour:
As a result of cultural unification, the art of building has in all ages
inclined towards similarity of forms. A Classical temple, a medieval
Finnish stone church and an old rural utility building can all be seen
as manifestations of this impulse towards a unified idiom. We consider this to be natural, even beautiful. The conscious standardization taking place in the art of building today is committed to precisely
the same ideal.55
However, model houses and type-planned houses entail a different conception of the standard and the type: the aim was specifically to create a
reproducible basic type for housing construction that would conform to
the current ideals concerning the dwelling. The houses are linked with both
the tendency (during and after the First World War) to use type plans in
social housing production, and with the tendency towards building from
prefabricated standardized elements.
According to Elias Cornell, already in the Middle Ages, peasants on the
Western coast of Götaland in Sweden lived by hewing and selling prefabricated house timbers. Similarly, from the 17th century, in Russia it was
possible to buy prefabricated wooden »house packages» whose floor plans
were more or less standardized. The 19th century prefabrication boom, on

Various architectural competitions were arranged to generate plans for row houses, e.g. Helsinki (Vallila) and Tampere (Viinikka), a certain number of municipal
row houses were in fact built in the latter area. Ribbinghof row houses (designed
by Armas Lindgren in 1916) were also built in Kulosaari, and row houses were
discussed at the 1917 Housing Congress. In Sweden, row houses were already built
at an early stage, but there, too, the idea met with an unenthusiastic response — for
example, the row houses planned for Gamla Enskede had to be abandoned when
the first house failed to match the sales of »real» single-family houses. Gamla Enskede 1974; Nikula 1988, 52-53.
55 Waltari 1942, 15.
54
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the other hand, mainly involved summer villas and other temporary buildings.56 The Swedish Crown already used ready-made type plans in building the 17th and 18th century; for instance in the late 17th century, Erik
Dahlberg designed type plans for housing military officers — e.g. the cavalry captain's residence and the captain's residence, ratified in 1687. The
design depended on the military rank of the occupant. In 1765, Carl Wijnblad published a collection of plans entitled Beskriftning, huru Allmogens
Bygnader, så af Sten, som Träd, Måge med största besparing uppföras.57
It is astonishing how little difference exists between these simple cabins
and the type-planned single-family houses produced in the 1920s — or indeed the type-planned houses of the 1940s — despite of the latter one's
totally different industrial production and modem economic and social context (Fig. 20).
In Sweden, the golden age of type plans and model books during the
first decades of the 20th century was mainly associated with the building
of the bourgeois villa settlements, but also with the single-family housing
construction.58 Soon afterwards, collections of models and types were published in Finland as well. Type plans were used in the construction of the
Oy Kansanasunnot (People's Housing Ltd.) houses in the garden suburb
of Käpylä in Helsinki; the project also involved experimenting with the
new industrial construction method based on prefabricated components.
Built of logs and clad with boarding, the houses were erected swiftly, using logs that had been sawn and perforated according to agreed measurements in advance.59 The Building Convention of 1919 raised the possibility
of creating types of small dwelling for relieving the housing shortage, and
the early '20s saw the completion of the first official type plans for small
dwellings and single-family housing, commissioned by the National Board
of Social Welfare.6°
Single-family housing production followed various architectural trends,
and different styles coexisted. The most interesting aspects of this domestic
architecture are not a matter of so-called stylistic innovation. In the 1930s,
private individual builders still continued to exhibit and be influenced by
the late 19th-century »craftsman styles» and the turn-of-the-century Art
56

Cornell 1969, 30, 44.
»An account as to how stone and timber housing for the populace, may be most
economically constructed». Wijnblad 1765. These model drawings were used in
Finland to some extent. Cardberg 1977, 27.
56 See for example Jonsson 1985, 53-54.
59
See Toivonen 1920, 150.
60 The National Board of Social Welfare was suppressed in 1923, and its duties were
transferred to the Ministry of Social Service in 1923. Paalanen 1924.
57
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20. Carl Fredric Wijnblad, stone-built peasant house, fierdedels hemman ("quar-

ter cabin") consisting of a multipurpose main room (tupa) and smaller room
(kamari). Wijnblad 1765.
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Nouveau — a kind of »late Art Nouveau» endured.61 However, from as early
as the 1910s, »official» model plans and type drawings designed by architects were employed in an effort to cultivate the taste of rural and working-class home-builders — an issue that was stressed in connection with
type planning was the way »the facades acquire a plain but well proportioned external appearance.»62 The exterior was supposed to reflect the hierarchical value of the building in the landscape or townscape — Elias
Paalanen's type plans of 1915 garnered special praise for the fact that their
facades »do not assert claims in excess of the purpose of the buildings.»63
This commitment to simple and matter-of-fact elevations continued in the
1920s and '40s.64

4.2. Your »own home»: models and types
The publication of plans for villas and single-family houses in the form
of model books and type plans was common at the turn of the century,
particularly in the »promised land of home ownership» — the United
States.65 Various guides and model books were also published in Finland
for the benefit of people interested in building their own home; these appeared both before and contemporaneously with the actual type plans. At
the turn of the century, this literature was devoted to villas, but in the 1920s
the guides also discuss actual single-family houses. As their titles suggest,
the books were educational and didactic in flavour. The plans given in the
model books were of a general and prescriptive kind, whereas the type plans
were meant to be executed as such.66
Jalmari Kekkonen's book Asuntomme sisältä ja ulkoa. Neuvoja »oman
kodin» rakentajille (Our house, inside and out. Advice to builders of »own
On the terminology under discussion (National Romantic, Jugend, Art Nouveau)
see Nikula 1981, 21-22; and especially Wäre 1991, passim. Here used as conventional, descriptive concepts.
62
Pienten asuintalojen... 1915, IV.
63
Ibid.
64
See Nikula 1978, 122, Mandelin 1948, 15-16.
65
Wright 1980, 3.
66
Cf. Kekkonen 1908; Oman kodin piirustuksia 1913; Paalanen 1924. Cf. the situation in Sweden, where a number of model books on villa and single-family house
construction were published in the early 20th century, for example Brunius 1911,
Enblom 1908; Sandberg 1908; Östberg 1913; discussed also in Stavenow-Hidemark 1971.
61
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homes», 1908) is a primarily aesthetic tract on the subject of the middleclass villa. The book reviews a set of foreign (particularly British) and domestic, already existing »model» villas, and describes the Bournville worker
housing development. Aside from aesthetic considerations and healthy life
close to nature, Kekkonen draws attention to questions of hygiene. His advice on home construction ranges from siting to the interior decor of the
villa. Planning must take place »from inside out», in keeping with the requirements of domestic and familial comfort, and shunning unnecessary
embellishments. The relative position and interior decoration of each room
was determined by its particular nature. Already during the late 19th century, building instructions for villas and single-family houses foregrounded the importance of proper orientation, and the issue remained important
in the 1940s. Kekkonen recommends the British practice of locating the
residential quarters in such a way as to maximize solar gain in each room
at the appropriate time of day. Thus the bedrooms should be oriented to
the east, the living rooms and work rooms south, and the dining room
should face west; only the kitchen (domain of the domestics) would face
north, and receive no daylight.67
The middle-class villa described by Kekkonen was divided into three
spaces: public and private quarters and a servant's area. The public area
consists of the reception (which Kekkonen constituted the spiritual centre
of the home), the dining room, or so-called material centre, and separate
rooms for the master and possibly the mistress of the house. The private
section includes bedrooms and nurseries; the servant's room and kitchen
constitutes a separate third space.68 The spatial arrangement tended to detach the different spheres of life and the different occupants; in addition
to the demarcation between public and private, a separation was made between family and non-family, parents and children, and the different sexes. In the new insistently private apartment buildings and villas of the bourgeoisie and the middle class, the servants could move »invisibly» along
their own staircases and entrances. This arrangement is visible in HvitSee also Paalanen 1935. The kitchen was not generally considered to need daylight. A similar preoccupation with the orientation of individual rooms recurred in
Functionalism. But cf. Ingman 1939, 73, who drew attention to the work facilities
and the kitchen, and also put forward the kitchen's claim to sunlight.
68 Kekkonen 1908, passim. Cf. also Elenius. In addition to Finnish books, many foreign guides and studies were available. See advertisement of Akateeminen kirjakauppa from 1911, published in Laitinen 1911 (Fig. 21). Kekkonen was not alone
in writing about new middle-class villa ideals, but he was among the first in Finland to publish his views on the ideal of habitation in book format. On the model
books, see also Stayenow-Hidemark 1971, 163-179.
67
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luettelo Akateemisessa kirjakaupassa saatavana olevasta takeaausja asuutokysymystå koskevasta kirjallisuudesta.
3: —
Andersson, C. A.: Boken om egna hem
l: 50
Boklund, H.: Våra Bostäder
5:65
Brunius, A.: Hus och hem
7: 15
Busch, O. A.: Entreprenadboken
1:
—
Böök, Einar: Asuntokysymyksen alalta
2: 25
Carlson. G.: Svenska allmogehem
3 75
Ekberg, F. R. Lärobok i allmän husbyggnadslära
Ekman E. N. L.: På egen torva. Om ordnande, förbättrande och för:
3: skönade av det egna hemmet.
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3: 75
billigaste bostäder för egna hem
Ekström, Al.: Om uppvärmning av våra bostäder medels elektricitet 1: 15
5: 25
Enblom, R. S.: Ett hem på landet
1: 15
Hansson, C.: Centraluppvärmning för bostäder
Herbo►d, K. J.: Om centraluppvärmning och ventilation av byggnader —: 40
Kekkonen,J. • Asuntomme sisältä ja ulkoa. Uusi laajennettu painos tekeillä.
4: 90
Lagerholm, A. T.: Handbok för villa: och egnahemsbyggare
4: 90
— a —: Villabyggnader och egna hem
L indencrona R.: Kostnadsförslag och beräkningsbok för byggmästare
4: 50
och byggnadsegare
5:25
Löfgren, P. & Otterström, E.; Tjugofem förslag till egna hem
1:25
Lönnbeck, E W.: Om uppvärmning och ventilering av byggnader
3: 75
Otterström, E.: Skisser till egna hem
3: —
Rhodin, Jacob: Egna hem för yrkesidkare och landtmän
3: —
Rudblad, H. S.: En bok om egna hem
1:50
Sandberg, G. H.: Om villor och egnahemsbyggnader
6: —
Sjöström, H.: Hållfasthetsberäkningar för byggnadskonstruktioner
3: —
Widell, C.: Handbok för praktiska byggnadskonstruktioner
—:40
Ostberg, R.: Ett hem
3:50
Beetz Max: Kleinwohnungs:Häuser. Mit 50 Abbildungen
12: 50
Breuhaus, A.: Landhäuser 6. Innenräume. Reich illustriert 4:o
1:90
Erbs, K: Kleinstadtbauten. Illustriert
12:50
Eicher, Th: Wohnhausbauten. Mit. 131 Bildtafeln gr. 8:o
Wie
wohnt
man
im
Eigenhause
billiger
als
in
der
Mietswoh:
Flur, F:
1: 35
pung. Mit 80 Abbildgn
10: —
Gessner, A: Das Deutsche Miethaus. Mit 220 Abbildgn
Haenel & Tscharmann: Das Einzelwohnhaus der Neuzeit. Mit 216
9: 40
Grundrissen 6. farbigen Tafeln
3: 75
Hausgärten, Skizzen 6. Entwurfe aus dem Vettbewerb der Woche
Kahm, Ph: Heimatliche Bauweise. Preisgekrönte Anleitung zur Aus:
7:
50
fiihrung 1änolicher Bauten illustriert
Karplus, A: .Neue Landhäuser & Villen in Oesterreich. Mit 113
25: —
bildtafeln in 4:o
Konwiczka, H: Einfache & billige Familienhäuser Sommer und Win:
I: 35
ter bewohnbar. Mit 65 Abb.
Kossmann, W: Arbeiter,Wohnhaustypen (Einfamilienhäuser). lllustr 10: —
9: 40
Lande R: Stadt: 6. Landhäuser Mit 24 Tafeln in 4:o
Lange, W: Land. & Gartensiedelungen. Mit 213 Abb. & 16 farb. Tafeln 12: 50
5: 30
Mayer. L. K: Kleine Wohn 6. Bureauhäuser. Mit 31 Tafeln
2: 50
Mertens, J. H: Wohnungskunst fur jedermann
3: 25
Migge, L: Ein modernes Gartenbuch, illustriert
15: —
Tfuthesius, H: Landhaus 6. Garten. Mit 240 Tafeln
15: —
Seidl, E. von: Mein Landhaus. Mit 56 Tafeln
Siebert-Schölermann=Krauss: Wie lege ich einen Garten an? Mit 200
9:
40
Abbildgn
5: 75
Tief, Th: Fassaden fur freistehende hölzerne Wohnhäuser
Viemann, Fr: Einfamilien:Häuser, Mit 36 scbwarzen 6. farb. Tafeln 7: 50
Zahn, R: Moderne kleine Häuser, 30 Tafeln mit erlänterndem Text 5: 65
1:75
A second series of over 60 designs for Family Homes
15:
Adams, M. B: Moderne Cottage Architecture. Illustrated
The book of the exhibition of houses and cottages. Romford Garden
1: 75
Suburb Gidea Park
Elder•Duncan, J. H: Country Cottages and Week:End Homes. With
8: —
numerous, coloured plates
1: —
Letchworth Garden City in Pictures
1:75
Weybride, H: Ideal designs for Houses. Illustrated

Akateeminen Kirjakauppa, Helsinki.
21. Advertisement of Akateeminen kirjakauppa from 191 I of manuals and guidebooks on the housing question and home construction. Published in Laitinen 1911.

träsk, the residence designed and occupied by the Gesellius-LindgrenSaarinen Architects' Office at the turn of the century; however, the same
pattern is also repeated in smaller and less spectacular villas.
In Finland, industrial production of wooden houses already began in the
1890s, contemporaneously with the development of the so-called American technique of board and pole construction. These experiments were
mainly restricted to summer villas, in which efficient insulation was not
indispensable.69 The »own homes» that contestants were called to design
in the model drawing competition for cheap dwellings arranged by the publishing company Otava in 1913 were in fact summer villas. A total of 8I
entries were submitted, and the prizewinners were published in a separate
booklet.70 The layout, architectural appearance and construction of these
published submissions varied, yielding a whole spectrum of styles and floor
plans. Habitability in winter was considered a merit; in fact, both the exteriors and the floor plans of the proposals approximate the more traditional villas or single-family houses and the current stylistic/style-historical convention of the Classical. Many entrants faced particular problems
when trying to design the floor plan of the »own home». The entries that
reaped the best prizes have lucid and simple exteriors and floor plans.
In 1914, the Social Welfare Committee of the City of Helsinki arranged
a competition to plan small houses for block 555 in Vallila; these small
dwellings were to be semi-detached houses or row houses for workers. The
prize-winning entries were published with slight modifications in a separate booklet the following year as general guidelines for use in other suburban areas. The buildings were of four different types: three for two families and one for three-family occupancy.71 The entries have diverse floor
plans and exteriors. Their idiom ranges from the conventional subdued
69

Wäre 1983, 241. These experiments were soon given up. Although summer villas
are closely associated with type planning, the ideological background of 19th-century summer villas (e.g. Ruissalo in Turku, Kaivopuisto in Helsinki) is different.
In the 1840s, different versions of the pre-sawn frame, of which Balloon frame
system was the most popular, significantly reduced construction time, and gained
popularity in United States. Handlin 1979; Korvenmaa 1990, 47; see also
Amerikkalaista rakennustapaa 1906 (American modes of construction).
70 Oman kodin piirustuksia 1913 (Drawings for the own homes).
7 1 Pienten asuintalojen... 1915, IV—V. The competition originally had two diyisions:
A for detached wooden houses, and B for so-called row houses made of fireproof
material. The results were unsatisfactory in the latter category, and the prizes were
therefore witheld. The jury claims that the idea of the row house had not yet been
sufficiently elucidated in Finland. Competitions were also used elsewhere to find
types for municipal housing developments; examples include above-mentioned
Lapinmäki and Viinikka in Tampere (1914).
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22. Elias Paalanen, single-family house plan for the competition of small houses
for block 555 in Vallila, Helsinki. Published in Pienten asuintalojen piirustuksia
I915, p. 3.
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Classicism to the more richly adorned Art Nouveau. Either square or rectangular, the buildings are usually clad with vertical boarding, with the
exception of a few rendered schemes; most houses have either saddle roofs
or mansards roofs, the latter being a Classical favourite. Elias Paalanen's
classical submissions were the ones most clearly related to the idealized
»red cottage style»; his designs also include open porches and whitewashed
decorative highlights in the outside corners, and around the doors and windows (Fig. 22). The windows vary in size and proportion. The dwellings
are large for the period; with their one or two rooms, kitchen, WC and
varying amount of attic and basement space, they often exceed the recommended ideal size for a worker dwelling. The floor plans are simple
but not all similar; the different rooms are about equal in size, and are laid
of in the form of clear rectangles, forming »separate» units joined by doorways. With the exception of Karl Malmström's single-storey submissions,
all the buildings had two storeys and the rooms of the individual apartments were located on either one or two floors.
Type plans, as opposed to model plans, were usually put forward in connection with different suggestions for the alleviation of the housing shortage. Their design was associated not only with the hope of eliminating
the housing shortage and overcrowded conditions, but also with the improvement of aesthetic, moral and hygienic quality of housing. Type plans
were used both in London in the 1840s and in New York in the 1860s with
the particular aim of assuaging the wretched housing conditions among
labourers.72 Various discussions that took place at the Housing Congress
(1917) and at the Building Convention (1919) focused on the necessity of
creating new economical building and dwelling types and the potential offered by standardization for the reduction of construction costs and for
mitigating the housing shortage. Type plans for small dwellings were also
presented for review (Figs. 23 and 24).73 Building standardization began
with components — the first Finnish plans for standard (normal) doors and
windows were completed in 1915, and revised in 1921 by the joint Standardization Committee of the Finnish Association of Architects and the
Finnish Association of Master Builders, which was founded in 1919. However, the types never came into wide use.74

Handlin 1979, 70.
On the Building Convention, see Rakennustaito 1919, esp. Toivonen 1919.
74 Arkkitehti 6/1921, 6; Nikula 1981, 68-70.
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23. Akseli Toivonen, plans for small dwelling types presented at the Building Convention in 1919. Types 1 to 3 are row houses, types 4 and 5 semi-detached houses. All houses have two storeys. Published in Rakennustaito 1919, p. 262.
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24. Akseli Toivonen, plan for an economical way of construction presented at the
Building Convention in 1919. Rakennustaito 1919, p. 263.
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Type plans for single-family houses
Although low-rise residential building is sometimes said to follow its own
independent and distinctive course,75 the various sets of plans produced
early in the century and in the interwar period for urban and rural singlefamily housing were more or less closely aligned with the architectural
drifts of the day; restrained Classicism was a characteristic feature, particularly in plans from the '20s. A few collections of type plans were published between the wars; plans were separately designed for rural or urban settings, which is reflected in the layout solutions used.
The earliest type plans of single-family houses have been published and
distributed across the entire country date from the beginning of the 1920s.
After the Civil War (1918), both the municipalities and the state took steps
to relieve the housing shortage among the labouring classes, and the National Board of Social Welfare started to issue loans to municipalities for
non-profit building. To qualify for the loans from the National Board of
Social Welfare, the applicant had to utilize officially accepted plans; a collection of ready-made type plans was produced as an alternative to the practice of inspecting and amending plans drawn by the applicant. The plans
were commissioned from the architect Elias Paalanen; copies were sold
by the National Board of Social Welfare. In 1922 they were also published
in a separate booklet Pienasuntojen tyyppipiirustuksia (Type plans for small
homes) that contained 11 types, and was issued in an edition of 1 000 copies. Four new types were added to the series the following year, and in
1924, both series were reissued as a joint publication.76 The collection
included both dwelling types and work drawings (Fig. 25). The purpose
of the plans was to encourage the building of dwellings that were suitable
to urban conditions, and were an adequately high standard architecturally

75 Heinonen 1978,
76 Elias Paalanen had experience of both type planning and single-family housing:
he had designed type plans for Cooperative Wholesale shops for rural areas (published in Rakennustaito 1916) and won second prize in both Otava summer villa
competition (1913) and the Vallila small home competition (1914). He also participated in the publication for model drawings for farm buildings (Valikoima maatalousrakennusten piirustuksia 1919). He had also designed workers' single-family
houses, for example for the Haapakoski development of the Finnish Co-operative
Wholesale Society. At the request of the Women's Housing Convention (19.21).
»a few female experts» took part in the final revision of the type plans. Paalanen
1916, 249-252; Paalanen 1924, 3-4; Suomen Ensimmäisen Yleisen...1917. See also
Nikula 1978, 113-114. Type plans were also used for small public buildings such
as rural elementary schools. Nikula 1990, 113-114.
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25. Elias and Martti Paalanen, single-family house for the Ministry of Social Service, type I with kitchen, one room and entrance-hall passage. Elias Paalanen and
his brother Martti had a joint architect office where the drawings were done.
Paalanen 1924, p. 8.
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and in terms of salubriousness. The preface to the booklet drew attention
to the fact that one and two-family housing in towns contained clear affinities with rural buildings and housing customs — affinities which were
inappropriate to urban conditions. It posited a distinction between the city
and the country without, however, describing the inappropriate rural features in any detail. In Finland, the agrarian system endured as the prevailing cultural structure for a long time, and its presence was still conspicuous in the 20th century, particularly in suburban timber housing.
Type plans were divided into five different series, or types; the eight
single-family houses constituted the largest category." The external architecture of the buildings was clear and simple, with windows divided into
small square panes, and very little detail, in accordance with Classical conventions. All the buildings in this series have vertical weatherboarding.
The houses have a clear rectangular shape, open porches and sometimes
whitewashed highlights in the outside corners — all have saddle roofs. The
arrangement of the facades is hierarchically dependent upon the size of
the building: the larger houses have more details than the smallest houses
which fairly clearly echo the »cottage tradition». The houses were meant
to be built by the owner using traditional construction methods. The facades are regular and tend towards symmetry with their evenly distributed
and identically sized windows. In addition to containing »national» features, the architectural idiom also refers back to 18th-century Finnish and
Swedish wooden houses and small towns.78 Classicism already involved
the pursuit of the universality of application, anonymousness and simplicity
— the subordination and humbling of the individual in the face of the totality.79 Disciplined Classicism and features pointing to the 18th-century
small towns and iron works are also common in Swedish suburbs and type
planning of this period (Fig. 26).80
Type plans now particularly emphasized the arrangement of the kitchen and household work and the practicality and rationality of housing design. In addition to the individual components — window, door, porch and
oven drawings, and plans for the garden — the above-mentioned publication also included kitchen interior drawings. The layout ranged from the

The total number of type plans, including variations, was 22, consisting of 8 single-family houses, 5 two-family houses, 2 four-family houses, 4 larger multi-family houses and 3 row house types. Paalanen 1924.
78 Nikula 1978, 118.
7y Nikula 1981, 26.
8° E.g. Enskededalen (1919) and Äppelviken (1921) in Stockholm, the Bygge och Bo
exhibition in Lidingö (1925); see also Praktiska och hygieniska bostäder 1921.
77
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26. Osvald Almqvist, worker single-family house (Domnavarvets järnverk). Elevation and floor plan of ground floor. Published in Praktiska och hygieniska
bostäder 1921, figs. 72 and 77.

small one room and kitchen type to a house with four rooms, a kitchen
and a servant's room — half the houses consisted of two rooms and a kitchen. The rooms are generally located on a single floor, but one and a half
storey solutions that utilized the attic space were also common (3/8). The
floor plan is clearly rectangular and the rooms are clearly delineated and
form enclosed totalities; the rectangular rooms are either located side by
side or in a square sequence (Fig. 27). The kitchens are large and the amenities vary — with one exception, the smallest houses do not even have a
WC, whereas the two larger ones have both a bathroom and a WC. The
dwellings were closely related to the housing practice of both the rural
and urban labouring population. The living rooms are larger than the kitchen, although the kitchen too is spacious enough to serve as a rural-style
multipurpose living room. Although the preface to the booklet stressed the
differences between town and country, the plans themselves made little
distiction between the two. The most common types comprise two rooms
and a kitchen, and access into one of the rooms was from the entrancehall passage; this room is the first from the front door, whereas the kitchen is at the rear of the house, and also has a separate entrance. The third
room can only be accessed through the other rooms.
The Ministry of Social Service commissioned a set of new Omakotirakennusten tyyppipiirustukset (Type plans for private homes) in I934,
which were published with building instructions the following year; the
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27. Elias Paalanen, single-family house for the Ministry of Social Service, type II
with kitchen, two rooms and entrance-hall passage. Paalanen 1924, p. 9.
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plans were specifically designed to qualify for the new single-family housing loans.81 Of the twelve plans published, nine fell into the smaller category (40-60 m2) entitled to a maximum (75 %) loan and three were larger
(max. 100 m2) dwellings which qualified for a 30-40 % loan.82 Both
the exterior architecture and the floor plan of the houses is different compared to Paalanen's previous collection (Fig. 28). Functionalist features
may be detected in both the exterior and the arrangement of the interior
space. Although the houses are of wooden construction, the plans do not
highlight the quality of the material — the walls are smooth. The majority
(8/12) have very gently sloping saddle roofs — or a lean-to roof, which at
first glance looks like a flat roof.83 The dimensions of the windows have
increased. The irregular size and asymmetrical distribution of the windows
is determined by the floor plan; the largest windows are in the living room.
The strip window is common, and even the traditional windows composed
of small square panes have acquired new proportions. Exteriors tend to
be austere and ascetic; details are limited to small round windows at the
gable end of some of the houses. All the houses have either a porch, the
shape of which varies, or just a canopy above the door, marking the entrance. Two of the houses have a second floor; the rest are single storey.
As with the previous drawings, efforts have been made to cheer up the
appearance of the drawings, but the means employed are more meagre: a
small or large tree has been drawn to one side of each house. The general
volume of some of the plans recalls the Classical schemes of the previous
collection, although the treatment of the facades and the details has
changed.
New Functionalist-flavoured design principles may also be discerned in
the floor plans: the living room is generally the largest and most important room in the dwelling, whereas the bedrooms and kitchens are small
(Fig. 29).84 With the differentiation of the size of the rooms, a new spatial
arrangement is also introduced: the rooms are no longer positioned »sche8' Paalanen 1935.
8' In addition to the single-family houses, plans for two semi-detached houses and
one row house were also published.
83 The Funetionalist-style detached houses and single-family houses built in the Stockholm suburb Södra Ängby in the 1930s also project a flat-roofed impression, although they in fact have very gently sloping pitched roofs. Although very few Functionalist developments were built in Finland in the 1930s, the single-family housing area designed by Väinö Vähäkallio for workers at Imatra Kaukopää factory
(1936) was pure Functionalism.
84 The words living room and bedroom now appear in the plans, having previously
simply been referred to as rooms.
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28. Elias Paalanen, single-family house for the Ministry of Social Service, type I
with kitchen, living room and two sleeping alcoves. Paalanen 1935, p. 7.

matically» in a row or square, or at least the scheme is different — the
rooms seem to grow around the living room.85 The living room is the centre
of the house, the space for social interaction and family gatherings. The
kitchen facilities are sometimes openly adjoined to the living room; most
R5 Despite the »free» arrangement, the floor plans of type 10 is reminiscent of the
Carolinian plan.
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29. Elias Paalanen, single-family house for the Ministry of Social Service, type X
with kitchen, servant's room, living room, two bedrooms. Paalanen 1935, p. 16.
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often, however, the kitchen is clearly demarcated as a separate unit. Dining is usually allocated to the kitchen or an alcove or corner in the living
room. The spatial organization stresses functional differentiation and aims
to facilitate familial conviviality, and also to allow the family members
access to isolation and privacy inside the dwelling. The internal arrangement of the houses connotes not only Functionalist ideals but also the urban middle-class home with its servant's room. The kitchen-living room
axis is crucial; the aim is to separate the bedrooms from these. While the
smaller types of the previous collection were near the worker dwellings,
the larger types of the new collection belong to the housing practice of
the middle class.
The building instructions stressed the significance of light, fresh air and
sun, and therefore the significance of the proper orientation of the building on the site: bedrooms to the east or south, living room to the south or
west. The possibility of careful orientation on a private plot was also seen
as one of the special advantages of the single-family house:
The single-family type offers several benefits: the availability of plenty of light, fresh air and sun, the option of arranging both the inside
and outside of one's home in accordance with one's private tastes and
needs and the reduced risk of contagion during epidemics. Moreover,
living in one's own home induces a profound sense of domesticity
that encourages thrift and fosters a sense of self-reliance and independence."6
The design instructions stressed efficient household arrangements. Although neither the position of the kitchen in the dwelling nor its proper
orientation were defined in the instructions as was done with the other
rooms, much emphasis was placed on the fact that the kitchen should be
designed in such a way that »household chores may be performed in the
best possible way and without wasting time and effort.»87 In contrast with
the previous one, the new collection did not include specific plans for kitchen fittings. Amenities vary from one type to another; the basement usually includes a washroom and sometimes also a sauna, but only some buildings have a WC, and the larger houses (100 m2) have a bathroom as well
as a washroom and WC. A servant's room — or a servant's corner beside
or inside the kitchen — has also been included in some houses. In violation of the contemporary norms of hygiene, a bed has often also been located in the kitchen.
Paalanen 1935, 25.
"7 Paalanen 1935, 26.
%B
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The type plans for small farms
Education and advice concerning rural domestic building is an interesting
topic closely related to the type-planned houses of the 1940s. In rural areas, traditions of habitation and building changed even more slowly than
in the towns, but in the second half of the 19th century and especially in
the 20th century, rural housing construction also became the target of systematic educational and advisory projects. However, it took a long time
before ordinary rural domestic buildings »became» architecture. National
Romanticism predisposed many architects to admire the rural vernacular
building tradition without actually developing an interest in rural housing
design. At the turn of the century architects were worried about the degeneration of rural vernacular building tradition and in 1903 Rakentaja magazine arranged an architectural competition for farm plans.88 The production of model plans for peasant buildings already began at the end of the
19th century, and after the turn of the century, model homes for smallholders were presented for review in agricultural exhibitions, first one designed by Yrjö Sadeniemi in Kuopio in I906 (Figs. 30 and 31).89
In I864, the agricultural society of the provinces of Uusimaa and Häme
(founded I854) published the first collection of model drawings of agricultural buildings. Designed by G. Th. Chiewitz, the collection was published in both Finnish and Swedish.90 The plans followed the »international
picturesque villa style» of the mid-19th century, and openly deviated from
the conventions of rural vernacular building.91 The next manual on rural
building was published in 1891. Entitled »Agricultural Buldings» (Maatalousrakennuksia, Sw. Lantmannabyggnader) and composed by provincial
agronomist Alfred Sjöström, the book appeared in two volumes and was
88 Published also in 1903 (Talonpoikaistalo sisältä ja ulkoa). As a rule, advice and
education on rural construction was not provided by architects, whereas master
builders were often employed for this this purpose. Lahti 1970, 331-335; Mertanen 1989, 30; Wäre 1989, 115.
89 Published in Rakennustaito 10/1906, 136-138. The house was reviewed also in agricultural magazine Pellervo as more suitable for gentleman's villa than smallholder's home. Wäre 1989, 115.
9° Plan- och fasadritningar till lantmannabyggnader; Pohja- ja ulkopuolenkaavoja
maamiesten rakennuksiin. The plans were based on the winning submissions to a
competition arranged in 1862, which had attracted a total of 4 entries. Utility buildings constructed according to these plans exist at least in Hakoinen manor in Janakkala. See Alanko — Knapas manuscript 1985, MV.
9'
See Viljo 1985, 179. According to Lars Pettersson, rural building began to degenerate at the end of the 19th century, when the vernacular architecture was already
past its most rich and varied phase. Pettersson 1958, 171-179.
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30. Paavo Uotila (architect student), first prize in the architectural competition for
peasant houses arranged by Rakentaja magazine in 1903. Exterior and floor plan
of the main building (with main room, kitchen, living room, room, bedroom), exterior of granary. Published in Talonpoikaistalo sisältä ja ulkoa 1903.
Pienviljelijän koti.

31. Model home for small holders by Yrjö Sadeniemi, presented at the agricultural exhibition in Kuopio in 1906. Published in Rakennustaito 10/1906, p. 136.
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32. Cover of Alfred Sjöström's book
Maatalousrakennuksia (Agricultural
buildings) 1891.

the first Finnish handbook on agricultural building. It consisted of a volume on construction science (Vol I), and a collection of model drawings
of agricultural buildings, which included both utility buildings and dwellings (Vol II); the book was also meant to be used as a textbook in the socalled industrial schools (Fig. 32). The aim was to enhance the aesthetic
quality of the buildings, while retaining conventional construction.
Sjöström's guide discussed different construction materials and details, but
the actual model drawings did not include work instructions. Most of the
plans were of livestock shelters and utility buildings, and the house plans
ranged from large manorial residences to cottager's cabins (mökkiläistupa)
and worker's dwellings. The working-class houses included smaller buildings designed for families (one or two rooms and a kitchen) or so-called
farm-hand's cottages (renkitupa) designed for unmarried workers; there
were no separate buildings for maids.
The floor plans of the smaller rural dwellings were based on a large
multipurpose main room, and always also included a small room, a porch,
a dairy, a larder and wardrobe, and often also a separate kitchen. The cottagers' cabins offered the same rooms on a smaller scale. The multipurpose main room was the actual »living room» in which the inhabitants
132

would work, eat, gather and sleep. The small room was either used by the
master and mistress of the house or served as a guest room or sick chamber. Much was made of the importance of having a separate kitchen, which
protected the housekeeping sphere from disturbance and distraction. The
separate rooms bestowed privacy and separated the master and mistress
of the house from the rest of the household, and segregated those who were
visiting, sick or women (i.e. »Others»). In the larger houses, the rooms
were positioned side by side in two rows; the smaller houses had traditional rooms, but their floor plans did not resemble existing patterns. The
houses had quiet exteriors with saddle roofs, timber cladding and little in
the way of decoration; however, despite the traditional features, the facades also departed from the predominant conventions (Fig. 33).92
More systematic rural construction consultation began at the beginning
of the 20th century, when the Central Union of Agricultural Societies began its work in 1906. Agricultural advisement and education were important from the start, but actually building advice remained a minor sector
until the 1920s. However, the first post of »agricultural master builder»
was created in the province of Northern Karelia (Joensuu) already in 1904
(Fig. 34).93
In the 1920s and '30s, small holdings became the staple of Finnish agriculture and visibly altered the rural milieu; at the same time, rural areas
became the target of social and ethical guidance and education. The changes
taking place in agricultural production techniques also gave a boost to construction activities.94 In 1921 and 1922, the Central Union of Agricultural
Societies organized type planning competitions for rural housing, which
provided the basis for a collection gathered up in 1922 containing plans
for 16 houses, livestock shelters, a sauna and a kiln. The plans could be
bought through, for example, local agricultural societies, but they were not
actually published.95 In 1928, the State Board of Land Settlement published
a booklet entitled Maaseudun pienasuntojen tyyppipiirustuksia (Type drawings of rural small homes) specifically designed for smallholders — the collection only includes plans that would both qualify for loans issued by
9' Sjöström 1891.
93 During the 1920s and '30s, the number of building consultants increased; in 1920,
there were 21, and by 1939 there were 51. Mertanen 1989, 28.
94 Despite social and structural changes, the rural areas remained rural. Siipi 1967,
98-100; on rural building in the 1920s and '30s see Nikula 1990, 147-149.
95 The plans sold well. A single set of plans cost FIM 10-50, and the whole collection could be had for FIM 550; by 1921, sales already totalled FIM 8 000. Mertanen 1989, 43. Some of the plans have been published in the collection Räsänen
1925.
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33. Alfred Sjöström, floor plans for farms. A entrance-hall passage, b entrance, c
parlour (sali), d room (kamari), e kitchen, f pantry, g multipurpose main room
(tupa), h dairy kitchen (meijerikeittiö), i milk room (maitohuone), k clothes room
(vaatekammio). Sjöström 1891.

the housing fund and be suited for rural conditions.96 Some are low, single storey houses with Classical details, they recall the rural cottage tradition, with its multipurpose main room and back chamber (Fig. 35).97 On
96
97

Maaseudun pienasuntojen... 1928.
Types 1, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10.
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Pienviljelijäintilan rakennuksien piirustuksia.

34. Advice on rural construction was mainly given by master builders, who also
planned the majority of agricultural buildings. Osk. Salonen (master builder), model
plan for a small holding with main room (tupa) and smaller room (kamari). Published in Valikoima maatalousrakennusten piirustuksia 1919.

the other hand the higher cube-shaped one-and-a-half storey-houses, with
their habitable attics, also contain references to the idiom of the suburban
villa. The houses have conventional windows composed of small square
panes. Type 9 has no porch but the rest of the houses have an open porch
sheltered by a saddle roof.
What most clearly distinguished these houses from the types meant for
town environments is the layout rather than the exterior. The focus of the
design in all the houses is the large multipurpose room, and there are also
one or two additional small rooms next to the main room — sometimes
there is even a second or third room in the attic. The floor plan thus adheres to rural housing practice. Type plans designed for rural or urban areas in the 1920s are relatively similar in terms of external appearance. In
accordance with the stylistic conventions of the day, they all have quiet
135

35. The State Board of Land Settlement, rural small home type 3 with
main room and two smaller rooms.
Maaseudun pienasuntojen tyyppipiirustuksia 1928, p. 12.

Classical facades. Even the floor plans share the same general principle,
featuring either two rooms placed side by side (or in a sequence) or, if
the house is larger, variations of the four-room plan. In the disciplined and
ascetic classicism the basic floor plan was a clear rectangle. The only difference is that in houses meant for small farms, the main room which also
serves as a kitchen is the largest room of the dwelling, whereas in the suburban models the family room is largest. The large kitchen of the town
types is a natural outgrowth of rural housing practice. The rural type plans
often exploited older construction techniques (logs and boarding), whereas houses in towns increasingly used a plank and board construction. With
its aims of rationality and practicality, Classicism suited rural building well
and remained the predominant rural style also in the 1930s.98

y" Nikula 1990, 148-149. No Functionalist plans existed for rural buildings, and in
the 1930s construction in the countryside was in any case less vigorous than in
the '20s — the Classical type plans were later reprinted and were still in use in the
'30s..
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36. Heikki Siikonen, model plan for
small farm, type 101. Copy MV.
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37. Heikki Siikonen, model plan for
small farm, type 113. Main room, kitchen section, two rooms, could be extended to the attic. Copy MV.

Heikki Siikonen's plan for a farmhouse centres around a large multipurpose room which provides a centre around which the other rooms are
grouped.99 Both the room types and the spatial arrangement spring directly
out of rural housing tradition. The layout varies, ranging from a large main
room and adjoining sleeping sections or alcoves (type 101) to larger
schemes with a main room and separate cooking section, two rooms and
an attic room (Type 1I3) (Figs. 36 and 37). The larger houses also have
servants' rooms. The buildings are either single-storey, or higher, with one
" Type plans by Siikonen from the the 1930s, MV; Siikonen 1931. On Siikonen's
plans and manuals for farm buildings see also Knapas — Ivars 1991, 117-132; Alanko — Knapas manuscript 1985 in MV. Cf. Nieminen — Esti 1931, plans also based
on a multipurpose main room.
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HEIKKI SIIKONEN

38. Heikki Siikonen, site plan of small farm in which buildings are grouped around
a rectangular closed yard. Cover of Siikonen's Pienviljelijän rakennusopas 1926.
Similar plans also in Siikonen 1931; Siikonen 1942.
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and a half storeys, but have no basements. The large main room is usually the site of the various forms of household labour — two houses also offer additional workspace such as a carpentry workshop and a room for
cleaning fish.
In constructing rural buildings we must eschew all temporary solutions and superfluous eccentricity and keep our eye instead on sensible and practical considerations. We are, after all, erecting permanent shelters for a stable and steady agriculture, not temporary buildings such as villas. Therefore, the practicality, expediency and beauty of our buildings must be of a permanent and not ephemeral kind.
Every inch of our buildings should harbour a sense of serious and
confident life securely rooted in the soil.10°
The ideology behind Pientilojen rakennuspiirustuksia (Building plans
for small farms 193I, repr. 1932 and 1943) and the Building handbooks
for smallholders by master builder Heikki Siikonen centres around the independent, self-sufficient smallholder.101
In addition to individual buildings for smallholders, Siikonen also proposed site plans for entire farms, with the aim of designing harmonious
and self-enclosed settings: the buildings are grouped around a rectangular
yard, which thus encloses a separate totality (Fig. 38). The architectural
features accentuate permanence and continuity, echoing and partly revising the rural vernacular tradition. In construction guidance for rural areas
the recommendation from the beginning of the 1920s onwards was to concentrare the separate buildings (common vernacular tradition) in a uniform
yard milieu for both aesthetic and practical reasons.
The agricultural instruction organization run by the Central Union of
Agricultural Societies and its local offices, and the resettlement project of
the State Board of Land Settlement in the interwar period, provided a readymade framework for reconstruction in the 1940s and '50s.

'(x' Siikonen 1929, 6.
Siikonen 1929; Siikonen 1926, repr. 1930
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4.3. Functionalism: the type, the standard and the
»new dwelling»
The idea of the type, industrial mass production and the search for the basic elements of architectural space were central ideas in Functionalist architecture and the Modern Movement of the 1920s and '30s. Functionalism10'- also led to the establishment and distribution of new housing concepts, such as the minimum dwelling (Die Wohnung fur das Existenzminimum) in Finland and the other Nordic countries. In Finland, Functionalist
doctrines were first presented to the audience at large in 1929 at the Turku
exhibition and in 1930 at the Rationalization of the small dwelling (Pienasunnon rationalisointi) exhibition, the theme for which was borrowed from
the 1929 Frankfurt exhibition entitled Die Wohnung fur das Existenzminimum. The term Functionalism entered the Finnish vocabulary in the late
1930s, and referred to the new, supposedly rational architecture.103
Nowadays Functionalism denotes a clear stylistic and historical phenomenon associated with a more or less consistent idiom and overt ideology.104
Functionalism was, from the beginning, aligned with an open commitment
to internationalism. It conflicted with the so-called Finnish nationalist ideology of the 1930s, and insulated architecture from the nationalist sentiment that affected the other arts.105 On the other hand Functionalism was
regarded as the style of the new independent and national Finland. In Fin-

"2 The concept Functionalism is here employed in parallel with Modernism as a historical term denoting architecture that was mainly produced in the 1920s and '30s
in Continental Europe, and in the 1930s in Northern Europe, and which was thought
to express a »new», modern style and principles. In Finland and the other Nordic
countries, Functionalism is a more general and historically precise concept than
Modernism for the purpose of describing the »new architecture» of the interwar
period. Thus the Functionalists were those architects who regarded themselves as
»Modern» and who openly adyocated the »new architecture». In Finland, the actual Functionalist period was brief, but certain Functionalist features may also be
seen in the architecture of the 1940s and '50s. A conceptual and stylistic distinction must be made between interwar Modernism and the subsequent architecture
of the 1960s and '70s and the so-called International Style. Although the architecture of this period continued to subscribe to some of the ideas promulgated by Functionalism, it nevertheless constitutes a separate social, historical and aesthetic phenomenon. Cf. for example Kaj Nyman's Husens språk, in which all Modern architecture from the 1920s to the present is labelled Functionalist. Nyman 1989.
See Saarikangas 1990, 74-76.
103 Heinonen 1986, 2-4.
04 Ibid.
'05 On the Finnish nationalist ideology between the wars, see Klinge 1972, 170-185.
1
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land in the 1930s, social housing production and the project to reform the
dwelling according to Functionalist ideals did not acquire the same thematic prominence as it did in, for example, Sweden, Germany and Holland.106 The deterioration of the economic situation in the 1930s stimulated theoretical interest in housing reform, but the new ideals were not realized in more than a handful of dwellings or housing developments.107
These included, for example, the Olympic Village (1939-40) designed by
Hilding Ekelund and Martti Välikangas for the planned Helsinki Olympics in 1940 and the housing estate at Sunila factory (1936-39) by Alvar
Aalto (often mentioned in architectural writing as the first fulfilment of
Functionalist town planning in Finland), as well as the hitherto relatively
unknown military housing and barracks built at the behest of the Ministry
of Defence in the 1930s.108 The last-mentioned projects constitute perhaps
the most imposing example of the severity, heroism and masculinity of
the »white Functionalism», despite the fact that a large number of the buildings were designed by women.109
The designers and theoreticians at the forefront of the avant-garde architectural thinking of Europe were according to common view Walter
Gropius (1883-1969), Le Corbusier (1887-I965), Mies van der Rohe
(1886-1969) and, in Finland, Alvar Aalto (1898-I976). With the exception of Mies van der Rohe, these architects all focus their texts specifically on the housing question and on the design of housing developments:
the »new dwelling» (Die Neue Wohnung). Texts written by the above-mentioned figures and their Finnish colleagues convey the impression that the
authors feel they are taking part in the creation of a new, indispensable
view of the dwelling; many texts also contained a strong propagandist incentive.10
The avant-garde architectural thinking of the 1920s nurtured the myth
of an architecture independent of tradition. Functionalism proclaimed itHeinonen 1986, 25-26. A lucid account of the appearance of Functionalism in Finland.
107 Heinonen 1986, 208-209.
108 On the latter, see Mäkinen 1987, 167-189; Mäkinen 1991, 159-176.
109 Between 1927 and 1939, 9 female and 13 male architects were in the service of
the Construction Bureau of the Finnish Ministry of Defence. For example Elsa
Arokallio, Elsi Borg, Martta Martikainen-Ypyä, Aino-Kyllikki Halme, Märtha Lilius-Tallroth. Mäkinen 1987, 186-188.
t° The texts primarily addressed other architects and decision-makers. Housing exhibitions were used to proclaim the ideas to the public at large. In Finland, also
e.g. Bruno Taut was important. The present study does not concern itself with the
differences that exist between the views of Le Corbusier and Walter Gropius or
other avant-garde architects of the 1920s and '30s.
106
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self anti-historical — its central aim was to discard historical styles and to
dissociate itself from the past. This was self-conscious Modernism: the
present era was regarded as different from the past, as an entirely new epoch. The new age, l'esprit nouveau, demanded a new architecture that
would reflect the spirit of the era. But according to Anthony Vidler, this
very notion of the style of an age, and of the harmony of period and style,
associates Functionalism with 19th-century theories of the Zeitgeist.11' The
new architectural expression was thought to be detached from tradition and
free of historical meanings. The aim was to create a dwelling suited to
modern life, and to improve housing conditions. The transformed society
and the new lifestyles also demanded a new conception of the dwelling.11'-In fact, Functionalism was a deeply historical movement.
A conscious effort was made to create a new type of dwelling in which
rooms had clearly defined and demarcated functions. Ideally, functional
differentiation implies that each activity is clearly confined to a space of
its own. The goal was classless habitation — the attainment of a democratic dwelling for all individuals in all locations.13 Architecture was a form
of social utopianism. Housing design was seen as an instrument of social
reform.14
Standardization and industrial mass production emerge as central themes.
This mass production of architecture is specifically focused on housing.
Standardization is seen as the key solution for lowering the cost and improving the efficiency of housing production, and for alleviating housing
conditions.15 Planning involved a prominent moral dimension — the idea
of the absolute moral indispensability of the economic products that standardization was expected to deliver.16 Much weight was placed on the
uniqueness of spatial objects — yet the aim was to industrialize and seri-

"' Vidler 1979, 2; see also Tafuri 1980, 11-14. The notion of an architecture independent of tradition and the harmony of period and architectural idiom were strong
also in architectural histories of the period (Giedion, Pevsner, Banham) and continued in teaching in the 1940s and '50s. Colquhoun 1983.
"'- Gropius 1928, 56-57; Le Corbusier 1923, 187.
13 Gropius 1935, 36-37; Le Corbusier 1923, 89-96. Many of the ideas promulgated
by Functionalism were not in themselves new but had roots in the preceding architectural tradition, particularly the garden city movement.
14 This is also the connotation of Le Corbusier's exclamation »Architecture ou Revolution!», Le Corbusier 1923, 227. Functionalism is linked with the idealist and utopian traditions, and with the optimistic »progressiye» architectural schemes of the
19th century in which the dwelling enjoyed pride of place. Choay 1965, 16-19.
15 Gropius 1935, 39-40; Le Corbusier 1923, 187-222. See also Moneo 1978, 32.
16 Gropius 1935, 40. See also Watkin 1978, 27-41.
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39. Le Corbusier, pure shapes: cylinder, triangle, square, circle, rectangle. Le Corbusier 1923.

alize production. The industrial prototype, such as Le Corbusier's Domino would facilitate endless duplication. Industrial mass production was
one of the key concepts of l'esprit nouveau.11' Aside from cost efficiency
and speed, the background behind the idea of mass production has also
been seen to involve the idea of the »duplicability» of art put forward by
the Cubists in the 1910s, whereby the original work of art is no more valuable than its copy, and the ideal would be an art that lent itself to production in multiple copies. It was generally assumed in the 1920s that only
18 The
geometrically simple shapes were suited for cheap serial production.1
demand for mass production and standardization went hand in hand with
the search for the permanent elements of architecture — the type — and with
the idea of the objectivity of architecture. Architecture was seen as a virtually ahistorical and neutral method of technical creation that could be
used to bring about a totality composed of pure shapes (triangle, square,
circle) and proportions (Fig. 39).19 In Functionalism, discarding historical style was itself a means of creating style and meaning; the works have
an idealistic colouring, and irradiate faith in the power of architecture. There
is a conspicuous belief in progress, modern technology and reason. Rationality connoted humanity. On the other hand the idiom that was regarded
as »rational» or »funtional» was associated with industrial production methods.

'' See for example Moneo 1978, 32.
Banham 1960, 206; Moos 1971, 54; Le Corbusier 1923, 189-222.
19 Banham 1960, 162, Moos 1971, 54; Le Corbusier 1923, passim. According to Rosalind Krauss, the Modernist aesthetic is an aesthetic of originality, which yet paradoxically entails repetition and rehearsal. The grid and repeatable geometric shapes
embody the originality and distinctiveness of Modernism. Krauss 1986, 157-162.
18
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Even if the idiom and architectural style of Functionalism did break with
-0
the past, many of its tenets were nevertheless continuous with tradition.1
The Functionalist idea of the dwelling combined the aesthetic and practical aspects — which were previously seen as opposites — into a new totality. The idea of the minimum dwelling and of the delineation of minimum
requirements — the »existence minimum» — was a crucial theme in Functionalism. The definition of the »minimum dwelling» was also on the
agenda at the second CLAM conference in Frankfurt in 1929.'2' Gropius'
view of the minimum dwelling was based on the definition and satisfaction of putative biological minimum requirements. The dwelling was expected to provide its occupants with a certain vital minimum quantity of
space, air, light and heat and it had to fulfil these requirements without
functioning as a constraint — it was to be »ein minimum modus vivendi an
stelle eines modus non moriendi.»122 The idea of habitation comprised eating, cooking, sleeping, washing and storage, and all activities required a
specific, separate space.'2-3 The most important purpose of the dwelling was
to facilitate familial conviviality and provide individual family members
with opportunities for isolation and rest. Ideally, each family member would
have a separate bedroom.'24 It was thought that life was becoming increasingly collective, and that society was taking responsibility for some of the
old functions of the dwelling.125 Functionalism sought to differentiate the
city into separate districts (residential, industrial, traffic, public services).
It also established habitation, work and circulation as the (interrelated) main
purposes of the modem city.16 Functional differentiation of urban space
is also the basic idea behind Tony Gamier's plan Une Cite Industrielle
(begun in 1901, published in 1917).'27
On the other hand, recent discussions have highlighted the previously neglected
relation between the early Modernism and the Classical tradition. A strong Classical undercurrent has been detected in the works of Le Corbusier and Mies van der
Rohe, for instance. Similarly, Alvar Aalto's work in the beginning of the 1920s
was explicitly Classical. The »pioneers of Modernism» had all been trained in the
spirit of Classical architecture. See for example Vidler 1979; Rowe 1976 (1950),
39; Porphyrios 1982.
121 CIAM= Congres Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne, founded in 1928. The
idea of the »minimum dwelling» was launched at an exhibition arranged in connection with the second CIAM conference, entitled Die Wohnung fur das Existenzminimum.
12
--2 Gropius 1928, 58.
13 Der Fragebogen I 1928, 57-58.
'2-4 Gropius 1928, 57-58.
'25 Ibid. Also Le Corbusier 1923, 187-222.
1226 Le Corbusier : demeurer, travailler, passer.
'2' Gamier 1919. In sociological studies, differentiation of the yarious spheres of life
has been seen as a characteristic feature of modern society. E.g. Elias 1978.
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40. Functionalist minimum dwelling
in »Die Wohnung für das Existenzminimum» exhibition in Frankfurt in
1979. Steinmann 1979, p. 69.

For people in cramped housing, Functionalism meant more space; for
the middle class it brought contraction and concentration.'28 The floor area
of the minimum dwelling was set at 50-60 m2.' 29 The norm that emerged
was a dwelling that included a relatively large family room, small bedroom/workrooms, a relatively small kitchen and washing and storage spaces
(Fig. 40). The drift was away from the multiple spaces of the sumptuous
bourgeois dwelling, with its main hall, dining room, library, master's room,
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In Finland in the 1930s, this new modern dwelling was only available to the middle class, but it spread among the entire population and became the normal type
of housing after the Second World War, particularly through the rapid large-scale
production of suburban prefabricated housing during the 1960s and '70s.
In Germany, the planning was based on the norm of a family of four or five; in
the late 1920s, the average family there had 4.5 members. Gropius 1928, 57. See
Heinonen 1978, 90. Cf. Aalto's suggested plans for a 4-5 persons' dwelling at the
Pienasunnon rationalisointi (Rationalization of the small dwelling) exhibition 1930.
Aalto 1930, 24-25.
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servants' rooms, bedrooms, kitchen, halls and corridors. More efficient utilization of space in flats consisting of a single room, or a single room and
kitchen, was also encouraged. Le Corbusier urged people to choose smaller
dwellings than their parents had.130 Alvar Aalto voiced a similar plan in
Finland:
Let the real object of our work be small dwelling, not a luxury building. As a fruit of our labours, members of the 250 m2 bourgeoisie
might one day wish to become 60 m2 human beings — this prospect
is within easy reach... What renders the small dwelling feasible is
the idea that some of the activities of its inhabitants will move outside — into communal rooms and spaces such as schools, sports fields,
libraries, cinemas, concert and lecture halls, and so on.13'
Although written discussions stressed the possibility that standardization offered an opportunity of creating different dwelling types for different occupants and types of inhabitant, the family with children remained
the main unit and norm in planning.13The »new pure and white» architectural ideology constituted a point of
interchange between the social reality of housing — the growing slums of
the modern industrial world — and aesthetics. Various writings regularly
reiterated the importance of sunlight and clean air, and demanded that sun
and air should be made the basis of housing design. Sunlight was seen to
be directly linked with salubriousness and hygiene — it was thought to kill
bacteria. The idiom and clean white hue of Functionalist architecture were
part and parcel with the ideals of healthiness — light and clean equals
healthy. Hygiene and tidiness were emphasized in planning, and the aim
was to maximize solar gain in each room during the time of day when it
was most often used. This required proper orientation of the individual
rooms: bedrooms east, and a family room facing south or west. Rationality and expediency were emphasized during planning, so as to save time
and labour, the measures adopted primarily focused on the kitchen.
The new architecture was modelled on machines, ships, cars and aeroplanes. The minimum dwelling was associated with Le Corbusier's idea
of the house as a residential machine: »la maison est une machine å habiter.»133 Le Corbusier expected the dwelling to serve the needs of modern
1°

Le Corbusier 1923, 96.
'3' Aalto 1930, 24-25.
32 Aalto 1930, 24-25; Le Corbusier (1928) 1979, 201-203.
13 Le Corbusier 1923, 83. The analogy between architecture and the machine has its
roots in French Enlightenment architecture. Moos 1971, 58. The comparison between the dwelling and the machine had already been put forward in a French ar-
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41. Le Corbusier, Dom-ino 1914).
house type of reinforced concrete skeleton designed for the needs reconstruction. Moos 1978, p. 35.

man, and to function as accurately and faultlessly as he thought machines
did. Therefore the dwelling first had to be defined and divided into basic
units for which norms could be created.14 Some equivalent of the efficient
serial production used in, for example, the automobile industry was also
to be introduced in the construction sector. Early on, Le Corbusier designed
»prototypes» for a single-family dwelling (cf. prototypes of aeroplanes,
cars etc.): Dom-ino (1914-15), Maison Monol (1922) and Citrohan (1921)
and, later, the Unité d' Habitation (1947-52) — a ready-made unit for multifold duplication in high-rise construction.15 To promote serial production,
he also designed the Modulor proportional system, which was based on
the average male figure.136 Dom-ino, a frame system of reinforced concrete construction, was designed in response to the rehousing crisis at the
beginning of the First World War, in 1914 (Fig. 41).137 The name Citrohan is a reference to Citroen — the automobile, the archetypal machine of
the new age. The idiom of Le Corbusier's buildings also symbolized the
ideals of rationality and economical design.

chitectural encyclopedia published in 1853: »Une maison, c'est un instrument, c'est
une machine.» Encyclopedie d'architecture, mai 1853, compte rendu d'un traité
d'architecture par M. Léance Reynaud, par Adolphe Lance. Cited in Politiques de
l'habitat 1977, 306.
134 Le Corbusier 1923, 89-96.
'35 Le Corbusier — Jeanneret 1937, 23-26, 30-31.
'36 Le Corbusier 1948.
1 ~7 See Gregh 1979, 61.
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What were regarded as the most ideal building types were the singlefamily house (which stressed domestic privacy) and the tall 10-12 storey
apartment block (the most cost-effective solution)."8 Inside, the high-rise
flat and the single-family house were designed alike.
The call for standardization, the belief in the machine and the analogy
between the dwelling and the machine were linked with the idea of types
— the effort to create and discover the universally applicable, ubiquitous,
objective and repeatable building unit. According to Reyner Banham, architects aimed towards a type and a norm that would be stable: they tought
that the process of developing a type was finite and could be completed.
The notion of the type (maison-type, objet-type, homme-type) was particularly central to Le Corbusier's work. The aim was to design a dwelling
that accurately catered for human needs — it was thus necessary to begin
by analysing and defining these needs. The basic human needs were seen
to be biological and therefore universal: »Tous les hommes ont memes
besoins.»139 Accordingly, much weight was placed in the internationality
of architecture and it was argued that similar dwellings would suit all people
and all locations. The goal was the discovery of the »basic cell» behind
all habitation, which could serve as the touchstone of all building.140 With
industrialized serial production, the abstract model of the 19th century became tangible reality; it became a prototype.141 The aim was a unified world
view that would be reflected in the uniform habitat — the mirror image
of the age. The international and the general were thought to surpass the
national and the individual. In its putative objectivity, the new architecture was even thought to be immune to differences of political orientation.142
The idea of the type has a Platonic or Neoplatonic undercurrent. More
than any other form of art, architecture was seen as a quest for the typical.t43 If an object — a dish, an item of furniture, a house — was to be designed so that it worked properly, its nature first had to be investigated.
The aim was to identify the supposed permanent basic elements of architecture. The basic forms were thought to be »elements of the construction
138
139
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Gropius 1935, 00.
Banham 1960, 329; Le Corbusier 1923, 108.
Le Corbusier 1923, 108. This notion already appears in the title of Gropius' Internationale Architektur.
Moneo 1978, 33.
Gropius 1925, 7.
Le Corbusier 1923, 00. Cf. Vidler 1977, 93: Moos 1971, 51. Also in this Modernism referred to Classical tradition and especially to Plato's Filebos dialogue which
was widely read around the turn of the century.
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of the world» and »primal forms of existence» — they were »beauty itself»
(Le Corbusier). In a certain sense, standardization entailed the binary opposition type /individuality — standardization and the creation of types were
not as destructive of individuality, but the type was always placed ahead
of the individual, and the universal was more valuable than the personal.'44 Industrial building was not geared towards serial production of complete houses as much as towards mass production of individual components.
The typological theories converged with the concurrent »machine cult»
and organic metaphors. Nature was seen as the model for architecture and
standardization, and, on a general level, standardization was a matter of
limited variation within a fixed basic structure and set of motives.15 Habitation was seen to be defined primarily by biological necessities:
»L'habitation est une phenome biologique.»14b Biologism was particularly important for thinkers like Le Corbusier and, in Finland, Alvar Aalto.
The new architecture was not seen so much as new style, but as a new
way of arranging society and people's private lives. It was seen as the principle of the modern building; the aim was to create a good environment
for all. Planning aimed to affect the practical behaviour and everyday life
of human individuals, and to transform their daily habitat.
As the designer of the everyday milieu, the modern architect acts as an
agent of social order. A subtle thread connects the new achitecture of the
19th century (prisons, barracks, schools, hospitals) with modern architecture, urban planning and the standard dwelling (Tony Garnier's Une Cité
Industrielle 1901—, Le Corbusier's La Ville Radieuse 1935). This continuity has gone virtually unnoticed in studies that give exclusive attention
to »form language», but its significance emerges if you study architecture
and housing as a social practice. One of the links between 19th-century
architecture and Functionalist urban design is Panopticism, which has received particular attention as a result of the work of Michel Foucault —
and of the recent works of Anthony Vidler and Paul Rabinow, who follow in Foucault's footsteps.147 Visibility, vision and being seen are crucial aspects of both the Panopticon and the modern city. According to Paul
Rabinow, Foucault did not discuss Jeremy Bentham's Panopticon as an
ideal type but as a strategic example. Garnier's plan may similarly be
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Gropius 1925, 7; Bonta 1979, 31-32.
Le Corbusier 1923, 195.
146 Le Corbusier — Jeanneret 1928, 60.
147 Foucault 1975; Rabinow 1989; Vidler 1987; see also Vidler 1979, 167.
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thought of as a exemplar: the aim was not to discipline individuals efficiently but to achieve a productive, healthy and peaceful social environment - the city of the welfare state. In fact, Gamier's plan lacked all external institutions of discipline and surveillance - order produced by means
of social regulation and architecture was preferable to order imposed by
outside force. The 19th-century technologies of discipline implicitly suggest than society might change in a such a way that both power and politics would be rendered obsolete.148 The planned city is one of the regulators of modem society, one of the faceless networks of Foucauldian power. It is interesting to note that in Finland, the military and the church were
among the first to commission modem architecture.
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Rabinow 1989, 212-232.
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5. Genealogy of the type-planned
house. An excursion into the
dwelling models of Finland in the
urbanization stage
The definition of a dwelling, which previously was quite straightforward and varied only according to the number of rooms, has recently been subjected to fundamental revision. This is due to the fact that
the type of dwelling that until recently was the only one, i.e. the onefamily dwelling, is no longer so, while contemporary developments
in lifestyle have led to new habitation customs and types of dwelling. The family is no longer the only concept for which homes are
designed, and in most cases the floor-plan of the earlier family dwelling no longer suits changed social, economic and psychological circumstances. New forms of dwellings must be created, and have in
fact been created in part, to meet the needs of the independent woman, the young bachelor, families from educated background in financial difficulties, and childless couples. Accordingly, the family dwelling must be designed to meet particular requirements, because homes
built for the manual or the white-collar worker, or for the artisan, cannot all be used in the same way, although economic levelling means
that the floor spaces of these dwellings are becoming a uniform size.'
The similarities and differences between rural and urban dwelling idioms have already been touched upon. In the above quotation Yrjö Similä
describes changes in dwellings, housing ideals, habitation and society that
were crucial to the design and formation of the type-planned house of the
1940s. The description focuses on the changed functions of the town dwelling and the Functionalist aim of creating new dwellings suited to modern
Similä 1933, 313.
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life. It provides clear evidence of a transformed concept of the dwelling.
This aim was also a key element in the planning of the 1940s type-planned
house, but at least equally important in the »genealogy» of this house is
its relationship to the rural peasant dwelling. Type-planned houses in both
rural and urban areas had much the same design; one essential element in
the study of their architecture and housing practices is the tension between
town and country. The design of the type-planned house emphasizes, in
keeping with Functionalist ideology, the blurring and gradual disappearance of the distinction between rural and urban areas.2 Another relevant
factor is the social status of the occupants: the similarities and differencies between rural and urban habitation practices were modified according to social class.
In the first half of the 20th century, the social practice of housing, the
size of the dwelling and its spatial organization varied according to social
group and residential area. The exhibition catalogue of the First Finnish
Housing Congress in 1917 contains several examples of different types of
workers' dwellings, where the size and spatial arrangement of the home
directly reflect the status of its occupant: a civil servant, a foreman or a
worker, for example. The dwellings of those in the highest positions were
built following individual plans rather than type drawings, and corresponding hierarchic differences are also discernible between rural and urban
dwellings.3 Thus a study of the type-planned house could be roughly outlined along two axes: that of town/country and that of the social status of
its occupants. Put simply, and discounting the topmost stratum, this would
form a fourfold table.4
E.g. Aalto 1941c, 134.
s A farmer's dwelling had more than four rooms, that of a small holder had two,
and those of agricultural workers one. Ensimmäisen Suomalaisen... 1917; SVT
XXXII 1938, 37-53. Analysed also in Juntto 1990, 106-107, 140-141. The worker dwellings in the exhibition catalogue of the Housing Congress had in general
one room, a kitchen and an attic room. A foreman's dwelling was the same except
that it had two rooms instead of one. The villas and semi-detached houses of the
civil servants had an additional maid's room adjoining the kitchen, as well as a
living room and bedrooms; they often also contained a separate dining room and a
library (i.e. the master's room).
4 The social differences between town and country and the transformation of society make it difficult to define the inhabitants' social status. The middle group refers to an intermediate social group between the workers and the more affluent
social classes. During the 20th century the middle group grew rapidly while becoming more clearly defined, and in rural areas it included farmers as well as teachers, civil servants, the clergy, etc. In spite of the differences between town and
country, ideological family and home economy propaganda aimed at the middle
group was similar in both urban and rural areas (the Martha Association, for example, spread middle-class family ideology in the countryside). On the use of
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The housing model and architecture of the type-planned house contain
features from the middle group and from worker housing, as well as from
both urban and agrarian dwellings. The particularly problematic — and fascinating — phenomenon is the new semi-urban space, a kind of »no-man's
land» between town and country, and its particular form of dwelling: villas and single-family houses. These fringe cases are impossible to explain
by means of a simple comparison. They remain hidden beneath the grid
of the fourfold scheme. Yet from the point of view of an analysis of the
type-planned house, the most interesting phenomenon seems occur precisely within that area. There is, in the formation of the architectural and
housing models of the type-planned house, a continuous movement between
countryside and town, a kind of loop from the country to the town and
back again: from farms and small holdings to worker housing, to the single-family house and the type-planned house. As an over-simplification it
could be said that in the recently urbanized Finland of the 1920s the compact urban setting was idealized, whereas in the 1930s the object of idealization was the open town of Functionalism, and in the 1940s and '50s it
was the agrarian, spacious forest town (e.g. Tapiola).5
Different traditions, models and ideals of housing existed side by side,
influenced each other and altered in unpredictable and uneven ways. Likewise, there was no pattern to the changes in conceptual idealization, or to
the models and ideals of housing and conventions of habitation. The formation of the housing model of the type-planned house does not form a
uniform, chronological narrative starting with its antecedents and ending

the concepts of social class and social group in Finnish historical research and
the changing nature of the middle class, see Haapala 1986, 91-96, 277-278, 349351.
On this, see Nikula 1981, 272; Heinonen 1986; Hurme 1991, 103-104; Juntto 1990,
223.
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with the design of the 1940s; the development is much more subtle. Typeplanned houses allude to many previous — and future — housing models
and urban planning ideals; their housing ideals acquire their meaning from
these relationships. Such allusions can be regarded as a kind of textual or
»architextual» field, where all parts have an equal value and are, from the
interpreter's point of view, simultaneously present. In this sense they constitute parts of a single textuality. Like texts, different housing models are
traces of a past within the present and together they form an interactive
relationship that has been called intertextuality.6 Instead of a causal connection, where a previous model gives rise to a later one and the latter is
only a passive receptor, we face a different kind of active dialogue between works of art, buildings, or perhaps only between different housing
models.' Hindsight affects our interpretation of the past. Who can think
of Oedipus without recalling Freud?8 Our reconstructions of the past are
always influenced by today: knowledge can be acquired only through its
traces in the present, but the interpretation always takes place in the context of the interpreter's own points of reference.'
The problem of period terms is connected with difficulties in perceiving the chronological evolution of habitation and the coexistence of several different traditions at any one time. Period terms imply clear-cut
chronological divides: the beginning of something new and the end of
something that has definitely passed. The historical narrative describing
such passages — and periodization as such — is an interpretation of the schol-

Intertextuality, the relations between individual texts, is a concept introduced by
Julia Kristeva and it is a central concept in current literary research. Texts echo
many textual layers. In an often cited passage, Kristeva writes: »Tout texte est construit comme mosaique de citations, tout texte est absorption et transformation d'un
autre texte. A la place de la notion d'intersubjectivité s'installe celle d'intertextualité,
et le langage poétique se lit, au moins, comme double.» Kristeva 1969, 85. »Text»
has to be understood in the widest possible sense, and it can also denote visual
material. It is not a passive object. Text is constantly being created in the dialogue
between the reader (viewer, researcher), the »writing subject», cultural context and
the work in question. In a study of type-planned houses and the related habitation
ideologies, the object of analysis is »anonymous» and »collective» material, and
the author is not pertinent to this analysis because the dwelling is a trace of its
author.
' Kristeva refers to Mikhail Bakhtin's dialogical, dynamic notion of the text, where
the text is a dialogue between several writings. Kristeva, ibid. Kristeva later replaced the idea of intertextuality with the concept of transposition, which makes it
possible to move from one sign system to another. Kristeva 1974, 59-60.
See Lehtonen 1989, 62.
9 And in this sense the text has no exterior.
6
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ar. In his/her interpretation, the scholar transmutes the empirical material
and patterns of »natural time» into a specific »human time».10
In what follows, I shall attempt to characterize such housing models in
recently urbanized Finland that are essential to an understanding of the
dwelling concept of the type-planned house. Roughly classified they were:
peasant and worker dwellings; villas and detached houses; the bourgeois,
middle-class apartment; and the Functionalist minimal dwelling. Any apparent diversions or comparisons have been followed because of their relation to the type-planned house — all of these homes existed and all of
them were still lived in the 1940s. The architecture and spatial organization of type-planned houses both developed from, and contrasted with, these
housing models that were »non-contemporaneous» and represented different
rationalizations, yet were coexistent. As a significant contrast to the type
planned house, the rural peasant dwelling is perhaps presented even at the
expense of housing models of town. To simplify: type-planned houses were
built in a society where agrarian traditions still predominated and where
the peasant dwelling and the Functionalist minimal dwelling were both to
be found, where rural tradition and modern lifestyles existed side by side.
The housing model of type-planned houses can be located between these
two extremes.

5.1. The rural dwelling
The central elements of the peasant oikos or household were land, buildings, people and animals. Just as in the oikos of antiquity, the basis of the
Finnish peasant household was the land owned and cultivated by that household." In peasant society, land ownership was a central distinguishing feature which also served as a social division. At the beginning of the 20th
century, peasants owning the land they cultivated constituted slightly less
than half the rural population, but those who did not own land were also
closely bound to it.'Z The peasant oikos cannot be defined simply as the
dwelling; spatially, it began with the lands surrounding the buildings. Apart
1°

u
1>_

Kearney 1984, 17-18; Ricoeur 1983, passim. See also White 1987, 171-177.
See Finley 1979 (1954), 61.
At the beginning of the 20th century, less than half (40 %) of rural inhabitants cultivated their own land, 20 % cultivated rented land and 40% earned their living as
agricultural workers. Agricultural workers comprised a heterogeneous group which
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from the actual home the household also encompassed other buildings that
were situated in the immediate vicinity of the farmyard: livestock shelter,
fodder barn, sheds for equipment, granary (in larger houses), privy, well
and perhaps also a separate cellar. Outside the farmyard there were also a
sauna, separate barns, drying barn and threshing house.13 The area around
larger households would include quarters for hired workers and tenants
too. Although the dwelling, its size and spatial organization as well as »a
place of one's own» had a central organizing role in people's lives and
defined their social status, the peasant oikos always extended outside the
dwelling — the main building of a farm, a crofter's cottage, cotter's cabin
or farm hand's quarters — into the fields and forests. The dwelling was
inseparable from the peasants' lifestyle; it always implied a larger whole
— the household, or oikos."
Local and social distinctions were an essential element in rural housing
and, in spite of their common features, peasant houses were by no means
the same everywhere. Agricultural buildings formed fixed, closed entities
such as the houses bounded by fenced yards (umpipihatalot) in the south—
west of Finland, or Karelian houses where most spaces (living quarters,
livestock shelters, storage rooms) were located within a single building;
alternatively the buildings could be dotted around within the yard (Fig.
42).15 The haphazard positioning of the buildings — the construction of separate cabins — was a characteristic of the old building practice, and in the
latter half of the 18th century authorities started to pay attention to this
wasteful style of building.16 A more centralized arrangement of facilities
within a single building did not become common until the I900s; this was
also one of the goals of agricultural guidance in the period."
included hired men, farm labourers (muonamiehet), cottagers and landless casual
labourers (itselliset). Discounting maids and farmhands, agricultural workers usually had families of their own. Soininen 1976, 211-225; Markkola I989b, 39-40;
Peltonen 1992, 266-274, 414.
j3 Description of a typical agricultural building in the 1920s. Maatalouden tietosanakirja (Encyclopedia of Agriculture) 1928, 914-919; see also Kuusanmäki 1934,
343-346.
" Hietaniemi 1992, 147-148. Rural society could be described as a world characterized by masterhood (Herrschaft), where »power still had a face». Oikos is the old
European concept and mode of habitation. Through Martin Luther this tradition
was transferred to the modern era and in Finland it continued until the 1940s. On
the old European oikos-tradition deriving from antiquity, see Hietaniemi 1992, 146151; Aalto 1991, 133-142.
15 Kolehmainen 1979; Talve 1980, 32-33, 40.
Kuusanmäki 1934, 346.
" Maatalouden tietosanakirja 1929; Siikonen 1931; Siikonen 1942; Nieminen — Esti
1931.
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42. The yard milieu of the Pien-Toijola farm in Ristiina. Main building
(1803), livestock shelter (1890), the
old chimneyless hut, stable, storage
rooms and sauna. Kolehmainen 1979.

In the Nordic countries, peasant housekeeping and housing practices remained relatively unchanged from the 16th century right down to the end
of the I9th.18 The dwelling, such as the Pien-Toijola main building in Ristiina (1803) or the even more ascetic main building of the Rehunen farm
in Taipalsaari, was based on the large multipurpose main room (tupa) (Figs.
43 and 44). The main room formed the nucleus of the dwelling, its »primordial cell» (Fr. la coquille initiale), whose recognition is, according to
Bachelard, crucial to the analysis of meanings in dwelling and habitation;19
it was the first space to be constructed and other rooms were added later
on — usually the more in number the more prosperous the house was. The
tupa remained the basis of rural dwellings well into the 20th century. In
addition to the main room, both above-mentioned houses have two smaller, adjacent rooms (kamari) on one side of the entrance-hall passage; at
Pien-Toijola there is also a separate kitchen in the small room at the rear
of the passage.2° In spite of this, bread was still baked in the main room.
Another common arrangement was to have, in addition to the residential
main room, a second »better» room of the same size: the guest room or
parlour (Fig. 45).2' In the 20th century, life on small holdings was criti-

Gaunt 1983, passim.
Bachelard (1957) 1984, 24.
20 Although cooking was generally done in the tupa, some areas followed the Swedish custom of having a separate kitchen adjoining the tupa. The usual solution was
to convert the small room at the back of the entrance-hall into a kitchen. See e.g.
Jahnson 1934, 38; Talve 1980, 40.
21 Kolehmainen 1979; Talve 1980, 38-39; Pettersson 1958, 171-179.
18
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44. Floor plan of the Rehunen farm in
Taipalsaari. Kolehmainen 1979.

43. Measurement drawing of the main
building of Pien-Toijola farm. Kolehmainen 1979.

45. Twin room cabin. A. tupa (multipurpose main room), B. sali ("parlour"), C. porstokamari (backchamber), D. porsto (entrance-hall passage),
E. pislakki (porch). Measurement
drawing MV. Photo SRM.

cized particularly for the practice of living in the main room and reserv-

ing the other as a »better room» for guests and festivities.22
The cabins and crofters' cottages of the rural poor usually consisted of
just a multipurpose main room; sometimes a smaller room might be included as well. At the tum of the century 71 % of rural dwellings had one
or two rooms, and when the next extensive survey of rural housing conditions was made in 1937 the situation was basically unchanged. At the time
of this survey 64 % of rural dwellings were small ones of either one or
two rooms.23 According to Anneli Juntto, the popular notion of »large, spa222 Komiteanmietintö 1937: 6. For example in south-west Finland ca. 40 % of dwellings in the 1930s had a »better room» (Sw. fin rum). SVT XXXII 1938, 31.
23 In 1901 a total of 54.5 % of the rural population lived in these dwellings. Improyement in the standard of housing was an effect of the reduced number of occupants in the households rather than of larger dwellings. In 1901 the average size
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cious main rooms» in the Finnish countryside is erroneous, because in the
1930s the smallest dwellings had very little floor space, with an average
of 21 m- in one-room dwellings and 37 m2 in two-room dwellings. However, earlier statistical studies of rural housing emphasized the »large size
and airiness» of the rooms in rural dwellings as well as their relative closeness to nature as compared to town dwellings.z4
The multipurpose main room (tupa) was the centre of rural life. In it
the occupants worked, met, ate and rested. Men and women, the family
and other household members lived and worked there side by side, but in
fact the household space extended far beyond the tupa. In peasant culture,
habitation and living were intimately linked and habitation implied belonging to a place, a household and a house in a much clearer way than is the
case in modern society.
Human interaction in the peasant dwelling was characterized by physical and spatial proximity, although it was not private and, in that sense,
intimate.25 The central feature of the peasant multipurpose main room
around which everything revolved was the fireplace, the oven; this in fact
constituted the heart of the home, recalling Hestia and the sacral and feminine dimensions of household. In addition, the communal nature of habitation, the central position of the hearth and allusions to protection and
safety carry connotations that can be regarded as maternal and feminine:
a certain material, undifferentiated and symbiotic quality. The dwelling alludes both to the first human space, the womb, and to the unity of the mother-child relationship.26
Apart from this emotional level, practical life and gender identities in
the peasant world were also organized according to the feminine and masculine. In his study of south Ostrobothnian peasant houses Christian Moley analyses the principles of the spatial organization of its basic unit, the
multipurpose main room (tupa), by reducing them to the feminine/mascuof a household was 5.5 persons, while in 1937 it was 4.4. On average, a dwelling
in 1901 had 2.3 rooms; in 1937 it had 2.5. Gebhard 1910, 33, 62. SVT XXXII
1938, 37, 75; Juntto 1990, 139. In these, as in all Finnish housing statistics, the
kitchen is counted as one room.
24 Juntto 1990, 140; SVT XXXII 16 1938, 31; Gebhard 1910, 62-63.
25 The connection between habitation and life and their societal nature are central in
e.g. Heidegger's philosophy. Goux 1987, 55. »Il y a, dans la pensée de Heidegger,
une quasi-identité entre ce qui est dit de la relation å Tetre et du lien au foyer,
comme s'il s'agissait de la meme dimension. Ainsi, lorsque s'éprouve le fait
d'habiter familierement sur la terre, la proximité du foyer, la proximité å Tetre se
donne en meme temps. Inversement, avec la perte du foyer advient l'oubli de Tetre.»
26 Rykwert 1972, passim.; Bachelard (1957) 1984. Also in Freud's Interpretation of
Dreams rooms and houses are feminine symbols. Freud 1976 (1900), 473.
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line division. The organizing spatial elements of the tupa are the hearth
and the entrance. The hearth is associated with domestic activities, with
housekeeping tasks and the woman, the door with social life and the outside world.27 In addition to the hearth and the entrance, the walls of the
room and the »empty» space in the middle are also a spatially organizing
division. Together with the social practice of housing, these spatial elements divide the multipurpose main room into interrelated, overlapping
areas that partly shade into each other and which Moley analyses as bipolarities: family life'-8 and social life; the feminine and the masculine; work
at home and in the fields; the hidden and the overt. The use of space in
the room varies with these bi-polarities and also with the seasons.'-9 The
overlap in these pairs of opposites also describes the multidimensionality
of the main room's spatial organization, which is more complex than just
a simple opposition. The division of space into feminine and masculine,
or private and social, is not unqualified; its analysis requires observation
of its structure and of housing practices, of the »invisible» agreements and
customs contained in it.
In its spatial organization as well as with regard to subjective experience, the habitation idiom based on the multipurpose main room was collective. People lived in this room under each other's gaze, under a social
and moral control; life was characterized by lack of privacy. Even the married couple, the farmer and his wife, did not necessarily have their own
separate space. In peasant culture the nuclear family did not have the same
status it has today. Several people slept in the same room; sharing beds
was also usual.30 The whole was constituted not by the family but by those
belonging to the same household, the oikos, just as in antiquity the domus
was the basic unit.31
The agrarian oikos was a totality which consisted of parallel spheres for
men and women and which in a certain sense was undifferentiated and indivisible. In the peasant dwelling, meaning both the buildings as well as
their inhabitants, men and women lived and functioned in relation to each
other. The oikos was an economic unit as well as a space that comprised

-'7 Moley 1984, 221.
28 Moley uses the concept family life, but refers to the household living under one
roof.
29 Moley 1984, 221-246.
° Kuronen 1980, 42. On this practice in towns, see Haapala 1986, 161; Eenilä 1974,
124.
3' Finley 1979 (1954), 61. According to Ivan Illich the subject of history and the basic social unit was the house, or domus, not the people. Illich 1983, 117.
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dwellings and utility buildings, a microcosm, and above all a place of work:
a unit of production and consumption, where all aspects of life constituted a whole. Leisure and work were not separated, nor did they have their
own allocated spaces. While having domains of their own, men and women
were nevertheless members of a single collective and social world. This
is apparent in the multipurpose main room and, more broadly, in the organization and usage of the buildings within the oikos. Despite the fact
that the household contained separate areas for men and women, such as
the men's side and women's side in the main room, the space was not rigidly differentiated according to gender, nor divided into private and public in the modern sense."- The essential feature was that neither work and
leisure nor men and women were spatially separated from each other; they
were constituents of a unity and belonged to the same social sphere. When
necessary, the main rooms of larger houses also served as places for larger social gatherings. Work was essentially collective in nature: many tasks
were performed either jointly or in the presence of others.
In summer the barns provided the possibility of a more differentiated
mode of habitation. It was usual for the unmarried daughters and sons, as
well as the servants of the house, to sleep in the barns in summertime.
During winter it was customary to put up curtains between the beds, to
keep in the heat.33
Although men and women inhabited the same social world, gender identities were distinctly different and gender defined life in a fundamental way.
Gender-based division of labour was precise and the household was divided into masculine and feminine areas. Nevertheless, local and even
household-specific differences in the structure of gender relations were
great. In folklore and in descriptions of peasant life, the division of labour according to gender appears normative and narrow, but in practice
the borderlines were blurred. Crossing the border was more permissible
for women than for men, and women were more familiar with the men's
sphere than vice versa." The idea that light household tasks are only for
women while heavier work is for men, is relatively new in Finland." Ru"- Talve 1980, 38-41; Jahnson 1934, 39. See Sulkunen 1989, passim.
Kuronen 1980, 43; Jahnson 1943, 39; Markkola 1989a, 112.
i4 Vilkuna 1934, 309-310; Saurio 1938, 64-65; Saurio 1947; Löfgren 1982, 6-13;
Markkola 1989b, 58-62. Men's and women's work spheres are easily traced in e.g.
the Kanteletar poems.
As recently as 200 years ago, practically no tasks were considered entirely unsuitable for women, except perhaps those connected with killing and blood, such as
butchering and hunting. These were typically the man's, the soldier's, work. Vilkuna
1934, 310.
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ral society was hierarchic in character and in it »power still had a face»;
its own constitutive discourse describes the world as hierarchic.36 The
male's (father, brother or husband) patriarchal authority over women was
defined institutionally (by the church, in legislation).37 To a modern researcher the relationship between men and women appears to have been
one of inequality — in fact the concept of sexual equality was unknown
and had no organizing role in the life of peasant society. According to Ivan
Illich, gender identities and temporally and locally varying roles in preindustrial societies are based on complementary differences between men
and women, whereas gender identities in the industrial age are based on
an idea of equality and similarity.38
In the peasant world, work was an essential part of life and habitation;
it was a duty rather than a right. Women's work was usually performed
within or near the domestic sphere, whereas men's work extended further
away from home and its immediate vicinity (from the end of the 19th century it included for example forestry).39 In addition to gender, the division
of labour was also determined by age and social position as well as by
the seasons. The division of labour among women increased towards the
end of the I9th century and regional and class distinctions between women were great. The most severely restricted role was that of the married
woman in the landed class. The extent to which she was confined to the
domestic sphere, to her children and the home was much more significant
for her than for other women, although even she was not looked upon as
a mere housewife. Well into the 20th century a woman's use of time in
agriculture was largely determined by »the lot Fate had given her: what
kind of home she lived in, what kind of man she was married to, and how
many children she had».40 Apart from housekeeping, women's tasks in-

See e.g. Kanteletar poems; Vilkuna 1934, passim.
See e.g. Kurki — Pylkkänen 1984; Manninen 1985. Up to the new Marriage Act of
1929, the judicial and financial status of women was determined by the Marriage
Code (in a somewhat amended form) dating from 1734 and the Decree from 1868.
38 Illich 1983, passim. Illich distinguishes between two cultural systems which structure gender identities, and his terms for them are different to those in current practice
in feminist research: the gender that is based on pre-industrial differenee is for him
vernacular gender; the industrial gender based on the illusion of similarity he calls
economic sex. The differences in the use of the concepts and their confusing similarity (cf. feminist division of sex and gender) do not make Illich's ideas any less
interesting.
39
Soininen 1982, 46. The importance of forestry grew at the end of the 19th century
and in beginning of the 20th.
4° Saurio 1947, 5; Vilkuna 1934, 310; Markkola 1989a, 61.
36
37
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cluded animal husbandry, gardening, work in the fields and of course family
care, although children did not receive special attention as such — they simply lived with the rest of the household." The gender-based division of
labour at home was also reflected in the village. The masculine and the
feminine were essential structuring principles in the world, but the division was not as sharp in the dwelling: feminine and masculine areas cannot be clearly separated, because the subtle organization of space was not
based solely on spatial elements, of which the hearth was the centre, but
also on invisible agreements and practices concerning the use of space.
Although the interrelations between peasant habitation, lifestyle and gender identities have been studied before, a more thorough analysis still needs
to be made. The concept of the femininity of the peasant household, advanced by many European historians of the family, seems altogether too
simplistic — at least in a Finnish context.42 Women's work and life were
centred on the domestic sphere to a much larger extent than men's, but
this in itself does not justify viewing the peasant dwelling as a feminized
women's domain.43 Men had a place not only in the construction of the
house but also inside it; in addition to sleeping, eating and resting, the house
was also the space where a number of men's tasks were performed (for
instance mending and fixing, making tools and implements, spending enforced leisure time in the winter) 44 On the other hand, the women's sphere
too extended outside the household and into the village. The domains of
the peasant world could be regarded as a series of concentric circles surrounding the oikos: the innermost circle would consist of the multipurpose
main room and the hearth, the outer circle would comprise those activities, such as forestry, that extended furthest from the dwellings. The inmost circle, the hearth, was the most feminine and the outer circle the most
masculine.45
Saurio 1947, passim; Lithell 1988, 48-65.
Flandrin 1976; Segalen 1980. »La féminisation de la maison et de ses habitants,
par opposition å une masculinisation de l'exterieur est tres nette dans la sociéte
rurale traditionelle, et l'homme qui reste å la maison et travaille sur ses dépendances,
jardin, basse-cour, etc., est affublé de surnoms qui le ridiculisent en le féminisant.»
Segalen 1980, 125-126. However, local differences did exist, as well as differences
between Nordic, central and southern European peasant societies. See briefly e.g.
Löfgren 1982, 6-13. In a recent study, also Matti Peltonen criticizes this notion.
Peltonen 1992, 212.
43 The spatial differentiation of the dwelling into feminine and masculine spheres is
not linked to the generally maternal, and in that sense feminine, aspects of the dwelling.
44 Jutikkala 1982, 204.
4s See e.g. Saurio 1947, passim.; Vilkuna 1934, 310.
42
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Men and women acted within the collective space as complementary
constituent parts of a common social world rather than as a pair of opposites, although neither space nor the subjective experience of space were
necessarily the same for both. The subtle spatial differences were structured on subjective experience and usage rather than on any discernible
exterior features.46 The household — the building and the space surrounding it — embraced both the masculine and the feminine. Although gender
identities structured peasant culture they did not divide space into distinct
spheres for men and women. Spatial organization was based on the presence of both; women and men shared the same social space, and the dwelling and its main room held a place for both sexes.
At the end of the 19th century, spatial differentiation began to receive
increased attention both in the spatial organization of the more affluent
houses as well as in the discourse on rural habitation, and differences began to accumulate that divided family members from hired hands and the
married couple from other occupants. But this division was apparent only
in the organization of the most affluent and largest of houses. In Alfred
Sjöström's model plans for agricultural buildings, the largest houses consist of several separate rooms that distinguish spatially between the family and the servants (separate living and eating quarters for family and servants), between parents and children, family and guests, the master of the
house and other household members (Fig. 46). Nevertheless, all the rooms
of the dwelling (of the extended twin cabin type) were interconnected, so
the spatial separation of the occupants did not necessarily entail privacy.
The hired hands and the servants still shared one large room."
Although rural housing started to undergo fundamental changes in the
20th century, especially after the First World War, and a new kind of space
and dwelling type began to evolve, the collective habitation practice based
on the multipurpose main room did not die out. Along with crofters' liberation and new tenancy legislation (I918, Lex Kallio 1922) the number
of small holders increased and as a group they became more predominant
in the Finnish countryside. A small holding was specifically a one-family

46 Compare Walter Benjamin's idea of spatial experience based on experience and
usage and on optically perceivable things. Benjamin (1936) 1973, 46-47.
47 As the rural house became increasingly differentiated and the division between family members and hired hands grew, it was usual for family members to have a room
of their own while hired hands and servants still slept in the main room. Cf. separate main room and smaller room for the family, and separate quarters for the farmhands. See e.g. Kuronen 1980, 41-42.
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46. Alfred Sjöström, model plans for larger agricultural buildings consisting of several separate rooms. Sjöström 1891.

farm which, in addition to the house, included livestock shelters and outbuildings.48 The small holder's dwelling was based on the multipurpose
main room and it usually consisted of the main room, one smaller room
and various kinds of storage space.49 The model plans and type plans of
the 1920s and '30s did not seek to alter this tradition. Instead, the plans

48
49

Jutikkala 1982, 209.
In the 20th century, differences in the size of the dwelling relative to the farm either remained unaltered or grew. The most remarkable difference between the rural housing surveys of 1901 and 1937 was in owner occupation: in 1901, 23 % of
the rural population owned their houses on their own land; in 1937 the corresponding figure was 64 %. SVT XXXII 1938, 37-53; Juntto 1990, 138-141.
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47. Heikki Siikonen, model plan for
small farm, type 102. Copy MV.

of Heikki Siikonen for instance concentrated on the practicality and rationalization of habitation and housekeeping, and on the raising of the aesthetic standard of housing (Fig. 47).50 In the 1930s the multipurpose kitchen
was subjected to the same kind of rationalizations as the kitchens of towndwellings; at the same time the positive aspects of the main room were
emphasized, such as its role as an element that brought the family together. The fact that cooking and household work could be performed at the
centre of the home was important to the housewife, since she did not »have

5o Type drawings by Siikonen (MV); Siikonen 1931.
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to move away from the others for the performance of these tasks and she
[could] keep an eye on the children».51 The type-planned house of the 1940s
replaced the smaller rural dwellings in particular, as was part of the intention.

5.2. Working-class dwellings
Kesällä muutimme hellahuoneesta
kadun poikki uuteen asuntoon.
Tilaa oli että huikaisi, keittiö ja kamari.
Ensimmäisenä yönä en saanut unta.
Valvoin velipojan kyljessä ja kauhukseni näin
miten kuun kynnellä oli tilaa pidetä kamariin asti,
siellä nukkuivat isä, äiti, siskot.
Jarkko Laine52

Well into the 20th century, the typical workers' dwelling in the city was
a single room — or at best one room and a kitchen.53 The single room was
spatially undifferentiated; the space was shared by men, women and children alike, and often by lodgers as well. The most characteristic feature
of these dwellings was their lack of space. Furniture consisted chiefly of
beds and storage units (Figs. 48 and 49). All activities connected with habitation and the dwelling (working, housekeeping, eating, resting, sleeping,
sexual intimacy, childcare) took place in the same space. Narrow space
forced people to physically close interaction, beginning with shared beds:
»'It's so nice that the kids are still so small that they fit four to one bed'
said the young father whose single room was shared by nine family mem5' Jahnson 1934, 38. Compare building stocks of the same and earlier period that emphasized the privacy and isolation required by the housewife's work. E.g. Sjöström
1891.
5'- Quotation from Jarkko Laine (1974):
In the summer we moved from the single room
to the new apartment across the street.
It was so huge it made us dizzy: a kitchen and a room.
The first night I could not sleep.
I lay awake by my brother's side and to my horror I saw
how the crescent moon had space enough to reach the other room,
there slept father, mother, sisters.
5' Waris 1932, 272. Several housing surveys at the beginning of the 1900s which have
been discussed in chapter 3.2. p. 69.
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48. Furnishings of a worker home at the
beginning of the 20th century in Helsinki. Waris 1932, p. 252.

49. Furnishings of a worker home in
Porth Arthur, Turku. The room is divided into the household side (I) and
into the "better side" (H). Eenilä
1974, p. 143.

bers plus a 'bachelor' lodger.»54 In these circumstances it is well nigh impossible to speak of privacy.
In its spatial organization and housing practice, worker housing on the
outskirts of cities resembled the poorer rural cottages: both were characterized by collectivity and lack of space, and both also served as the setting of some light work. In addition to the residential room the total dwelling area included shared outbuildings (privy, storage rooms). The spatial
organization of the dwelling did not favour the family or the home. Many
urban workers had moved in from rural areas and had perhaps originally
come to the city only temporarily; lodgers were often relatives, folk from
the same village or in some cases from the same workplace. The first-generation urban worker had a close relationship with the country.55 In her
studies, Tamara K. Hareven has criticized the idea that industrialization
would have meant the immediate disruption of the old family structure and
its way of life, as well as a change in the concept of family." Old housing
practices seem to have prevailed for quite some time among workers. But
although rural and urban dwellings and housing practices resembled each
s' Waris 1932, 253. See also Snellman 1906, 68. The habit of sharing beds and bedrooms can be seen as a continuation of rural housing habits. See Waris 1932, 258259.
55
Waris 1932, 271, 280-281; Markkola 1989b, passim.
sa Hareyen 1982, 5-7.
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other, there is a marked difference between them in the relationship between the dwelling and its environment. In rural areas, the household space
extended outside the dwelling; the fact that life extended to the surroundings meant that the dwelling was expanded too. The situation was different to that in the modern city, where the demarcation between the dwelling and the outside world was clearer. As a rule, work here was performed
away from home and space was already differentiated between the dwelling and the outside world, between the private and the public, home and
work, although working-class life did extend outside the home into the yard
(for example to the privies and the storage rooms; to work in the yard).
The yard was an extension of the dwelling and formed a kind of semipublic, transitional space between the home and the world outside. The
extension of the dwelling into the yard continued the housing practices of
the pre-modern city and the countryside. In the pre-modern city the boundary between the dwelling and the world outside was fluid. Rural areas and
the agrarian trade towns were characterized by the unity of habitation and
work, through the oikos, whereas their divergence from this pattern is considered to be one of the basic characteristics of the industrialized city.57
Despite the fact that it often formed the basic unit of habitation, the family did not have a self-evident status in working-class housing. From the
mid-19th century, worker housing in Tampere was distinguished by a system of shared kitchens, originally a feature of worker housing attached to
the factories and gradually to privately owned tenements as well (Fig. 50).
These dwellings had an elongated kitchen in the middle which was usually connected to four separate rooms. The dwelling was entered from one
end of the kitchen and the rooms were accessed from the kitchen, which
also served as a shared entrance-hall passage — it had a window facing
the door. Households were varied; they could consist of families, which
often included lodgers as well, or they could comprise rooms shared by a
few young women or men working at the factory. Solitary living was considered a luxury — and a bed of one's own was an achievement in itself.SA
Each household might have its own cooking stove in the kitchen, or there
might be a single stove that was shared by all, where the occupants were
in close daily contact with each other — even too close, according to contemporary criticism:
Against this system one can say that it furthers uncleanliness and indifference very much indeed, as none of the occupants of the kitchen have any particular wish to keep tidy and clean a room shared by
Lilius 1983, 131-132.
" Snellman 1909; Haapala 1986, 157-161: Voionmaa 1932,540-541.
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50. Shared-kitchen dwellings, Makasiinikatu 20, Amuri, Tampere (on the right)
and a shared kitchen surrounded in this case by five different rooms (on the left).
Rasila 1984.

several families. Furthermore, these kinds of circumstances create the
kind of close union between families that can hardly be considered
desirable.59
The undesirability of close interaction between families and the criticism of the lodger system reveal above all an ideological emphasis on the
family and the distinction that was made between family members and other
occupants as well as between different families. But the shared kitchen
can be seen (from the point of view of its contemporary housing practices
too) as a collective and social space of daily interaction where people living around a single kitchen formed a loose group that existed either in parallel with the family or in its stead. The single kitchen gathered around
itself various kinds of households, from families to single people. Along
with the yard, the kitchen formed an important space where daily activities took place and people met with each other. For example, the working-class population in Tampere had a high proportion of women and (unlike in Helsinki) most of its tenants were women; the majority of occupants in shared-kitchen houses in the Amuri district were women, with unmarried young women the most typical tenants.60 In fact, living »without
a family» was a central part of working-class life in Tampere.
59 Snellman 1909, 12-13.
60 Although Tampere has since its foundation carried the stamp of an industrial city
and its working-class housing is the oldest in Finland, working-class habitation there
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Gradually the working-class dwelling also became spatially differentiated. Dwellings with one room and a kitchen were already aiming in their
design at separating sleeping areas from kitchen work. Dwellings of this
type which were designed for the town-dwelling worker at the beginning
of the 20th century were organically linked with rural housing and continued the tradition of the multipurpose main room with one smaller room
attached. The difference was that in the city the kitchen was usually the
smaller of the two rooms. The transition from a single room to one room
and a kitchen was highly significant, although it did not necessarily entail
a major change in housing practices. Sometimes the main room was rented out and the family lived in the kitchen; sometimes the family kept the
entire dwelling to itself but continued living in the kitchen and turned the
other room into a »better room», a parlour (sali), in conformation with the
housing practices of the gentry (Fig. 51). This custom was criticized at
the beginning of the century by the upper classes: an entire family sleeping in one room was contrary to hygienic, sanitary and moral ideals.' But
in the circumstances of the working-class family the parlour could also
represent a separate, sacred space, a world that was distinct from everyday life and lay outside its reach. In dwellings which consisted of one room
and a kitchen the kitchen often came first; the other room was situated at
the back of the home and was accessed either directly from the entrancehall passage or through the kitchen. The former practice was criticized in
public since it was thought that it encouraged the taking in of lodgers.62
Taking in lodgers was not merely a financial question, however, it was
also connected with rural tradition and with the new circumstances in the
city. Work in the city was often periodic, and »a room of one's own» carried the implication of having a family and being settled. Moving to the
city often meant living at first with relatives or acquaintances, or as a lodger

remains (Pertti Haapala's study (1986) notwithstanding) relatively unresearched.
Haapala's work and G.R. Snellman's survey on the living conditions of the poor
in Tampere at the beginning of the 20th century still form the basis of all research.
One study is currently being written on working-class habitation practices in Tampere. See Markkola 1991, 210-228.
61 E.g. Suomen Ensimmäinen Yleinen... 1917; Asuntokysymys 1904.
62
Toivonen 1919, 266. According to Toivonen, a smaller room (kamari) which is
accessed directly from the entrance-hall passage is for hygienic reasons better than
one situated behind the kitchen, in spite of the temptation to rent it out. With its
model rules that applied to construction companies and to the granting of building
loans for small dwelling construction, the National Board of Social Welfare sought
to prevent the taking in of lodgers. At least in Tampere these terms were not always complied with. Kuusi 1921, 341-347.
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51. Furnishings of a one room and a
kitchen dwelling in Port Arthur, Turku,
early 20th century. The kitchen is used as
a main living space while the room is furnished as a parlourlike "better room".
During the daytime most of the beds were
hidden from view. Eenilä 1974, p. 143.

in an unfamiliar household.63 The dwelling was not regarded as the sole

property of a family, as a private and closed space.
Women and men shared the same space in both single-room dwellings
and those with a separate kitchen, but in the latter case it was spatially
possible to keep parents separate from the children on the one hand, and
the family from lodgers on the other. Key factors in the reorganization of
gender relations and housing practices are the change in the functions of
the dwelling, the gradual reorganization of its space and the relationship
between the dwelling and urban space. The spatial differentiation of the

63

See Waris 1932, 257-258. Finnish working-class populations have been researched
relatively well, but workers' dwellings as such have not been questioned from the
point of view of the family and gender identities. In this regard Heikki Waris' work
on the birth of the working-class society north of the Pitkäsilta in Helsinki (1932)
still forms the main corpus of material, supplemented by several working-class housing surveys that have been made since the end of the 19th century. On workers'
housing see also Kuosmanen 1972; Juntto 1990; Haapala 1986; Markkola 1991.
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52. Type drawing by the city architect
Karl Hård af Segestad for the worker
row houses in Vallila, Helsinki (1908).
Helsingin kaupungin painetut asiakirjat 1908/14.

working-class dwelling and the development of distinctions between the
home and the outside world, the dwelling and the workplace, entailed a
change in the relationship between gender identities and the dwelling space.
The differentiation between dwelling and living made working-class homes
a factor that brought the occupants of each dwelling together and gathered the family around itself. Yet there is a clear difference between urban working-class housing and the concurrent middle-class housing conditions centred on the home and the family.
The Vallila suburb in Helsinki (the so-called Old Vallila, 1908-1915)
was originally conceived of as a working-class area of »own homes» (oma
koti) consisting of two-storey timber-frame houses each containing between
four and sixteen families. Instead the area filled with apartment houses.`
Rather than the envisaged dwellings consisting of one room and a kitchen, to be built after type drawings drawn up by the city architect Karl Hård
of Segerstad, the dwellings were mainly single rooms (Fig. 52). Only later, in the New Vallila, were dwellings mainly of the one-room-and-a-kitch-

64 »Own home» was a term that was used to refer both to proprietorship and to housing
practice.
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53. Vallilantie, Old Vallila. Photo E. Sundström 1913. HKM.

en type 65 The uniform, two-storey multi-family houses of Vallila, with their
boarding generally laid horizontally, their mansard roofs and varied details, create a small-town impression. The streets twist and rise with the
terrain and the houses are positioned along the originally uncobbled and
unlit streets with their long sides fronting the street. The street facade is
closed off; separated by wooden fences, the houses stand slightly apart from
each other and entrance to each is gained through the yard (Fig. 53). The
yards with their outbuildings are enclosed by the houses; conveniences are
set at the back of the yard. Entrances face each other within the same yard.
Daily life extended to the yard and to the shared facilities (the laundry for
instance) which formed a focus of social intercourse for the occupants and
their families.

65

Åström 1956, 100, 122; Nikula 1981, 233-237; Korpela — Siitonen 1971.
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The garden cities and working-class suburbs in Britain and Germany
also featured the workers' shared kitchen (Ger. Einkiiche). American feminists in particular regarded cooperatively managed houses as their goal
— the most famous advocate of the shared-kitchen idea was Charlotte Perkins Gilman 66 The idea was that women of the various households would
take turns at cooking, or that food would be fetched daily from a communal kitchen; childcare was to have been arranged jointly too.67 In Finland
this idea was put forward at least in connection with the Women's Housing Convention in 1921 and in Työläisnainen (Worker Woman) magazine
(I907-14), but apparently relatively few houses with communal kitchens
were built; the only exceptions were the shared-kitchen dwellings in Tampere whose ideological background was, however, different.68 The idea of
a communal kitchen was linked with ideas of collectivization and of cooperation between occupants, but while this form of housing did reorganize the interrelation between the dwelling and housekeeping, it still retained
the family as the basic unit of housing. Neither did it change gender-relations: childcare, cleaning and other household tasks still remained tasks
for the woman. The idea of a shared or central kitchen embraced the prevalent gender identities of the time: either hired (female) labour would be
used for cooking and childcare, or the women of the house would undertake these tasks in turns. Nevertheless, collective housekeeping and hired
outside help would have changed women's everyday life: one of the themes
of the articles in Työläisnainen magazine was the creation of opportunities for reading and self-improvement with the time that would have been
spared from housekeeping tasks.69 Anne 011ila has suggested that the reason cooperative houses were unsuccessful was the predominantly agrarian nature of Finnish society, as well as habitation and housekeeping practices that traditionally centred on the family or a single household. The
concept of family had a strong ideological significance and the importance
of housewives' work and the home rested on home-centred housekeeping.70

See Hayden 1981, 3-8; 011ila 1991, 129.
Housing plans and housing experiments that aim at the reorganization of everyday life also exist today, but family-centred notions of habitation and home economy still exert a powerful sway. See e.g. Cronberg — Vepsä.
68 Sillanpää 1921, 67-75.
69
I thank Pirkko Markkola for pointing out the debate in Työläisnainen magazine.
Nevertheless, the question of home economics had only a marginal status in the
activities of the Työläisnaisliitto (Working Women's Union). See 011ila 1991, 128.
7° 011ila 1991, 129.
66
67
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At the beginning of the 20th century dwellings were designed with the
social class of the occupants in mind rather than the needs of individuals
or groups (such as families of different size, unmarried people, shared
rooms);" in social housing activities and debate the issue was other people's problems and the planning of dwellings for others. The poor who
were recipients of charity or objects of philanthropic aid were seen in this
context as others who lived nearby."- The ideal working-class
(family)residence and the ideal middle-class dwelling were not the same.
One room and a kitchen were regarded as sufficient for working-class
needs, since the dwelling was primarily a place of rest, housekeeping and
reproduction and also the setting of some minor tasks that were performed
in particular by mothers who stayed at home." On the other hand, the demands of social intercourse and privacy (reading, for example) were not
the same in the dwellings of manual workers as they were in the dwellings of the educated classes or civil servants.
The one-room-and-a-kitchen type of dwelling conformed to the ideals
of working-class family dwelling that were handed down from above and
also to the wishes of the workers themselves — it was the usual dwelling
type in the working-class housing corporations at the turn of the century
(Fig. 54).74 When demands for larger working-class dwellings began to
appear the reasons given were above all hygienic and moraI.75 At first, hygiene affected only the planning of workers' housing; it was not until Functionalism that this concern began to have an influence on all housing design.76 In the First General Housing Congress a worker dwelling with separate bedrooms for parents and children of different sexes was recommended
as an ideal worker home that conformed with international models (British, German, French, Swedish, for example). However, up until the 1920s
the one-room-and-a-kitchen dwelling, which was closely related to rural
housing practices, remained the standard for the working-class family

7' The social status of the occupants was always clearly expressed in housing plans,
but in the 1920s and '30s dwellings for different types of occupants also came under discussion, in keeping with Functionalist dwelling ideals. Similä 1933, 313;
see also Åström 1957, 262.
7' See also Rabinow 1989, 24.
7; In the established usage in feminist literature, reproduction means reproduction work
carried out in the home; it comprises not only conception, birth and childcare, but
all tasks connected with nurture and home economy which are performed at home.
Mitchell 1971, 106-107.
74 Asuntokysymys 1904; Åström 1956, 156-158. See also Juntto 1990, 338.
75 E.g. Asuntokysymys 1904; Suomen Ensimmäinen Yleinen... 1917.
'6 Nikula 1981, 276-277.
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54. The worker dwellings (mainly one room and a kitchen) at the Arabia factory
in Helsinki in the 1870s and '80s were among the best in their time. Published in
Teollisuuslehti 1887. Photo Aström 1956, p. 157.
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dwelling and it also served as a starting point when the creation of a small
dwelling type was considered."
In the social hygiene of housing, the human body and its needs occupy
a central place. The formation of the idea of the social hygiene of housing is at its most evident in worker housing and the debate revolving around
it. As the dwelling became privatized and increasingly the scene of private life, it also became the focus of public debate and control. The dwelling
had been the subject of debate before, but now the first priority was given
to bodily needs, health aspects and the morals of the occupants. The focus shifted to the family and the requirements of the family dwelling; the
family was understood as a unit consisting of mother, father and children,
but it was not clearly demarcated. The clearest difference was in relation
to the lodger system, which was considered demoralizing. The starting point
of planning and of housing policy was the family dwelling and its requirements; now it was considered desirable to privatize the dwelling for the
family's use (Fig. 55).
Society, dwelling and family were linked through the role of the woman. It was her duty to make the man of the house feel at home and to keep
the home clean, both morally and physically.78 The woman as wife and
mother figured prominently in efforts to civilize the working population
and to raise the standards of housing and habitation. In a certain sense woman was the instrument of both the civilization of the working class and of
man's redemption — she was the one who carried these responsibilities.
As the significance of the family was emphasized the mother and child
(who were associated with the home) and the absent father became polarized as opposites. Man became the absent object of longing and waiting,
whom the home (made cosy by the woman) had to be able to lure away
from the corruption of the outside world.79 As the representative of civilization, culture and sacred values, the wife also carried the responsibility

" E.g. Suomen Ensimmäinen Yleinen... 1917; Rakennuspäivät 1919; Toinen suomalainen asuntokongressi 1925. At the end of the 1920s and in the '30s, a considerable number of dwellings comprising one room and a kitchen were built. At the
Working Women's Housing Convention in 1935, Elna Kiljander's type plans for
worker dwellings were exhibited. The largest of the family dwellings had one room
and a kitchen (39 m2) (Fig. 56). Meillä on vain yksi huone (We only have one room)
1935, 376-378.
7x The condition of the home can thus be seen as a marker of social significance that
reflected on the male head of the household.
79 Sillanpää 1921, 66-67. The theme and tension in the debate on housing were also
central in the temperance movement. Sulkunen 1987, 158-161.
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55. Valter and Ivar Thomé, worker single-family house (type 1) and semi-detached
house (type 3), in Kankunharju residential area in Varkaus. Published in Ensimmäisen Suomalaisen... 1917.
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56. Elna Kiljander, plans for small dwellings presented at the Worker Women's
Housing Convention (1935). Family dwelling for a family of four, single room
for a family of five, and dwelling for a single woman. The plans depart markedly
from the prevalent lack of space in worker dwellings. Published in Kotiliesi 1935,
pp. 376-378.
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for her husband. On the one hand the woman represents civilized society
and culture, but on the other she acquires meaning in her role as mother,
confined to the single role and to her body. The mother is an unerotic creature; corporeality is not only associated with motherhood but also with
hygiene and health. The emphasis given to the body turns the body into
an object and de-erotizes it.80 The »old-fashioned», pre-modern peasant
attitude towards the body is apparent in the custom of mixed bathing, which
was still quite common in the I920s in working-class areas (and in the
countryside).S1
Working-class residential districts on the edges of towns outside the actual town plan, and especially in those areas that were situated outside town
limits in unplanned areas, created a new kind of semi-urban space, a »noman's land», in the interspace between city and country.82 One of these
was Kyttälä, near Tampere, of which Väinö Voionmaa writes:
Kyttälä was neither rural nor urban. It was a unique phenomenon, a
factory village, and it bore very little resemblance to ordinary towns...
The promised society of the proletariat at the time was the suburb,
which lived its own colourful, carefree and careless life outside of
all restraint and order.83
Kyttälä is the earliest working-class suburb in Finland. By the time the
construction of workers' suburbs got under way elsewhere it had already
been redeveloped.84
Residential areas belonging to this new, semi-urban space also included those working-class villa districts that were built away from the town
centre at the turn and beginning of the 20th century. Two examples are
8° For an analysis of the notion of dirt and its identification with woman, body and
poyerty, see Palmer 1989, 18.
81 See e.g. »Pispala elvytti yleisen saunan» (Pispala revived the communal sauna).
Helsingin Sanomat 8. 12. 1989. Heikki Waris traces the custom of communal bathing and the lodger system back to the same pre-modern tradition, in which no line
was drawn between »us» and »them».
82
Before the Town Planning Act of 1931 which regulated the building of towns and
urban population centres, the practice of town planning deyeloped outside legislation per se; the building of towns was regulated by the Building Code from 1856.
The actual town nucleus was a properly planned area. Construction at the edge of
the town (e.g. the old and the new Vallila in Helsinki) was regulated by a bureaucratically less burdensome special kind of town plan which had been developed
for new suburban areas. The »wild areas» outside the towns remained entirely outside town planning legislation. I am indebted to Riitta Nikula for drawing my attention to this differentiation. Nikula 1981, 150-151; Nikula 1988, 56; Nikula 1990,
105
8' Voionmaa 1932, 512.
84
Rasila 1984, 204.
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57. Tapanila, Helsinki. Photo Kari Hakli. HKM.

Pispala in Tampere and Malmi-Tapanila near Helsinki (Fig. 57). A mixture of old rural customs and new urban life, they formed communities of
their own kind on the outskirts of cities; they provided the setting of Joel
Lehtonen's novel Rakastunut rampa (The Enamoured Cripple, 1922), a description of social outcasts and the development of no-man's-land into
modern semi-urban space, and of Lauri Viita's Moreeni (Moraine, 1950),
a well-known description of the growth of a working-class family in Pispala, Tampere, from the Civil War in I918 to the 1950s.
The tradition of self-help in house construction flourished in these areas; the usual dwelling type was a house for one or two families. At least
181

in Malmi-Tapanila the houses were closely tied to the idea of the detached
house and thus also to the type-planned house of the 1940s, although they
are different in exterior form. The houses stood alone surrounded by yards
and each had an entrance of its own that was often situated on a different
side to that of its neighbour's. The dwellings were frequently larger than
in the city: the detached houses designed by Gustaf Strengell for MalmiTapanila have two rooms and a kitchen, or a kitchen, a living room and a
bed-alcove, as well as two rooms upstairs that could also be rented out.85
Although some of these areas sprang up near industrial areas, the longer
trip to work emphasized the difference between the dwelling and the workplace. On the other hand, life in these areas was rustic and roomy, expanding into the surrounding countryside; one vital aspect of habitation was
gardening.

5.3. The single-family house: villa, detached house
and garden
5.3.1. Villas at the turn of the century
At the turn of the century the name »villa» (huvila) was used for several
kinds of low, timber-frame houses; a villa could equally well be a summer residence, a round-the-year one-family house near the city or even a
multi-family house or an apartment block (Sw. industrivilla).86 The new
turn-of-the-century single-family house — either a villa of affluent class—
es or a detached house designed for workers and lower middle classes —
had inherent associations on the family and on habitation, the separation
of the dwelling from the workplace, and garden city ideology. At the beginning of the 20th century, a single-family house in the suburbs represented the dwelling ideal of the new middle class and of educated class85 Strengell's draft SRM; Strengell 1909, 6.
86 The word »villa» appears with different meanings in architectural drawings and in
general usage too. See e.g. Kekkonen 1908; Oman kodin piirustuksia 1913; Viljo
1989, 00; Stavenow-Hidemark 1971, 28-29. The confusing use of the word continued in the 20th century, e.g. all detached house plots in Malmi-Tapanila were
called villa plots (Sw. villaparceller). HKA; Strengell 1909. The differentiation
between huvila and omakotitalo began to establish only after the First World War.
See chapter 4.1, p.104.
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es.R7 Much has been written in Finland about the villa and the new concepts of habitation, but as a space that organized day-to-day life the villa
remains relatively unanalysed.88
The spatial organization of these suburban villas reiterates a body of
basic themes, whereas the architecture of their facades has more variation.
The general impression made by suburban villa architecture has been characterized as simple and unassuming. Many younger-generation architects
drew up plans for villas, but most villas and single-family houses in particular were actually designed by non-architects.89 However, this in no way
detracts from their interest from the standpoint of either housing ideals or
the social practice of housing. In a study of housing — the art history of
the everyday — anonymous houses and dwellings planned by non-architects are very important indeed: they are the setting of everyday life for
many people, a space whose social and covert private meanings, sensations and perceptions they carry within themselves. Moreover, the 1940s
type-planned house carries traces of this »anonymous» architecture. The
villas of the wealthy were large and varied, while those of the lower middle class were simple and bore a close resemblance to the later single-family
house. Simpler and modest floor-plans were developed in the 1920s, and
the classically designed villas were distinguished by clearly differentiated
rooms in lieu of the free and open layout that was common at the turn of
the century (Fig. 58).90
Jung 1901, 457-459; Kekkonen 1908; Strengell 1911; Åström 1957, 259.
88 E.g. Hausen 1987; Wäre 1989; Kolbe 1988, 52-63. Laura Kolbe has analysed the
yilla as a middle-class dwelling. Although the success of the villa communities
that had been established in Helsinki around 1910 depended on the formation of a
new affluent middle class who were free from the symbolic environment of past
generations, it is nevertheless difficult to say that villa habitation in Finland would
have been limited only to the new middle class (ciyil servants, architects, engineers, etc.), because the villas also contained bourgeois and upper-class features.
At the turn of the century, the middle class was a concept that was just beginning
to emerge; culturally it shaded into the educated classes and the class of civil servants, and followed the general cultural characteristics of the bourgeoisie. Åström
1956, 47-51; Åström 1957, 259; Nikula 1983, 227. The distinction between the
working class and the bourgeoisie was clearer, e.g. Eliel Saarinen distinguishes in
his plans for Munkkiniemi-Haaga between the working class (manual workers) and
the bourgeoisie (the well-to-do, middle class). Saarinen 1915, 62. For a discussion on the concepts of bourgeoisie and middle class, see e.g. Kocka 1987, 33-48.
Also see chapter 5.4, note 122. On the use of the term class in English see Williams 1963, 14-15. The use of the term class in its modern sense began in Britain
at the end of the 18th century starting from lower classes; higher classes and middle classes followed in the 1790s and working classes in about 1815.
89
Wäre 1989, 161-162.
9° See also Stavenow-Hidemark 1971, 28-29.
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58. Oiva Kallio, plan for a villa. Published in Rakennustaito 1910, p. 28I.

The villas of civil servants and the emerging middle class also created
a new kind of semi-urban space on the outskirts of towns. This new space
was different from that of either the rural or the urban milieu. Though clearly separated from the town, these areas nevertheless lay in its immediate
vicinity (there were transport connections, etc); the town did not reach them,
but it was so near at hand that at times its lights could be seen — a case in
point is Kulosaari, which formed an enclave in the immediate vicinity of
the capital. Nature and the proximity of the town coexisted in these living
areas. The bucolic, spacious conditions departed markedly not only from
urban housing and living practices, but also from those in the countryside.
The clear separation of the dwelling from the workplace was a central feature, and chores linked with habitation (such as gardening) bore an increasing resemblance to leisure. The development of work for wages and the
separation of home from work entail a decrease in the productive func184

tion of the dwelling, and in the more affluent villa districts gardening for
pleasure gradually became more important than vegetable gardening. The
ideal inherent in the garden city ideology, that of combining habitation with
livelihood in independent small towns, did not work in Finland; suburban
villa districts relied on municipal services.91 Distance from the town increased the difference between home and work, between the private and
the public spheres.
Although the villa is not a homogenous building type, it is possible to
outline a general idea of its spatial arrangement. In the architecture of private villas the requirements and hopes of the builder, and the interaction
between the architect and builder were also remarkable. At the beginning
of the 20th century, a »typical» upper-middle-class or civil servant's villa
had two storeys.' Its design originated in the needs of habitation; already
the shape of the one-family house allowed for a freer type of planning
»from inside out» and provided an opportunity for better suiting the building to the landscape.9; The different spheres of life were spatially differentiated in the dwelling into areas reserved for public and social functions,
private family areas and housekeeping and servants' quarters. The ground
floor usually contained those rooms reserved for domestic social life: the
living room, or a hall and a dining room, the husband's study or »the master's room», as well as the kitchen and pantry. The most private rooms
were upstairs, usually grouped around a hall: the bedrooms, children's
rooms and bathroom. The servant's room was generally accessed from the
kitchen; it was situated either adjacent to or above the kitchen, or near the
nursery. It was common to have two sets of stairs; the main staircase leading to the upstairs hall occupied a central place, while the servants' stairs
were more remote and out of the way. Thus servants could move inconspicuously and apparently invisibly within the dwelling while being constantly available (there were hygienic reasons for this too). The house also
had a porch and a balcony which joined the outside with the inside — nature with culture (Figs. 59 and 60).
Just like the bourgeois and middle-class town-dwellings, the villas were
divided into rooms for public and social functions, private rooms for the
family, and rooms reserved for housekeeping and the servants. Although
the private space occupied by the family expanded, the larger villas still
9' Nikula 1988, 48; Peltonen 1983, 6.
" In this study, the notion of a »typical villa» is based on a number of different plans
and studies, e.g. Peltonen 1983; Kolbe 1988; Wäre 1989. Cf. also Stavenow-Hidemark 1971.
", See Kekkonen 1908; various yilla designs.
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59. Valter Thomé, engineer Carl Bäckström's villa in Kulosaari (1911). Ground
floor: veranda, entrance, living room, dining room, kitchen, servant's room. First
floor: around the hall four bedrooms (one of them designated as children's room).
Kolbe 1988, p. 91.

~11

60. The distinctly classicistic Villa Kahiluoto in Kulosaari, Helsinki, with clearly
separate and rectangular rooms (1926). Ground floor: kitchen, storage room, hall,
master's room, living room, dining room and terrace. First floor: servant's room,
hall, guest room, children's room, bedroom. Separate stairs for the servants. Kolbe
1988, p. 187.
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Huvila Oulunkylän läheisyydessä.

61. Small villa near Oulunkylä suburb,
Helsinki. Built as the first prize in a
lottery organized by the Association of
Master Builders. Rakennustaito 6/
1906, cover.
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retained the public function of the dwelling and separate rooms for social
occasions.94 The emphasis on the family was most obvious in the smaller
villas, where rooms reserved for social life (parlour, dining room) were
replaced by the living room, and the dwelling became spatially reduced
to a kitchen, a living room and bedrooms. As a rule these small lowermiddle-class villas also lacked servants' quarters. The difference between
this and the working-class single-family house was slight, almost imperceptible: the villa was distinguished by its living room, which the working-class dwelling generally did not have. The type-planned house of the
1940s continued this tradition of more anonymous villas and single-family houses (Fig. 61).

94

Social hierarchy is still discernible in the »pearl of Functionalism», Alvar Aalto's
Villa Mairea (1937-1938), where Functionalist idiom and practicality are linked
with social duties such as entertainment and the dwelling's function as a bourgeois
home. It preserves the spatial solutions of the turn-of-the-century bourgeois home
and divides the dwelling into the private, the public and the housekeeping areas.
For more details, see Suominen-Kokkonen 1992, 86-94; Porphyrios 1982,
57-58.
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The largest and most important rooms in the larger villas were those
that were set aside for family gatherings and social life. The hall occupied the central place: it served either as the entrance and as the place where
guests were received, or it was situated upstairs and used for more private gatherings. One essential element that was usually to be found either
in the hall or somewhere else in the family quarters was the fireplace — a
living fire was considered the »heart of the home» and it alluded to the
sanctity of both the family and the home. Yet in spite of these sacral allusions, the dwelling had been desacralized; the home had become profane.95
The rooms reserved for the family and for social occasions and gatherings formed the nucleus of the dwelling, and the most private rooms were
now separated from these areas. The emphasis placed on the family is apparent both in the sections dedicated to family gatherings and in the increased size of the private spaces — there are several bedrooms and children's rooms, and in the larger villas the ideal was also to separate children's bedrooms from their playrooms.96 Children's rooms acquired a new
significance; previously they were usually placed in the darkest parts of
the dwelling or were nonexistent.97 Children were an integral part of the
family living in a villa: they were a prerequisite for its existence.98 The
increase in the number of bedrooms reveals both a growing emphasis on
privacy and the new requirements of hygiene and morals. In both smaller
and larger villas the kitchen was usually quite large, and as a rule the servants had their own, distinctly separate quarters. A separate servants' section and their own space meant both an improvement in the servants' status and a clearer distinction between servants and family members — servants posed a threat to the cleanliness and unity of the increasingly bourgeois home and family life.99 The demands of hygiene and the growing
comfort of habitation also meant that sanitary facilities received more attention; already from the technical point of view they were better than in
95

At the end of the 19th century, the hearth was a popular symbol of the home, its
core. Wright 1983, 109.
Y6 This ideal actually worked only seldom in larger villas, e.g. in Hvitträsk by Gesellius — Lindgren — Saarinen.
9' Cf. the late 19th-century bourgeois flat.
9H For children's central role in family life and in house planning, see e.g. Key 1900;
Kekkonen 1908; Setälä 1929. The larger villas also had furniture designed especially for children.
99 At the end of 19th the century and the beginning of the 20th, improvement of the
maid's status and the maid as a moral threat to the family came under debate. Sexual
morals were also an important subject of discussion among the female servants
themselves, but for them the threat was the father of the household. Sulkunen 1989,
37-44.
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multi-storey apartment blocks. In contrast to apartment houses, a central
feature of the villas is the increased attention they paid to the dwelling's
private sections and to housekeeping facilities.
Life in a villa stressed the contrast between the dwelling and the workplace, and thus it also gave an emphasis to domestic privacy. Each villa
was designed for one family, which in itself emphasized the family's importance, and its spatial arrangement underscored domestic and familial
comfort. But domesticity and prestige, private functions and social activities often went hand in hand; in spite of the efforts to eschew grandiose
settings the social functions of habitation were still central.10° This is evident in the spatial organization of the villa, for instance in the central positioning of the hall. The hall was a kind of semi-public space of an intermediary, transitory nature, an area for nobody as well as for everybody.
It was a mediator between the inner and the outer worlds, the private and
the public spheres, through which one moved on to other rooms and where
guests were often received. It was also able to replace the living room as
a space for family gatherings.
The family was the primary and indivisible entity that determined life
and habitation in a villa; it also served as a basis for the design of the model
villa.101 The model family included a father, mother and children; it was
an emotional unit where all members were equally essential. Garden city
ideology and villas placed great weight on social prosperity and the stability of the family; the nature of the villa is linked with the emphasis it
gave to the position and stability of the family. The importance placed on
the family and the stability of the villa community in garden city and villa ideologies contained paternalistic and patriarchal qualities.t0'- Villa communities were seen as an integral part of a modern city. The idea of socially important healthy family life near nature and the attempts to solve
the problems of urbanization (housing shortage, dark stone centres of cities) were in its background.103
The villa was the scene of the family's private life, controlled by the
family's inner relationships.104 Its spatial organization highlighted the deElenius 1915; Kekkonen 1908, etc. Drawings and the discourse on habitation.
°' See Kekkonen 1908; Elenius 1915; Saarinen 1915.
10' See e.g. Ravetz 1989, 190; Häggman 1991, 147-150; Wilson 1991, 101-112. Although garden cities and villa communities contained new dwelling and town ideals and were favoured by many bohemians and artists, the basic planning unit was
the family.
103 Jung 1911, 94; Wäre 1988, 64.
104 The high proportion of families (and especially families with many children) was
common to villa suburbs. Harvia 1936, 80-92.
11°
1
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mands of conviviality and privacy for each family member, and the essential feature was the spatial separation of the different groups of occupants and the various functions of the habitation. Rooms for social interaction were shared by the whole family, but each member often also had
his/her own space. The distinction between servants and the family is also
clear since, in spite of the emphasis on the family, all occupants of the
villa did not, after all, belong to the same family.
The largest villas often contained a separate room and study for the husband, but in spite of this the distinction between the private and the public was most prominent in the father's life, since it was divided into life
at home and in the public eye. Thus the home came to be defined as the
opposite of masculine work and the outside world, as a sheltering nest. It
was the space for the symbiotic unity of the family, a kind of feminine
space, and the seat of femininity within a masculine culture. For the man,
home was a place of rest (and at times also of work). It was primarily a
place of work for the (female) servant. In contrast, the woman (the wife)
was primarily a person whose task was to care for the entire family; she
was present everywhere and nowhere in the dwelling; quite often she had
no »room of her own» and her domain embraced the entire dwelling. The
essential elements were the link between mother and children, as well as
the woman's role as the person who carried the responsibility of caring
for and civilizing the family and who brought up the children. She was
the bonding force of the home, its guardian angel and genius loci, and both
the father and the children came under her care.105 A key function of the
home was the care and upbringing of the children: this took place at home
when the children were small, and the ideal was to be cared for by one's
own mother.106 Actual housekeeping was not a task for the mother but for
the servants. The absent father was associated with waiting and yearning
(manque, désir); he was the object of longing. Mother's and father's roles
in the family were structured by the continual presence of the mother and
the intermittent absence of the father. The polarization of masculine and
feminine roles is apparent here. Both the educative and the nurturing aspects of the mother's role were emphasized; in 19th-century ideology wont105

106

On the culture of nurturing and woman's work in this sphere, see e.g. Smith 1981,
passim. According to Smith, the 19th-century bourgeois and upper-class woman's
existence was characterized by nurture, education and charity. His concept »leisured» when translated into Finnish (joutilas) contains a pejorative connotation that
does not correspond to the active nature of woman's nurturing work (education,
childcare). On the family ideology and ideals of 19th-century Finnish gentry and
civil servants, see Häggman 1991, 146-150.
Häggmann 1991, 146-150; Sulkunen 1989, 117; Kaplan 1992, 20-21.
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an and children were often identified with nature, but in her role as the
civilizer of the family the mother was the representative of culture and
civilization in the dwelling.107
The emphasis on individuality, privacy and uniqueness inherent in the
one-family villa was later linked to the single-family house as well, and
this continued in the type-planned house of the 1940s. In its combination
of the antithetical ideas of individuality and type, and of uniqueness and
repetition, the type-planned house is a paradoxical building.

5.3.2. The garden city: Puu-Käpylä (wooden Käpylä)
Although the garden city ideology and that associated with the single-family
house were closely connected, they did not mean the same thing. This is
particularly evident in Puu-Käpylä (wooden Käpylä), the first municipal
garden suburb in Finland, built near Helsinki at the beginning of the 1920s
(Fig. 62). Although the area appears to comprise one-family housing and
spacious habitation close to nature, most houses built in Käpylä in 192026 were actually intended for two or more families: of the 656 apartments
(in 168 wooden-frame houses) constructed at the time with government
loans, only 30 were one-family houses.108
The town plan of Käpylä, drawn up in 1917 by Birger Brunila and
Otto-I. Meurman, was originally part of a more comprehensive design. It
was accepted on 6 April 1920 in slightly modified form, but was extended as early as 1923, when some stone houses of two to four storeys were
included, and in 1925 construction work began on the nearby single-family housing district of Taivaskallio.109 The street plan in Käpylä is com'07 The male/female difference was crucial in Ebenezer Howard's idea of town and
country becoming united in the garden city. Howard (1902) 1946, 48; Wilson 1991,
101-112. In 19th-century ideology, denial of the body was associated with being
civilized. In his analysis of the process of the physical structuring of gendered identities in the 19th-century bourgeois or middle-class family, Freud saw the establishment of the civilized or socialized individual as a product of the Oedipus complex and the repression of the body. The gendered identities thus created are then
reinforced by social institutions such as the family and the educational system.
Mertes 1992, 67. Lacan's analysis of the absent father and the Law of the Father
continues this narrative.
100 Kuusi 1926, 251.
'Brunila 1962, 58. On the initiative of YYRE (the Association for the Advancement of Non-profit Building), Helsinki City Council proposed on April 17, 1917
the establishment of a semi-municipal construction company which would build
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62. Puu-Käpylä (wooden Käpylä), aerial view. Photo Nisonen 29.1.1926. HKM.

paratively regular and the streets are fairly straight, but they still conform
to the undulating rocky terrain (Fig. 63). Today, especially in the summer, the houses are hidden by trees, but at the time of their construction
they were clearly visible. The blocks on both sides of Pohjolankatu (dating from the first building phase) are clearly more regular than those built
later, where the dwellings are larger and the houses have been positioned
in a less regimented fashion. Nevertheless, in all blocks the houses are characteristically positioned near the street on the outer edge of the lots. The
houses and lots are surrounded by a wooden fence leaving a large, enclosed
yard in the middle. The two-storey wooden houses, with their vertical
boarding and saddle or mansard roofs, have been painted in earth colours
(Fig. 64). The somewhat spartan uniform general impression is relieved
by details (windows, columns, small decorations) that followed classic convention. Puu-Käpylä combined the features of British garden city ideology with Finnish tradition of small wooden towns. The general architectural impression made by the area links it to Finnish and Scandinavian traditions of the wooden town, and indeed it bears a much closer resemblance
192

63. Birger Brunila and Otto-I. Meurman, organization plan for Käpylä wooden
house district, 1919. Käpylä was situated outside the immediate town planning area
and hence town planning regulations did not apply there. Photo SRM.
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64. Puu-Käpylä, Tapiolantie. Photo Heikki Havas, beginning of the 1960s. HKM.

to a small town than to a single-family housing district. Underlying its design was the idea, inherent in garden city ideology, of combining the benefits of the country with those of the city.10 The closest analogies can per-

110

inexpensive, hygienic, artistically and socially first-rate dwellings outside the centre
of the city and thus also outside the reach of its building regulations. Helsingin
kaupungin painetut asiakirjat (Printed documents of the Helsinki City Council),
2/1917. At the same time, the Council had also considered the building of 4-5 storey
multi-family stone houses for workers. The largest of the constructors, Oy Helsingin Kansanasunnot — AB Helsingfors Folkbostäder was set up on June 7, 1919
and the decision to start the construction work was made on April 22, 1920. Helsinki City owned 3/4 of the shares of Oy Kansanasunnot; the rest was held by the
Asuntoreformiyhdistys (Association for Housing Reform) and Keskinäinen henkivakuutusyhtiö Suomi (Mutual Life-Insurance Company Finland). On the different
phases of the planning and construction of Käpylä, see e.g. Brunila 1962, 56-60;
Ahmavaara 1961; Käpylä 50 vuotta 1970.
Cf. Ebenezer Howard's three-magnet model, which in addition to the town and
country included a third category, the town-country, combining the benefits of both.
These ideal garden cities were conceived as independent small towns, where work
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haps be made with some of the cosy industrial communities found in Finland and the garden suburbs of Äppelvik and Enskede near Stockholm in
Sweden."
Käpylä is situated only five kilometres from the centre of Helsinki. Right
from the beginning it had a railway connection; the street-car system was
set up I925.1133 It was a residential area from which people travelled to work,
and this distinguished it from both the small town and the ideals of the
garden city. In the construction of Käpylä, small house types designed by
architect Martti Välikangas especially for this area were used; standardization and construction from prefabricated parts were also experimented
with.13 The largest of the nine construction companies in Käpylä was Osakeyhtiö Helsingin Kansanasunnot (People's Housing Ltd.), which built 341
apartments in the area between 1920 and 1926. Designed by Martti Välikangas, these were chiefly wooden houses for two or four families (a total of 82 buildings).14 Prevailing social housing ideals were embodied in
the construction of the area: all dwellings contained at least one room and
a kitchen. The first to be constructed were four-family houses, and the most
common type had two rooms and a kitchen. The houses built by Oy Kansanasunnot can be divided into three: type I consisted of four dwellings
each with one room and a kitchen, type II of four dwellings each with two
rooms and a kitchen, and types III and IV of two dwellings that each had
two rooms and a kitchen on two levels (Figs. 65 and 66). The series also
included type designs for a utility building and a privy. A fifth type was

and habitation would be combined close to nature. The concept of the garden city
was soon incorporated into other languages, although realizations of the idea were
often incomplete. Howard (1892) 1946 , 48; Wilson 1991, 104.
"' See e.g. plates in Toivonen 1927, 618-619.
112 Käpylä 50 vuotta 1970, 54.
113 The development of Käpylä was greatly influenced by architect Akseli Toiyonen,
who in the 1919 Building Convention made a speech advocating the creation of
small dwelling types. The residential areas of Toukola and Kumpula near Helsinki were built with state loans and they included detached houses developed by the
Ministry of Social Service. Elsewhere the building of detached houses was most
popular in Tampere and Kuopio. Modeen 1934, 5.
14 Kuusi 1927, 251-252; Toivonen 1920, 147. In addition to Oy Kansanasunnot the
biggest construction companies were Asunto-osuuskunta Käpy and Käpylä (building
societies), and Asunto-osakeyhtiö Osmo-Käpylä (a housing corporation), whieh built
larger, privately owned dwellings in 81 houses. Oy Kansanasunnot built blocks no.
810-812, 817-819 and 824; Asunto-osuuskunta Käpylä had blocks no. 808, 813,
816 and 825; and Käpy had blocks no. 806-807, 820 and 822. Asunto-osakeyhtiö
Osmo-Käpylä built detached houses with conveniences in block no. 823. Ahmavaara
1961, 22.
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~,65. Martti Välikangas, drawing of the type building for Käpylä garden suburb (As.
Oy Kansanasunnot, 1920), type I with four dwellings each with one room and a
kitchen. Stove heating. Photo SRM.

introduced later; this was a two-storey multi-family house — eight dwellings of either one or two rooms and a kitchen (Fig. 67).15
The construction of Puu-Käpylä was linked with the aims of social housing reform. It was planned above all as a suburban residential district for
families. Both the general plans for the area and the individual buildings
manifested the social-reformist aims of worker housing. These homes typically consisted of two rooms and a kitchen; the smallest which fulfilled
the minimum requirements for worker housing had one room and a kitch-

15

Drawings Building supervision authorities of the City of Helsinki (HKRVVA);
photographs SRM. See also Toivonen 1920.
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66. Martti Välikangas, drawing for the type IV building to the Käpylä garden suburb
(As. Oy Kansanasunnot, 1920) consisting of two dwellings each with two rooms
and a kitchen. Photo SRM.

en.16 The requirements for a working-class family dwelling were more
modest and fundamentally different to those intended for the middle class
and the affluent. Most often the houses are based on the four-room system (with variations) that was generally employed in both workers' housing and the single-family houses of the period.1
17 Their planning was char-
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Cf. Toivonen 1919, 261. Although the unit of two rooms and a kitchen was regarded as standard, the smaller dwelling with just one room and a kitchen fulfilled
the minimum requirements for a working-class family home.
For example Mulhouse's four-family houses based on the four-room plan and the
one- and two-family detached houses planned by Elias Paalanen for the Ministry
of Social Service.
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67. Martti Välikangas, drawing for a two-storey multi-family house, type IV (1923)
consisting of eight dwellings with either one or two rooms and a kitchen. In this
house each dwelling had its own WC. Photo SRM.
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acterized by practicality and rationality: built from prefabricated components they were rational both structurally as well as in their arrangement
of living spaces. The rooms are distinctly rectangular in shape and almost
uniform in size. The kitchens are spacious; they may be larger than the
other rooms and as such they are reminiscent of the rural tradition of large
multipurpose main rooms.18 The kitchen has a wood-burning stove for
cooking, the other rooms are heated with stoves, and as arule the houses
built by Oy Kansanasunnot have no conveniences; the communal privies
are situated in the yard.
Communal saunas and laundries were provided for the whole area. The
families' privacy was emphasized by individual entrances (each had its
own staircase), but the yard enclosed by the block also underlined the interaction between occupants (Fig. 68). These yards are a key feature of
housing practice in Käpylä; apart from the yard each dwelling also had
an allotment of its own. Gardening formed a central part of housing policy, and especially in the first couple of decades of the 20th century and
during the Second World War the allotments were dominated by the cultivation of fruit and vegetables.19
The underlying ideal in the construction of Käpylä was the one-family
house. The type of dwelling that represented this, similar to a detached
house, was regarded as a kind of intermediate form between the ideal form
of housing and the existing situation. To increase the popularity of single-family houses it was necessary to improve their architectural standard
(with designs from the best architects in the field) and to increase the standard of conveniences. Such homes were a measure of social change as well

"8 In his speech at the Building Convention in 1919, Akseli Toivonen discussed the
creation of small dwelling types and defended the large kitchen with its echoes of
the rural tradition of large main rooms, criticizing small kitchens as failing to meet
Finnish habitation customs. Toivonen took as his point of departure the prevalent
practice in workers' dwellings. »Since eyen a better dwelling, if it doesn't feel like
home, will not fulfil its purpose, we have to estimate whether a Finn would be
able to live in the smaller room and think of the kitchen as an extra room. During
my observations I have invariably noticed that when the kitchen of a small dwelling is small, it has been used as the living room and complaints have been made
concerning the lack of space. I repeat, the feeling for a large main room is in our
blood and the main room is the room where the stove is. The smaller room is a
side room, a better room, be it greater or smaller in size.» Toivonen 1919, 263.
19 The City of Helsinki had in 1924 employed horticultural consultant Ms. Elisabeth
Koch to plan the city allotments and the yards and gardens in the districts of detached houses. The inhabitants of Käpylä could ask her to design plans for their
allotments; the plans favoured garden produce, especially fruit trees and berry-bearing bushes. Käpylä 50 vuotta 1970, 62-63.
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68. Käpylä, Pellervontie. Photo Heikki Havas, the 1960s. HKM.

as an instrument of moral education with which the occupants were to be
integrated into society. The dwellings in Käpylä corresponded to the ideals of the social housing reformists at least:
When one goes to look, for example, at those new houses that have
been completed in recent years in Käpylä near the capital, one is often surprised by the neatness, or should I say the refined quality that
one is met with there, and in the worker's dwellings too. Acquiring
a new, neat dwelling moreover generates a desire to furnish it appropriately. At least members of the younger generation, although having grown up in the dirty and inadequate workers' houses of the past,
have seen better things and gone to school, and often fashion their
homes so that they are a pleasure to look at. It is not only the home
that has changed here; man, too, has changed or is changing.120
10

Kuusi 1925, 24. The association of dirt with workers is evident in the quotation.
Dirt not only described the »real» housing conditions of the workers, it also became a distinctive, symbolic feature.
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The kitchen plots were a vital element in the planning of Käpylä and
they crystallize many of the values of garden city ideals. Depending on
social class, the emphasis was on either useful or decorative plants, on utility or leisure, on productivity or plain recreation. Spending time out of
doors and working on the garden in one's spare time were regarded as desirable ends in themselves, but for the workers the economic aspects of
gardening were also emphasized. Gardening not only provided the occupants with food and concrete economic benefits, it also engendered a domestic atmosphere and bolstered the sense of belonging to a particular
place. Tending the garden could be either domestic work or a leisure activity; for those who went to work outside the home it was a form of recreation, but for those who worked at home, the women, it constituted a
part of everyday activities. It gave an active and productive aspect to housing. The home was a kind of third category that mediated between nature
and civilization. It was a nest and a shelter from the surrounding city and
its way of life, but also a place of education and the acquisition of ideas,
connecting its occupants to society and culture. In both cases it was associated with the woman and with femininity; on the one hand femininity
was identified with nature, on the other the woman was regarded as the
representative of culture and education.
Furthermore, in the efforts to increase the popularity of single-family
dwellings, appeals were made to the woman and to her responsibility to
raise the standard of the home, although the final improvements would be
carried out by men: »Let us hope that the men who build will get encouragement from them [the women], so that before long we shall indeed be —
on new paths.»'2'

5.4. The apartment dwelling
5.4.1. The bourgeois and middle-class apartment
The spatial reorganization of the apartment; the emergence at the end of
the I9th century of bourgeois apartment blocks; the new 20th-century middle-class apartments — these are not directly linked with the single-family
house or the type-planned house of the 1940s. Instead, they constitute the

'2' Toivonen 1927, 618.
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antithesis of the one-family house; thus the 1940s type-planned house and
the Functionalist »new democratic dwelling» can be contrasted with
them.'22 However, the middle-class conceptions of home and family are
essential to the study of the emergence of the modern dwelling, its spatial
differentiation and emphasis on privacy, and of the changes in the relationship between the dwelling and gender identities. Both the apartment
and the single-family house provide evidence of the privatization and spatial
differentiation of the dwelling, and the reorganization of the relationship
between the dwelling and the city.
In contrast to the earlier I9th-century home of the gentry where a room
could have several functions, each room in the new bourgeois town dwellings had only one function, and the different spheres of life were moreover increasingly distinguished from each other within the home. The stonebuilt multi-storey block of flats containing several dwellings, the maison
å loyer, was developed in Paris in the 19th century. It superseded the aristocratic one-family or one-household palace, the hotel particulier.'" Instead of an entire house, in a block of flats the family (or the household)
occupied just one apartment. The spatial differentiation inside each dwelling
as well as the overall social stratification and hierarchy of the house are
apparent in these new blocks: the apartments overlooking the street were
more valuable than those in the wing fronting the yard, which often housed
smaller flats for workers. Each storey, too, had its own status. In Finland
these new multi-storey blocks were erected chiefly in Helsinki, from the
1870s onwards (Fig. 69). And at the turn of the century the centre of Helsinki was already characterized by stone houses of four to five storeys.124

The middle class and the bourgeoisie are problematic concepts that are hard to define, and they partly overlap. See section 53.1, note 88, fora definition of the terms
as used here. The German term »Bildnungsbürgertum» is largely equivalent with
the Finnish educated class, and at its core are the state officials and professional
people who share the characteristics of education, secularization and the ideal of
the civil state. Culturally it is held together by the ideals of education and of family-life and in this respect it approximates to the middle class. Kocka 1987, 33-38.
3
2 Daly 1864; Eleb-Vidal & Debarre-Blanchard 1989, 93-110. The new masonry-built
apartment blocks, maisons å loyer, were divided into four hierarchic categories:
the houses of the most affluent were large and their facades were more highly decorated than the others. Norbert Elias has analysed the relationship between society and the court culture of the French 17th-century aristocratic dwelling, the hotel
particulier. The aristocratic dwelling reyeals in miniature the hierarchic social organization of court culture. Elias 1983 (1969) esp. Chapter 3.
175 Viljo I989, 106; Wäre 1989, 113, 164. These stone houses were usually constructed
of bricks and had faeades of unhewn stone or plaster.
12
22
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69. Erottaja, Helsinki, early 1920s. Photo HKM.

At the tum of the century, a well-to-do home in a Helsinki apartment
block comprised at the minimum a parlour, a dining hall, a library or study,
bedrooms for the parents and the children, a kitchen and an adjacent servant's room. The rooms for public functions (parlour, dining hall, study)
made up the most important part of the apartment and faced the street, while
the more private rooms (bedrooms and the children's rooms) were more
remote and overlooked the yard; the kitchen and the servant's room were
situated in some comer of the apartment (Fig. 70).15 The street was the
most important element in town planning and the rooms were positioned
accordingly: the more valued rooms used for public functions overlooked
the street, while the private family quarters and the areas dedicated to
housekeeping faced the yard. The spaces reserved for entertainment and
social interaction dominated the spatial arrangement of the dwelling, and
towards the end of the 19th century the children might not always have a
room of their own, even in the larger apartments. Among the bourgeoisie,
gentry or civil servants, the home was often the husband's place of work

125

Lagerborg-Stenius 1921, 24. See Viljo 1985, 150-178.
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70. An example of the bourgeois
apartment, Th. Höijer 1877, Mikonkatu 17, Helsinki. Viljo 1985, p. 157.

too, and in the 19th century some kind of productive activity connected
with housekeeping was also performed there.'26
In the new bourgeois and middle-class town dwelling the various spheres
of life were more sharply separated from each other than before. The spatial arrangement of the dwelling was characterized by hierarchy and an
inner division into groups of differing importance. The public and social
function of bourgeois housing, the growing emphasis on the family and
having servants, demanded a large apartment with certain particular characteristics. Space was a separating element that created differences. The
central feature of the apartments of the wealthy was the demarcation between the public-social rooms, the family's area and the servants' quarters. As already described in connection with the bourgeois and middleclass villas, the dwelling was clearly divided into male and female domains,
into the public and the private, into rooms for family members and those
for non-family members of the household. Its space was split into the feminine and the masculine: the husband's domain included the study and
the rooms for public and social functions; the wife's domain in turn comprised the private quarters, such as the bedroom (Figs. 71 and 72). The
bedroom often replaced the separate lady's room which was found only
in the largest apartments, and the woman literally had no »room of her
own» in the dwelling. The kitchen was the servant's work area, belonging to that part of the dwelling which was set aside for housekeeping tasks.
This was not considered a »feminine» area but rather as one reserved simply

'26

Gejvall 1954 passim; Viljo 1989, 108; see also various descriptions of tum-of-thecentury habitation in Helsinki, Hemma bäst 1990.
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71. Master's room ("study") in G.E. Bomanson's home Bulevardi 6, Helsinki. Photographed in 1912. MV, Section for History.

72. Bourgeois parlour, Faltin's (?) home in Helsinki, 1908. Photo MV, Section for
History.

for housekeeping, although it did constitute a distinctively woman's, in
this case the servant's, sphere of work.122 There was always a separate kitchen staircase for the servants and for housekeeping tasks.
In spite of the prominence given in 19th-century bourgeois home ideology to the close ties between the woman and the home, and to the woman as the creator of the home spirit and »the beauty of homes», the home
was not exclusively a woman's sphere. Emphasizing the dwelling as a private nest and (the man's) place of rest in contrast to the bustle of the public outside world, gives a masculine flavour to home ideology: home was
defined through the man.128 Bourgeois home ideology highlighted the aesthetic and civilizing qualities of the home. The woman's role as the mother
and the educator was crucial; she was the »leisured lady» who was occupied with tasks involving care and charity; she symbolized the cultural
and civilizing dimension of the home in opposition to the working husband, who was the provider of the family. A woman's life included
the duties of supervising the servants and fullfilling social and public
obligations, as well as duties related to the children's upbringing and education (Fig. 73).
In the 19th-century bourgeois world view, family was not only a social
unit and the self-evident spiritual basis for society and state, but a carefully constructed ideology as well. Family was understood as an emotional unit of education and upbringing comprising mother, father and children.129 The Enlightenment idea that people are products of their childhood environment was central to this. A new focus on the child, for example in Jean-Jacques Rousseau's Emile, also produced a new feminine
image and the notion of the modem mother. Woman's role was specifically to care for and educate the children. By rearing and educating children from an early age, woman had an indirect public influence through
the creation of new citizens. Woman was seen as both a mother of family
and a mother of the nation.130 As an emotional unit, the family was in a
certain sense an end in itself. The productive role of the household as well
as woman's role as her children's educator, the soul of the home and the
creator of beauty, and the man's role as provider, both required the keep-

"27 See e.g. Havard 1884; Kerr 1864, 132; Daly 1864, 10. See also Burnett 1985, 109110. see also the descriptions of housing practices of well-to-do at the turn of the
century, e.g. Hemma bäst 1990.
128 Also see Rybczynski 1987, 158-161.
129 On the 19th-century home ideology of educated classes in Finland the writings of
J. V. Snellman and W. Bolin were important, see Häggman 1991, 146-150.
130 Kaplan 1992, 20-21.
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73. A turn-of-the-century bourgeois home in Helsinki. Note the patriarchal prerogative of the father as well as the wife's role as the mistress of the home and as
the mother and educator of the children. MV, Section for History.

ing of servants. Many tasks were then performed at home which have since

moved out of the domestic sphere. Nurture and upbringing united the mother with the children, while the father occupied a place at the edge of the
family, a kind of observer and an authority.
The femininity and masculinity of the different parts of the apartment
also decreed the way they were furnished, and advice on how to furnish
rooms properly was based on this difference.131 The spatial division of the
dwelling into the feminine and the masculine concerned the occupants'
place and interaction within the dwelling, as well as the characteristic features of these places. In the home and housing ideology of this period, the
13 '

The spatial arrangement of the dwelling and the social relations inherent in it were
clearly divided into the feminine and the masculine, and these qualities extended
to the characteristic furnishing of the rooms. See: several manuals on habitation
and furnishing both before and after the turn of the century, e.g. Daly 1864; Hayard 1884; Kerr 1864; Brunius. In Finland e.g. Kekkonen 1908; Elenius 1915;
Strengell 1923; Setälä 1929.
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private and the public, the feminine and the masculine, were often portrayed as complements.
On pourrait dire que les édifices public forment en quelque sorte la
branche masculine ou majeure de l' architecture, tandis que les constructions privées en constituant en branche féminine ou mineure. Ce
qui est certain c'est que les femmes n'exercent pas l'ordinaire d'action
directe sur la premiere, tandis que Teur influence est considerable sur
ce qui touche l'habitation.132
The bourgeois apartment was internally divided into the private and the
public, but, as a whole, it was defined as a feminine space. Nevertheless,
the dwelling as a private area was not entirely separate from the public;
the public also penetrated it. At home, the woman moved within both
spheres.'33
From the beginning of the 20th century, apartment design placed increasing emphasis on the importance of the family, privacy and intimacy; it was
a design that took the needs of the family into account. The design ideals
of the one-family house are apparent in the apartment too, as architects
developed the floor-plans of apartment houses along the lines of the ideals expressed in British country houses.134 The aims of planning »frominside-out» can be discerned in apartment planning at the beginning of the
20th century; the floor-plan and the demands of living were now central
points of departure in planning of the home. In the facades, this emphasis
is visible in the various shapes and sizes of bay windows and balconies.
Another important aspect was that, in order to maximize natural light, the
building frame was narrower than before. A key feature of the interior space
was that the former row of rooms was replaced with a centralized organization: irregularly shaped rooms were often grouped around the hall, living room or dining room, which were all now essentially family rooms.
Bedrooms and children's rooms received more attention, while shared spaces were designed with an eye to the needs of the family, with the living
room or family room often replacing the separate parlour and dining room,
or the dining hall transformed into a passageway.135 Increased privacy and
separation from the outside world were the distinguishing characteristics
of the middle-class town home. The ideal was the colourful »complete work
of Art» which would offer various views and have its point of departure
in the arrangement of internal spaces.
Daly 1864, 13.
On the 19th-century public/private distinction, see Wilson 1991, 56-64.
34 Wäre 1983, 256.
135 Wäre 1983, 260; Nikula 1988, 22-23; Wäre 1989, 164.
132
'33
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74. Gesellius - Lindgren - Saarinen, the so-called Lääkärien talo (Doctors' house),
Fabianinkatu 17 (1900-1901). Photo Erik Sundnström 1932. HKM.

But although home and domesticity were emphasized in the new housing planning, rather than the role of social entertainment and receiving visitors, the social functions of the dwelling remained. The so-called Lääkärien talo (Doctors' house), designed by the Gesellius — Lindgren — Saarinen
office (1900-1901) and built as a rental house for three doctors and their
families, experimented with the new architectural aesthetics and the new
concept of dwelling. It was widely discussed and appreciated immediately after it was built, and has since been analysed as a model example of
the new type of residence representing home- and family-oriented apartment design (Fig. 74).136 The ground floor of this five-storey house con-

16

Jung 1901, 456-460; Nikula 1988, 22-23; Wäre 1989, 162, Wäre 1991, 101-102.
Nevertheless, Jung presented it as a second-best alternative for villa.
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tained shops, and the fifth floor smaller apartments for rent. The three storeys in between each included a large apartment with seven rooms, kitchen and servant's room facing the Fabianinkatu street, a smaller apartment
with five rooms facing the Makasiinikatu street, and the smallest apartment with two rooms and a kitchen facing the yard. Although the spatial
arrangement of the largest apartments is centred on the parlour and dining room, the previous practice of dividing the apartment's functions into
three is maintained.137 In fact, in these particular apartments the space is
divided into as many as four areas (public/work space, semi-public/family space, private rooms and household quarters). Part of the apartment
served as the work place for the father, who was a practising doctor. In
the floor-plan, after the semi-public family rooms came the parents' bedroom (which also served as the mother's room), and those of the boys and
girls, which faced the main street. These were separated from the kitchen
and servant's room by a long, narrow passageway (Figs. 75 and 76).
Thus while the dwelling did become increasingly private and spatially
simpler, and reception rooms grew smaller, social and entertainment aspects did not vanish. They were still of central significance in the 1920s
and '30s in ordinary middle-class and civil servants' dwellings; typically
these each had two rooms, a hall, a kitchen and a servant's room, with the
hall replacing the separate reception rooms of parlour, dining room and
study (Fig. 77).138 In the 1910s and '20s Classical housing planning strove
to achieve rationality and simplicity in its floor-plans; this was especially
visible in social housing production but is hardly discernible in the complexity of the layout of the largest apartments which were planned by architects and by master builders in equal proportions. In the vigorous construction of apartment buildings in the 1920s they largely repeated the some
models in their floor plans.139 In the 1920s facades had again a significant
status in town planning, with architectural planning dominated by the concern to fit into the town rather than to arrange living spaces. The more
important rooms were still placed so that they overlooked the street.'a0 The
bourgeois model of the town home, with its social and public functions
and the rooms allocated to them, was in the I920s and '30s still the central idea in people's aspirations to the ideal dwelling: the Functionalist

j3' On description of living in one of its apartments in the beginning of the 20th century, see Hemma bäst 1990, 58-69.
See e.g. Frosterus 1933, 266-272.
139 Nikula 1981, 222; Nikula 1990, 88.
140 Nikula 1981, 272-273; Nikula 1990, 150.
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75. Gesellius - Lindgren - Saarinen,
Fabianinkatu 17, residential floor
plan. Photo SRM.

76. Drawing of the family Zilliacus'
home at the beginning of the 20th century on the second floor of Lääkärien
talo. Published in Hemma bäst 1990,
p. 63.

»democratic dwelling» was presented as a direct opposite of this model.141
It was not until this than the spatial differentiation and social functions of
the dwelling changed significantly. As the family and the dwelling developed towards increasing privacy, the latter became simpler and the rooms
for public and social occasions gradually disappeared. The new middleclass dwelling that became established at least by the time of Functionalism comprised a kitchen, bedrooms and a living room. It was dedicated to

14

' Aalto 1930, 24-25; Nikula 1981, 276-277.
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77. Ole Gripenberg, proposition for a
modern family apartment, 1927. Published in Arkkitehti 1927, p. 96.

home and family life. It did not have enough room for any other than household and childcentred tasks, and the productive function associated with
the earlier bourgeois and rural dwellings disappeared. From the beginning
of the 1930s onwards, separate servants' quarters also began to disappear.142
During the 1920s and '30s a large number of dwellings with one room
and a kitchen were built (Fig. 78). However, a room and a kitchenette were
thought suitable only for an unmarried person, whereas a dwelling of one
room and a kitchen or two rooms and a kitchenette were considered appropriate as a first home for a family; one room with a kitchen was thought
fit only for a childless couple.143 From both the ideological and practical
point of view, the new studio/room-and-a-kitchenette apartments were regarded primarily as dwellings for women, although the tenants could well
be other than self-supporting female civil servants. Whatever their status,
On the decreasing size and the transformation of the middle-class dwelling, see
Setälä 1931, 187-188). In the type-drawing competition for single-family houses
arranged by the Ministry of Social Serviee in 1939 Division C was still dedicated
to the homes with three rooms, a kitchen and a servant's room. Arkkitehti 1939,
140-142.
143 Similä 1939; Ekelund 1939.
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78. Sigurd Frosterus and Ole Gripenberg, floor plans for small dwellings (1930)
with or without halls, presented at the Deutsche Bauausstellung Berlin in 1931.
Published in Arkkitehti 7/1931.

they were provided with a more independent alternative than living as a
lodger or with relatives.' 44
Key features in middle-class homes in the 1920s and '30s were the
changes in household economy and housekeeping, and in the role of the
woman and the housewife.15 As the productive function shifted away from
the dwelling, the dwelling became a stronghold of the family; this is confirmed by the disappearance, from the 1930s, of both the public spaces
and the servants' rooms. In the 1920s dwellings of two or three rooms and
a kitchen still included as a matter of course a servant's room or a servant's corner adjoining the kitchen (Fig.79).146 Housekeeping now became
a task for the housewife; the home economy movement also stressed the
housewives' active contribution.147
From the I920s and '30s, the organization of housekeeping acquired an
increasingly important role in house planning. Attention was now paid to
rationalizing the use of space in the kitchen: the design of new kitchen
furnishings was a central part of the change in habitation.148 In parallel with
144
145

146

147
148

See e.g. Juntto 1990, 160.
The changing situation of women in the 1920s and '30s is an area which has remained unresearched in spite of its interest.
Frosterus 1933, 268. In 1930, only 2-3 % of Finnish town homes had live-in servants. Juntto 1990, 161.
See e.g. Harmaja 1925; Kotiliesi magazines of the 1920s and '30s.
Kitchen furniture was designed in the 1920s and '30s and the first such furnishings were completed in the 1930s. From the beginning, the design of kitchen furniture belonged to the women's sphere. See plates in Setälä 1929.
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79. Conversion plan for a middle-class apartment of three rooms, hall, kitchen and
bathroom, by Salme Setälä 1931. Apartment before conversion on the right, after
conversion on the left. Prior to conversion it included: entrance (1), hall (2), dining room (3), parlour and master's room (4), bedroom (5), kitchen entrance (6),
kitchen (7) and bathroom (8). After conversion: entrance (1), hall (2), children's
room (3), bedroom/workroom (4), living room (5), kitchen entrance (6), kitchen
(7a), servant's room (7b), bathroom (8). Published in Kotiliesi 1931, p. 187.

aesthetic considerations, attention was focused on the practicality of the
dwelling, and the woman's work and the »active» dimension of living were
stressed instead of the home as the place of man's rest. Kitchen design
sought to organize kitchen work by studying actual work performance,
positions and movements.149 The emphasis on kitchen design and the practical dimension of housing was greater than has generally been thought:

149

See Giedion 1969 (1948, 522-527). One exhibit in the Finnish Exhibition on the
Rationalization of the Small Dwelling in 1930 was the so-called sitting kitchen
designed by Aino Marsio-Aalto, where it was possible to work most of the time in
a sitting position. Similar kitchens were also exhibited in the Wohnung fur das Ex-
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through housekeeping, attention was focused on the use and functionality
of the dwelling, and the dwelling and its spatial organization figured prominently in the housekeeping and home economy manuals for women.'
Housekeeping linked living, the dwelling and the housewife's work to the
national economy.15' Little by little, housekeeping and home economy
evolved into discursive practices and came to play a pivotal defining role
in the spatial arrangement of the dwelling. Middle-class women were seen
as active operators both in the design of the dwelling and in its use. The
attention focused on housekeeping and women's work had its starting point
in the existing mores and prevalent gender identities (Figs. 80-84).
Changes taking place in the dwelling and new domestic technology were
a central theme in Kotiliesi magazine in the 1920s and '30s, where the subjects of discussion included the evolution of new and the disappearance
of old dwelling types, and the demands that housekeeping made on the
dwelling. Notwithstanding the quotation at the beginning of this chapter,
the family dwelling and its problems dominated housing design.
And then a new iron age had quickly and stridently overtaken the
world. She herself had followed it only out of the corner of her eye.
Cars had made their appearance, so had the new American-style streetcars; the area of Töölö had come into existence. Central heating, central kitchens, the two-room home, the militia, conscription, compulsory education, smallholders, childless marriages, divorces, prohibition, bootlegging, crime, knifings... The list could go on endlessly.
The socialization and rationalization of life.'S2
Then Ilmari started explaining in earnest how wonderful things could
be. Of course it could be a little tight financially at the beginning,
they would have to live frugally. Of course they wouldn't have any
servants: nobody had servants these days. At first they could have a
two-room home in some house with a central kitchen. The charwoman
could come in two or three days a week... They would both have their
own rooms. Should Ilmari work at home, Irene could have her own
guests; they did not have to look after each other as much.153

istenzminimum exhibition of the CIAM (1929) and in the Industrial Arts Exhibition in Stockholm (1930). Drawings from the AAA. See also Standertskjöld 19926,
103-105. For a critique of the sitting kitchen, see Stigell 1930, 209-210.
150 Saurio 1938; Harmaja 1925; Harmaja 1946 etc. Also various women's magazines
such as Kotiliesi.
151 Speeches at Women's Housing Convention (1921); Harmaja 1925; Harmaja 1928.
15' Waltari 1932, 88.
'S3 Waltari 1932, 340.
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80. Kitchen before modernization. Richard Faltin's home (Unioninkatu 5, Helsinki) at the beginning of the 20th century. Photo MV, Section for History.

81. Kitchen designed by Elna Kiljander in the 1920s. Published in Setälä 1929,
p. 81.
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82. Aino Marsio-Aalto, drawing for the kitchen in the Small Dwelling Exhibition
in 1930. Photo SRM.

83. Motion studies and ergonomics for kitchen work in a seated position. Small
Dwelling exhibition 1930. Photo SRM.
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84. J.P. Oud, L-shaped kitchen work
space in Weissenhof Siedlung, Stuttgart. Presented for example in Setälä's
book of kitchen interiors (1931).

The 20th-century novelty in town dwelling was the idea of service apartments and the house with a central kitchen; these ideas had gained ground
in Finland too since the 1910s. During the 1910s and '20s, houses with
central kitchens were built mainly in Etu-Töölö in Helsinki, the district of
the new educated classes, civil servants and »self-supporting» women.154
The house with a central kitchen organized housekeeping in a new way
by transferring some of the work of women (servants or housewives) outside the home, but, as regards the male/female difference, it was not as
radical as it may seem. In the older bourgeois and middle-class dwellings
the kitchen did not belong to the family area but to the servants' sphere.
' S4 The majority of the population in Töölö comprised women. Waris 1932, 000. Houses
with central kitchens were in blocks no. 405, 408, 409 (Leuto A. Pajunen
1919-1924), drawings Building Supervision Authorities of the City of Helsinki
(HKRVVA). On habitation in the central-kitchen house, see also Tuulio 1969. Cf.
apartment hotels in the United States, especially in New York city in the end of
the 19th century. Originally these dwellings were called French flats. Wright 1983,
136-137.
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Although a kitchenless dwelling entailed change in the increasing privacy
in family life, and it is connected both to an increase in the number of
women working outside the home and to a decrease in the number of servants, it did not necessarily alter the relations between the sexes. In such
dwellings household work was partly transferred from the servants and
placed outside the home.

5.4.2. The Functionalist minimal dwelling
The dwellings designed by Hilding Ekelund and Martti Välikangas for the
Olympic Village (1930-40) in Käpylä, Helsinki, embraced the Functionalist housing ideals of the 1920s and '30s, and continued the social and
ideological housing traditions of the area. The cooperative housing system of the Olympic Village, its site outside the immediate city centre, and
its construction on publicly-owned land corresponded to the Functionalist
ideals of settlement (Siedlung) too.155 The houses were arranged either in
parallel rows or more freely, not set in enclosed blocks, and were separated from each other by large yards with their greenery. Sunshine, space and
greenery (soleil, espace, verdure) were the key concepts of Functionalist
town-planning, and they also formed an important element in the Olympic Village (Fig. 85). The open space between the houses was an essential part of the environment of the Olympic Village: this »empty» space
was filled with fresh air, sunshine and greenery. All these were associated with health, hygiene and the new cult of the body. The green, open housing brought nature into the city and combined city with nature, culture with
nature, creating a new urban space.156 In its aim of combining the city and
nature, Functionalism bore a resemblance to the idea of the garden city,
but differed from it by dividing work, habitation, leisure and culture into
separate spheres. Greenery was an integral part of living, connecting it with
nature and emphasizing those aspects of life that were considered healthy

'55

'56

The houses were built to accommodate 3000 athletes for the Olympic Games of
1940 and they were adequate for ca. 600 families. The construction company was
HAKA (Helsingin Asuntokeskuskunta, Central Housing Association of Helsinki,
established 1938); Asunnot Olympiakylässä 1940, 3-7; Nikula 1990, 99.
Compare the garden city. Functionalism is different to Haussman's idea of bringing greenery and parks into the existing town structure. There is also a difference
vis-å-yis the semi-urban space on the outskirts of the city. Bringing nature into
the city is one theme in the recent history of town planning. Choay 1965, 18.
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85. Hilding Ekelund - Martti Välikangas, Olympic Village. Photo A. Pietinen Oy
1940 (Koskelantie). HKM.

(nature, fresh air, sunshine). In its separation of habitation and work, the
Olympic Village was not unlike Puu-Käpylä (wooden Käpylä): they were
both residential areas. In the Olympic Village the yards were more open,
in common use and publicly tended, whereas in Käpylä they were more
closed and the cultivated plots were privately owned. In the Olympic Village the balconies and the yard created a link with nature and also served
as a means of making the dwelling bigger.
Most of the houses were built slightly obliquely in relation to the streets,
and the use of oblique angles, especially in positioning the balconies, also
enlivened the facades and brought light into the interiors. The plain houses are very similar but not identical. They were positioned freely on the
gently sloping hillside (not in parallel lines), and although they did not
form enclosed blocks the yards between them were sheltered. The building frame was narrow (10-11 m) and the dominant building type was a
three-storey lamellar house with some taller 4-5 storey point blocks added — both were types of residential buildings favoured by Functionalism.
The lamellar houses have two or three apartments on each landing; the
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86. Ekelund - Välikangas (with work team of Alvar Aalto, Kaj Englund, Georg
Jägerroos), town plan for the Olympic Village. Photo SRM.

point blocks have four. The arrangement of the apartments point to the
key concepts of Functionalist housing design — sun and fresh air: they were
easy to ventilate and designed to receive plenty of sunlight. The houses
in the Olympic Village bear witness to the ideology of the »white and pure»
Functionalism: both their facades and their interior walls were designed
to be easily cleaned and to maximize reflected light.157 The almost blind
gables and gently sloping saddle roofs bring to mind the classicism of the
1920s and nearby Puu-Käpylä .
In the first lamellar houses (1939-40) the dominant type of dwelling
(54 m2 or 60.5 m'-) extended through the house and had three rooms, a kitchen, a bathroom and a balcony. However, more than one third of the dwellings were small apartments (30-40 m2) with one or two rooms, a kitchenette and a bathroom, and they were situated at the gable ends of the houses (Fig. 87). The dwellings constructed after 1941 (in both the lamellar
houses and the point blocks) generally had two rooms, a kitchen, a bathroom and a balcony (40-50 m2). Balconies were not allowed in houses constructed after the war.158
The design of these houses attests to an efficient and skilful use of space:
three rooms and a kitchen occupied the same space that in the 1920s con-

In Sweden, the three-storey lamellar house was the most typical residential house
of the 1930s. Rudberg 1988, 15; Asunnot Olympiakylässä 1940, 3-7; Nikula 1990,
106
'» Drawings Building Supervision Authorities of the City of Helsinki (HKRVVA),
photographs SRM. See also Käpylä 50 vuotta, 74-77.
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87. Ekelund - Välikangas, floor plans of the apartments in the Olympic Village.
Photo SRM.

tained just two rooms and a kitchen.159 The living room was the most important and the largest (17-20 m2) space in these dwellings, also giving
access to the balcony; the kitchen (8 m2), or the kitchenette (4 m2), was
the smallest. In the larger apartments the kitchen was separated from the
living room, but was often located near the bedroom. The kitchen was not,
however, directly connected to the bedroom: like the living room, it was
accessed via the entrance-hall passage. The Functionalist floor-plan was
characterized by the separation of the rooms, by the axis formed by the
living room and the kitchen, with the bedrooms in a more out-of-the-way
position, and also by the emphasis on the living room as the centre of the
dwelling and the space that gathered the occupants together. Housing plans
for the Olympic Village were also presented as an exemplary design in
the Dwelling 39 exhibition. This exhibition included plans where Hilding
Ekelund had proposed removing the partition walls between the bedrooms;
'59

Frosterus 1933, 266-272; Gripenberg 1927.
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88. Ekelund - Välikangas, floor plan
of an apartment with three rooms and
a kitchen in the Olympic Village, presented at the Dwelling Exhibition
1939. Asuntonäyttely 1939.

a design which allowed for each dwelling to be altered according to personal specifications and hence legitimized individuality) °
The dwelling was the basic unit of Functionalist architectural planning,
and the rooms of the dwelling were arranged according to rationally analysed needs of everyday life. The space within the dwelling was functionally differentiated into areas for the family members' social interaction,
for rest, eating and cooking — in fact the only chores which at this point
remained linked to the dwelling were those involving housekeeping and
taking care of the family. In comparison with the town dwelling of the
1920s, the major difference was that the space reserved for social intercourse dwindled with the public entertainment function disappearing,
whereas the number and significance of the private spaces (bedrooms) grew
proportionately.
The family dwellings in the Olympic Village (units of two rooms with
a kitchen) emphasized the privacy of family life and the role of the dwelling
as an enclosed space for the family (Fig. 88). The key position occupied
by the living room in the spatial organization of the dwelling highlighted
160 Asuntonäyttely 39.
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the status and privacy of the family, while at the same time the separate
bedrooms stressed the personal privacy of its individual members. In larger
apartments, one bedroom was reserved solely for the married couple. Despite the aims of functional differentiation the living room had at least two
functions that shaded into each other: that of the conviviality and social
intercourse of the family, and that of eating as a part of this activity. The
kitchens were so small that it would have been virtually impossible to gather for meals in them although the drawings include a small table also in
them.161 The bedrooms might have a dual function too: apart from sleeping they could be used as an area where hobbies or chores requiring only
a small space were performed. The demands of hygiene were central in
the rationalization of the dwelling, and indeed all dwellings in the Olympic Village had spacious bathrooms. As society changed, many of the productive and social functions previously associated with the dwelling were
taking place outside the home: the dwelling became the scene of family
life alone.162 This separation of the different sectors of life associated with
the modern world, and the aim of transferring many social and leisureoriented activities away from the dwelling into the public, shared municipal facilities is evident in the Functionalist dwelling. This is a place of
rest, reproductive household work, family care, eating, sexual life and the
family's togetherness.
In her book Säädyllinen murhenäytelmä (A Gentile Tragedy, 1941), set
in the late 1920s and '30s, Helvi Hämäläinen describes the new dwellings
built in the '30s in Taka-Töölö in Helsinki, popularly associated with Functionalism, as a symbol of modern life and the new era (Figs. 89 and 90).
The contrast of the new democratic housing with the old hierarchic system is striking:
The new Helsinki is full of whims, but it is glad and funny in comparison with last century's old and heavy Helsinki which built criminally dark yards, surrounded them on all sides with stone walls, used
basements greedily for dwellings and drew a sharp distinction between
large apartments with eight rooms and smaller ones of only one or
two rooms. It gave light and a view to the large rooms while denying even air to the small ones when possible, turned the windows towards the rubbish bin and cut their size by half. The old Helsinki is
completely unfamiliar with these small, cheerful, clean and cosy flats

161 Housekeeping manuals and the home economics movement stressed the social importance of family meals.
16' This was one of the points of departure of Functionalist planning, see e.g. Aalto
1930,24-25.
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89. The new architecture of Töölö in
Helsinki described by Helvi Hämäläinen. Topeliuksenkatu. Photo A. Pietinen Oy 1940. HKM.

90. Topeliuksenkatu in Töölö. Photo A. Pietinen Oy 1938. HKM.
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9I. Olympic Village, Sampsantie 2. Photo A. Pietinen Oy 1940. HKM.

that are filling the new Helsinki, but then the old Helsinki did not
know the type of human being that lives in them — educated, selfsupporting women or couples who both have a job outside the home.163
The association with air, light and greenery in the light-toned architecture of the Olympic Village and its ever-present bathrooms is part of the
aesthetics of hygiene and cleanliness.164 The traditions of beauty and practicality meet in the architecture and living spaces of the Olympic Village
houses; in them hygiene, simplicity, functionality and beauty combine to
form a new aesthetics (Fig. 91).
Functionalist dwellings were no longer designed separately for each social class; dwellings that followed one and the same pattern were now considered suitable for all social groups. Only the number of bedrooms in-

163
164

Hämäläinen 1941, 25.
Cf. Pienasunto 1930, 14-5.
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creased as the size of the dwelling and the family grew. The new demand
was now for different types of dwellings for different types of occupants.165
Families with children, childless couples and single people, each needed
their own type of home. Functionalism reveals the widening of the notion
of the »social»: earlier planning, which drew sharp social distinctions, recedes, while the inner hierarchy of the dwelling, as well as the hierarchy
of dwellings designed for different social classes, undergoes a change. The
floor-plan is now based on the function of the rooms and on a hierarchy
of needs that are regarded as intrinsic to all. For this reason Functionalism has been regarded as the democratization of housing, but although the
same planning principle permeated the dwellings of all social classes, Functionalism created a new hierarchy: the dwelling grew by the addition of
new bedrooms.' 66
In spite of its radicalism, Functionalism retained the family as the basis of society and of housing design, and in fact it emphasized the privacy
of the family and its members. In comparison with earlier housing, the
kitchen underwent a drastic change: it became smaller, its use of space
became more efficient and it minimized the need for superfluous movements. In the dwellings of the Olympic Village, attention was paid to the
design of the kitchens and to the rationalization of housekeeping: the kitchens were well-equipped, they all had standardized furniture and a gas or
electric range. The reorganization and standardization of the kitchen were
important in Functionalist housing design. In Europe, architects started to
pay serious attention to kitchen planning after the First World War, and
in conjunction with the housing exhibitions of the 1920s a standardized,
compact kitchen was created which had a continuous L-shaped working
area.167 But the small kitchens (or kitchenettes) are placed out of the way,
at the edge of the dwelling, in the majority of Functionalist dwellings. It
could be said that the small, rationalized and compact kitchenette, with

'65

E.g. Asuntonäyttely 39, various texts. Cf. the idea of type-people (homme-type),
who require a type-dwelling as well (maison-type).
'66
See e.g. Aalto 1930, 24-25; Le Corbusier 1923, 96; Heinonen 1978, 90.
167 Before this, home economy planning had been discussed especially in the USA.
E.g. Beecher 1841; Beecher — Beecher-Stowe 1869; Frederick 1923. The one-family
house built for the exhibition of the Bauhaus Weimar School, das Haus am Horn,
had an L-shaped kitchen planned by an architect. In the Weissenhof Siedlung in
Stuttgart in 1927, kitchen planning received a great deal of attention and in 1929
an exhibition called die Neue Küche was arranged in Berlin. See e.g. Giedion 1948,
521-526. On the history of the mechanization of the kitchen, see also Lepistö 1991,
201-209.
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no room for eating and where only one person could work at a time, implied a »neutralization» of the kitchen into an efficient, separate, laboratory-like working area, but it could equally well be said that it isolated
the woman to do the housekeeping alone, and demeaned the woman's role
with its small size and its position on the edge of the dwelling. t68 And in
fact the Functionalist dwelling, while considered radical, both perpetuated the role-division between man and woman and emphasized the privacy of the family and the separation of the private from the public sphere.
168

Even if the kitchen as a space had been »neutral», it changed, in keeping with the
gender identities of the time, into a work area especially for women. Early on, women criticized the Functionalist small dwellings and kitchenettes where the need for
all extra movements had been minimized. »The modern kitchen is so small that it
is virtually impossible to turn in it, and the dwelling of three rooms is so narrow
that small children have no room to play, and school children or other members of
the family have no quiet nook in which to work.» Harmaja 1939, 744. The problem of isolated kitchen is connected with the changes in household; when it was
primarily the servants place of work isolated position was a positive aspect not a
problem. On the kitchenettes as an element that isolated housewives, see Ingman
1939, 75; Åkerman 1941, passim; Giedion 1948, 621. According to Ivan Illich,
the superficially neutral but in fact masculine and sexist modern architecture discriminates against women. It turns women into the other sex. Illich 1983, 122. However, and putting it more precisely, it is not the modern dwelling alone that maintains and produces certain gender identities, but together with housing ideology
and prevalent notions of gender and family its spatial organization supports certain modes of behaviour.
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6. The type-planned house of the
1940s
6.1. Type-planned housing and the idea of the type
Less than a century ago, shoes were only made to order. The shoe
industry now produces better shoes in larger numbers at a lower cost.
The fact that A. Ahlström Oy, one of the country's largest wood processing companies has commenced factory-style production of houses
implies the exact same thing — more and better residential houses at
a lower cost.'
The idea of the type has been important since the Enlightenment, and
is central to the architectural theory of Functionalism and Modernism.2 It
involves both Neo-Platonic analysis of the eternal principles and basic elements of architecture and the more recent 19th-century theory of the different building types.3 In architectural theory, the notion of the type (both
as building type and as an architectural form) became an established part
of academic doctrine and achieved coherent expression in the late 18th century and especially in the early 19th century, in the works of Antoine-Chry' From a leaflet advertising A-talo house.
Modern architecture here refers to architecture from the mid 18th century and later. See e.g. Collins 1971; Rabinow 1989; Vidler 1987.
3 Vidler 1977, passim. Beginning with Vitruvius, written architectural history has
always concerned itself with the principles of architecture and a search for its roots
— the origin of architecture. See Rykwert 1972, passim. This search for origins was
particularly important in the 18th century (e.g. Daniel Defoe's Robinson Crusoe,
who has to decide what kind of dwelling to build, Jean-Jacques Rousseau). In architectural theory, Abbé Laugier's primitive hut is one of the best known examples of natural or Divine embodiments of perfection represented by architecture.
See also Rabinow 1989, 47: Vidler 1987, 9-21. On Enlightenment architecture,
also see Jacques — Mouilleseaux 1988.
2
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92. Workmen raising a standardized single-family house, the A-talo, designed by
Alvar Aalto and published in the leaflet advertising A-talo. A-talo - tulevaisuuden
talo.

sostome Quatremere de Quincy (1755-1848), which have been analysed
in various recent studies.4
The idea of the type was an amalgam of the idea of origins (Abbé Laugier's primitive hut) and of the concept of natural forms. Late 18th-century
°

E.g. Vidler 1987, 147; Rabinow 1989, 47-48; Eleb-Vidal — Debarre-Blanchard 1989,
160-164.
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discussions (by Jacques-Francois Blondel and others) stressed the importance of representing the character of each building type: the architects'
task was to represent the origin of each building and to render its function apparent and readable.5 This notion informed teachings of the Ecole
des Beaux Arts in the 19th century, and was revived and reworked by Quatremere de Quincy.
The architectural ideologies of the Enlightenment and Nordic small-scale
domestic architecture come together in the rural type houses designed by
Carl Wijnblad. In fact, in terms of idiom and design ideolgoy, Wijnblad's
type-planned houses are suprisingly similar to the type-planned houses of
the 1940s.6
Quatremere de Quincy separated the idea of the model from the idea of
the type and gave priority to the latter concept.' The model was characteristically a matter of mechanical repetition; it was mimetic, material and
concrete (and could be copied as such), whereas the type was a general
and abstract design matrix (maitrfse generative abstraite).8 As an instrument of aesthetic control, and as the hidden inner reason of architecture,
the type is infused with Neo-Platonic connotations and is, according to
Anthony Vidler, virtually synonymous with the »Idea».9 »Tout est précis
et donné dans le modele; tout est plus ou moins vague dans le type.»10
In the 19th century, the idea of type was a pivotal element of architectural knowledge, as can be seen for example in the curriculum of the Ecole des Beaux Arts and in the various manuals and handbooks which offered models and examples for architectural design. The type cropped up
in discussions of the function of the buiding and of the new functional types
of building, and also served as a method of composition and as a framework for design. J.N.L. Durand (1760-1834) used the word genre instead
of type. He searched for the most characteristic shape of each functional
building type, and not for the »origin of beauty» that had been the focus
of the classical and Beaux-Arts tradition. Durand taught at the Ecole Poly-

Vidler 1987, 147; Rabinow 1989, 48.
Wijnblad 1765.
Quatremere de Quincy, Dictionnaire historique d'architecture, 2 tomes, 1832; Encyclopedie methodique 1-3, 1788-1825. Volume 2 of the Dictionnaire includes
an article on the notion of the type.
8 Qutremere's views are the reverse of the ideas associated with Finnish type and
model plans in the twentieth century — model plans were usually idealized models
whereas types were designed to be executed as they were.
9 Vidler 1987, 151-152; Eleb-Vidal — Derbarre-Blanchard 1989, 163; Moneo 1978,
28.
10 Qutremere de Quincy 1832, 629.
6
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technique; his functional typology constituted a kind of natural history of
architecture in which different building plans were classified according to
a system of species. Durand's theory served as the link between the idea
of the type and architectural shape, or style." In the 19th century, various
books began to appear in which clients could review and choose between
different house types.'2 The plan of the house i.e. »type» and its external
decoration ie. »style» were separated in them.
At the beginning of the 20th century, Modernist architectural thinking
mounted an attack against academic theory and denied for example the
idea of rigid, immobile types and the mutual independence of style and
floor plan. This did not prevent the idea of the type from becoming a pivotal feature of modern architecture, and the idealization of the machine
and the organic metaphors of modern typology aligned with late I9th-century thought. The Functionalism of the 1920s and '30s, with its commitment to industrial mass production and pursuit of reproducible objects, resurrected the idea of type, giving it new significance that was ideal as well
as increasingly real (e.g. Le Corbusier's objet-type, maison-type). This
Modernist »typology» is manifested in the Finnish type-planned house of
the 1940s, which combines the quest for the primordial cell of the dwelling, the pursuit of the general principles of housing and the project to create
building types. In Finland in the I930s and '40s, much emphasis was laid
on the importance of creating different types of dwelling for different kinds
of inhabitants, i.e. for different types of individual and family (l'homme
type).'3
Although the architecture based on idealization of the type was criticized, it seems that Modernist architecture as well as its major manifestations mainly derive from 18th- and 19th -century theories of a universally
applicable architecture that could be repeated in any age or location. The
late 18th-century »techinicians of general ideas» pre-echo a number of later
developments: efforts by members of the CIAM to define »the existence

" Rabinow 1989, 50-51; Moneo 1978, 28-29. See also Korvenmaa 1991, 120.
E.g. L.A. Dubut, Architecture civile. Maisons de ville et de campagne de toutes
formes et de toutes genres. Paris: J.M. Eberhart 1803. Meant for single-family occupancy, these types were not rigid but had modifiable floor plans. Form and technique had been separated; if you were the client, you could first pick a house type
(plan) and then indulge your personal taste in choosing a style for it. Rabinow 1989,
50-51.
Similä 1939, 37. The idea of character types is a staple of 19th-century realistic
literature. The type identifies more than a single person — it portrays a certain human type. In Finnish realism, the type is particularly important in novels of Arvid
Järnefelt and Juhani Aho and others.
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minimum», Le Corbusier's modular system and residential machine, and
the Bauhaus' ideas of standardizability and serial production. L'hommetype has its counterpart in early 19th century theories of the statistical average person, for example Alphonse Quételet's !'homme moyen.14 This association reveals a hidden feature of the modern notion of the type: the
idea of the norm and normality. The design of the type-planned houses
entails delineation of not just an average dwelling but of an average occupant (i.e. average family) as well.
Since the mid-18th century, the single-family house has been a crucial
building type, and architectural theory has predominantly concerned itself
with the problems of domestic architecture, from luxury villas to modest
lodgings.15 Model houses and type houses were particularly common in
the United States in the second half of the 19th century, and they were
regularly displayed at the World Exhibitions that were arranged from 1851
onwards. In 1848, Prince Albert commissioned a series of model houses
for the Great Exhibition (1851) from the architect Henry Roberts, who went
on to publish the plans in two books;16 public attention was thereby drawn
to the housing needs of the poor. Soon afterwards, two-family model houses
were also used in the building of the Mulhouse workers' estate (1853-70).
In fact, type plans and model drawings were mainly used in the building
of suburban single-family houses or in social housing production and worker housing." A number of rather general educational and didactic guides
and model books on the construction of villas and single-family houses
were published in the Nordic countries at the turn of the 20th century. But
gradually, ready-made type plans for single-family houses began to be produced (the aim being to alleviate the housing shortage, to reduce construction costs and to favour the habitation based on single-family proprietorship), first in the first decade of the 1900 in Sweden, and in Finland in
the 1920s.
Analysis of the basic elements of the house was a prerequisite for its
industrial mass production. The factory-based house production champi—
oned by Alvar Aalto presupposed the creation of types and norms. The
See Rabinow 1989, 24, 65. In the 19th century, the idea of the type was an important topic of discussion not only in architecture but also in statistical science.
15 According to Peter Collins, each era has its own favourite building type. Collins
1971, 42-43. In the 20th century, the focus has shifted from the more sumptuous
dwellings to domestic architecture more generally.
16 Henry Roberts, The Model Houses for Families Erected by Prince Albert, 1851;
The Dwellings of Laboring Classes, 1853. These books were immediately translated into French too. Rabinow 1989, 84.
" Wright 1980, 2-6.
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design of the I940s type-planned houses compounds standardization on
several levels: a movement towards standardization of building components, standardization of the house as whole and the creation of complete
type drawings. Standardized elements were supposed to facilitate customized building for different kinds of inhabitants, whereas a house built according to ready-made type plans assumed the existence of an average inhabitant and an average family. The idea of the type that is inherent in
Modernism and in the standardized houses approximates the earlier notion of model: the type-planned houses were designed to be »copied as
such.» In fact, in them the earlier ideas of the »model» and the »type»
intersect: they are the ideal models of habitation as well as the off-thepeg types simultaneously. They essentially belong to the industrial and
modern world — standardization, the appeal to science and the valorization of expert design all contribute to the industrialization of habitation
and the home.
Below I shall briefly describe and analyse 197 type drawings (see Appendix) as well as the related prize-winning submissions to the type-planning competitions arranged by the Ministry of Social Service and the Ministry of Agriculture. Type plans were used in both rural areas and population centres, and some plans were specifically designed for one or the other
environment. The dwellings designed by the Ministry of Agriculture, the
Central Union of Agricultural Societies and the Bostadsföreningen för
svenska Finland r.f. were primarily meant for rural areas, whereas those
of the Ministry of Social Service were primarily meant for towns and builtup areas. The Puutalo Oy, the Reconstruction Office of the Finnish Association of Architects and Alvar Aalto designed type-planned houses for
both rural areas and population centres, and voluntary work conducted by
members of the Association also involved producing type plans for private clients. Specifically designed single-family houses were used in the
rebuilding of Lapland. The type plans analysed below span more than a
decade: the earliest were completed in the late 1930s and the last series to
be included is from 1952. The design of type plans by official bodies ceased
at the end of the 1940s but recommenced in the 1950s.
All the type plans analysed below were commissioned and distributed
by official organizations. All such officially commissioned plans have been
included where feasible, but the plans produced at the behest of cities,
municipalities and industrial companies have been omitted (with the exception of the plans drawn by Alvar Aalto). In what follows, I discuss the
most important types of house in a partly non-chronological order. The
planning and publication of the type drawings of the various houses was
so simultaneous that it is almost impossible to establish a relative chro234

nology. My presentation does not aim to a uniform, chronological narrative; to a description of the chronological order of the original occurrence
of the events or a description of a teleological progress and causal relations between different type drawings.'s The sample is a selection of the
available material chosen by the author. The data analysed is inclusive and
consistent at least insofar as it is unlikely that additional material would
give rise to a different interpretation — the aim is not to mount a »perfect
reconstruction» of the history of the design of type-planned housing or to
map out all the different types of house, but to analyse the housing models specifically in relation to their spatial arrangement and the notions of
housing ideology, gender identities and the family.

6.2. Planning process and main types
The standard single-family house
The standardization of single-family housing began at the end of the 1930s,
and the type-planned house appears to have been shaped quite rapidly at
the turn of the 1930s and '40s. Although the present study does not concern itself primarily with individuals, it appears that Alvar Aalto played a
particularly significant part both in the reconstruction work of the Finnish
Association of Architects and in the propagation and development of the
idea of the type and standardization from the 1930s onwards. However,
the so-called 1940s type-planned house is in many ways different from
the A-talo house designed by Aalto.19 In 1937, Aalto began work on a commission from the Finnish company A. Ahlström Oy; the task was to design a series of standardized wooden houses for production at the Ahlström
prefabrication factory in Varkaus. One of the earliest schemes labelled
»standard house» (standarditalo) by Aalto was the Omakotityyppi Standard (1937-38). There are three different series of these timber-framed houses: types A, B and C, sized 40 m'-, 50 m2 and 60 m2 respectively. Planning
18

19

On the topic of narrative in contemporary historical theory briefly, see White 1987,
26-57.
Kirmo Mikkola among others has explained the idiom of the houses with reference to a person, Aalto, but although Aalto played a central role in the propagation of the type-planned houses, his own types deviate from the general type of
the 1940s. Mikkola 1978, 57.
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93. Alvar Aalto, A-talo type c,. Published in A-talo - tulevaisuuden talo.

continued in Aalto's office under the name AA-system (AA-järjestelmä).
In 1941 Aalto redesigned the AA-system and developed the level of rationalization and standardization of houses.20 Three types, each with preinstalled kitchen furniture, entered factory production in the 1940s under
the name A-talo (A-house) (Fig. 93).22' The plans were based on an analysis of the dwelling and its basic elements. Dozens of drawings survive of
the various types of dwelling and room — kitchen, bedrooms and sauna/
washroom — and of the alternatives for the location and orientation of the
buildings in the landscape (Fig. 94). Aalto's interest in the idea of the type
is reflected in the enormous volume of plans for residential houses from
the late 1930s. Systematically code-named with letters and numbers, they
are all »types.»22

220 The largest number of drawings (fifty or so) is dated 1941. In the late 1930s Aalto
visited several times in United States and lectured at the MIT School of Architecture during the autumn term in 1940. He showed great interest in American wooden frame construction of single-family houses. On Aalto's American relations, see
Korvenmaa 1990, 52-58.
21 See leaflet advertising A-talo house.
22
They differ from the more luxurious and distinctive residences designed for private clients, Villa Mairea for instance. Aalto had already used standardized drawings (interiors, details) in connection with the Standardivuokratalo (Standard tene236
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94. Alvar Aalto, a study of the alternatives for locating and orienting the
buildings in the landscape, 1938. Orig.
AAA.
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Aalto's type-planned timber frame houses are single-storey and usually have a basement; the timber cladding is always horizontal (Fig. 95).
Distinctive features include asymmetrical pitched roofs and undivided (single casement) windows of different sizes — the largest window is in the
living room. At the entrance, the slope of the roof is often extended to
shelter an open porch fenced with battens or a wooden balustrade. The plans
are mainly of a simple rectangular shape, but variously projecting porches and entrance recesses provide diversity. Some of the plans, for example houses I0 and 14 with their non-rectangular rooms, are unconventional
and irregular. Both the floor plans and the elevations are »freely» drawn,
in acquiescence with spatial and practical requirements. The arrangement
of the rooms exemplifies the Functionalist idea of the »rational», functionally differentiated dwelling (Fig. 96). The houses have a moderately large
living room, a small kitchen or kitchenette, small bedrooms (1-3) and a
bathroom. Certain plans incorporate an old-fashioned multipurpose kitchment), the Turun Sanomat office building and the Paimio sanatorium, which were
completed at the turn of the 1920s and '30s. Drawings AAA. See also Korvenmaa
1989, 105-106; Korvenmaa 1990, 52-58; Standerskjöld 1992a, 76.
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95. Alvar Aalto, AA-System house no. 35, gable end, revised 20.5.1941. Orig.
AAA.

en (tupakeittiö) instead of a separate kitchen and living room. Some
schemes are »growing houses», which offer optional later extension possibilities.-3 Aalto's type-planned houses differ from the basic type of the
type-planned houses of the 1940s in that they only have a single storey;
the arrangement of the rooms is also different. There is usually a small
kitchen or kitchenette which is not large enough for dining — a separate
recess generally adjoins onto the living room. The other type-planned houses of the '40s, by contrast, always centre around a large kitchen which is
designed to accommodate both housework and dining. The floor plan of
the A-talo houses is informed by Functionalist ideals, and stresses the axis
'3 Cf. The Evolving House (1936), the influental book by Albert Farwell Bemis. Korvenmaa 1990, 50.
" Besides Aalto's type drawings, see also his articles on prefabrication during the
war, Aalto 1941a; Aalto 1941b, Aalto 1941c.
25 See the numerous modification drawings AAA; Schildt 1985, 142-144. In the modification drawings, both the floor plan and the exterior of the houses usually be238

96. Alvar Aalto, AA-System, house UL25, floor plan, 9.4.1941. Orig. AAA.

between the kitchen/kitchenette and living room, leaving the bedroom to
one side, whereas the other type-planned houses of the '40s accentuate the
kitchen-bedroom axis and separation of the kitchen and the living room.
In Aalto's houses, the centre of the dwelling is the living room; in the other
houses it is the kitchen. However, the pitched roofs, porches and boarding
of Aalto's types are features that resemble the type-planned houses of the
1940s.
Aalto's aim was to create standardized but also modifiable houses that
could be adapted to different site conditions, family sizes, and according
to the wishes and means of the occupants. Instead of aiming towards a
single rigid type, Aalto wanted flexible standardization that would permit
a great deal of diversity.'-4 The first type-planned houses were built in Varkaus. In their initial form, the houses failed to appeal to the workers, who
made many personal alterations and additions.25 More of Aalto's standard
houses were erected later in, for example, the Otsola single-family housing district in Karhula. Type plans by Aalto were also displayed at the Asunto 39 exhibition.26
One of the themes of the Asunto 39 exhibition was rationalization of
housing and the standardized single-family house. Schemes were put forward for both rural and urban areas. Planning was based on Functionalist
comes more conventional, and more similar of the other 1940s type-planned houses;
for example the kitchen is larger and more clearly related to established housing
practice among both the rural and the urban working population.
26 Orig. AAA.
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differentiation of space and on assessment of the minimal needs in housing. Emphasis was placed on both the creation of general types and the
fact that different inhabitants — types of inhabitant — required dwelling types
that fulfilled their particular needs. The kind of dwelling required depended on whether it was meant for single occupancy or a family, and on the
social position of the inhabitants.27
The main purpose of the dwelling and the home were seen to be spending time together, work and rest — the dwelling had to offer specific room
in which the family could gather, and was also expected to allow space
for a certain degree of privacy and the possibility of isolation from other
people. These »elemental needs» were the same in both urban and rural
housing, but the amount of space taken up by each requirement varied:
housework received more emphasis in rural dwellings, and urban dwellings stressed privacy. It was emphasized that the tighter economic situation entailed a rational and parsimonious approach to planning. Anything
unnecessary had to be removed in favour of what was essential. Thus rationalization was best focused on those parts and functions of the dwelling that were most frequently used during each day and night: practical
and hygienic kitchens on the one hand, and airy but daught-free sleeping
quarters on the otherThe standard single-family house designed by Aarne Ervi at the request
of the Housing Committee of Finnish Cities (appointed in 1937) was presented for review in an official committee report in 1939.'-9 It is a low,
single-storey timber building with a saddle roof and, as with most other
type-planned houses, a concrete base course (plinth) (Fig. 97). The building has no basement — according to the committee, this substantially reduced building costs. The dwelling consists of a small kitchen, a living
room and bedrooms, along with a WC, as was the Functionalist custom —
there was no bathroom because the committee thought it best to build common washroom and sauna facilities in each single-family housing neighbourhood. Various companies in the timber industry had also taken part
in designing this standard house, and the idea was to plan futher improvements to the house in collaboration with these companies.30 Ervi's proposal
»Standardi» was purchased in I939 when the Ministry of Agriculture ar'-7 Similä 1939, 27. Cf. earlier almost identical text Similä 1933. 313. Social position
was determined according to employment (physical or non-manual worker, artisan).
'-x Asuntonäyttely 39 catalogue, Ingman 1939, 73-75; Stigell 1939, 53 in particular.
9
2 Komiteanmietintö 1939: 5, 65; see also Ervi-Simonen 1940, 13-14.
i0 Komiteanmietintö 1939: 5, 65-66; Eryi — Simonen 1940, 13-14.
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97. Aarne Ervi, standard single-family house designed for the Housing Committee of Finnish Cities (1937). Published in Komiteanmietintö 1939:5, p. 65.

ranged a planning competition to generate type drawings for single-family houses. Designed in a »modern» and plain idiom, the external appearance is reminiscent of the house Ervi designed for the Housing Committee of Finnish Cities; the floor plan, however, is different.31

Type drawing competitions
In 1939, both the Ministry of Social Service and the Ministry of Agriculture arranged planning competitions in which entrants were asked to design type drawings for small houses; the results were published in the journal Arkkitehti. A total of 150 entries were submitted to the competition
arranged by the Ministry of Agriculture, and the competition arranged by
the Ministry of Social Service — which was only open to qualified architects — attracted 44 submissions. In the latter competition, the prize-winning entries were characteristically designed in a modern and Functional3'

Arkkitehti 1939.
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ist-inspired idiom, with flat roofs and strip windows. Six of the entries are
similar to the later reconstruction types; the schemes in question were all
designed by either Olavi Terho or Kaj Englund (Fig. 98). One of Englund's
proposals was a »growing house», to be built and modified by stages.3'
Faith in the power of architecture is reflected in the pseudonym »What
we've left out is extravagance.» The dwellings have either two or three
rooms and a kitchen.33 The floor plans adhere to the spatial distribution
canonized by Functionalism: the living room is relatively large, the bedrooms and the kitchen are small and, with the exception of one scheme,
the dining space is always located in the living room.
By contrast, the prize-winning submissions in the type drawing competition initiated by the Ministry of Agriculture have simple exteriors and
floor plans, saddle roofs, horizontal or vertical boarding and a single chimney — they thus resemble the reconstruction type (Fig. 99). In certain submissions such as Saara Kivikanervo' »Salakka», a Functionalist exterior
architecture is combined with features derived from the traditional rural
floor plan of the twin cabin. The houses are small and have compact floor
plans, comprising a large multipurpose kitchen, a small entrance-hall passage and a room (30-40 m'- types) or two rooms (40-70 m2). All houses
have a single storey with no attic, and usually no basement.34 The plans
imply separate outbuildings (sauna, storage space), although plans for such
buildings are not given.
On the basis of the competition and of the small dwellings previously
planned by the Ministry of Agriculture's settlement department (Asutusasianosasto, ASO), a model booklet containing 23 type plans was published the following year (Maaseudun pienasuntojen tyyppipiirustusten
valintavihko 1940). The persons responsible for revising the drawings for
publication at the Ministry were head architect Urho Orola and the architect Saara Kivikanervo; the latter had herself been successful in the competition.35 The drawings are quite homogeneous in terms of the external
appearance and layout (Fig.100). The focal point of the interior is the woodburning stove at the centre of the building. In the smaller houses, the main
room (tupa) and the small room (kamari) are located on opposite sides of
the oven. The main room is generally larger than kamari, and the entrancehall passage and the small room are communicating spaces on the same
3' Kaj Englund took first prize in two sections of the competition and Dag Englund
won one. For Englund's »growing house», see also Englund 1939, 432.
33 Division A two rooms and a kitchen, Division B three rooms annd a kitchen, Division C three rooms, kitchen and a servant's room. Arkkitehti 1939, 140-142.
34
Arkkitehti 1939, appendix, 31-32.
35
Orola 1939, 338.
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98. Prize-winning entries of the type drawing competition for single-family houses arranged by the Ministry of Social Service (1939). Divisions A and C. Published in Arkkitehti 1939, pp. 140-142.
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99. Prize-winning entries of the type drawing competition for single-family houses arranged by the Settlement Department of the Ministry of Agriculture (1939).
Published in Arkkitehti 1939, appendix, pp. 31-32.
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100. The Ministry of Agriculture, Settlement Department, type plans 7) for rural
small homes (1940). Type K 7 on the right, type M 6 on the left. Published in the
model booklet Maaseudun pienasuntojen tyyppipiirustusten valintavihko 1940.

side of the building. In the larger houses, however, the rooms are arranged
in a sequence that forms a square around the chimney. The general shape
of the building is a clear rectangle, enlivened by different kinds of porches. In some of the houses it is possible to build one or two rooms in the
attic. The dwellings are small in area, the smallest type Kl being 36,9 m2
(total area, habitable area 24,8 m2), and the largest type M8 being 86.2 m'
(total area, habitable are 56.9 m2).36 There are three additional types that
36

Total area here means the whole area of the building, including external walls, and
habitable area refers to the residential floor space. This is exceptional — in the other
type drawings, area means the total area inside the walls of the building.
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have an extension wing with different kinds of storage and work spaces
in addition to the habitable rooms.37
The aim was to design types that would blend in with the rural building tradition. Emphasis was placed on clarity and simplicity of external
appearance, and on the desirability of pitched roofs, which were considered better suited to the Finnish tradition and climate than flat roofs. The
continuity of the rural housing tradition was also made to take into account the latest demands for hygiene and practicality. This meant, for
example, providing each type with a small entrance-hall passage and building a separate washroom next to it in some of the larger houses. In order
to lighten the work of the family housewife, kitchen work was concentrated in one corner of the main room in some houses; similarly, the bedrooms and the kitchen (or kitchen work) were placed next to each other
in all the houses, so as to facilitate proximity between the mother working in the kitchen and the young children who sleep in the bedroom, and
to make child nursing easier. The aim was also to counteract the custom
of treating one room as a »better room» and to ensure that all the rooms
in the house were actually lived in by the family.38 However, the spatial
organization of the type-planned houses makes it possible to use the large
kitchen not only for housework and dining but also as a space for spending time together and for sociable activities, in which case the living room
can still be a »better room» reserved for special occasions.39

The »Swedish houses»
The development of the type-planned house was accelerated by the war.
In I940, Sweden donated 2,000 prefabricated wooden single-family houses
to help start the recovery effort (Fig. 10I). The building of these »Swed3' Maaseudun tyyppipiirustusten... 1940.

On the planning principles, see Orola 1939, 338-340. Even in houses that had just
a main room and a small room, the latter was sometimes kept uninhabited and unheated and the entire family slept in the main room. Cf. the parlour for entertaining quests in larger houses.
39 The habit of keeping a »better room» or a quest room was common, particularly
in the country. In early 20th-century worker dwellings with one room and a kitchen, the room was often treated as a better room or »parlour». Although even middle-class city-dwellers were already relinquishing their parlours, the old housing
traditions persisted for a long time. In 1943, Kotiliesi magazine described life in
type-planned houses by Alvar Aalto in Nekala veteran's village (Asevelikylä) in
38
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101. "Swedish houses" in Pirkkola, Helsinki. Photo A. Pietinen Oy, the 1940s.
HKM.

ish houses» (ruotsalaistalot) has often been seen as the first stage of not
only the reconstruction project but of the design of the type-planned house
as well.40 They were hastily erected in different parts of Finland the same
autumn. Although the houses were designed by Finnish architects, the working drawings and assembly drawings came from Sweden. The structure
of the houses was based on the standard structure of Swedish prefabricated timber houses, which was soon also adopted in Finland. The external
walls consisted of a plank frame, with nailed timber cladding (Fig. 102).41
Four types were designed: two for rural areas (types 2 and 3) and two
for towns (types 1 and 4).42 The town types were drawn by the architect
Tampere, where some inhabitants apparently made an effort to keep a separate better
room; »The smaller room, on the other hand, has been furnished as living room
and that is where quests are taken.» Miten asevelitaloissa asutaan? 1943, 574.
4°

E.g. Helamaa 1983, 68.

Englund 1941, 21.
42 Ibid.
41
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102. The standard structures of the
"Swedish houses". Arkkitehti 2/1941,
appedix, p. 7.

Lauri Pajamies from Helsinki Real Estate Office (kiinteistökonttori), and
were originally meant for the Pirkkola single-family housing area. They
are small — 52 m2 and 58 m2 — and low buildings with a single storey and
a saddle roof, and with basement facilities but no attic (Fig. 103). The compact size also implies small rooms; the smaller house has two rooms and
a kitchen, while three rooms have been fitted into the larger one. The floor
plan is based on a spinal corridor, i.e. an entrance-hall passage in the middle
of the house, with rooms on either side. The houses were painted red.43
The rural types designed by the architects Urho Orola and Jalmari Peltonen are similar to the town types in external appearance, but are higher,
with one and a half storeys; the attics could later be converted into rooms
(Fig. 104). The smaller 58 m2 type has a large multipurpose kitchen and
one room, and the larger 89 m2 type has two rooms in addition to the multipurpose kitchen.' All four houses also have a porch and windows on three
or four elevations. During the emergency settlement process, it was recommended that the main building on a full-time farm (viljelystila) and resi43
44

Drawings HKA; Pajamies 1941, 22-23.
Englund 1941, 20.
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Tyyppi 1

103. Lauri Pajamies, "Swedish houses", types 1 and 4 for towns. Published
in Arkkitehti 2/1941, p. 23.

Tyyppi 4

should have a multipurpose kitchen and one
small room. Each building could be expanded later, both by converting
the attic and by building an extension.45 At this point, the rural types usually have a basement, one and a half storeys and a multipurpose kitchen.
All types gradually become more and more stereotypical, and a house with
a large kitchen and one and a half storeys becomes the most popular alternative both in the rural areas and in built-up areas. One and a half storeyed houses were being designed from the 1920s onwards, and by the
turn of the 1930s and '40s, this had become the standard height of houses
meant primarily for rural areas.

dential holding (asuntotila)

[Orola] 1940, 99.
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104. Urho Orola and Jalmari Peltonen, "Swedish houses", types 2 and 3 for rural
areas. Published in Arkkitehti 2/1941, p. 24.

Puutalo Oy
It was almost inevitable that timber should be chosen as the material for
standardized housing: wood was a traditional Finnish building material,
and there was plenty available at reasonable cost. It was also well suited
for mass production. The Finnish Brick Industry Association (Tiiliteollisuusliitto) also arranged a single-family house type drawing competition
in 1941, but the high price of brick, and other reasons, put wooden houses beyond competition.46 Previous schemes for the standardization of small
dwellings, along with 1920s and '30s type plans for small dwellings or
farms, had all concerned wooden buildings 47 Puutalo Oy (The Timber House Company), an umbrella organization that designed and marketed the
products of more than 20 timber house factories, was founded in 1940.48
At the very eve of the Winter War, the Ahlström company had taken measures to set up a timber house factory, but the actual stimulus for the house
industry was the Winter War itself: the Defence Forces required barrakcs
for temporary accommodation. Besides this, the first task of Puutalo Oy
was the erection of the above-mentioned »Swedish houses». A neighbour-

On the competition, Arkkitehti 1941, 29-32. The wooden prefabricated houses were
also easy to add to the production structure of Finnish forest-based companies. These
forest-based companies had access to resources, design, production, marketing and
distribution. On this, see Korvenmaa 1990, 52-54.
47 See e.g. Toivonen 1919; Paalanen 1924; type plans by Heikki Siikonen, MV.
d8 Founded May 4, 1940. Initial membership 21 companies.
46
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ing country, Sweden, already had useful experience of factory-produced
timber houses, and on May 31, 1940, Puutalo Oy signed a cooperation
agreement with AB Svenska Trähus (The Swedish Timber House Company) and the rental housing organization H.S.B. (Hyregästernas Sparkasse- och Byggnadsföreningarnas Riksförbund). The houses were assembled
at the building site from prefabricated elements that were produced in different parts of Finland by different factories belonging to the Puutalo group;
the organization had its planning and marketing headquarters in Helsinki.
The designers at Puutalo Oy were architects Jorma Järvi, Erik Lindroos
and Toivo Jäntti among others.49 One of the first house types produced by
Puutalo Oy was Rauhakoto (Abode of Peace) and the type of dwelling most
widely sold in the 1940s was Metsäkoto (Forest home), while the most
popular farmhouse was Syväaho (Remote meadow) all designed by Jorma
Järvi and Erik Lindroos (Figs. 105 and 106). Initial sales were not, however, particularly voluminous: 105 houses were sold in 1940, and 192 the
following year — this coincides with the launching of a vigorous advertising campaign. During the '40s, domestic sales were limited, and the main
orders came from overseas."
The houses were either low, single-storey buildings or taller one-anda-half-storey buildings with attic rooms, and were designed for one or two
families. Metsäkoto (52.38 m2) had a large kitchen, a living room, a bedroom and a washroom (Fig. 107). Syväaho consisted of a multipurpose
room, and adjoining separate kitchen section, two identical small rooms
and two attic rooms; the house could be built in stages by converting the
attic space later (Fig. 108). In their appearance and layout, the factorymade houses do not significantly differ from houses built according to type
plans. Syväaho has a saddle-roofed open porch in the middle of the long
elevation of the building, while the open porch of the Metsäkoto house is
covered by an extension of the roof slope and located at one end of the
building.

4° The Puutalo Oy archives have been destroyed. The description is based on photographic and newspaper material kept at the architectural archives of Museum of
Finnish Architecture (SRM), and on advertisements published in various periodicals. For the present study I went through all the '40s and '50s issues of the following publications: Arkkitehti, Rakennustaito, Kotiliesi. See also Helamaa 1983,
76-79.
50 10 vuotta suomalaista puutaloteollisuutta (Ten years of Finnish timber house industry) 1950, 8-42. These orders were mainly military barracks exported to Germany.
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105. Jorma Järvi and Erik Lindroos, Syväaho (Remote meadow) type-planned house
for Puutalo Oy, published in Arkkitehti 2/1941, p. 28.
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106. Järvi-Lindroos, type-planned
houses for Puutalo Oy, published
in Arkkitehti 2/1941, p. 28.
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107. Järvi - Lindroos, Metsäkoto
(Forest home, 1945 version). Picture
from the advertisement collection
kept at SRM.

108. Järvi - Lindroos, Syväaho, 1945
version. Picture from the advertisement
collection kept at SRM.
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Bostadsföreningen för svenska Finland r.f.
Finland's Swedish-speaking housing association (Bostadsföreningen för
svenska Finland r.f..)5' was founded in 1938 with the aim of improving
housing culture — to advance rational building, good and hygienic domestic interiors, order and pleasantness in the Swedish-speaking parts of Finland, with particular emphasis on rural areas."- The means employed included a broad information campaign, and production of building and interior designs. In the reconstruction period, the association set up its own
architects' office; staff included architects Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund and Marianne Granberg. They also designed interiors and kitchen furniture; an
important figure active in this field was the architect Elli Ruuth.i3 Signe
Bäckström, consultant for the Finland-Swedish Home Economics Extension Organization (Finlands Svenska Marthaförbund), travelled around the
country advising people on household management. The association received limited financial support and the success achieved largely resulted
from the entusiasm and initiative of the employees. "
During the first few years, the most important projects undertaken by
the office involved conversion and improvement on old rural buildings and
domestic interior design; rationalization of kitchens, and the creation of
type-planned kitchen furniture and other pieces (e.g. children's furniture)
(Fig. 109). The kitchen was the subject of great attention and underwent
a radical transformation during the 1940s and '50s. In fact, Finnish kitchens, with their drying cupboards, were at the time probably the most modern
in the world. The Bostadsföreningen soon concentrated on the design of
type-planned houses. In 1942, the type plans for 8 small single-family houses by Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund and Marianne Granberg were completed.55
During the war, the number of types available was generally somewhere
around ten; design work was only accelerated after the war. Plans for some
Entered in the register of associations (Yhdistysrekisteri) on February 4, 1939.
Henceforth abbreviated to Bostadsföreningen.
52
Stadgar för Bostadsföreningen för svenska Finland (Statutes of Finland's Swedish-speaking housing association) 1940.
53
Furniture types were designed by the aboye-mentioned architects and by Maija Heikinheino, Lisa Johansson-Pape, Olof Ottelin and Anna-Lisa Stigell, and others. Eva
Kuhlefelt-Ekelund worked for the association until 1970. The decision to discontinue operations was made in 1969, when the association was seen to have »achieved its purpose» and become obsolete. Årsberättelser (Annual reports) 1940-50;
1969.
See also Bostadsföreningen för svenska Finland r.f. 1938-1969, 1969, 23.
55 Arsberättelser 1940-45. Only some of the drawings produced by the association
survive. The present analysis is based on a catalogue of type drawings published
51
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109. Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund and Marianne Granberg, kitchen furnishings (sink and
drying cupboard) for Bostadsföreningen för svenska Finland r.f., designed in 1945,
revised in 1951. SRM.
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30 different single-family houses were completed during the 1940s, along
with two accompanying sets of kitchen furniture designed by Elli Ruuth.5e
Modified versions of some of these were still available in the 1950s and
'60s.57
The houses have vertical boarding, and calm and clear »cabin» exteriors. The windows are quite even in size and often have two panes; most
houses also have an open porch. Most types comprise one or two rooms
and a large kitchen or multipurpose kitchen; the larger types three rooms
and a kitchen or multipurpose kitchen (Fig. 110). The Bostadsföreningen's
type-planned houses are a little larger than average, ranging from the smallest 48 m2 to houses as large as 103 m2.58 But the Swedish-speaking population often lived in more spacious conditions than the rest of the population, and thus the improvements initiated by the Bostadsföreningen could
approximate more closely the current planning ideals and views of the »normal family dwelling.»59 Instead of the most common kitchen-bedroom axis,
the bedroom was set aside as a more peaceful and more isolated space in
some of the houses. In the largest houses, such as Mönsterstuga (Model
Home, I946), were big multipurpose main rooms. The floor area of the
one and a half storey houses was further increased by the attic rooms that
were supposed to be constructed in a single phase. The first types, completed in 1942, had a single storey, but the later types all had one and a
half storeys.

Type drawings of the Central Union of Agricultural Societies
The collection of type drawings compiled in I94I and published in 1943
by the Central Union of Agricultural Societies (Maatalousseurojen Kes-

in 1948 (Bättre bostäder no. 3, 1948) and on Bostadsföreningen materials at the
Museum of Finnish Architecture (SRM). Drawings of 23 types from the 1940s have
survived.
" The first model booklet contained 35 different single-family houses, including variation options. With the main types, the usual short description was complemented
with small schematic plans. Bättre bostäder no. 3 1948.
5' Bostadsföreningen för svenska Finland r.f. 1938-1969, 1969.
58 Of the larger 1940s types (80 m' or more), only the drawings of the Mönsterstuga
(1946—) have survived. In these and all other types, the figures indicating the area
and number of rooms refer to the initial ground-floor building phase, unless otherwise specified.
59 Modeen 1940, 1-10.
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110. Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund and Marianne Granberg, Bostadsföreningen's type 2b,
var.2, 1947. SRM.
9
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kusliitto) contains plans for 21 residential buildings 60 The floor plans range
from a small cabin (Al, 38, 5 m2) to a house with a spacious multipurpose kitchen and two or three rooms (e.g. AI6, 80 m2). Most of the types
could be expanded later by building one or two rooms in the attic (in 15
types), which gave an additional 30 m2 of floor space. The work specifications accompanying the drawings stress the idea of stage-by-stage building, which was also required under the Emergency Settlement Act. The
building instructions foreground the orientation of the different rooms: the
kitchen should be oriented to the north and the bedrooms east, while the
day-time living spaces should face south or west. Design was supposed to
be based on an analysis of housing needs. For determining the size and
floor plan of the dwelling, it was necessary to assess the amount of living
space required — this depended on the size of the household, the age distribution, the different sexes, living habits, and the needs of everyday life.
On the other hand the size of the building needed to be directly proportionate to the size of the cultivated fields and the holding belonging to the
house.61
The types are similar in external appearance; variation is seen in the
weatherboarding, which can be either vertical or horizontal, in the location of the windows and porches, and in the roof pitch — the single-storey
houses have a gently sloping saddle roof, whereas the one and a half storeyed houses with attic rooms have relatively steep saddle roofs. In their
interior plan, the houses also vary the same basic ideas: a multipurpose
kitchen (or main room with a partitioned kitchen) is located at the centre
of the building. Some types have an urban-style kitchen and living room
— in these the kitchen is large enough for dining, and the living room is,
correspondingly, smaller. Characteristic features include a clear-cut separation between kitchen work and the living space, and, with the larger types,
the division of the dwelling into two main axes: the kitchen and bedroom
on the one hand, and the living room on the other (Fig. 111). The large
multipurpose room serves many functions — it is a room for dining, working, sleeping and sociable activities, and thus continues the existing conventions of rural housing, although cooking has been consigned to a space

Asuinrakennukset ja saunat 1943. In 1941 there were 20 types. Arkkitehti 1941,
26. The Standardization Committee of the Finnish Association of Architects had
approved the type drawings. The designers were architects T. Anttila, J. Arola, E.
Kartano, F. Salokangas, E. Suhonen and E. Wennervirta and the design was conducted by Urho Orola. Maatalousseurojen Keskusliiton tyyppipiirustuksia siirtoväen
rakennustoimintaa varten, Arkkitehti 1940.
b1 Asuinrakennukset... 1943, 4-6.
60
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111. The Central Union of Agricultural Societies, type drawings published in 1943.
Type A 2 (above) with main room, separate kitchen section and sleeping alcove.
Type A 17 (below) with kitchen and two rooms (one furnished as bedroom, the
other as living room). Possibility for extension. Published in Asuinrakennukset ja
saunat

1943.

of its own. In accordance with the new norms of hygiene, almost all the
buildings also have a washing recess or washroom close to the entrancehall passage. The buildings either have large basement facilities, with access from the entrance-hall passage, or, in some cases, just a cellar pit under
the floor of the main room. It is sometimes suggested that the sauna, washroom, and various work and storage spaces, should be built in the basement (e.g. type A4).
The Central Union of Agricultural Societies reissued the type plans in
revised form in 1945. In terms of external appearance the new types, with
their pitched roofs and saddle-roofed open porches, are similar to the ear259

her 1941 series. However, the new types all have vertical boarding.62 With
the exception of the smallest type 1945/A1, all the houses have both a basement and an attic storey. The revised series included 18 types. In terms of
habitable space, the clearest development is that the new types are somewhat larger. The majority of buildings have two rooms and a kitchen, or
two rooms and a multipurpose main room with a separate kitchen section,
plus one or two attic rooms.63 Five types also have accompanying extension plans. The spatial organization inclines towards a tripartite division
of living space: work, rest, leisure and tends to focus each activity in a
specific room.

The Ministry of Social Service
On the basis of the results of the 1939 type drawing competition, the Ministry of Social Service also began to plan new type drawings for singlefamily houses; the houses were meant to comply with the qualification requirements for state loans issued by aforesaid ministry.64 Between 1939
and 1945, the architect employed by the Ministry was Kaj Englund, who
in the 1939 competition had won awards in all three divisions.65 He designed a number of plans for the Ministry, only some of which have survived.66 The first types, dated between 1940 and 1942, are all one-family
houses that have a single storey, a high plinth, vertical boarding and saddle roofs.67 The houses are »modern» single-family homes whose exterior
appearance departs from the cabin and cottage tradition, in the same way
62

Orig. Ministry of Agriculture (Maatilahallitus).
The plans do not specify the size of the interior, only the external measurements
of the buildings.
64 A dwelling of a size between 38 m2 and 80 m2, used by the proprietor, and comprising at least two rooms, and the plans and construction specifications whereof
have been accepted by the Ministry of Social Service. Laki ja asetus omakotirahastosta (Law and Decree on the single-family housing fund), December 19, 1940:
§ 2.
65 Joint second prize in Division A, first prize in Division B, and a purchase in Division C. Arkkitehti 1939, 140-142.
66 Some of the drawings from 1941 and 1942 are in the Finnish State Archives, VA.
Some of the plans from 1945 are in the architectural archives of the Museum of
Finnish Architecture (SRM). A few type plans were also printed on the covers of
the booklet Omakotilainat- ja talot 1946. No plans haye been retained in the archives of the Ministry of Social Service.
67 Plans in VA.
63
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112. Kaj Englund, type-planned houses 82 and 3 (1942) designed for the
Ministry of Social Service. VA.
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as Aalto's types had done (Fig.112). A characteristic feature common to
all these types is the shape of the porch: the porch is either located on the
long elevation of the building, sheltered by an extension of the roof slope
in front entrance, or the entrance and porch are located at the gable end
of the house and are covered with a similar lean-to roof. Access to the
porch is by small open stairs. The largest windows of the houses are of
the double casement type, and the smaller ones are undivided. Despite the
asymmetrical fenestration, the houses are peaceful and balanced in appearance. The accompanying structural plans and kitchen interior drawings are
partly the same for all types. The subsequent plans from 1945 are all of
one and a half storey houses — an attic floor has been added to the earlier
types as welI.68 The external appearance of the houses has also been altered: the porches are now mainly located on the long elevation of the
house, and have been enclosed and covered with a separate saddle roof
68

Orig. SRM.
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113. Kaj Englund, type-planned house
no. 4 for the Ministry of Social Service, long elevation, 18.5.1945. SRM.

114. Wooden-frame construction of
the type-planned houses by Kaj Englund for the Ministry of Social Service. Arkkitehti 6-7/1949, p. 93.

(Fig.113). All the houses still have vertical timber cladding, and most windows are divided into two panes. However, perhaps precisely because of
the transformation of the porch, their general expression is more »cottagelike.»
The layout is always based on the same principle: the dwellings have
one or two rooms and a kitchen, or a multipurpose kitchen and one additional room, and they all also have a small WC (Fig. 115). The floor area
262

115. Type-plans for the Ministry of Social Service. Published in Omakotilainat ja
-talot 1946.
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of each dwelling varies between 40 m2 and 60 m2. The houses are mainly
meant for built-up areas. In the one and a half storey types, a second dwelling has been located in the attic. Type 64 is exceptional in that it has three
dwellings in the same house. The houses have been designed in such a
way that the attic rooms can also be taken over by the family itself.69 The
floor plans of the dwellings are similar to those of other 1940s type-planned
houses; the spatial distribution is based on a rectangle divided in four or
two parts, with certain variations.

The Finnish Association of Architets' Reconstruction Office
The design of the type-planned houses was part and parcel with the ongoing general standardization and rationalization of the building sector, which
led to the creation of the Building Information File (rakennustieto- i.e. RTkortisto) that nowadays controls all building in Finland. Since the year
1940, the architects had been considering setting up a reconstruction organization — 1940 being the year when the Finnish Association of Architects nominated a reconstruction committee, which was chaired by Alvar
Aalto.70 There was also a lively discussion of the matter in the journal Arkkitehti — in the issues published during the war, more than half the articles concerned reconstruction, and there were also three special reconstruction issues (1942, 1943 and 1944). The war and the related reconstruction
project were conspicuously present in the general architectural ideology:
solving the problems of reconstruction was seen as a substantial social challenge and duty.
Alvar Aalto was one of the foremost proponents of type planning and
standardization, and also a prominent leader in the field of reconstruction.
In three articles published in the journal Arkkitehti he presented a wideranging discussion of standardization, thereby influencing its direction and
aims.71 In an article written during the so-called interim peace, Aalto describes Finland as a good »research object» with regard to reconstruction
— experience gleaned in Finland could be usefully applied elsewhere after

Working-class urban housing practice often involved subletting the attic floor. See
e.g. Juntto 1990, 218.
7" Annual report of the Reconstruction Office 1942. Building Information Institute
(Rakennustietosäätiö).
7 ' Aalto 1941a; Aalto 1941b.
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the war ended. Aalto compares the emergency settlement measures to first
aid, and calls for a kind of Red Cross of building.72 According to Aalto,
the aim must be to facilitate flexible progression from first-aid building
to normal building, and to abolish temporary housing.73 He dismisses both
temporary solutions — barracks — and the ambition to get everything finished at once. A better approach is to search for the primordial cell and
the basic elements of the dwelling, and to use these to create a dwelling
that can gradually grow and change.74 Aalto accused the type drawings that
were already in use of being too rigid, and called for an additive approach
to building — in keeping with the rural vernacular tradition. Instead of typeplanned houses that were built to a definite size, a system of »growing
houses» was needed.75 According to Aalto, the creation of a permanent type
of house would be neither possible nor desirable, although the primordial
cell of the building was of a permanent nature. According to Aalto, a certain permanence was inherent in the concept and nature of housing.76 The
hearth and chimney at the centre of the type-planned house, around which
the rooms are clustered, could be interpreted as such a »primordial cell»,
or nucleus of a dwelling: »Le germe du bonheur central, la coquille initiale».77 A source of heat and a hearth, it is the pivotal element of the dwelling. The associations with Hestia and the recollections of the archaic dimensions of housing, which touch upon the very existence of humankind,
conjure up thoughts of protection, security, the mother's arms. This hearth
— usually a wood-burning stove — is the centre of the house, around which
the mother of the family would assemble her brood.
Aalto also stresses the importance of respecting the local setting. Standardization of components is indispensable, but the aim must be to create a
rich and varied milieu, and it must be possible to take into account the
special features of each construction site. Aalto's view of architecture is
infused with biologism: he sees building as an organic process, and takes

' Aalto 1941a, 75-76.
Aalto 1941c, 92.
74 Aalto 194la, 78-79.
75 Aalto 1941b, 136. The idea of a »growing house» was present in certain type drawings (of the plans discussed above, see e.g. Englund). On the other hand the attic
offered the initial option of expansion in all the one and a half storey houses; many
of these also had ready-made drawings for extensions that have often disappeared
and been replaced with individual plans of variable quality.
76 Aalto 1941a, 76. For Alvar Aalto in relation to Enlightenment and Modernist interpretations of origins, see Porphyrios 1982, 65.
77 Bachelard 1957, 27.
7
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nature as his model.78 Nature was an aesthetic, scientific and ethical model: it was at once rational and real. Aalto's aim was a standard house that
was both free and controlled, open and planned; he wanted elastic standardization rather than a permanent type (objet-type). The Functionalist ideas
of the minimal dwelling and industrial design are crucial to Aalto's type
planning; according to Porphyrios, in his plans for residential and industrial areas, Aalto comes closest to international Modernism.79 The emulation of nature, or biologism, was in fact a common trope in architectural
thinking in the 1940s, as can be seen in, for example, Aulis Blomstedt's
writings. It might be argued that it was precisely the pivotal role which
Aalto had in the organization of the reconstruction and standardization that
made him a key figure in Finnish postwar architecture.
The Reconstruction Office of the Finnish Association of Architects (Jälleenrakennustoimisto) was founded at a special reconstruction meeting held
on January 31 and February 1, 1942. The main strategies were at once
sketched out at the meeting, and the actual work began on May 2, 1942,
when men had been transferred to the office from their military units. The
Reconstruction Office evolved into a central body sponsored by the state,
but run by the Finnish Association of Architects. It had two departments:
the Standardization Institute (Standardisoimislaitos) and the Planning Consultancy (Suunnitteluapu) (Fig. 116). The director of the Office was the
architect Viljo Revell. During the war years, the Office employed an average staff of twenty. The Standardization Institute was at first led by the
architect Aarne Ervi.80 During the war, the department did a lot of work
related to the development of the general standardization of the building
industry and to the creation of a system of norms, and to trying to find a

Aalto 1941a, 78-79. The biologistic metaphors employed by Aalto (growth, primordial cell) and his biologism in general have links with the prominent status of
the natural sciences since the late 19th century, and have affinities with, for example, the views of Oswald Spengler and the Finnish novelist F.E. Sillanpää. See
e.g Ojala 1977, 182-202.
79
Porphyrios 1982, 113; see also 62-65. On the changes in Aalto's conception of
standardization between 1920s and '40s, see Standertskjöld 1992a, 76-83.
80 The Standardization Institute was directed by the Reconstruction Committee chaired
by Alvar Aalto and including architects Hilding Ekelund, Yrjö Laine, Yrjö Lindegren, Otto-I. Meurman, Jussi Paatela, Uno Ullberg and Martti Välikangas. A team
including Aalto, Ervi, Kaj Englund, Lindegren, Revell and Lauri Tolonen (secretary, after his death on 20. 9. 1943 Woldemar Baeckman) went through the proposals for standards, and the Construction standard committee of the Ministry for
Transport and Public Works finally approved the proposals. Annual report 1942.
Rakennustietosäätiö; S.A.F.A:n jälleenrakennuskokous 1942, 4-8.
78
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116. Work at the Reconstruction Office in 1943. Under preparation type plans for
the Aseveli house. Architect Woldemar Baeckman and architect student Helena
Malisto. Photo Rakennustietosäätiö.

generally applicable system of measurement, or module (Fig. 117).81 True
to the universalizing ideals of Functionalism, the constant aim was towards
international cooperation; there was increasingly close interaction with
Sweden, Denmark and Germany in particular. The results obtained were
published as part of the Building Information File, which was expanded
and revised constantly. The first 70 cards were completed and published
in 1943.82 At first the goals were ambitious and optimistic, the aim was
world-wide standardization pioneered by the Nordic countries.

8' Cf. Le Corbusier's Modulor (1948) and the hannonical system of measurement and
proportion (Canon 60) deyeloped by Aulis Blomstedt (published in le Carre Bleu
4/1961). On Blomstedt's modular studies, Vanhakoski 1992, 66-67; Pallasmaa
1992, 7-24.
' Annual reports of the Reconstruction Office 1942, 1943. Building Information Institute. On the importance of the American contacts before and after the war, see
Korvenmaa 1990.
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117. Aulis Blomstedt, study for a modular system based on the 180cm measure.
Undated (presumably from the late 1950s). Photo SRM. Blomstedt also planned a
modular system of flexible industrialized housing for the planning competition for
summerhouses arranged by the Finnish Association of Architects in 1943. This low,
flat-roofed Kenno or cell house was modern in appearance and clearly differed
from the type-planned houses designed at the Reconstruction Office.
The Planning Consultancy was at first headed by Aulis Blomstedt. Its
original purpose was to coordinate the architects' voluntary reconstruction
work. The aim was that each member of the Association should perform
two weeks of voluntary work each year — voluntary activity by common
citizens was extensive both during and after the war.83 The voluntary project
8s Cf. Juntto 1990, 217; S.A.F.A:n jälleenrakennus... 1942. 4-8.
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had a sluggish first year, but things picked up in the years to follow. The
main role of the Planning Consultancy was to provide type plans for various clients. The first project was the Asevelitalo (War Veterans' House,
1942) commissioned by the Finnish Association of Comrades in Arms
(Suomen Aseveljien Liitto), which was designed for use in the recaptured
areas of Karelia. The following year saw the completion of a series of
»growing houses», or the so-called MKL series, which was ordered by the
Central Union of Agricultural Societies. The aim was to carry out all design projects in a way that would benefit the standardization process as a
whole.R4 The establishment of the Reconstruction Office attests not only
to the architects' sense of social responsibility but also to their wish to
keep the organization and control of the reconstruction firmly in their own
hands.
The Association of Architects also engaged in standardization propaganda. At once, in 1942, the Association published a booklet titled Rakennustaide ja standardi. Jälleenrakentamisen ydinkysymyksiä (Architecture and the standard. Key questions of reconstruction), the written part
of which had been edited by the novelist Mika Waltari.85 The publication
stressed the importance of introducing standardization, and expounded the
principles of reconstruction and standardization. Economic resources being limited, building had to be extremely rational — work had to proceed
systematically and in order of priority. Standardization had to focus on the
individual parts of the building, and it must be continuous. The books also
introduced an instrument of standardization: the Building Information File
(Figs. 118 and 119). The publication of data on cards would make it easy
to revise details and to delete outdated information.86 The first 70 cards

84 The Planning Consultancy was supervised by Alyar Aalto, Esko Suhonen, Lauri
Tolonen (secretary) and Uno Ullberg. Annual reports of the Reconstruction Office 1942-1945. Rakennustietosäätiö; Blomstedt 1943, 57. MKL became from the
name of the Central Union of Agricultural Societies = Maatalousseurojen Keskusliitto.
85 Waltari's text is clearly informed by the thinking of Aalto. The original plan was
to publish a special journal called Jälleenrakennus (Reconstruction). Although Aalto
later sharply distinguished between architect's actual work on the one hand and
writings on architecture on the other, writings constituted an essential part of his
work during the 1930s, and even during the Second World War.
86 Waltari 1942, 3-31. The booklet also mentioned the American publication Sweet's
Catalog File — that kind of dictionary would have been too heavy for a country as
small as Finland. In the Reconstruction Office Alvar Aalto with Yrjö Lindegren,
Benel Saarnio and Markus Tavio also made a plan for the reconstruction of Rovaniemi (1945); this town plan was never completed. Annual Report 1942, Building
Information Institute; Revell 1943, 43; Ervi 1943, 61; Helamaa 1983, 92.
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118. Architect Woldemar Baeckman and the Building Information File at the Reconstruction Office in 1943. Photo Rakennustietosäätiö.
were published in 1943. The Building Information File was based on the
international decimal classification system and was adapted from German
and Swedish models in particular — this facilitated the cooperation with
Swedish timber-house factories.
In 1942, Aulis Blomstedt, Kaj Englund and Lauri Tolonen produced
plans for the Aseveli houses, to be built on the Karelian isthmus. The houses
consisted of a log frame which could accommodate various types of simple dwellings and livestock shelters. The frame came in two sizes: type S
22 m2 (400 x 500 cm) and type A 41.2 m2 (550 cm x 700 cm). Both types
also included plans for an optional extension (Fig. 120). The houses were
mainly built close to the front, by units of the field, and sent in the form
of prefabricated sets to the civilian population of Karelia, to help them rebuild their homes.87 The houses were designed for easiest possible construc87

One division ran a veritable house factory, where 50 house frames were produced
concurrently, in a rapid process. Valmistava vaalikokous, Arkkitehti 1942, appendix, 31. Various type plans for individual clients were also designed by Hilding
Ekelund, Yrjö Lindegren, Hugo Harmia, Jorma Järvi and others. Annual report 1942.
Rakennustietosäätiö.
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119. Rakennustietokortisto (Building Information File), 1944. Photo Rakennustietosäätiö.

tion in front line conditions. The drawings were distributed in an edition
of 9,000 copies among the military units and the local population; over a
thousand houses were built during the first year.88 Because the foundations
of the building were simultaneously laid in a different area, it was abso88 Arkkitehti 10-11/1942,31; Blomstedt 1943, 57.
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120. Aulis Blomstedt, Kaj Englund, Lauri Silvennoinen, Asevelitalo A, 41.2 m'-.
Published in Arkkitehti 1942.
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lutely necessary that the given measurements were strictly observed when
the logs were hewn.89 The design of these types represents extreme rationalism, both in terms of labour and basic plan. The external appearance of
these types specifically designed for Karelia differs from that of other typeplanned houses — they are the only ones whose external architecture is specifically designed for a particular location. The external architecture
of the houses contains references to the building methods traditionally used
in eastern Finland: they are made of round, unpaid logs, as was customary in Karelia, and their roof structure is also reminiscent of eastern Finnish building. A traditional corner timbering technique is used, and the purlins are left clearly exposed, which creates an idiosyncratic external appearance. Both types could also be built of planks, with the usual timber
cladding (Figs. I21, 122 and 123).
The dwelling types included in the so-called MKL series designed by
Aarne Hytönen, Yrjö Lindegren and 0IIi Pöyry in 1943 for the Central
Union of Agricultural Societies carry into effect the ideals of the »growing house» and the differentiation of functions: they are designed to cater
for different residential models and members of different occupations, and
were meant for rural areas as well as for population centres.90 The series
includes six different single-family types, and two Aseveli types. All the
plans were published on Building Information cards in such a way that
there were separate main plans and building instructions for each type,
while the detail drawings and structural drawings were provided by appending of additional Building Information cards to the main plans. In addition to the attic conversion option, two-stage extension plans were outlined for each type.91
With the exception of the two Aseveli types, all the houses have same
basic form: they are cube-shaped buildings with both a basement and an
attic floor, and the main volume of the house rests on a continuous rectangular base, the only projecting structure being the porch. All houses
have a single chimney, and the same roof pitch. Horizontal boarding is
slightly more common than vertical boarding (4/6). All type-planned houses
with an attic floor have the somewhat sharp roof pitch of approximately
45°.
x9 See Asevelityypit A ja S, hirsirakennuksen runkotyön selitys (Aseveli types A and
S, specification for log building framework). SRM.
9° Arkkitehti 1943, 66-73. Building Information cards 962.12, 962.13, 962.22, 962.23,
962.52, 962.61, 962.91. Building Information Institute.
9' The house can grow in one or two possible ways: only the basic type is initially
built, and all extension work is postponed, or the frame is at once completed in its
extended form, but only the basic part is fully completed. Kivimaa 1943, 64.
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121. The "house factory" of Division
3 near Uhtua in 1942 produced more
than 100 Aseveli houses. Photo SRM.

122. The foundations of an Aseveli
house. Photo SRM.

The crux of the layout is either a multipurpose main room, which has a
partitioned-off kitchen section (MKL2, MKL3, MKL7 and type no. 8) or
a multipurpose main room and a separate kitchen (MKL4, MKL5, MKL6)
— the smallest type (MKL1) is a large undivided multipurpose room. There
is no actual living room; the multipurpose main room is the largest space,
and therefore serves as a general living area. The other spaces are planned
around the main room and the kitchen, and the bedrooms are consigned
to the attic. In the initial stage, depending on the size of the house, the
sleeping quarters are either locazted in the main room, in partitioned sleeping sections in the main room, or in separate bedrooms. The effort to seg274

123. The log frame of an Aseveli
house A. Arkkitehti 1942.

regate different activities is a characteristic feature even in the smaller
types, e.g. MKL2 (35 m2) in which specific areas for both kitchen work
and sleeping are partitioned off the main room (Fig.124). The main room
is a multifunctional space where the inhabitants gather, sleep and eat; the
type MKL4 is the only where the dining table is placed in the kitchen.
The beds are placed at a distance from the cooking facilities. The largest
types, MKL5 and MKL6, are the most »differentiated» dwellings (both
65 m2). The basic part of both buildings comprises a large separate kitchen and two rooms (Fig. 125). The floor plans are variations of the fourroom plan. Once extended to their final and largest form, the houses are
meant to serve as main buildings on medium-size and moderately large
farms. In this completed form, they approximate the spatial organization
that characterizes rural housing traditions, with their conventional guest
rooms and master's rooms. The size of the basic part of the houses ranges
between 31 m2 and 65 m2. When the extensions have been added, the smaller types comprise a main room, a kitchen and one or two bedrooms. The
rooms are either located in a row, or in a square sequence similar to the
four-room plan.92
92

Arkkitehti 1943, 66-73. Building Information cards 962.12, 962.13, 962.22, 962.23,

962.52, 962.61, 962.91. Building Information Institute.
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Tyyppi N:o2

Tyypin nimi: MKL 2

MKL2

RT-kortiston n:o 962.13

pila

O
Tyypin runko on tupa ja siihen välittömästi liittyvä keitto-osasto (MKL 2)
pinta-alaltaan 39 ms. Se voidaan
laajentaa käsittämään tupakeittiön
ja kaksi huonetta (MKL 2a) tai tupakeittiön ja neljä huonetta (MKL 2b).
Ullakolle voidaan lisäksi rakentaa
1 suurehko ja 1 pienehkö makuuhuone. Ullakolle päästään eteisestä
ja kellariin keitto-osastosta. Ruokasäiliöän on ovi sekä eteisestä että
keitto-osastosta. Tyyppi esittää sellaista asuntomuotoa, jossa pyritään
huoneiden keskinäisen kiinteän yhteyden avulla väljään perheasunnon kotimuotoon ja eristetyt huoneet on
sijoitettu ullakolle. Tämän tyypin
tarkoitus on sopia varsinkin vähitellen laajenevan tilan asuinrakennukseksi. Rakennus voi vastaavasti helposti kasvaa ensin MKL 2a ja sitten
MKL 2b muodoksi.
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124. Aarne Hytönen, Yrjö Lindegren, 011i Pöyry, MKL 2 for the so-called MKLseries. Building Information File no. 962.13. Published in Arkkitehti 1944.
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Pohjoinen

Tyyppi N:o6

MKL6

Tyypin nimi MKL 6

aihn le mawrha

RT-kortiston n:o 962.91

Tyypin runkona on kaksi huonetta
ja ruokailukeittiö, pinta-alaltaan
65 ms. Siihen liittyy kaksi vaihtoehtoisto loojennusmuotoa,joista toisessa (MK L6a) on lisäys kaksi huonetta jo toisessa (MKL 66) lisäys sisältää uuden eteisen, isännänhuoen ja tuvan, jonne ruokailu keittiöstä on siirtynyt ja keittiöön on
sijoitettu kotiapulaisen makuupaikkamohdollisuus. Tämä tyyppi edustaa sellaista asumismuotoo, jolloin
aluksi tilavan tuvan sijasta halutaan
useompia pienempiä huoneita jo Sayan
jätetään myöhempään aikaan tai jätetään kokonaan,
rakentamatta. Perustyyppi sinänsä
edustaa yleistä asumismuotoaasutuskeskuksissa. Ullakkohuoneita voidaan rokentaa perustyypissä yksi
ja laajennusmuodoissa kaksi. Ullakolle käynti tapahtuu tuulikaapin kautta, jolloin ullakkohuoneiden
vuokraaminen on mahdollista. Kellariin päästään keittiöstä.

MKL 6a

Pohjat mittakaavassa 1 : 200
MKL 6b

125. Aarne Hytönen, Yrjö Lindegren, 011i Pöyry, MKL-series 1943, type MKL 6.
Published in Arkkitehti 1944.
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In addition to the plans for the buildings themselves, designs were produced for all the building's components from window and door types to
structural drawings and kitchen furniture; these were also published as
Building Information Cards. In 1945, the Reconstruction Office completed the first standard types of kitchen furniture, which were published on
25 cards. The kitchen was a central object of interest in the rationalization of construction and housing. The design of the dwelling — and of the
kitchen in particular — was seen as an immediate means of bettering the
woman's position as family housekeeper, and of enhancing her daily orbit.93 The point of departure in kitchen design was the current social situation — housing practice — and the gender division it entailed; as kitchen
work was mainly performed by women, the Office adopted the average
height of the Finnish women as the basis of its standard kitchen furniture 94
The »K.Y.M.R.O» types, designed by Aulis Blomstedt and Yrjö Lindegren in 1944 for the use in population centres, were based on a collection of »typical» building plans collected from different parts of Finland.95
On the basis of the collection, three categories of building were established.
Groups A and B include dwellings that comprise one or two rooms and a
kitchen, plus an attic floor; group C consists of dwellings with a small kitchen and 1-3 rooms but no attic rooms — there are nine types in total.96 The
dwellings were categorized according to the relative location of the rooms.
The houses are mainly clad with horizontal boarding, and they echo the
convention of reconstruction type (Fig.126). The saddle-roofed porch —
which might be either open or enclosed — is usually located at one end of
the longest elevation of the building; the windows are small and irregularly distributed. The layout of the dwellings ranges from one room and a
kitchen to three rooms and a kitchen. All but a couple of types have a separate kitchen (types KYMRO 3 and 5 have a multipurpose kitchen), and
the most common type of house has two rooms and a kitchen. There are
usually two additional rooms in the attic. The size of the buildings is usually 50-60 m2.
The vigorous reconstruction effort, which began after the armistice agreement was signed in the autumn 1944, provided plenty of work for the ar-

93 Mitä jokaisen... 1940, 12-13; Similä 1939, 25-29; Stigell 1939, 53.
Simberg 1945, 72-73.
95 KYMRO= Kulkulaitosten ja yleisten töiden ministeriön rakennusosasto (Ministry
for Transport and Public Works, construction department). The architects Kirsti
Arajärvi and Eva Larkka, and the architectural student Irja Puttonen helped in the
planning process. Arkkitehti 1944, 75.
96 Arkkitehti 1944, 75.
94
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126. Yrjö Lindegren, Kymro type Kymro 1, 1944. On the cover of this book
Kymro type Enso 1 by Aulis Blomstedt.
Orig. SRM.

chitects and simultaneously drained the professional resources of the Reconstruction Office, which did not want to compete with the architects'
own private offices. As of June 1, 1945, the Office was headed by Kaj
Englund.97 From the very beginning, almost half of the staff of the Office
97 Kurt Simberg replaced Ervi at the helm of the Planning Consultancy; Yrjö Lindegren had been director of the Standardization Institute since 1943. Annual reports
1943, 1945, Building Information Institute.
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had been women, and now the proportion of architectural students also
increased.98 The work of the Office was mainly carried out as though by
»faceless officials» and without foregrounding the personal identity of the
designers; in this respect the work stressed anonymity. Yet that work had
a momentous effect on the immediate everyday environment and the dwellings of the Finnish population. When the war was over, a significant
number of young architects moved on to areas of design that were more
conducive to individual expression and to the establishment and/or augmentation of a professional reputation. In 1947, the name of the Office
was changed to the Standardization Institute of the Finnish Association
of Architects (Suomen Arkkitehtiliiton Standardisoimislaitos). It continued
to develop and publish standardization materials and Building Information cards.99 In the 1970s it became a part of the new Building Information Institute.
The reconstruction of Lapland meant the final breakthrouh of the Building Information File. The type-planned single-family houses designed by
the architect Erkki Koiso-Kanttila for the Lappish Building Administration District (Lapin rakennuspiiri) for use in reconstruction do not differ
from the other reconstruction types.10° All the familiar themes are repeated: the buildings have saddle roofs, and usually horizontal boarding, and
there is a saddle-roofed open porch at one end of the longest elevation.
The windows are different sizes, and always undivided, although the larger
windows have a separate, narrow ventilation window. All but two of the
houses have one and a half storeys.101 The different types are relatively
identical — the dwellings comprise two rooms and a kitchen, and sometimes a WC. (Types no. 9 and 10 have three rooms and a kitchen.) There
are two more rooms in the attic, which can also serve as a separate apartment (Fig. 127). The floor area of the types that have two rooms and kitchen is the same as that of the »minimal» dwelling — 50 m2 to 60 m2. The

98
99

100

101

Annual reports 1942-45. Building Information Institute.
By 1943, a total of 86 Building Information cards had been completed — houses
and construction details — and the number of subscribers was roughly 600. The
following year, plans for 6 residential buildings (including details) and 8 porches
were published in the form of sets of Building Information cards, and in 1945, a
total of 46 cards were published showing plans for kitchen furniture and details of
buildings — by this time the of subscribers had grown to 1,288. In 1957 there were
over 3,000 subscribers. Annual reports of the Reconstruction Office 1942-57, Building Information cards 1946-53. Building Information Insitute; SRM.
Omakoti 1-10. Type no. 3 was Tammisuo 3, originally planned for the KYMRO
series of the Reconstruction Office. Orig. SRM.
Houses 4 and 8 are single-storey.
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I27. Erkki Koiso-Kanttila, Lapland
Building Administration District, type
Omakoti (Own-Home House) 1.
16.4.1945. Orig. SRM.

spatial organization is typically such that the kitchen and the bedroom either adjoin or communicate, and form a single axis on their own side of
the building, while the living room constitutes a separate unit on the opposite side.
With the houses designed for the reconstruction of Lapland, the planning process may be said to have come to an »end», at least insofar as no
more features were actually added to the so-called 1940s type-planned
house. In the late '40s, the different resettlement committees had a hun102 Lappi-Seppälä 1948, 7.
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128. In the Planning Consultancy architects also voluntarily designed a
great number of houses for private clients, mainly for the recovered territories in Karelia but also elsewhere. This
undated and unsigned design belongs
to the Hilding Ekelund collection kept
in SRM. It was presumably designed
in spring 1943 for Mr. Janhunen and
has the stamp of the Reconstruction
Office.

dred or so type plans at their disposaI.102 Most single-family houses built
in the 1940s and '50s rehearse the same themes, regardless of whether the
setting is a town or a factory estate, or whether the house has been »home
made» by a rural or suburban proprietor, and although efforts were made
to liven up the austere and ascetic standard structure with personal additions. Particularly during the '50s, houses were often rendered rather than
clad with timber)03

Arava and AS types
The characteristic features of the reconstruction-period type plans for single-family housing recur in the revised plans designed by the Standardi103 Lehtonen — Lepistö 1982.
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zation Institute of the Finnish Association of Architects in 1950, which
were designed to comply with the stipulations of the state-subsidized Housing Act (Arava-lait, March 23, 1949).104 Most of the architects involved
had taken part in type planning in the 1940s. There are six types in all;
each is by a different architect.105 Two of the types are single-family houses
with one and a half storeys; four are two-family houses with either one or
two floors (Fig. 129). The greates difference between the reconstruction
types and Arava types is that latter are larger: the one-family houses comprise three to four room and a kitchen, while in the two-family houses the
size of the individual dwellings range from one room and a kitchen to three
rooms and a kitchen — the dwellings are either located side by side or
stacked.
The 15 single-family houses that make up the AS types — a series of
type plans for rural areas commissioned by the Ministry of Agriculture —
recapitulate the essential features of the type-planned houses of the 1940s.106
Most of these houses have one and a half storeys (there are three exceptions), saddle roofs, vertical boarding and high plinths which accomodate
basement facilities. The porch is either of the saddle-roofed open type, or
built under an extension of the slope of the roof. The windows are undivided; the largest window is in the living room, and the rest are quite small.
The external appearance of the houses is harmonious and peaceful.
The arrangement of the living space is based on a rectangle divided into
four, and the dwellings are all very similar: there is a large combined kitchen and dining space, a bedroom, a living room, a washroom or WC and
usually two attic rooms (Fig. 130). The rooms mostly have two doors, and
are thus intercommunicable: the kitchen is accessed from the entrance-hall
passage and the bedroom, the bedroom opens into the living room, the living room communicates with the entrance-hall passage, but there is no
access between the kitchen and the living room. The multifunctional main
room of the traditional rural house has been substituted by a separate kitchen and a living room — some plans still use the name of tupa as an alternative name for »living room» (olohuone), but the living room furniture shows no trace of the old multipurpose function. The dwelling is now
dedicated to rest, sociable activities and household work.
104 Uusia omakotitalojen...1950. (ARAVA = asuntorakennustuotannon valtuuskunta,
housing production commission). For more information about the ARAVA system, see e.g. Juntto 1990, 203-216; Hurme 1991, 74-75.
'os The architects were Lauri Silvennoinen, Lauri Pajamies, Erkki Koiso-Kanttila, Jarl
Bjurström, Kaj Englund and Hilding Ekelund.
106 Maatalousministeriön AS-rakennustyypistö 1952. The architects are not mentioned
in the catalogue.
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1950

OMAKOTITALO, ARAVA 1

RT 983.715
DK 728.37

'

Vhden perheen omakotitalo
3 huonetta jo keittiö
huuneiistoolo 70 + 29 = 99 m
tilavuus
535 In

Tahoe tyyppiin kuuluvat seuraavat piinrstukset:
RT 983.7150 I kerr. jo kellarin pohja 1:100
RT 983,7151 II . pohja ja leikkaus 1:100
RT 983.7152 2
julkisivu
1 :100
RT 983.7153 2
>
I:100

Suunnitellut:
Lauri Silvennoinen
orkkitehti SAFA

Jalkipoinos kielletään

Suo
Arkkitehtiliitto, Stondordisoimisloitos
Helsinki
ki K, Bulevardi I, puh. 65 758, 65 158

129. Lauri Silvennoinen, single-family house type ARAVA 1, 1950. RT 983.715.
Published in Uusia omakotitalojen tyyppipiirustuksia 1950.
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AS -TYYPPI

A15
1952
Piirustuksia tilottoessa
on erikseen mainittovo, jos halutaan piirustukset kellarista 2.

YHDEN PERHEEN OMAKOTITALO
2 huonetta ja keittiö sekä 2 ullokkohuoneno
Kellarista 2 vaihtoehtoista ratkaisua: K 1 jo K 2
Rakennuksen elo

80 rn2

Huoneistoola:
1. kerros
72 m2
Ullakkohuoneet 45 mm' 117 m2
Tilavuus: kellari + asuintilat
Kellon 1
167+410=577 mt
Kellari 2
167+410=577

Jäljentäminen la jälkipoinos kielletään.
Aljentsminen ja jälkipainos kialletain

Maatalousseurojen Keskusliitto
ASUTUSVALIOKUNTA
Maatalonsministenön asutuseslainosasto

130. The Ministry of Agriculture, Settlement department, AS-type A 15 for rural
areas (1952). Published in Maatalousministeriön asutusasiainosaston AS-rakennustyypistö 1952.
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131. Keijo Petäjä and Viljo Rewell, apartment houses of the reconstruction period, Maunulan Kansanasunnot in Maunula, Helsinki (1949-51). Floor plan of kitchen, bedroom, living room, balcony and bathroom. SRM. Houses photographed by
Heikki Havas in the early 1950s. SRM.
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A

132. Modest and human housing architecture of the reconstruction period. Yrjö
Lindegren, the so-called Käärmetalo (Serpent House) on Mäkelänkatu, Käpylä
(1949). The first Arava apartment house in Helsinki. Photo and floor plans SRM.
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After state-subsidized housing was introduced, official housing policy
and individual architects both returned their attention to high-rise flats and
to the building of cities and population centres (Fig. 131). Type plans were
gradually superseded by industrially produced prefabricated family houses designed according to the fashion of the day. Since the '50s, the building
of small homes has become increasingly »rampant»: modern prefabricated houses vary in style, and reflect the rapid flux of trends and fashions.
More distinctive one-off single-family houses and semi-detached houses
have been designed by architects.
Despite the anonymous quality of the buildings themselves, architects
played a central role in the design of the type-planned houses — the aspiration, at least, was not only to enhance and create housing standards but
also to pay attention to aesthetic considerations of design. In practice, the
creation of housing standards and the effort to satisfy minimum needs easily
turned the »minimum» into the norm. People had faith in architecture; it
held an optimistic promise of an eventual better life. In accordance with
the Enlightenment project, the aim was to create a good, modern dwelling that would be suited to contemporary life. Despite the enormous demand, the scale and volume of building was nothing compared to the massive housing estate production of the 1960s and '70s.

6.3. Architecture and organization of living space
6.3.1. Architectural idiom
As the above review of the planning process showed, a set of similar themes
recur with small variations in the architecture of all the different typeplanned houses, with the single exception of the Aseveli houses designed
(for the rebuilding of Karelia) at the Reconstruction Office of the Finnish
Association of Architects in 1942 by Aulis Blomstedt, Kaj Englund and
Lauri Tolonen. The type-planned houses adhere to an aesthetic of sparseness and conventionality; their visual idiom is simple, austere and independent of designer, and, in this sense, anonymous. The external architecture of these plain, unembellished, saddle-roofed houses has a certain
generalized quality. The houses epitomize the basic idea of the dwelling,
and their homogeneousness, which seems to dissociate them from the designer, the client and environment, helps to create the sense that they epit288

133. Type-planned houses in Pieksämäki. Photo Riitta Nikula 1990.

omize the »normal» archetypal one-family house. The types designed for
rural areas and for urban population centres are not dissimilar but identical.107 With their wooden construction, vertical or horizontal boarding, saddle roofs and clear rectangular shape, they all share the same cabin-like
appearance (Fig. 133). Certain technical innovations were adopted in the
building of the houses: the basement facilities and the plinth were cast in
concrete and the boarded walls were put together by means of the so-called
frame construction technique.10t
Aside from the saddle roofs and lack of architectural details, the most
prominent overall feature of the houses is their virtual cube shape — a result of the high plinth and virtually square one and a half storey elevations. The cube was a favourite form in modern architecture. Almost all
the houses have high, pronounced basement facilities under the main vol In the 1940s, it was thought that the difference between town and country would
gradually disappear, and it was not considered necessary to design dwellings separately for rural areas and towns. See for example Aalto 1941c, 134.
108 Englund 1949, 92-93.
107

10
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ume of the house, but only few have separate utility buildings, despite the
fact that such buildings were more native to the Finnish building tradition
and would have been cheap to build.109 The facades allowed little scope
for variation beyond slight difference in roof pitch, the choice between vertical or horizontal boarding, and alternative locations and shapes for the
windows and the porch. The windows, doors and porch are the only features that punctuate the facade. The porch usually has a saddle roof and is
mostly located at one or the other end of the longest elevation, while the
single chimney is usually positioned slightly to the side of the central axis.
The windows are asymmetrically distributed on all four walls, and their
positions are dictated by the floor plan. The largest windows are in the
living room and sometimes in the kitchen or the main room, and the bedrooms and attics have smaller windows. In some cases the gable end of
the house has two identical windows which stare out like a pair of eyes.
The windows vary in size and shape — they can be square, or either horizontal or vertical rectangles. The large windows are commonly bands consisting of two or three adjacent rectangles. The houses project a firmly enclosed and sealed-off appearance. Not only are they conspicuous — they
also affirm their own separation from their surroundings and assertively
confine their inhabitants. The visual idiom of the houses is not hierarchically dependent upon the volume of each building but constant and independent of size — in this respect the houses effectuate the principle of producing similar dwellings for all individuals and locations.
The standardized and mutually similar type-planned houses reiterate a
certain uniform model of the dwelling and of habitation, and are part of
the same discourse. The facades of the houses contain no references for
(historical) styles, and the buildings can therefore be said to adhere to the
modern idiom.10 The absence of such references does not, however, imply a severance from architectural tradition, although the break with the
past was one of the most tendentious Modernist myths. The myth of Modernist architecture as somehow detached from tradition persisted for a long
time also in texts in the history of Finnish architecture. In these, the architectural idiom of the type-planned houses is treated as though it were
obvious and given, and emerged »out of nothing» and had no relation to
the preceding architecture (including Functionalism).11' Ironically enough,
See Arkkitehti 1944, 75.
I use the term historical styles in the conventional sense with which it is employed in architectural research and art history, meaning easily recognizable historical
styles and the concomitant periodization of art.
"' E.g. Alander 1954, 485; Wickberg 1959, 86-89; Salokorpi 1971, 34; Mikkola 1978,
77; Helander 1982, 504.
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the break with tradition was also associated with the idea that architecture was a matter of self-expression on the part of the designer, and free
of any meanings outside itself. »Modern» buildings were seen as being
inherently rational and techinically advanced, even when they were not
so in reality. Their external appearance projected the illusion of rationality — and this in itself is one of the meanings of the type-planned houses
as well.1
12 The houses also possess many not strictly stylistic features
through which they participate in architectural tradition and acquire meaning in relation to that tradition — even the »lack» of something is a choice
that connotes meaning. The pivotal issues are similarity and difference —
both difference from and affiliation with the architecture of the past: »Forms
become meaningful not only because of contrast with other forms, but also
because of similarity to certain forms that carry the same meaning.»13 Similarity is at least eloquent and meaningful as difference, and the continuity
of a tradition is just as important as discontinuity. The architectural idiom
of the type-planned houses combines certain old, familiar features in a new
way — their »novelty» entails combining »traditional» elements with new
ideas about housing.
The design of the type-planned houses aspired towards timelessness and
beauty through the use of clear lines and good balance and proportions,
the aesthetic premise being that beauty and pleasantness reside in simplicity,
modesty and practicality. Everything superfluous has been rejected. The
external architecture was designed to resemble the supposedly timeless rural
vernacular tradition. Modesty, aversion to fashion and fads, and references
to the national heritage aimed to accentuate the permanence of the building and the values it stood for.14 Although the external appearance of the
type-planned houses does include features that stem from vernacular architecture, it still radically differs from the vernacular tradition — it is possible to argue that the type-planned house constitutes a shift in the rural
vernacular tradition, a transformation of rural building. The external ex-
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On the impossibility of meaningless architecture see for example Bonta 1979, 22:
»A truly meaningless architecture or art would remain outside the realm of culture — and thus it would cease to be architecture or art.»
Bonta 1979, 123-124. Ville Lukkarinen has studied the way in which architecturally similar and contemporaneous buildings acquire different meanings if they are
studied in context, taking into account the intentions of their designers. Lukkarinen 1989, 83.
»The architecture of small rural dwellings ought to emulate the vernacular and show
respect for customary shapes and proportions.» Lappi-Seppälä 1940, 220. See also
Mandelin 1948, 15-16; Stigell 1948, I.
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pression of these houses has mistakenly been attributed to vernacular builders;15 in reality, as showed in the above account of their planning, the houses were built according to models distributed »from above», and designed
by eminent architects.
Features that associate the type-planned house with the Finnish rural
building tradition include the use of timber as a construction material, and
structures such as the saddle roof, and the popular open porch with its saddle roof mounted on posts, which is usually placed on the longest elevation of the building.116 At first glance, each house looks like a twin cabin
chopped in half — an association which places the houses in the rural cabin and cottage convention. In its general shape and proportions, how-ever,
the type-planned house differs, even strongly, from the traditional farmhouse. The usual light colour scheme of the type-planned house, and its
chosen height of one and a half storeys, were exceptional in rural build17 Similarly, the feing, although the latter was not entirely unheard-of.1
nestration differs from the customary Neoclassical windows composed of
four or six uniformly sized square panes which continued their career in
1920s Classicism. The high basement facilities underneath the house constituted another feature that was alien to rural building custom — storage
space was traditionally provided in separate utility buildings and storehouses. In the type-planned houses, a maximum number of different functions
have been concentrated in a single building, and the only outbuildings are
usually the cowshed (which sometimes also houses the privy) and the sauna.18 Assigning almost all the different household activities to one and
the same building constituted a reordering of the oikos and a transformation of the rural yard milieu. Local building conventions and idiosyncracies were of the essence in rural vernacular architecture, whereas the typeplanned houses were always similar, regardless of location. These houses, with their exteriors that patently departed from traditional rural architecture, contribute to the formation of a new model of single-family housing
in Finland.

1971, 34-35.
"6 The construction of the type-planned house naturally differed from what was traditional both in the country and in the wooden towns: instead of logs clad with
boarding, the walls of the type-planned houses were entirely made of boards.
'17 Lehtonen — Lepistö 1982, 91.
"x From the 1920s, type plans for cowsheds and saunas were also produced, and separate utility buildings were also a common subject of model drawings for rural buildings from the end of the 19th century onwards. Sjöström 1891; Siikonen 1931; Siikonen 1942.

15 Salokorpi
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On the other hand, the ascetic and unembellished type-planned houses
differ surprisingly little from, for example, the stone-built peasant houses
designed by Carl Wijnblad in the 18th century.19 Both have elevations
which lack coordinating features, and smooth, continuous walls that are
only broken by the door and window apertures. The type-planned houses
of the 1940s also share the general shape of Wijnblad's one and a half
storey buildings.''-° However, the asymmetrical and irregular elevations and
the popular porch only occur in the houses of the '40s. Wijnblad's plans
are also homogeneous in terms of visual idiom, ranging from a complete
twin cabin to a »quarter cabin» which is achieved by simply »slicing» the
larger building close to the entrance-hall passage, and by shifting the door
from the middle to the side of the building.121
Similarly, the type-planned houses differ from the wooden architecture
of the traditional Finnish small towns (agrarian trade towns), for example
by virtue of their greater height and cube shape. The houses of the small
towns, which from I810 onwards were mainly single-storey, were surrounded by boarded fences and formed enclosed and unified street facades,
whereas the type-planned houses were detached and had private gardens,
which yields a suburban impression. The closed street spaces were with
them replaced by open blocks (Fig. 134). And indeed, it is precisely the
housing associated with the traditional wooden town from which the typeplanned house is furthest removed in terms of architecture and internal organization.' 22
The model of domestic architecture embodied in the postwar typeplanned house essentially belongs to the process of Finland's urbanization, and it compares both with the rural tradition and with the urban housing models of the early 20th century — the brief suburban tradition of working-class and bourgeois single-family housing (the one-family house and
villa), the bourgeois apartment and the Functionalist floor plan of the 1930s.
Chronologically, the closest antecedent of the type-planned house can be
seen in 1920s type-plans for small rural and suburban dwellings, for example those produced at the behest of the Ministry of Social Service or
then State Board of Land Settlement or, say, the dwelling types employed
in Puu-Käpylä (wooden Käpylä) in Helsinki.'-3

Wijnblad 1765.
When built of wood, Wijnblad's houses were single-storey.
'22' Cf. Tab I »helt hemman» and Tab II »fierdedels hemman.»
'22 On the architecture of the traditional Finnish wooden town, see Lilius 1985, 150187.
''-; Paalanen 1924; Maaseudun pienasuntojen... 1928.
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134. View from Itäinen Heikinkatu (Mannerheimintie 5-7), Helsinki. Photo Signe
Brander 1907. HKM.

In terms of building height, the type-planned houses of the 1940s differ from both the Classical, mainly single-storey types drawn up by the
Ministry of Social Service and the two-storey houses built in Käpylä. Some
type-planned single-family houses from the 1920s also have one and a half
storeys, but they always have low plinths and never include basement facilities. The one and a half storey houses planned in the 1920s also have
steeper roofs than the 1940s types. Nevertheless, both types are designed
in a sparse and straightforward idiom, which gives them a certain shared
anonymousness; other common features include timber cladding, porches
and irregularly shaped facades. The facades of the 1940s houses, however,
lack the regularity of the Classical types — the 1920s types all had vertical
boarding and regular fenestration consisting of rectangular windows composed of small square panes (Fig. 135). In the 1940s, both the weatherboarding and the window types varied, but were not aligned with any of
294
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135. Martti Välikangas, semi-detached
house in Käpylä (1920). Photo SRM.

the conventional forms of the past (Figs. 136 and 137).124 The facades of
the type-planned houses also lack punctuating elements such as highlighted
corner boards and window casements. All enlivening minor details — such
as the posts of the porch, the small semicircular or diamond windows —
have also been omitted from the facades.
From the 1920s, there seems to have been a tendency to clip away the
excessive curlicues and flourishes of the late Art Nouveau, which had been
common in privately designed houses since the turn of the century. What
was recommended instead was simplicity and clarity, in allegiance with
the Finnish vernacular tradition.25 Similarly, in the 1940s, the call was for
the omission of unnecessary curves and angles; on the hand, people were
also told to eschew Functionalism, which was considered foreign to the
Finnish building tradition. Architecture of a modest and peaceful appearance was recommended as an alternative. The role and significance of architects — the experts — in the field of design was commended and contrasted with the previous »unplanned» approach that characterized the rural building tradition and, to some extent, the private buildings of the working classes.'26
An even more drastic difference exists between the type-planned houses of the 1940s and their immediate predecessors — the single-family housing types designed by Elias Paalanen in the 1930s, and the workers' single-family houses drawn up by Väinö Vähäkallio for Kaukopää factory in
Compare the standard window types of the 1920s and '40s. In the '20s, six panes
was the most common number, and windows with 4 or 8 panes were also popular.
125 In the 1920s, building plans were commonly submitted for approval at the National
Board of Social Welfare and the Ministry of Social Service, where they were amended by Elias Paalanen and others. The spirit of the corrections referred just as strongly
to the manor house tradition as to the vernacular buildings that were ostensibly
adopted as a model. Nikula 1978, 120-122.
i'6 Mandelin 1948, 15-16; Stigell 1948, 1.
124
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136. Revised normal types for standardized doors and windows (1921). Published in Arkkitehti 6/1921, 6.
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137. Window types RT (Building Information File) 861.72. 1943. Published in
Arkkitehti 1943.

Imatra (1936).1227 Both schemes were considered modem in their day, and
had exteriors and floor plans that deployed Functionalist ideals. It is interesting that type-planned houses should have been given such conventional exteriors and made to seem so different from »rationally» designed
Functionalist houses. In the '40s, all architects drew cubes with pitched
roofs, instead of flat-roofed or ostensibly flat-roofed houses with freely
arranged facades and floor plans. The external avant-garde and stylistic
novelties of Modernism (flat roof, strip windows etc.) were abandoned and
a more conventionally shaped house designed instead.'28
Paalanen 1935; Kuosmanen 1981.
'8 William H. Jordy has pointed out that the Modernism of the 1930s and '40s was
characteristically interested in the local and vernacular planning. Jordy 1963, 177187.
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138. Alvar Aalto, AA-system, house
10, floor plan. 6.6.1941. Orig. AAA.

Modernism and the avant-garde presuppose an idea of the designer as
an extraordinary trailblazer ahead of his or her time. Innovation and new,
counter-traditional solutions were favoured in the architectural execution
of the »ubiquitous and democratic» Functionalist house. In fact, Alvar Aalto
did design a few eccentrically shaped types for A. Ahlström Oy, but the
plans were never carried out (e.g. Fig. I38).129 On the other hand, it is feasible that the designers of the standardized one-family house, which was
conceived in a period of national crisis, were at pains to satisfy a fictitious »everyman's taste» and to adapt to local conditions, and concentrated on the previously neglected social and rationalist ideals of Functionalism (standardization, industrialized building). The rejection of the visual
idiom of Functionalism is significant considering that many of the designers
were young architects who had assimilated the latest architectural theories. Historical circumstances are enormously pertinent to the architectural evolution of the type-planned house, but the role that the historical situation played has been oversimplified. Current ideas of the dwelling, housing
and the future inhabitants were as important as the process of reconstruction.
Although the type-planned houses of the 1940s deviate from Functionalism in terms of external shape, type plans from both the '30s and '40s
share the same simple and matter-of-fact architectural form, and are equally
reluctant to employ the kinds of National Romantic references that were
'29 Orig. AAA.
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139. Aulis Blomstedt and Yrjö Lindegren, Kymro type Kymro 6 is an ascetic and small one-storey building
with a continuous corner window in
the living space. SRM.

still common in the 1930s, or the Classicisms of the 1920s. The discarding of references to historical styles in facade arrangement is a matter that
relates the 1940s houses to Functionalism: the windows are modern in
shape, and their asymmetrical distribution is determined by the floor plan
(Fig. 139).10 However, the plan is not reflected in the arrangement of the
facade. The most popular type of porch was a traditional saddle-roofed
open porch which nevertheless had a modern expression, but porches with
lean-to roofs and porches sheltered by an extension of the roof slope were
also common. These types were derived from Functionalism. One of the
ideals of Functionalist design was that the idiom should reflect »the spirit
of the age». In fact, the ascetic appearance of the type-planned houses can
be attributed not only to the rationalization and industrialization of modern building but also to the contemporary pursuit of economical construction. The design of the houses illustrates the modernist paradox: on the
one hand, architecture was supposed to connote »the spirit of the age»;
on the other hand, the aim was to shake off the constraints of time and
location and to create a timeless and universal idiom.
Upon closer scrutiny, many of the external features of the type-planned
houses betray affinities with the villa architecture of the turn of the century and the early 20th century — the new »semi-urban» villas on the periphery of the city and especially the anonymous single-family housing
of the workers and the lower middle class. In particular, the cubic shape
and height of the buildings, the asymmetrical arrangement of the facade
(fenestration) and the pitched roof, recall the earlier villas and one-family
houses. Pitched roofs were common especially in single-family housing
1°

Aulis Blomstedt's and Yrjö Lindegren's type Kymro 6 has a continuous corner
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window in the living space — a Functionalist reference.

for workers and the lower middle class.131 Suburban villas often had two
storeys, whereas single-family houses were often lower, with one and a
half storeys — the attic floor was located in the roof space. Porches protruding from the compact building mass were common. There were often
basement facilities under the building, and separate outbuildings in the yard.
The high plinth of the type-planned houses contains a reference to both
villa — and salubrious, bucolic life — and to workers' suburban single-family
housing, with its commitment to the ideal of household self-sufficiency
for which the basement provided a necessary storage cellar. The home economics movement of the 1920s and '30s significantly influenced housing
design — high basement facilitates under the house satisfied the recommendation that household work should be centralized and rationalized. Many
of the household tasks that were considered essential, such as the preservation of food, required a generous amount of storage space.13- The cubeshaped, compact, enclosed-looking saddle-roofed house, repeatedly duplicated with small variations, forms the basic type in single-family housing.133
Finnish one-family houses and type plans may be compared with the
contemporaneous social housing conctruction and type planning of simgle-family houses in the other Nordic countries, particularly Sweden and
Norway. Another counterpart is found in the model drawings for one-family
houses which achieved popularity in the United States from the latter half
of the 19th century, and type planning is also connected with the emergence of suburban single-family housing developments and with their cult
of the home, which was also officially encouraged and sanctioned from
the 1930s.' 34

Cubic shape and one and a half storey height were also common in the holiday
villa architecture in the Nordic countries close to the turn of the century. Atmer
1987, 396.
13'- Life in the 19th-century summer villa involyed a fashion for gardening, and for
picking and preserving berries. Atmer 1987, 250. Gardening, for both pleasure and
for sustenance, formed an important aspect of villa and single-family housing, and
from the I910s, various allotment gardens were founded in Finland, mainly for
workers. The first one was created at Ruskeasuo in Helsinki, in 1915, and Hatanpää allotment garden in Tampere was founded in 1916. Kaupunkilaisten kesätarhoja 1928, 631-632. On the relations of housing architecture and home economics, see e.g. Harmaja 1925; Harmaja 1928; Harmaja 1939; Setälä 193la.
133 E.g. Downing 1850; see also Handlin 1979, 38-39.
14 Wright 1983, 195-196; Jonsson 1985, 141-145. In the present century, low-rise
dwellings have also been produced in large numbers in, for example, the Netherlands, Belgium and Britain, although in these countries the emphasis has been on
row houses.
131
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In Stockholm, type plans had been employed municipally in the building of whole districts of small houses from the beginning of the 20th century; the single-family housing settlements (Sw. småstugeområde) built for
workers (particularly those of the '20s and '30s) contained simple saddleroofed wooden houses where all superfluous decoration had been omitted. Södra Ängby, developed in the early 1930s from type plans, was a
modern Functionalist neighbourhood: the houses project a flat-roofed impression, although they actually have gently sloping saddle roofs. Their
windows are low, and the houses are painted white and have no projecting structures.135 In the late 1930s, simple and matter-of-fact timber houses with pitched roofs appeared in Sweden alongside the types built with
exteriors in the Functionalist idiom — these new types constituted a less
flamboyant application of Functionalist notions. In Norway, Sweden and
Finland, the building of type-planned houses followed a similar course.
The process was supervised by the state authorities, and the building types
had similar exteriors and floor plans. In Sweden, a single storey and one
and a half storeys were equally common in the '40s and '50s, whereas in
Norway the latter type was much more popular — a storey and a half was
the traditional type of privately-owned single-family house in Sweden and
Norway.136 The high, pronounced plinth under the main volume of the
building, and the cube shape are uniform features of type plans produced
in all three countries. The main object of interest in type planning was the
establishment of rational and inexpensive production of small houses by
means of new technologies and industrialization.137
The external appearance of the Finnish type-planned houses of the 1940s
is very similar, in main outline, to the contemporaneous Swedish one-anda-half-storey, type-planned one-family houses, for example those produced
by AB Svenska Trähus and H.S.B-Borohus, or Type 165 designed by the
Bostadstyrelse (National Board of Housing) in 1950 (Fig. 140). Leif Jonsson's study of Swedish single-family housing from the '50s to the '80s
takes this type as a model example of the one and a half storey singlefamily house of the '40s and '50s. One and a half storey type-planned houses were also common in Sweden in the '40s, but many single or two sto-

135

136

137

Drawings and catalogues in the Arkitekturmuseet, Stockholm. A relatively small
number of single-family houses were built in the 1930s, and housing production
focused on blocks of flats. Johansson 1988, passim.
Type-planned single-family houses were also built in Denmark, but these were designed by individual architects and were somewhat different in shape from the standardized houses built in the other Nordic countries.
Jonsson 1985,141,148-151.
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140. Swedish one and a half storey type-planned one-family house, Bostadsstyrelsen 1950, type 165. Jonsson 1985, p. 166.
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reyed houses were also built at the same time.13s The house discussed by
Jonsson has stripped, matter-of-fact facades, and an overall cube shape that
results from the high plinth and attic; the location of chimney and the steep
roof pitch are other prominent features. The Finnish and Swedish houses
differ in certain details: the Swedish types usually have symmetrical fenestration. However, one might think that the high plinth, which was previously uncommon in Finnish houses, points to Sweden where, according
to Jonsson, it is popular in the 20th century.139
American timber houses and low-rise domestic architecture served as a
model to the three above-mentioned Nordic countries in the 1940s — wood
was also a traditional material in the forested northern parts of the United
States.140 Model plans of single-family houses of different shapes and sizes were used in the United States since the late 19th century — the period
when »House Plans for Everybody» became the central aim in housing design, and when the industrialization of single-family houses also began.141
According to Gwendolyn Wright, the single-family house in the country or suburb is the fundamental model or »archetype» of American housing; closely associated is the idea of home ownership. Owning a home was
a virtue and in the 1920s, president Hoover gave his backing to a campaign titled Your Own Home.142 The one-family house was the focus of a
lively discussion in the late 19th century, as migration into suburban housing estates escalated. With the rapid expansion of housing production in
the early '20s, the »free-standing single-family house» — the detached house
— became the predominant form of housing in the suburbs on the outskirts
of the larger cities. In the United States as well, most of the one-family
houses built in the 1920s and '30s were traditional in idiom, they had two

1" Cf. also AB Standardhus and Myresjö-hus types. Type plans and type plan catalogues Arkitekturmuseet, Stockholm.
139 Jonsson 1985, 150.
140 Soon after the war, in winter 1945, a special exhibition of contemporary American building (Amerikka rakentaa) was arranged in Helsinki. Alvar Aalto taught at
the MIT in the autumn 1940 and also undertook what he called »architectural laboratory» research, studying the standardization of timber buildings for factory
production. Aalto 1941a, 80. For more about Aalto's American contacts, see Korvenmaa 1990.
151 Handlin 1979, 71, 175, and especially chapter 5. The Architecture of Country House
by A.J. Downing (1850) was a particularly popular book. It contained building instructions and plans for 34 model homes, advice on interiors, and cogitations concerning the significance of the home as an instrument of aesthetic and moral education. In this book, the word country house simply referred to a separate house
as opposed to a town house. Downing 1850.
142
Wright 1983, 102, 196.
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141. American prefabricated single-family houses presented in the exhibition catalogue Amerikka rakentaa 1945, p. 56.
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storeys and pitched roofs, and this conventional type also enjoyed preferential status in the eyes of the mortgage banks.143 Centralized marketing
of architect-designed type plans for small houses was begun by The Architects' Small House Bureau, founded in Minneapolis in 1921; plans were
subsequently distributed nationwide through local sub-offices. The plans
were sold at the price of USD 6 per room, and included three to six rooms.
Clients in need of larger houses were encouraged to hire an architect to
design the house. The houses designed at the Bureau were anonymous and
conventional in external appearance, and linked with the existing tradition. In contrast with the contemporary European plans, they eschewed visible reference to modern architecture and the industrialization of building.
Suburban life was considered to offer a combination of the benefits of a
small town and the advantages of carefully planned housing (Fig. I4I).'44
Pekka Korvenmaa has recently compared the Finnish reconstruction effort and standardization of prefabricated wooden-frame houses with the
concurrent situation in America. In spite of the difference in scale a number
of similarities can be found. In the United States, all housing activity was
placed under the supervision of the National Housing Agency (NHA) in
1942 after the US had entered the war. Architects planned housing for the
workforce of the war industry that had to be situated in strategically vital
locations. After the war, the return of the veterans and rapid suburbanization stimulated construction. Construction was dominated by the one-family
house, and the war »signified the eclipse of the factory-made house as a
final solution to housing problems.»145
The Finnish type-planned houses of the 1940s constitute a new model
of low-rise domestic architecture which shuns blatant reference to the new
international trends and is simultaneously oblivious to the local building
tradition. However, the plain idiom of these houses is an amalgam of features that refer to traditional architecture and of the Functionalist commitment to simplicity and matter-of-factness — what is »new» is the way in
which they combine »national» and »international» themes. The meaning
of the idiom of the type-planned houses is fluid, and changes depending
on which architectural convention it is compared against. The houses are
»modern» compared to the still functioning rural building tradition, and
»conventional» compared to their immediate predecessors in the Modernist architecture of the 1930s.

143

Jonsson 1985, 142-144.
Wright 1983, 199-200; Jonsson 1985, 142-144.
'45 Korvenmaa 1991, 56-58.
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6.3.2. Floor plan
Discussions on dwelling design in the 1940s stressed the importance of
pleasant surroundings for the family, and the needs of practicality and hygiene — the aim was to expedite the running of the household, to make it
possible to furnish the dwelling in a practical way, and to facilitate tidiness, order and lifestyles that were conducive to national health)` Accordingly, the interior organization of the dwelling received much more attention than the aesthetic arrangement of the facade. The matter-of-fact interiors of the type-planned houses result from a practical and rational stance
towards architectural design — beauty and practicality join hands; the aim
was to create a pleasant and pragmatically designed home. The main function of the home and the dwelling involved rest, refreshment, peace, work
and family conviviality.147
The floor plan of the type-planned houses was based on the recently
defined minimum requirements, and on Functionalist expectations concerning the purpose of the family dwelling and its various rooms. The houses
vary from the most ascetic and always expandable temporary »emergency huts» to houses with a separate kitchen and living room (or a multipurpose room and a separate kitchen section) plus one or two bedrooms.
In addition, there were of course the attic rooms, which were often built
later or initially used to accommodate a second household.' 48 The basis of
the concentrated and schematic floor plans usually echoed what had been
the characteristic layout in worker housing and social housing since the
late 19th century: a square divided in four, with certain variations. The
division of space is clear and simple, and all the rooms are virtually identical in size. The most common type of house is based on this principle,
and has two rooms, a kitchen or multipurpose kitchen and attic rooms, while
the most straightforward descendant of the 19th-century four-room plan
is type 81 from the Ministry of Social Service, which has three rooms and
a kitchen (Fig. 142).149 Of the smaller dwellings, the most common type
had a single room and a kitchen, or multipurpose kitchen and one room.
As a rule, the type-planned houses have a single chimney, the Mönster-

46 Stigell 1948, 1-2.
Stigell 1948, 1-3.
'4N Thus the type-planned houses facilitated continuation of the habit of letting the
attic room, which was particularly common among urban workers. Juntto 1990,
218. To discourage this custom, special prohibitory stipulations were attached to
the mortgage system, particularly in Helsinki in the 1920s.
49
Omakotilainat ja -talo 1946, 2.
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142. Kaj Englund, floor plan of type 81
for the Ministry of Social Service. Omakotilainat ja -talot 1946.

stuga designed at the Bostadsföreningen being an exception; in the larger
dwellings, this means that the rooms »encircle» the chimney. Reviews of
the houses stressed their economical heating: the four-room plan encloses
a single fire wall, and the heat discharged is thus used with maximum efftciency.150 The dwellings designed with standard furniture in mind offered
very little room for personalization, should the occupants have deviated
from the current housing ideals.
I shall discuss the spatial arrangement of living space within the typeplanned house through a set of examples; the mutually similar floor plans
of the houses are variations of the same theme, and exceptions are few
and far between.
The influence of the idea of the »minimum dwelling» and of the search
for norms in the form of the minimum is manifest in the Aseveli house of
the Reconstruction Office which, in a sense, embodies the smallest possible housing unit, a Bachelardian »original shell» of habitation; a warm and
protective hearth. The simple floor plans of the houses offer no more than
the most basic necessities — space for sleep, cooking, eating, storage and
conviviality. Quite often, all activities are allocated to the same, single
room, and in this respect, the dwellings hardly differ from the smallest
workers' flats in the towns, or from the most meagre rural huts. Meant
for rural areas, these houses have no amenities or washing facilities — in
fact it was common for rural and working-class lodgings to be designed
without amenities, although more were provided in the type-planned houses
of the 1940s as a result of tightening sanitary requirements.

'50 Orola 1939, 338-340; Asuinrakennukset ja saunat 1943
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The Aseveli houses also differ from other type-planned houses in terms
of spatial organization: the small dwelling consists of openly adjoining
spaces, »compartments» halved by means of partition walls. In contrast
with the structure of other type-planned houses, these compartments are
not clearly defined separate units. The most common solution is a oneroom cabin in which different activities have been consigned to their own
quarters: sleeping sections and a kitchen nook. Thus even the smallest typeplanned houses show signs of the tendency to differentiate the various
every-day functions. The furniture is scarce, and includes beds (which take
up the largest space), a dining table and a possible work table, plus benches
and spaces for cooking and storage. Such an arrangement was common in
Karelia, where the houses were designed for. The multipurpose room (pirtti)
was the actual living room where folk could gather and engage in household work and evening and winter work (puhdetyö), and where everyone
ate and slept. It was conventional to have but little furniture.' However,
all the Aseveli houses have a separate entrance-hall passage or windbreak.
One model has a sauna under the same roof with the main room; another
has a livestock shelter. Adjoining livestock shelters and residential quarters were common in Karelia, but the sauna was normally built separately
due to the risk of fire. Various alternative interiors were designed, and appropriate window apertures were mainly positioned in relation to the beds
— as far from the beds as possible. There are normally two beds in the smaller Aseveli house and the larger one has three to six. You thus had to plan
the furniture before you actually set about building the house. The layout
was primarily designed to accommodate as many beds as possible (Fig.
143).
In small dwellings (about 40 m2), dividing the house into two clearly
separated rooms (Moratupa cabin), for example a multipurpose kitchen and
a room, or a room and a kitchen, was a more common way of distributing
space than the system used in the Aseveli houses. In these small types, such
as type 1945/A9 from the Central Union of Agricultural Societies,15- or the
Kymro 6 type from the Reconstruction Office,153 the spatial arrangement
is simple: the dwelling is divided in two separate different sized rooms
(Fig. 144). Entry is through the open porch, and the entrance-hall passage
has a door to the kitchen, which is opposite the front door, and to the room
on the left or right; the entrance-hall passage also provides access to the
basement and attic spaces. Despite the increasingly stringent standards of
15 ' Vilkuna 1934, passim; Seurasaaren ulkomuseon opas 1978, 30.
15' Orig. Maatilahallitus.
Type plans of the Reconstruction Office, SRM.
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143. Aulis Blomstedt, Kaj Englund, Lauri Silvennoinen, Asevelitalo (War Veterans' House), type S, 22 m2. Reconstruction Office of the Association of Finnish
Architects, Planning Consultancy. Published in Arkkitehti 1942.
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144. Aulis Blomstedt and Yrjö Lindegren, floor plan of Kymro 6 of the Reconstruction Office (1944). SRM.

hygiene, the house has no washroom or WC, although these were common in other Kymro types designed for population centres. The work to
be conducted in the dwelling is household work in the kitchen, which also
serves as a dining space, and has standard Reconstruction Office furniture. The kitchen has a doorway into a larger room with beds located in
the side closest to the kitchen; the living quarters are closer to the front
door and have a large corner window. The spatial organization characteristically falls into two main axes: work and rest, or leisure, and kitchen
and bedroom/living room — a central theme in type planning is precisely
this strict sanitary division between the family room and the kitchen.
Another way of drawing up floor plans for such a two-room dwelling
is to employ the larger room as a multipurpose kitchen, and to make the
smaller room into a bedroom, as is done in Type A 5 (1943) and Type A 1
309
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145. The Central Union of Agricultural
Societies. Type 1945/A1. Orig. Maatila-

(1945) from the Central Union of Agricultural Societies (Fig. I45).154 This
solution yields a separate bedroom opposite the entrance-hall passage, and
a multipurpose main room, with a separate kitchen section, to the right.
There are beds in both the bedroom and the main room, although these
are located at a remove from the cooking section and the other kitchen
works. This practice was common at the time of building, but it »violated» the principles of hygiene that were established by Functionalism as
well as those which informed the design of the type-planned houses — according to these norms, sleeping in the kitchen was unhygienic and unhealthy.155 In fact, it was always suggested that the beds be removed when
the dwelling was extended into the attic. On the other hand the contem-

Asuinrakennukset ja saunat 1943, 12; the 1945 types orig. Maatilahallitus.
' Waern-Bugge 1940, 20.

154
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porary valorization of large families also stipulated that even a small dwelling should allow room for as many family-members as possible. The house
under discussion also illustrates another one of the central principles of
type planning: the formation of a separate bedroom exclusively reserved
for sleep (and sexuality).
A layout consisting of one room and a kitchen, or a multifunctional kitchen and one room, continues the housing conventions of the rural population and the urban workers, and reflects the old country — town axis. As
before, in rural types, the multipurpose room (or, in more modern types
the multipurpose kitchen) is the larger of the two rooms, whereas in the
town types it is smaller.
The spatial organization of the larger types that have at least two rooms
and a kitchen characteristically falls into three parts: work-rest-leisure/kitchen-bedroom-living room; on the other hand the spaces are grouped in two
axes: the kitchen and bedroom on one side, and the living room on the
other. There is a distinct tendency to differentiate the various functions
within the dwelling, and to focus each activity in one specifically allocated
room. The most widely bought single-family house plans produced by the
Bostadsföreningen were the types with two rooms and a kitchen, the most
popular of all being Type 3g, which can be considered a kind of average
type in terms of interior organization: a similar floor plan is found in the
majority of 1940s type-planned houses (Fig. 146).156 Entry into the house
is via an open porch. The entrance-hall passage offers access to all the
other rooms except the bedroom. The living room is immediately to the
left of the entrance-hall passage, and the kitchen and bedroom are adjoining rooms on the opposite long wall at the rear of the house. These two
rooms constitute the most private portion of the house. Located as it is
close to the front door, the living room is a more public space where the
family can gather and guests can be received. The work anticipated in the
design is household and kitchen work — consigned, as usual, to a separate
kitchen. The kitchen facilities have a door into the parents' bedroom which
is also where the small children sleep. On the other hand the kitchen does
not communicate with the family room; the two rooms are separate worlds
divided by the entrance-hall passage.
The design and furniture of the kitchen facilities accentuate ergonomical rationality and functional appropriateness, so as to reduce the workload of the family housewife. Plans from both the Bostadsföreningen and
1" Annual report of Bostadsföreningen 1948, 6. SRM. Compare with, for example,
Metsäkoto, the most popular single-family type of Puutalo Oy in the 1940s.
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146. Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund and Marianne Granberg, Bostadsföreningen's type 3g,
1946. Two rooms and a kitchen. Drawing used in the exhibitions of Bostadsföreningen. Orig. SRM.
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147. The Central Union of Agricultural Societies, revised type 1945/A 13.
Orig. Maatilahallitus.

the Reconstruction Office of the Finnish Association of Architects always
include kitchen furniture: a stove, a table for work and dish washing, with
a drying cupboard and dish rack above it, a work chair and cupboards (including separate ones for cleaning utensils and for rubbish bin). All the
houses also have a basement, which is accessed from the entrance-hall passage. Another way of laying out the floor plan based on a square divided
in four is to position the kitchen to the left of the entrance-hall passage,
and to place the bedroom behind it, leaving the living room opposite the
entrance-hall passage; this repeats the principle of a »circular» sequence
and intercommunicability, as well as the above-described division of domestic space into three sectors and two axes (Fig. 147). The »coiling» of
the dwelling around a single chimney highlights the notion of the dwelling as a shared domestic hearth, around which the family gathers for
warmth, protection and security.
A new element in the dwelling is the separate, windowed washroom
close to the kitchen. This connotes the growing preoccupation with hygiene, which also prohibited sleeping in the kitchen. In keeping with the
planning ideals, the beds have been located along the inner walls of the
rooms, where there was more heat and less draught. The ideal was to sleep
no more than two, or at the very most, three, in a single room.157 Small
children, however, had their beds in the parents' bedroom. The house pro157

Stigell 1948, 3.
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vided sleeping quarters for a family of five or more. The basement under
the building normally accommodates various storage facilities. It sometimes also houses a sauna and washroom, but only rarely includes work
spaces.
The design of the type-planned houses also paid attention to children.
Special furniture was designed for each room of the Mönsterstuga (Model Home 1946—), which was meant for a family of seven, and thus one of
the largest Bostadsföreningen houses (Fig. 148). One corner of the main
room of the house is a playpen, with its own nursery furniture — standard
types designed by the Bostadsföreningen.
The type-planned houses with one room and a kitchen do not greatly
differ from the housing conventions of the rural and urban labourers. In
terms of spatial organization, they allude to the »half twin cabin» and to
the so-called entry chamber cabin (eteiskamaritupa) — the latter remained
a common type of dwelling among the indigent population in both towns
and rural areas into the present century.15x They also resemble, for example,
Wijnblad's »quarter cabins» from 1765. The main difference has to do with
the slight alteration in the function of the different rooms — the houses built
in the 1940s do not usually contain space for work that is unrelated to the
running of the household, and the old multipurpose main room has given
way to a large bedroom/living room dedicated to rest and leisure. The traditional multipurpose room has shrunk and retreated into the kitchen, and
the small room has correspondingly expanded, while the dining space still
lingers in the kitchen, the »domain of the housewife.»
The type-planned two-room houses are thus naturally akin to the rural
housing tradition, with its multipurpose kitchen and one room, and to its
descendant, the town-dwelling workers' one room and kitchen (Fig. 149).
Although the large kitchen echoes the tupa main room tradition, the typeplanned house clearly differs from the rural tradition.159 The layout of the
type-planned houses of the one room and kitchen variety does not greatly
differ from, for example, the types designed by Paalanen in the '20s — in
these, too, the kitchen was normally the smaller of the two rooms.160 The
clearly drawn rectangular rooms of type-planned small homes of PuuKäpylä (wooden Käpylä) also pre-echo the smaller type-planned houses
of the 1940s. In Käpylä, however, the kitchen was often the larger of the
'" Talve 1980, 39.
'59 Cf. also Heikki Siikonen's type plans for small farms from the 1930s, which all
incorporate a multipurpose main room. Siikonen 1931; Siikonen 1948.
1
i0 Cf. also the collection published in Sweden in 1921 Praktiska och hygieniska
bostäder.
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148. Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund and Marianne Granberg, Bostadsföreningen's Mönsterstuga (Model home), 1946. Orig. SRM.
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149. The State Board of Land Settlement, rural small home type 1. Maaseudun pienasuntojen tyyppipiirustuksia 1928, p.5.

rooms, although not as large as the traditional main room (Figs. 150 and
151). Thus the type-planned house of the 1940s continued the practical
and rational traditions of the simple and austere Classicism of the 1920s.
The spatial arrangement of the type-planned houses is characteristically simple and clear; the most conspicuous new elements involve redesign
and rationalization of the kitchen — the type-planned houses almost always
included kitchen furniture. The types that comprise a multipurpose kitchen and one room resemble the vernacular twin cabin, but without the guest
room and with certain additions. However, leisure and kitchen work have
been consigned to separate parts of the multipurpose kitchen. Dining takes
place either in the kitchen portion or in the residential portion of the main
room, but close to the kitchen section. Fixed benches along the wall have
been omitted and the dining table has been moved from the corner to the
middle of the room. Only a few of the plans have room purposes other
than the work and relaxation of the family. With the type-planned houses,
a new type of asymmetrically planned dwelling is established in rural areas, superseding the symmetrical twin cabin.
Although the four-room plan, of which most of the I940s type-planned
houses are variations, was a common principle of layout from the late 19th
century, the spatial arrangement of the houses built in the '40s differs from
316

150. Elias and Martti Paalanen, twostorey multi-family house, type XI.
Paalanen 1924, pp. 30-31.
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151. Martti Välikangas, type plans for
Käpylä garden suburb, type II for
semi-detached house and type V for
multi-family house. Both have clearly rectangular rooms. Photos SRM.
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153. Aulis Blomstedt, floor plan of
Kymro type Enso 1, 1944. SRM.
152. Aarne Hytönen, Yrjö Lindegren,
011i Pöyry, MKL-series 1943, type
MKL 5 in its basic form. RT 962.61.
Published in Arkkitehti 1944.

this model by dint of having different sized rooms (Figs. 152 and I53). In
the type-planned houses of the 1940s, space is characteristically distributed functionally, which yields an air of down-to-earth simplicity and clarity; the residential quarters are also differentiated by function. A tripartite
division into (household) work, leisure and rest governs the distribution
of the living spaces: each of these functions has often been assigned a room
of its own but there are no rooms for other purposes. The segregation of
the family room and the kitchen is quintessential. In these respects, when
compared with the previous models, the type-planned houses find their
clearest counterparts in the floor plan of the Functionalist home, for example the Olympic Village apartments designed by Ekelund and Välikangas, which are divided into a relatively small kitchen, small bedrooms and
living room which is larger than the other rooms (Fig. 154). However, the
type-planned houses are noticeably different from the town apartments of
the bourgeoisie, which have numerous functionally differentiated rooms
— even the servant's room that was common in type plans in the '30s was
now omitted.t61
161

Paalanen 1935; Siikonen 1931. It still existed in Division C of the type-plan competition for single-family houses arranged by the Ministry of Social Service in 1939.
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154. Ekelund - Välikangas, an apartment of three rooms and a kitchen
(60,5m2) in the Olympic Village. Published in sales catalogue Asunnot 01ympiakylässä 1940.

The layout of the type-planned houses is also different from the turnof-the-century villas and one-family houses, in which space was organized more freely, and where the kitchen was often positioned at the rear
of the building and equipped with its own stairs. Like Functionalist dwellings, the »classless» type-planned houses »for everyone and for everywhere» point towards the diminution of the the middle-class residence on
the one hand and the expansion of the rural and working-class dwellings
on the other. In the type-planned house, the dwellings of the different classes, and rural and urban housing types, converge. Some of the rooms that
previously belonged to the dwelling have been omitted as »superfluous»;
on the other hand, every house was now expected to provide a minimum
ensemble of kitchen, living room and bedroom. Although type plans were
produced separately for rural districts and population centres, the housing
model remained relatively uniform; the most notable difference was the
absence of the WC and washroom and the larger size of the kitchen in
some of the rural types.162
162

On the other hand, the types designed for built-up districts by no means all offered these amenities.
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The housing model associated with the type-planned houses may be said
to have arisen out of middle-class urban practice established in the 1920s
and '30s, with an admixture of features of the rural tradition. The typeplanned houses were primarily designed for rurals and workers — and also
for the middle classes — and were meant to constitute »classless» housing, an ideal mainly modelled on middle-class practice. A fundamental tendency is towards Functionalist differentiation of space, most clearly manifested in the separate kitchen, bedroom and family room. The size of the
rooms decreases and the large multipurpose main room is abandoned. Even
in the country, some separate kitchens were already being built, which were
separated from the main room with a partition wall. However, in the early part of the century, the most common floor plan in rural regions and
towns alike consisted of a multipurpose kitchen and a small room, or one
room and a kitchen. The dwellings that include a separate kitchen are most
clearly akin to the urban apartment. In the 1920s and '30s, such homes
were more and more often exclusively designed for family occupancy; like
the type-planned houses, they had no servant's rooms.t63 The relatively large, enclosed kitchens of the type-planned houses dissociate them from the
»ideal apartment» established in the '30s, which usually featured a small
kitchen or kitchenette openly adjoined to the dining space. Both, however, manifest an inclination to separate the kitchen facilities from the family room.164
It is possible that, compared with agrarian housing practices the separation of the kitchen and the family room was unsuccessful. It seems quite
propable that the large kitchen of the type-planned houses was used as a
multipurpose main room and the Functionalist attempt to hygienize the
dwelling by differentiating the dwelling space did not attain its purpose.
In the separation of kitchen and living room, the type-planned houses
continued the urban middle-class housing custom, and brought to it features of rural housing, such as the large kitchen that anyhow recalls the
rural multipurpose room. In the large kitchen of the type-planned house,
rural and town traditions interfuse; the transformation of the kitchen and
the reforms taking place inside it (standardized furnishings, rationalization of kitchen work) have fundamental significance. The kitchen and the
utilization of space therein clearly illustrate the way in which the typeplanned houses depart from the formal entertainment function of the bourgeois residence, and from the partition of the dwelling into private, public and housekeeping sections; however, the kitchen also bespeaks the con163 See Nikula 1981, 233.
164 Gripenberg 1927, 96 (See Fig. 00).
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tinuity of certain rural and working-class housing traditions. Instead of taking place in separate areas, both cooking and dining are done in the kitchen where, in contrast with the bourgeois dwelling, no distinction is made
between private and public, family and non-family. But rural housing is
also thwarted: the type-planned house accommodates no labour that is unrelated to household management, and a difference has been created between the kitchen and the living room. Thus the kitchen of the type-planned
houses can be interpreted as either a private family space or as a reference to the traditional multifunctional main room that did not imply the
same distinction between public and private.

6.3.3. »Rural Functionalism»
The idiom of the type-planned houses may be seen as a departure from
both national and international »ideals», and as a contribution to the establishment of a new model for single-family housing construction. On the
other hand of course the houses are connected not only with the Finnish
vernacular tradition but with international trends as well. The »commonplace» architecture of the houses combines a pragmatic approach to design with a tendency to rationalize the dwelling and housing customs. The
background to their simple and matter-of-fact idiom is the Functionalist
conception of architecture, and the »classless» dwelling type and the ideas of proper living that were endorsed by the Functionalist school. Although
the external architecture of the type-planned houses does not resemble the
Functionalist image of a »rationally» designed dwelling, the houses do approximate the design philosophy of Functionalism in terms of their architectural austerity, practicality and renunciation of all »superfluousness».
The type-planned house may be said to carry into effect some of the ideas
and attitudes of Functionalism, and constitutes one of the earliest instances of their deployment on a large scale. After all, the very idea of serial
production by means of industrial techniques — the rationalization of building — was perfectly in tune with Functionalist aims. Instead of being seen
as a merely stylistic innovation, Functionalism was regarded as a new method of organizing society and private lifestyles. It was the fundamental principle of a modern building, and its aim was the creation of a good environment for everyone (Fig. 155).t 65
165

11

Stigell 1939, 51. Before the late 1930s and '40s, Functionalist plans for new housing
areas remained largely on paper due to the depression. Heinonen 1986, 192-202;
Nikula 1990, 105-106.
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155. "Rural Functionalism", MKL 4, RT 962.52 by Hytönen, Lindegren, Pöyry
(Reconstruction Office). Arkkitehti 1944.

As a housing model, the type-planned house corresponded to Functionalist ideals: the private yard was a link with nature. The planning of the
houses gave priority to maintenance and solutions that saved labour, at the
cost of aesthetic considerations. Once established as the mainstay of salubriousness, hygiene assumed a central role as a key principle of housing
design. Maximizing sunlight required proper orientation; the aim was to
provide sufficient natural light for all the rooms of the dwelling at the right
time of day. The living space was to face in a sunny direction, while less
light was needed in bedrooms.166
166

Ekelund 1940, 92-92. Most of the type plans provide recommendations regarding
orientation. The proper location of the rooms of the dwelling was discussed from
the 19th century onwards, particularly in Britain, and ideas as to what was the appropriate orientation kept changing throughout the century. However, both in Swedish and in Finnish towns, the general custom was to position the esteemed main
rooms on the street side, leaving the rest facing the yard, in the manner of the bourgeois malson å loyer of the 19th-century France. Stavenow-Hidemark 1971, 3638. Type plans and model books on single-family housing emphasized the importance of proper orientation, which was easier to achieye in single-family homes
than in apartment blocks. Kekkonen 1908; Elenius 1915; Paalanen 1935, 25.
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The type-planned houses also effectuate the Functionalist idea of the
functionally differentiated minimum dwelling comprising a separate kitchen, everyday room and bedrooms.167 They also helped to popularize this
still common floor plan in rural areas. The living quarters were designed
for maximum expediency and efficiency.168 The aim was a dwelling with
a »correctly» designed interior rather than some particular external shape;
the floor plan and the convenience came first and the exterior was secondary issue.
Thus a crucial characteristic of both the type-planned house and the
Functionalist dwelling is the functional differentiation of residential space
(kitchen, bedroom, family room); however, the type-planned houses accentuate the kitchen-bedroom axis, whereas, in the Functionalist dwelling,
communication between the family room and the kitchen is given more
weight and the bedroom is set aside as a more peaceful and marginal space.
The kitchen constitutes the nucleus of the type-planned houses, whereas
the centre of the Functionalist dwelling is the family room. But this difference does not detract from the importance of the similarities between
the two types of design: both spaces essentially belong to the nuclear family
and maternity. Together, type-planned one-family house and the high-rise
apartment buildings of the postwar period helped to establish this familial
housing model and the Functionalist floor plan as the normal pattern in
Finland. In rural regions, the change was momentous — and even greater
repercussions followed during the 1960s and '70s in connection with the
migration from the country into the city suburbs and the mass construction that this entailed.'69

1

fi7 Ekelund 1939, 67-73.
Various articles in Asuntonäyttely 1939; Asuntonäyttely ja rakennusmessut 1940.
See Kortteinen (1982) for a discussion of the discontinuities and continuities of
the rural housing tradition in Finnish suburbs.
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7. Model house, family and sexual
difference
»A woman made a man
A man he made a house
And when they lay together
Little creatures all came out.»
David Byrne

7.1. Housing architecture and sexual difference
Sexual difference, though not the motivating force behind the way architectural space is arranged, is nevertheless a crucial influence in housing
architecture. It organizes both housing architecture and our place within
it. However, it should also be pointed out that the meaning of the relationship between the dwelling and gender, between masculinity and femininity, varies as historical and cultural contexts change. In the case of the
type-planned house, the notions of family and gender identity are central
in its architecture and, especially, its spatial arrangement; they affect equally the level of conceptual idealization, housing models, and ideas of how
people should live in their dwellings. Gender identities and the dwelling's
architectural space are in constant interaction: on the one hand, architecture as a cultural signifying system structures sexual difference; on the other, the notions of gender and family operate as key organizing principles
in the spatial arrangement of the dwelling and the type-planned house —
in Porphyrios' terminology, they are a part of its internal logic and economy.' The dwelling is a process which produces meanings, which both cre' Porphyrios 1985, 17.
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ates and maintains a certain ideology, certain modes of behaviour and notions of family and gender. With its spatial organization (the positioning,
size and interrelation of the rooms), with the naming of the rooms and with
the inhabitants' movements within its space, the dwelling determines and
regulates the social relations of its occupants as well as placing them.
Thus the dwelling — a cultural signifying system — participates in the
formation of the sexual difference (which is presumed to be »natural» in
our culture). It is one of those places where the bio-culturally evolving
sexual difference acquires its historical content. As the Finnish family and
the Finnish dwelling have simultaneously been transformed during the 20th
century, the modern dwelling — and the type-planned house must be considered as such — has become the space and the seat of the family and especially of motherhood. The type-planned dwelling, comprising a kitchen,
a living room and a bedroom, is now taken almost for granted, but in its
time it was a novelty which deviated from the Finnish practice of habitation then prevalent; it was part of the reorganization of the family and of
gender identities.
Except for type-planned houses, the dwellings I have analysed here were
chiefly either designed by men or belong to a tradition of anonymous architecture. As for type-planned houses, attempts to compare houses designed by women and by men and the search for relevant differences proved
early on in my work to be a fruitless approach. There is hardly any difference between the work of female and male architects of type-planned houses, and any detectable differences might be better understood as individual variations instead of something which can be directly attributed to the
author's gender.2 The plans can be read as parts of the same dominant mas-

2

The architecture and floor plans of type-planned houses are all very much alike,
and the differences between individual men architects are as many (or as few) as
those between men and women architects. (It is impossible even to consider studying the differences between different women architects, since only the type houses
of the Bostadsföreningen were planned exclusively by women.) The type-planned
houses designed jointly by Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund and Marianne Granberg do in
fact differ from the plans drawn by for example Alvar Aalto, but they are still very
much like other type plans of the reconstruction period. In the early stages of my
work my intention was also to study the role of the women who were employed as
planners at the Reconstruction Office, but this approach proved to be fruitless as
well. In a masculine work environment women were readily giyen the role of assistant, but no apparent differences can be found in the plans they drew up. For
instance, both designers of the Bostadsföreningen were women, but no particularly »feminine» (ecriture feminine) features can be pointed to in their work, although
they did place a strong emphasis on the design of the kitchen and children's furniture.
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culine discourse: female and male designers alike shared the common notions of the period concerning the dwelling, the family, and the place of
woman and man within the dwelling. At the time, the family dwelling was
the typical habitation. The starting point for the planning of type-planned
houses, presupposing an average inhabitant, lay in the context of the 1940s
with all its historically constructed notions and ideals of family and gender. The middle-class home ideology that was then prevalent, with its images of the feminine, the masculine and the family, determined and delimited men's and women's positions and proper places in society — and
in the private dwelling, too.3
The idea of a woman's being defined only negatively as »not-male»,
of her being consigned to the margin of patriarchal culture, makes it hard
to explore the issue of her place in the dwelling and in housing design, or
to uncover women's subjective experiences and actions in relation to the
masculine cultural order. It is impossible to separate an expression engendered by socio-cultural marginality from a specifically feminine expression. Women, too, are part of the reigning symbolic order and the masculine culture whose language they use to communicate; it is difficult, on
the basis of the psychosexual formation of the subject as defined through
language (Kristeva's le sujet en prod's), to speak of a woman's authentic
experience or of a uniform category of women united by femininity. In
the inevitable transfer to the world of language, social contracts and social laws, the multiple layers of the subject and the disunity of gender identities remain intact.4 According to Julia Kristeva, in our current culture two
extreme courses of action (or inaction) are open to women: either they can
demand equality and thus identify with men and those values considered
This home ideology was characterized by a fundamental lack of symmetry between
the sexes. A woman's role was defined much more narrowly than a man's. Feminist research has revealed the masculinity of our culture, science, art and language, which we presume to be neutral and value-free. In patriarchal discourse the
woman has generally been defined in relation to and through the man, and thus
unescapably as an absence, a negation, a lack. Sexual difference has been repressed and forbidden (inter-dit). See Irigaray 1974, 20-21. As I have stated above, it
was the Marriage Act of 1929 which first put women and men on an equal footing
legally. On women's legal position in Finnish society, see e.g. Kurki-Pylkkänen
1984; Manninen 1985. Without going any deeper into the dichotomous structure
of our culture or the formation of the psychosexual subject, women's legal and social position in society is enough to justify the use of the terms patriarchal and
masculine culture.
Cf. Kristeva 1977c, 519-520; Kristeva 1979,8-9,17-19. Griselda Pollock has discussed the relationships of femininity and art in a culture which defines women as
a negation in relation to men: as an absence and a lack. Parker — Pollock 1981,
passim.; Pollock 1988, passim.
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masculine, which also entails remaining inside masculine culture (as with
the women's movements at the end of the 19th and in the 20th century);
or they can choose silence and withdrawal from the masculine world, with
the emphasis on feminine identity and distinctiveness that this choice entails.5 A third course would be to refuse both extremes by dismantling, from
the inside, the masculine cultural order to which, according to Kristeva,
women too are inevitably bound by reason of the stratification of the subject.
Although architecture was a profession which attracted women and
which was opened up to them much sooner in Finland than in many other
countries, it was nonetheless a masculine profession. Within its sphere
women can be regarded as inside the historically and culturally constituted masculine culture in many different ways, as a part of it and communicating and expressing themselves through its language. As a professional
practice and a masculine cultural system, architecture determined (and still
determines) women's courses of action: it both embraced them and shut
them out — they were »outsiders within», to borrow Sandra Harding's expression. The dominant ideological structure also defined the modes of action available to architects and, being part of the cultural system, architecture too can be regarded as a masculine domain in 1940s Finland. It
was mostly a male sphere of action; higher architectural education has been
open for women for barely 50 years.6 Discrimination as such did not exist, but being a woman and an architect at the same time was nevertheless
considered a kind of contradiction in terms. In the floor plans and spatial
arrangements of dwellings analysed above it is difficult to detect any differences between the work of female and male planners; possible differences can probably be found at other levels of the profession, such as in
the delimitation of tasks and in different strategies for action. It seems that
women were much more likely to be assigned to the less-valued areas of
architecture and/or those which were associated with femininity, such as
dwelling design and interior decoration, but women also sought to act and
Kristeva 1974c, 42-43; Kristeva 1979, 17-19. In a sense Kristeva's radical feminism (or anti-feminism) leaves everything as it was, but it nevertheless radically
changes our notions of gender identities. With her thesis, »reality» remains unchanged, but the conceptual level is revealed to be historical/cultural.
6
Before they were granted equal rights to study at university, women's status was
that of »extra students», they were admitted to higher architectural education from
1879 on a special supernumerary basis. Signe Hornborg studied at the Polytechnic
Institute from 1887 to 1890 and she was the first woman architect to graduate from
there. On women in Finnish architecture, see Suominen-Kokkonen 1992, esp. 3031; Viljo 1984; Nikula 1983, 6-12.
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to keep up in a masculine profession side by side with men.' On the other
hand, domestic architecture and interior decoration cannot be neatly labelled as particularly »feminine» areas of architecture. Young Finnish architects, influenced by the ideal of the »complete work of art», were interested in interior decoration and the industrial arts at the turn of the century and particularly in the 1920s when, in accordance with the Swedish
notion of »vackrare vardagsvara» (»more beautiful everyday things»),
emphasis began to be placed on the planning of a beautiful and practical
everyday environment.8 However, this complex question is not the subject of the present work, although it does call for a comment in a study
that deals with the relations between housing architecture and gender.
At the Bostadsföreningen, which designed and disseminated typeplanned houses, women sought to design better homes with the family and
especially the welfare of women and children in mind. They wrote and, at
occasions arranged by Finlands Svenska Marthaförbund, lectured, largely
to other women, on the home and habitation. Their notions of the family,
woman and man settled into the general historical context of the time. Out
of the former conventional middle-class models suited to modern society,
there arose a new organization and a new notion of the family, in which
the definition of woman was even narrower than before. Woman as a household creature acquired a central position.9 Male and female architects alike
advocated the same uniform model of habitation, with no alternatives. But,
more concretely and more consciously than their male colleagues, women emphasized the family and the significance of the problems of homeplanning; their focus was on the improvement of that everyday sphere of
life which was closest to women. The defence of womanhood became
linked with an emphasis on the value and significance of home economy,
home and the family, while the practical and hygienic rearrangement of
the household (understood as a feminine area) was seen as an instrument
Gwendolyn Wright has outlined four different historical strategies of action for
women architects: I) exceptional »superwoman», 2) anonymous designer, 3) assistant planner, and 4) outside reformer. Wright 1977, 283-306. Her thumbnail
sketch is applied and commented on in Suominen-Kokkonen 1992, 113-118. As a
rule, women can be shown to have acted either as nameless planners or assistant

designers.
However, in the 1920s the focus in Finnish industrial arts was mainly on designing things to order, not on mass production for a wider section of the population.
9 This model differs from that of the 19th-century bourgeois leisured lady, whose
household duties were restricted to giving orders to the servants; the role was also
different to that of the working-class employed woman. On the »leisured lady» see
e.g. Smith 1981. Woman's practical role in home economics was also officially
defined in the Marriage Act of 1929. Sulkunen 1989, 93.
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for the improvement of women's position — and, through her, of the whole
family.10 Dwelling design and interior decoration were generally regarded
as suitable fields for women, and the improvement of the dwelling and of
housing standards was considered to be particularly important to women
and children: the dwelling was more important to them than to others because they spent more time in it than anyone else.11 A parallel could also
perhaps be drawn with the notions that derived from the supposed femininity of the interior space of buildings and the masculinity of their external architecture, ideas which also governed dwelling design."-- Apart from
those areas of architecture which had come to be associated with feminine and masculine, the dichotomous thinking that is said to structure our
Western culture and symbolic systems acquires different historical and social meanings in dwelling design when the hierarchical opposites of woman/
man and nature/culture become linked with the emerging polarities of
home/work, family/individual, reproduction/production, private/public.13

E.g. Stigell 1945; Asunto 39. See also issues of Kotiliesi magazine, to which several women architects submitted their writings; Naisten asuntopäivät (Women's
Housing Convention) 1921. On the Housing Convention of the Working Women's
Union in 1935, see Meillä on vain yksi huone (We only have one room), 1935.
See also 011ila 1991, 135.
Between the 1920s and '40s, women architects seem to have designed a large
number of dwellings as well as furniture and kitchen fittings. The design of dwellings and interior decoration cannot be considered as something feminine per se or
something that is particularly suited to women; it reflects the openings available
to them, something that is inescapably bound up with the historical context. See
e.g. Setälä 1929; Setälä 193la; Kotiliesi magazine; Profiles 1983.
12 Karl Winqvist suggested in 1940 that the construction, maintenance, repair, renovation and improvement of houses was a field suitable for men and that male consultants should therefore be employed in it, whereas interior decoration and dwelling
hygiene belonged to the female sphere and thus consultation in this area should be
carried out by women. Winqyist 1940, 143. Moreover, in the rural practice of habitation as well as historically, repairs and construction work were duties that were
performed by the men, housekeeping was for the women. See e.g. Saurio 1947,
passim.
" It has been suggested that Western thinking and Western symbolic systems in general — art, religions, families, language — function according to the principle of opposition, in dualistic and hierarchic couples of opposites which can be reduced
to »the» male/female pair. Cf. e.g. Cixous 1975, 115-116.
10
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7.2. »Happy homes of our own»
»The foundation for the future reconstruction [of our country] will
be happy homes of our own.» 14
In its external appearance the type-planned house of the 1940s is the
basic form of single-family house. Its overall impression — light-coloured,
bright and modern — seems to hold the promise of a happy future. As one
contemporary put it: »Walking from the porch through a wooden foyer to
the entrance hall, we immediately receive a pleasing general impression
of a new, matter-of-fact dwelling, which seems to contain much more room,
light and air than is readily apparent.» 15 Since the turn of the century the
single-family detached house had corresponded to the image of an ideal
family dwelling, but it was only later, with the production of type-planned
houses and the period of reconstruction, that the construction of singlefamily houses and residential districts began in earnest. Apart from the need
rapidly to rehouse more than 100,000 households, the reconstruction effort was characterized by the standardization of house design, the efficient
distribution of type drawings, and legislation and loans which supported
house building.16 Legislation was now extended to apply to rural housing
construction, for which permission was needed." The Housing Acts connected with the emancipation of the tenant farmers, (1918 and 1922) had
already given dependent agricultural workers an opportunity to acquire their
own plots for cultivation, and had promoted the creation of small holdings
and the ownership of residential houses. With its Emergency Settlement
and Land Acquisition Acts, the reconstruction period has been seen as consciously continuing the creation of small holdings and the dwelling idiom
based on home ownership.' Centralized house production favoured type
drawings by architects; their employment made it easier to procure a buildAdyertisement for Puutalo Oy Sotainvalidi magazine, 30 May 1945.
Suomalaisten elämää ruotsalaistaloissa (Finns living in Swedish houses) 1941, 117.
16 Asetus omakotirahastosta December 19, 1940; MHL June 2, 1945.
17 The earlier Act on Town Planning (1931) had only applied to rural population centres. The regulation of rural housing construction only began with the Act on Rural Building which came into force in 1949. It incorporated specific provisions concerning the construction of residential houses in the country, which now for the
first time required permission from the municipal building board. This can be compared with the precise provisions laid down in 1681 by Charles XI: the size of rooms
was regulated and stipulations included the provision of a guest room in all rural
houses of a certain size. His House Inspection Act only applied to freehold estates
and to state farms, but the example they set slowly influenced less grand houses
as well. Pettersson 1958, 171-179; Kuusanmäki 1934, 346; Perälä 1984, 66.
'x Kallio 1982, 22; Waris 1974, 15.
14
15
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156. Type-planned houses in western Pakila, Helsinki. Photo Sirkka Valanto 1971.
HKM.
ing permit and thus promoted the widespread construction of type-planned
houses.
In rural areas type-planned houses often stand alone, and with their
height and untraditional appearance they set themselves apart from their
surroundings. Near towns and in population centres they form homogenous districts which have their own distinct appearance. These areas were
usually planned rapidly, and consequently their street-plans are simple and
very much alike.19 The houses were positioned in rows on both sides of
the streets, which might be either straight or winding, with their gable ends
or long elevations turned towards the street and slightly drawn in (ca. 5
m). The veterans' residential districts of Pirkkola, Marttila and western
19

Salokorpi 1984, 298.
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157. Aerial view of Pirkkola single-family housing district, 1941. In the foreground
Pirkkolantie. Photo Jansson. HKA.

Pakila in Helsinki were such areas, and they can all be considered typical
of the reconstruction period (Fig. 157).20 The custom of positioning the
house away from the street towards the middle of the lot on which it stood
differed from Finnish small-town tradition, and moreover from that of
Swedish single-family housing districts where the houses were built along
the edge of the street and thus created a more urban impression. In this
respect the 1940s districts of type-planned houses are comparable to both
early 20th-century suburban villa districts and the small-house areas that
were planned in the 1920s.21 The areas are spacious, with large yards sepa20 Their similar town-plans follow the general pattern of the reconstruction period.
Cf. Lehtonen — Lepistö 1982.
21 Compare e.g. Toukola and Kumpula in Helsinki; Haapaniemi, Itkonniemi, Linnanpelto in Kuopio. Kuopion rakennushistoriallisesti... 1980, 41-43.
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158. The town-plan of Pirkkola. Arkkitehti 2/1941, p. 22.

rating the houses. The lots are fairly large (700 m2 at the minimum) and
each building was usually located at the street end of its long and narrow
lot (Fig. 158). The lots were surrounded by hedges which separated the
yard and the building from the street and from its neighbours as well. The
one-family houses with their yards formed self-contained entities and, it
seemed, turned their backs to each other — entrance to the house was usually gained from the yard. The large lots made utility gardening possible
and in the 1940s in particular were used to grow vegetables and other produce.22

'-Z In Helsinki, horticultural consultant Elizabeth Koch planned gardens for veterans
Jälleenrakennuskauden... 1985, 6.
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Generally speaking, post-war reconstruction was even more vigorous
in the country than in towns, and for that reason the one-family house was
soon found to be the most suitable type of building.23 Perhaps too their
conventional idiom and their rational inner spaces speeded the widespread
adoption of the type-planned house. A type-planned single-family house
which one could put up oneself was also a natural continuation of the long
Finnish tradition of building one's own home instead of employing someone else to do it, despite the fact that, having been planned by an architect, it implied a change in tradition as well. »Everyman's building manuals», too, recommended using designs made by an expert, i.e. an architect. The emphasis placed on the importance of the building's permanent
value, on the rural vernacular tradition of architecture, and on a uniform
style also fitted in well with the ideology of national reconstruction and
the stress laid on national values.24 Underlying the uniformity of the typeplanned houses it is possible to discern the ideal of harmonious residential areas.
Modern architecture and the type-planned house reveal the separation
of user from planner, and at the same time the type-planned house entailed
a break with the rural tradition of building one's house with one's own
hands. Standardized and type-designed, the houses were planned for an
anonymous occupant. With prefabrication, the conveyor-belt production
of the house's component parts, professional planners — »the technicians
of general ideas» — intervened in traditional building habits while also exploiting the do-it-yourself convention in house construction.'-5 The separation of user from planner and the serial production of standardized or typeplanned anonymous houses — instead of unique homes for unique settings
— also meant that the home began to be increasingly approached as a kind
of industrial product.'-6 The relationship between planner and user is one
level which reveals the problematics of power inherent in dwellings. But
the relationship is not as straightforward as that. The architect cannot be

Alestalo 1980, 117; Juntto 1990, 200-203. See also present study, pp. 84-88.
Compare with Sweden, from where the models of the type-planned houses often
originated, and the concurrent development of the Swedish welfare state (Sw.
folkhem). Moreover, at the beginning of the 1940s type-planned houses donated
by Sweden were used in Finland: e.g. in Jalkaranta in Lahti, Puutalo Oy's Finnish
types were used side by side with Swedish types such as the »Borohus», »Standard», »Vetlanda-hus». Lahden kaupungin... 1983, 71. On the housing of the Swedish welfare state, see Folkhemmets bostäder 1987.
5 The expansion of expert design also reveals the existence of monopolistic thinking within the architectural profession.
ze Juntto 1990, 26.

23
24
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considered as the possessor of power, because in spite of the fact that the
architect designs the framework for the occupants' everyday life, he/she
is not alone in influencing how people live inside the dwelling or how the
home eventually turns out. The omnipresence of power cannot be reduced
to one single possessor of power or a single creator of rules; power comes
from everywhere and is constantly produced in all relationships, which are
always temporal and local.'-' On a general level the architect does participate in the techniques of power, but he/she does not have power over the
occupants, or control over the way in which people live in their dwelling
or what changes they make to it. The dwelling is a place where general
norms and the space of people's unique everyday life meet.'-8
»The single-family house is more than just a dwelling; it is a way of
life.»29 The privately owned single-family house (omakotitalo, literally
»own-home-house») was specifically understood to be a family dwelling,
and families with many children were given priority when building loans
were granted.» From the point of view of population policy a single-family house was considered the best form of housing, and its advocates included the Population and Family Welfare Federation.' As I have already
pointed out, from the architectural and conceptual point of view it is very
difficult to distinguish between the villa and the single-family house: the
villa has been regarded chiefly as a bourgeois and middle-class dwelling,
the single-family house as one for the working class. For instance, gardening — when undertaken more or less for pleasure — has been associated
with both kind of homes."- In the 1940s a single-family house was generally understood as a smallish detached house which had a lot large enough
to accommodate a small garden.' Along with the occupants' social standing, the feature that perhaps most clearly distinguished the villa from the
single-family house was the latter's smaller size, but the difference is hard
27

Foucault 1976, 122. Thus there is no general concept of power: power is always
particular, produced in reciprocal relationships.
" Foucault 1984b, 247-248; Certeau 1980. passim.
'> Siikonen 1942, 33.
'" In the Decree on the Single-family Housing Fund, issued on December 19, 1940,
the single-family house was defined as a family dwelling: »The single-family house
shall be a new building, whose size and type are suitable for a family dwelling,
and which structurally and with respect to health and home economics fulfils reasonable requirements, and which in its design and its manner of construction saves
construction costs as much as possible.» Asetus omakotirahastosta 19.12.1940,
§ 2.
'' Väestöliiton vuosikirja 1 1946, 156.
Jonsson 1985, 9-13; Stavenow-Hidemark 1971, 29.
'' See e.g. Emännän tietokirja 1948; Asetus omakotirahastosta 19.12. 1940.
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to pinpoint.34 The Finnish word for a single-family house, omakotitalo,
denotes both a dwelling idiom and a status of ownership; it emphasizes
the privacy and personal nature of habitation: it is the home and the house
of one's own. The word has sensitive and nostalgic connotations: associations with childhood and with the idea of one's own home. In the 1930s
and '40s the single-family house was contrasted with rental barracks (vuokrakasarmi), and this opposition was used to emphasize the positive qualities of the former — its peacefulness and its garden, as well as »the strong
home-feeling engendered by the ownership of one's own home».35 The single-family house was a home, the apartment dwelling was just a flat.
The one-family house had previously been considered too expensive to
be the solution to the general housing problems, but at the end of the 1930s
standardization and mass production were advocated to bring single-family housing within everyone's reach, from the middle classes to the workers, in urban as well as rural areas. A report compiled by the Housing Committee of Finnish Cities considered it »essential that Finland, too, should
set up serial production of single-family houses — that is, the production
of buildings in batches of several dozens using standardized, factory-produced components which can be readily assembled at the building site.»36
In the 1940s the single-family house was both an end and a means: it
was the sought-after dwelling idiom but also an instrument of social peace
and of a society based on private ownership. Its design, typification and
mass production were aimed not only at supporting single-family housing, but also at the general rationalization and standardization of buildings and the saving of construction costs. The aim was to improve the aesthetic appearance and quality of dwellings. Houses designed by experts
were thought to be both superior and, owing to mass production, less expensive.
The production of type-planned houses was closely linked with an actively propagated cult of the home, and the single-family house districts —
erected close to nature and separated from busy town centres — became
34 The villa was a dwelling for the educated classes (upper middle class and the bourgeoisie, the bilrgertum), the single-family house for the lower middle class and
the workers. The latter was characterized by its detachment from the culture of
the educated classes. The notion of the single-family house is similar to that articulated in the 1920s. See also above, p. 104.
35 Mitä jokaisen tulee tietää asunnosta (What everyone should know about the dwelling) 1940, 15-17. The opposition between detached houses and rental barracks
reached its extreme in Hertzen's book (1946) and achieved a visible monument when
the Tapiola garden city (or forest suburb) was built in Espoo in the 1950s.
36 Komiteanmietintö 1939: 5, 66.
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symbols of this cult.37 With their solid walls and small windows, typeplanned houses convey a sealed-off and isolated impression. The one-family
house is a monument to the privatized family; with its fenced-off yards it
constitutes a small, discrete world of its own. The houses are separated
from each other by hedges, the families from other families. In their particular historical situation the houses, sealed off from the outside world,
gave promise of shelter and refuge from the exterior chaos. The singlefamily house was regarded as an optimal, natural form of dwelling for a
family with children: implicitly it had the power to make people happy. It
was believed that living in a single-family house strengthened the family
and engendered a genuine love towards one's home.38 The proximity to
nature and working in the garden were considered healthy, refreshing and
purifying influences: »Bad thoughts do not enter the head of one who looks
after his own house and garden.»39 That the single-family house was the
favoured housing idiom is also attested to by the fact that even the smallest types of family dwellings (one room and a kitchen) were designed as
detached, one-family houses. It was even suggested that the single-family
house could serve as a home for the independent professional woman living with a servant.40
The planning of type-planned houses implied a certain optimism: eyes
are turned towards the future. In ideal surroundings, in a well-planned
house, lives a happy family with physically and morally healthy children
(Fig. 159). The idealistic faith in the future this implied was linked not
only to the hopes for a brighter tomorrow engendered by the austere conditions of the time, it was also connected to the tradition of enlightened
housing policy comprising »good modern family dwellings», and to faith
in architecture as an instrument of change. However, in their historical context, the construction of these houses implied not just a faith in progress
but also the building of one's own peaceful corner in the world. After the
war, ordinary quiet everyday life at home was indeed something to be desired.
37 See Jallinoja 1984, 105-106; on the situation in the USA, see Wright 1983, chapter 13.
38 Meurman 1949, 284; Väestöliitto 1941, 19-20.
38
Similä 1937, 11. Although the proximity to nature and the links between the dwelling and nature had been emphasized previously (starting with the garden city ideology and the villas at the turn of the century), the idealization of the countryside
and the construction of forest suburbs in the 1940s and '50s can be interpreted as
attempts to ward off the destructive aspects of civilization and to return to Nature.
Cf. Freud 1930.
40 Virkanaisen pikkutalo (Small house for the female civil servant) 1937, 688-689.
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159. Petaksentie, Pirkkola. Photo A. Pietinen Oy 1942. HKM.

A wooden house for a single family or a single household has been a
traditional mode of housing in Finland. Attempts were made to link the
type-planned house to the long tradition of timber-frame houses, although
the single-family house was basically a 20th century novelty. Unlike the
peasant house, it is no longer a place of work but just a dwelling. In their
spatial organization type-planned houses break away from the model of
habitation where the household is also a unit of production. In most cases
only housekeeping tasks are now performed at home; all other work takes
place elsewhere, although the house still contains the idea of rural life in
the town — the large yard and the high plinth with its storage spaces contain allusions to gardening for domestic needs and to wood crafts. With
its spatial organization and implicit housing practices, the type-planned
house could be interpreted as the greatest change in agrarian housing since
the twin-cabin system. This change is especially significant when we compare the type-planned house to the peasant house, which represents another time and an entirely different world. With the advent of type drawings,
the single-family house and the apartment dwelling begin to resemble each
338

other: each consists of a kitchen, a living room and bedrooms in addition
to facilities for storage and washing. The type-planned houses reveal a twofold transfer of tradition: on the one hand the urban middle-class housing
model, based on the separation of home and workplace, is established in
the country; on the other hand rural dwelling idiom is transferred to the
town. Looking at the genealogy of the type-planned house, it can be seen
that the important elements are the new semi-urban space and the movement between rural and urban housing practices. In some respects working-class dwellings continued rural habitation practices. The turn-of-thecentury villas and single-family houses combined bucolic aspects with
town-dwelling, brought nature into town and created a new form of habitation in the interspace between town and country. Type-planned houses
of the 1940s in their turn represent a return to the country and create a
common housing model for town and country, with elements drawn from
both housing practices. Thus the loop from country to town and back again
is complete.
Historically type-planned houses appear at an interesting junction, with
their allusions to both the past and the future: their standards were the starting point for subsequent housing production and for present-day dwelling
models too. Type-planned houses played a significant role in the creation
of norms and standards of housing, as well as in the birth of the modern,
spatially specific and differentiated dwelling in Finland; thus they cannot
be regarded as an isolated, transitional phase.41 The design and construction of type-planned houses created a basis for the »normal» habitation
(the norm of family dwelling) as well as for the large-scale prefabrication
and standardization of (house) production.42 Idealization of the single-family house is linked to early 20th-century garden city ideology as well as
to the emergence of the middle class. But it is also connected to the later
forest suburb and suburban ideologies of the 1950s, whose foundations were
laid in the 1940s and whose ideological background is the same — the
41

42

It is also worthwhile to call attention to the »transitional» interyals between periods which have already been defined as interesting and which have an established
arthistorical status; this has the effect of breaking out of the prevalent canon and
calling into question the very idea of »transitional» periods. Continuities and discontinuities appear in a very different light, depending on the chosen yiewpoint
and framework. See also Wäre 1991, 13. Looking at this from another angle, however, shows that the reconstruction period was not an isolated, transitional phase:
it brought on a transformation in the role of the architect as well as in housing
production, and consequently was of primary importance to architectural practice.
According to Anneli Juntto, the Second World War slowed down large-scale construction activities and, properly speaking, mass housing production did not begin
in Finland until the 1960s and '70s when housing estates were built rapidly with
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emphasis on home and family.43 The one-family house became the official dwelling ideal and it still remains the dream of the majority of Finns
— a dream that many could afford, owing to the mass production of typeplanned houses and legislation which favoured one-family houses.44 »I'll
buy that dream» was a slogan which was used to sell single-family houses in the United States in the 1940s,45 and it seems to correspond to the
idealization and advertising of the Finnish single-family house as well. The
type plans made the detached house an Everyman's version of the middle-class villa.
The new concept of dwelling which had previously been visible mainly on the ideological level was embodied in the type-planned house. In
this respect these houses contain an obvious paradox: with them, Finland
was both reconstructed and built anew — in essence the rebuilding entailed
the modernization of Finnish habitation. It is also possible to posit that
changes first took place on the level of housing models and construction,
on the level of presentations and representations, before the deep structural changes in Finnish society and the large-scale industrialization, ur-

43

44

45

prefabricated elements. Juntto 1990, 219. But the basis for this scale of housing
production and its standards had already been created during and immediately after the war with the planning and construction of type-planned houses. Although
standards were laid down for certain parts of the building (doors and windows) as
early as 1919, standardization as such was specifically linked to the reconstruction period. In 1919 the Finnish Association of Architects and the Association of
Master Builders established a joint standardization committee; the 1920s saw the
establishment of the Finnish Technical Board (in 1924; renamed the Finnish Standard Association in 1947) and the Finnish Association for the Advancement of Standardization (1927). The Standardization Act was passed in 1942; the Rationalization Delegation (disbanded in 1953) and the Structural Engineering Laboratory of
the Technical Research Centre were established the same year. Architectural standards were first created in the Reconstruction Office of the Architects' Association
(established 1942; renamed the Standardization Institute in 1947) and were approved
by the standardization unit of the construction department of the Ministry for Transport and Public Works (KYMRO). See chapters 4.2 and 6.2. Also see Hurme 1991,
70-71.
See for example Hertzen 1946. This study concerns itself primarily with the formation of the modern dwelling and the type-planned house, leaving aside the town
plans of residential areas. However, town planning, which after the war became a
central issue with the forest suburbs, had already come under discussion during
the war. See e.g. Meurman 1941. See also Meurman 1947; Hertzen 1946.
Since single-family houses and suburbs were an international phenomenon in the
1940s and '50s and, moreover, common in countries where the majority of the population already lived in towns, their emergence cannot be ascribed solely to the
nostalgic yearnings of people who had moved from the countryside. Jallinoja 1984,
106; Wright 1983, chapter 13.
Hayden 1980, S173.
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banization and modernization which took place in the 1960s and '70s. Thus
the transformation would have occurred first on the level of housing
construction and ideology, avant lettre, and the modern dwelling would
already have been born before the total modernization of society at large.
In the case of type-planned houses the shift was sudden and rapid, and it
seems to have permeated all levels, from housing planning and ideology
to habitation itself. The sharp and dramatic change in the paradigm is reminiscent of Foucault's thoughts of the sharp change of the episteme. But
although it seems that the paradigm changed all of a sudden because of
the war, all the central themes of the type-planned house were already in
existence before the war; contrary to what has been argued previously, it
did not appear out of the blue.46 The change of paradigm occurred at least
on the level of ideology and of idealization, and it also affected people's
everyday lives by transforming their immediate living environment.
Type-planned houses reveal the inherent conflict in the idea of type. They
are paradoxical buildings where the requirements of type and individuality clash. On the one hand, there is the aim to create similar dwelling and
house types, while on the other the single-family dwelling is also linked
to individualistic and personalized housing. By building a type-planned
house you also build privacy — and individuality. The design of typeplanned houses combines the emphasis on individuality and individual freedom (associated with modern architecture) with the contradictory aim of
designing a democratic dwelling suitable for everyone and everywhere.
Type and repetition are linked with originality and the personal, but the
result is a house that is the same for everyone. The logic — or illogic — of
everyman's home is the logic of modern sameness.

7.3. Model houses for model families
The differentiation of life has generally been accepted as a characteristic
of modern, industrial and urban society: it involves the separation of the
private from the public and the consequent emergence of a distinct sphere
of privacy and personal life.47 Industrialization and the emergence of bourgeois society brought about a polarization of feminine and masculine domains and these in turn became associated with the public and the private.
Along with the separation of the home and the workplace, reproduction
46 See for example Salokorpi 1971, 34; Helander 1982, 504.
' Elias 1978, passim.
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and production, this polarization is one of the central concepts employed
in feminist research and the study of the family.48 The division of the
spheres of life follows the boundaries of gender: privacy is defined as the
woman's sphere, the public as the man's.49 The transformation of the dwelling and the differentiation of its space were linked to this process of polarization and privatization; the growing importance of the private sphere
and the family is evident in the restriction of the dwelling to family use
alone, whereas the transfer of functions away from the dwelling reveals
the polarization of everyday life.
Like the separation of sex from gender, the division of spheres of life
into the private and the public has in feminist research often been taken
for granted and its historicity has been neglected. The feminine has been
connected with the private sphere of life as a matter of course, the masculine with the public. The distinction between private and public can also
be connected to the nature/culture and body/mind dichotomies.50 Furthermore, while feminine and the private, masculine and the public, have been
associated with each other, the separation of the private from the public
has often been interpreted as the emergence of two sharply separate spheres,
and the relations and interactions of the public and private spheres have
not received enough critical attention. Although the dwelling, the home,
is the supremely private and personal space in the modern world, it is also
in continuous interaction with the public; for instance, housing ideology,
like housing and family policies, extends its influence inside the dwelling
too. At the same time, inside the dwelling people are constantly in connection not only with the public but also with a larger social and symbolic order and its social contracts and practices, starting with the family and
ranging to social institutions.

See e.g. Kamerman 1979, 632; Laslett 1973, 480; Histoire de la vie privée 4, 1987;
Rantalaiho (ed.) 1986, several articles; Sulkunen 1989. For a history of the concepts of the private and the public, see e.g. Sennett 1974. The idea of the separation of reproduction from production, and that of the privatization of the society,
are also central in Marxist research.
49 See e.g. Sulkunen 1989. In texts dealing with late 19th-century homes the dwelling, privacy and the woman were often associated with each other; likewise public life, the town and the man. See e.g. Daly 1864. See also Pollock 1988, 68-70;
Wilson 1991, 8.
5o On the historical relationships between and the linking together of the divisions
of private/public and nature/culture, see e.g. Sennett 1974, 89-90. On the relationships between the dichotomies private/public and sex/gender, see e.g. Braidotti 1989,
95-96. In Emile, J.J. Rousseau ascribes the cultural male/female and public/private distinctions to nature. See also Kaplan 1992, 21.
48
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The turning point in housing design was related to the emergent differentiation of the public and private spheres of life and the interconnected
division of male and female labour, as well as to the developing privatization of the Finnish rural household in the 1940s and '50s. It represented a change in the ideological discourse on and of housing. The planning
of type-planned houses took place in parallel with the formation and establishment of the modern uniform family model: the urban middle-class
practice of housing was now implemented in rural areas as well. The home
was thought of as a protected private area, a refuge for individuals and
the family. Above all, it was regarded as a resting place for the man after
his work on the one hand, and as the woman's, the housewife's, place of
work on the other' It is in the discourse on housing that the strong emphases laid on both individual and family values meet.
The planning of type-planned houses was based on the concept of a family consisting of father, mother and children. Although the extended family of the past is partly an idealized myth of both traditional pre-industrial
agrarian society and the bourgeoisie, such a family was nevertheless a considerably larger unit than the nuclear family. Instead of the term family,
it is more accurate to speak of a household whose essential members included not only the immediate family but also servants, and perhaps more
distant relatives and other inhabitants as well. The rural household constituted a large economic unit of productions'- The »family» in its present
meaning of a nuclear family is a relatively new concept.
It has been suggested that industrialization and urbanization changed
the function of the family and consequently its structure too; home and
the workplace were separated, and reproduction and consumption — instead
of production — became the main functions of the family. Simultaneously,
the privacy and intimacy of family life and the household were heavily

5' See for example Harmaja 1946; Stigell 1945. This attitude is also discernible in
e.g. the ads and illustrations of the period. On gender identities in Finnish advertising in the 1950s, see also Heiskala 1991, 393-406. The notion of a modern family is in itself questionable. On the so-called modernization of the Finnish family, see e.g. Jallinoja 1991, 149-217.
5' In rural areas the homestead constituted a large economic unit of production. Up
to the 20th century, the extended nuclear family (three generations) was quite common in the Finnish countryside, but the real extended family — consisting of several nuclear families — disappeared in the early 19th century. The predominance
of the extended family structure was also connected to the clearing and burning of
woodland: it was common in Eastern Finland. Talve 1979, 370-371; Waris 1991,
176. Today the extended family is a controversial concept in family history. Its
significance has been discussed in many articles in Pulma (ed.) 1991.
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emphasized.53 This process of transformation is apparent in early 20th-century Finnish housing, especially in wartime housing ideology and the planning of type-planned houses. In Finland, too, the ideological basis for the
modern concept of family had been created as early as the 19th century,
but it was not until the Second World War and the post-war period in particular that the conditions for the shaping of homes began to be created
on a wider scale. The cult of family and domesticity spread throughout
the population to all social strata.54 From the 1940s onward, Finnish social policy was family-oriented, and housing and family policies intermingled.55
Faith in the family was the central issue in socio-political discussions
on housing and also in the planning of new residential districts. The ideal
of population policy was a family with children living in a single-family
house; housing plans for all social groups in the 1940s were based on this
idea. Although the family has been the main unit of housing design throughout the 20th century, in the 1940s its importance and the lack of alternatives that were put forward became conspicuous.56 Underlying this was the
conflict between the idealization of the family with children and the decrease in the number of new families, especially in the 1930s.57 After the
war, the population question also became a question of national survival.
The Population and Family Welfare Federation, which campaigned on behalf of families with children and proclaimed motherhood a superior calling, had posited six children per family as the ideal. It aimed at strengthening the family and its position in society, and attempted to manipulate

Ss Laslett 1973, 480-481; Mitterauer — Sieder Oxford 1982, chapter 1; Shorter 1977,
5. Although industrialization and the transformation of the family are no longer
presented as having a causal relation, they are nonetheless linked. See e.g. Hareven 1987, XVIXX; Häggman 1991, 144-145; Journal of Family History 1-3/1987,
several articles.
" Jallinoja 1984, 105-106.
i5 Waris 1974, 32.
w In the 1940s and '50s, the central factors in the definition of the dwelling were
the family and the housewife. See e.g. Hertzen 1946; Juntto 1991, 197. In the housing design and debate of the 1920s and '30s other alternatives were still considered: the dwelling of the independent woman and the house with a central kitchen,
in which notions concerning the occupants and the family were different. Although
the nuclear family was the ideal in Finnish habitation for quite some time, the actual »nuclear family period» in Finland was short. Having become the general form
of habitation in the 1950s, it has gradually been joined by other forms, such as
people who haye divorced and remarried, whose children from their former marriages coexist with those from the new relationship.
57 Jallinoja 1984, 59-60. See also pp. 61-62.
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general attitudes to favour the home.58 As is usual, after war the marriage
and birth rates rose, and this coincided with the formation of the cult of
domesticity, but the resultant baby boom owes more to the increase in the
number of marriages than to the increase in the number of children per
family.59
The notion of family as an emotional unit comprising a husband, wife
and children is connected with the idealization of home life and domesticity.60 In comparison with the rural or the bourgeois family, the ideal nuclear family of the I940s was above all an emotional, reproductive, consumer unit which had very few or no productive functions at all. This was
especially evident in the woman's work: many of the tasks which had earlier been performed within the household were now taken outside it; the
woman's work was confined to caring for the family and the home.61 Family
ties and the intellectual aspects of family life are central: the family is characterized by intimacy and privacy. It is self-sufficient.
Type drawings were seen a means of advancing the welfare of the family, and this demanded the use of previously tried model plans designed
by »experts in habitation».62 The underlying notion was that »the basis of
a good society is a good home». Home was the basis of physical and
psychological health and morals. Housing design aimed at the strengthening of familial ties: the dwelling's cleanliness, order and pleasantness
and the welfare of the family were directly linked. The home was a shelter and a nest, a cosy place which had to be able to lure family members
away from the »corrupt» outside world. The family model which had become prevalent after the Second World War, and which the type-planned

Väestöliitto 1941, 2-5, 19-20. The Population and Family Welfare Federation was
founded by 21 different associations, including the Association of Architects, the
Martha Association, the Socio-political Association and the Duodecim medical society, to name just a few. In addition, two representatives from the Ministry of
Social Service sat on its Board of Directors. The Federation was thus a kind of
intermediate form between public authorities and citizens' organizations (kansalaisjärjestö). In the 1940s it was not the Housing Reform Association but the Population Federation that advocated »innoyations» in housing and housing policy. Cf.
Juntto 1991, 197, 229.
59 Compared with the 1930s and early 1940s, the number of marriages per year nearly
doubled in 1945-47. Jallinoja 1984, 60, 66-67.
60 E.g. Stigell 1945, 7. Industrialization weakened the family's ties with the outside
world; correspondingly, the ties uniting the family members became stronger. Shorter 1977, 5, 205.
61
For women's role in nurture and the perpetuative and transformative aspects of
reproduction, see e.g. Rantalaiho 1986, 37-50.
62
Harmaja 1946, 224.
58
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160. "Happy homes for spring 1941." An advertisement of Puutalo Oy in Kotiliesi magazine 1941.

houses maintained, is connected to the new cult of the home and family
that had emerged among the middle class at the end of the 19th century.63
The cult was characterized by an emphasis on the separation of the private from the public, and the glorification of womanhood and motherhood.
The home signified escape from the surrounding world: it was seen as the
seat of virtue and morals.64 It was believed that the happiness of the home
and the welfare of the family depended on the interior characteristics of
the dwelling rather than on any exterior features in its surroundings.65 In
the discourse on housing at that period, the home was conceived as a spiritual space and as a form of social relations, the dwelling as its physical
boundaries. In the course of time, both housing practices and the dwelling would have to change.
63

Smith 1981, passim.
Corrado Pope 1977, 300-311; Wright 1980, 1-6.
65
Waern-Bugge 1940, 11.This was so in spite of the fact that after the Third General Housing Congress (1937) and the introduction of the Functionalist ideals of sunshine and air the relationship between the dwelling and its environment had begun to receive growing attention.
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The notions of the family and gender become interwoven in the dwelling, and in housing design and housing ideology the family is the general
context to which both woman and man belong in different ways." It may
be possible to distinguish two complementary levels in the definition of
woman in the meaning-production of the so-called patriarchal discourse —
and especially in connection with the dwelling: the paradigmatic level of
man/not-man, and the syntagmatic level of family/woman.67 Thus the family
could be interpreted as a sentence in which »woman» (not-man) is situated and the meanings of the concept (or sign) »woman» are acquired only
in relation to other signs.68 »Woman» becomes a relative term whose mean-

ing is constituted in relation to other terms within each signifying process, as in housing architecture for example. As the context changes, so too
does the content of the sign »woman».
In the 1940s, both housing and the home were emphatically linked with
the idea of femininity, and the home and the family were largely identi-

66

67

6R

And it might also be argued that, as a cultural symbol, the very existence of the
home is dependent on gender identities. Saegert 1980, S98; Wright 1980, 1. On
the other hand, woman has often been defined in relation to man. In a masculine
discourse, according to Luce Irigaray, woman is inevitably defined through the man
as an exception, an absence, as man's negative mirror image — the Other. Irigaray
1974,20-21.
Correspondingly, man is defined as not-woman. In Saussurean semiology, sign systems have generally been divided into the syntagmatic and the paradigmatic level.
A characteristic of the syntagmatic level is its chain of meanings: the horizontal
lines of signs (sentences), which are characterized by a both-and relationship. In
contrast the paradigmatic (or associative) level is a vertical store of substitutive
signs, characterized by an either-or relationship. In Roland Barthes' example of
an antique temple, on the syntagmatic level each column stands in relationship to
the other parts of the building, whereas on the paradigmatic level the Doric column (and order) can be replaced with an Ionic or a Corinthian one. Saussure 1916,
170; Barthes 1964, 53-55; see also Kristeva 1969, 82-112.
Elisabeth Cowie has studied »the woman as a sign» from the point of view of Claude
Lévi-Strauss' structuralist anthropology. To simplify: the contents and location of
the sign woman or man are defined in relation to the kinship structure, which is a
system of communication and system of exchange — of women. Here the family
and the exchange of women constitute a signifying system that produces the term
»woman» — i.e. »woman» is produced by and through the positions into which women are placed as wives, mothers, daughters or sisters in relation to husbands, fathers, sons or brothers. According to Cowie the term »woman» and its meanings
are not a social or a biological given, rather they are produced across a range of
interrelated practices. Cowie 1978, passim.; see also Pollock 1988, 30-32; Tickner 1988, 106. In the Lévi-Straussean system, however, men are positioned as exchangers, women as signs and the objects of exchange. According to Irigaray this
reciprocal exchange between men presupposes a non-reciprocity between women.
Irigaray 1977, 167-185; Irigaray 1987, 94, 195; Butler 1990, 38-42.
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fied with the woman and the children, whether in housing design, housing discussion or in advertising (Fig. 161). In his own home the man was
regarded more or less as a guest — as if he didn't live there. Gender identities were defined interactively in relation to the ideal housing model of
type-planned houses — the family comprising father, mother and children.
This family model was based on a strict gender-based division. The woman
was primarily a mother and a housewife, who with her children constituted the nucleus of the family — »mother» was virtually synonymous with
»home». Concepts of nature and culture blended in the mother; she was
the material and spiritual nexus of care in the home. The father was primarily a provider, a disconnected creature who was rarely even mentioned.
The woman with her children and the man were allocated separate tasks
and separate spheres of life — the private and the public, home and the workplace. Man was the builder of the home — the »creator-god» — whereas
woman was the maintaining force and the centre of the home. In the single-family house the husband was a supposedly practical man, a new
combination of the peasant and the proletarian models of man, and in this
respect he differed from the middle-class father: the civil servant with his
briefcase. The man's place was in the construction of the home.69 Just as
the idealized family model can be seen as oppressing the woman — assigning her to the home and to a fixed role — it can equally well be seen as
effecting the alienation of the man from his home and his family.
The differentiation of the floor plans of dwellings is linked with the privatization of the family. It brings sexuality, eroticism and reproduction to
the fore in a new way, as the social-hygienic requirements of habitation —
moral and physical hygiene — make new demands on the dwelling. A society's general notions and norms of sexuality also influence the ideals
of housing design and create boundaries for family life. Foucault has
brought an interesting angle to this with his notion of the nuclear family
as a network of pleasure and power (»un reseau de plaisirs-pouvoirs»),
controlled by the norms of society.70 Architecture and the dwelling have a
key role in the regulation and objectivization of sexuality, and in the 19th
69

A man's duties in this model included the construction of, and repairs to, the home,
and they differ markedly from men's duties among e.g. the educated classes and
the middle-class civil servants, among whom repairs and similar domestic tasks
were performed by professionals or by the caretaker of the house. The basis for
the division of these duties was now gender, not class. See Rotschild 1983, viii.
This model was strongest in the United States and it is aptly portrayed in Betty
Friedan's The Feminine Mystique (1962). Lauri Viita's novel Moreeni (1952) is
an excellent portrait of a typical practical man who is both the owner and the builder
of his house.
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and 20th centuries the control of sexuality becomes an increasingly central principle in the organization of architectural space (schools, hospitals,
dwellings). »Dans le cas de l'Ecole militaire, la lutte contre l'homosexualité
et la masturbation est dite par le murs.»71 Along with health and hygiene,
the regulation of sexuality determines architectural space that emphasizes
both separation and control.
By the turn of the century, and especially from the 1920s onwards, an
ever increasing number of hygienic, moral and health norms were created
in relation to the home. These new norms can be seen particularly well in
the type-planned house of the 1940s, as well as in Functionalist housing
ideology and its idea of the type. Along with the rationalization of housekeeping, the human body and sexuality have a central position in the discourse on housing: it is a kind of representation or mise en scene of the
body, sexuality and gender identities. In the social hygiene of housing, the
needs of the body (hygiene, health, morals) and the relationship between
the dwelling and the body are central: the dwelling creates the foundation
for our corporeal existence and touches directly not only the human soul,
but the body first and foremost.72 The emergence of corporeality and sexuality can be seen in the spatial organization which emphasized the separation and the privacy of the family, as well as in the stress laid on hygiene and health. Hygiene and the differentiation of space are both signs
of modernity.73 In the type-planned houses the hygiene and morals were
used to justify the spatial differentiation. The planning of type-planned
houses creates the »normal»: its starting point is the idea of a universal
average occupant — or, more precisely, a universal average family and its
physical and biological basic needs. Arguments about people's welfare were
used to justify such measures of levelling to the perceived »normal».74 The
procedures of normalization (standardization, guidance, recommendations),
rather than outright prohibition, are crucial. The creation of habitation
standards for type-planned houses also indirectly defines the boundaries
of what was seen as normal and abnormal, and this makes the gender and
family models of these houses especially interesting and powerful. In the
20th century, questions concerning sexual morals, family and gender iden-

" Foucault 1976, 63-64.
Foucault 1977, 13. See also Machines å guerir 1979.
The Rationalization Exhibition of the Small Dwelling emphasized the new values
of beauty created by hygienics and by the culture of the body. Pienasunto? 1930,
14. The culture of the body gained prominence from the 1920s onwards.
73 Rabinow 1989, 149.
74 See also Rabinow 1989, 10; Foucault 1975, 217-218.
7
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tities have been a recurring theme in housing debate, but they were particularly prominent in the late 1930s and in 1940s. The dwelling has to be
able to isolate the family from the outside world — and from other families — and to provide privacy within the dwelling for the individual family
members. The functional differentiation of the rooms creates additional
boundaries of privacy inside the dwelling.
People's private lives came increasingly under public control; although
the private and the public spheres of life are differentiated, the public quietly insinuates itself inside the private and begins to specify the norms that
are to regulate it. A central idea in the planning of the type-planned house
is that of separate bedrooms for both sexes and for parents and children —
this helped to create an increasingly tightly regulated new privacy. The
micro and macro levels of power intersect in the dwelling: public regulation, the spatial arrangement of the dwelling and the social practice of housing order the interrelations of the occupants. »My home is my castle» has
two meanings, as was pointed out in Kotiliesi magazine in 1923: it may
be a shelter from the outside world, but it can also be a private prison.75
As the scene of private life, the dwelling exists in relation to the public
and social world: new hygienic, moral and health norms entail a penetration of public regulation inside the private, and also make public the private sphere of life. At the same time, external control is transformed into
internalized desire and the control of desire; modern freedom is based on
strong self-discipline. Habitation is regulated by different techniques of
the self (or, more precisely »family techniques of habitation» as Anneli
Juntto has put it), by the notions of virtuous living implicit in housing
models.76
The design of type-planned houses was connected with a notion that had
become popular in the 19th century in Great Britain, North America and
France, that of proper workers' housing, according to which the family
dwelling must have at least three bedrooms: one for the parents, one for
girls and one for boys. It was considered morally unsuitable for parents
and older children of different sexes to sleep in the same room.77 This ideal
is traceable in all the larger Finnish type drawings, and it also appears in
connection with smaller houses where it could be realized by building ad-

Amerikka. Oman kodin luvattu maa (America. The promised land of the singlefamily house) 1923, 400.
76 Juntto 1990, 34; Heiskala 1991, 387-389; Foucault 1984.
n Burnett 1985, 95-96, 133; Foucault 1976, 63; Kuusi 1931, 819-821; Juntto 1990,
171-172. The principle in the spatial arrangement of e.g. the working-class dwellings of Mulhouse was the separation of parents from children and of the sexes.
75
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ditional rooms (converting the attic). On the other hand, the smaller children's need to be near their mother was also stressed: the notion of children as asexual creatures facilitated their placement in the parents' bedroom.78 The rooms in a type-planned house are arranged in separate units
with clear boundaries, and in a way each one of them forms a world of its
own. However, privacy is lessened by the interaccessibility of the rooms
— each room usually has two doors.
The formation of a spatially essential separate bedroom reserved exclusively for sleeping (and sexuality) parallels the privatization of the individual and the family and the emergence of the nuclear family. Up to the
20th century, it was usual among the peasantry and the working-class for
both the bedroom and the bed to be shared, and people sleeping in the same
room did not necessarily belong to the same family. This also shows that,
notably in peasant society, the concept of family did not have a self-evident status; instead of the individual or the biological family, the relevant
entity was the household or the farmstead.79 In the type-planned house,
however, the bedroom is clearly the most private space of the dwelling, a
protected area that is closed to outsiders and which only family members
have the right to enter. The bedroom is both a manifestation of the basic
cell of the family — the married couple — and of small children, motherhood and the nuclear family.80
In external appearance the type-planned house, with its small windows
and continuous facades, is clearly delimited and self-contained; the house
is a shelter against the chaos reigning in the outside world. Its walls enclose a private and cosy world that is separated from its surroundings and
thus emphasizes a family-centred way of life. The significance of maintaining a strong family bond is highlighted by the existence of a specific

78
79
80

With paternal guidance and supervision the Mulhouse reformers sought to force
inhabitants to be virtuous in order to gain access into liberal society. The norm for
a single-family house included the shared spaces, two bedrooms and a garden. The
life of the worker and his family was regulated by rules which determined the duties of the occupants and the conditions which, if fulfilled, would secure them an
inexpensive house. Eleb-Vidal — Debarre-Blanchard 1989, 146; Rabinow 1989, 9697. The regulation of habitation and of everyday life in a type-planned house was
subtler and less tangible than these rules, and it applied explicitly only the plans
and layout of the house.
See Similä 1937, 12-13.
See chapter 5.1. Cf. Frykman — Löfgren 1979, 108-110.
The married couple constituted the norm of the family (and of sexuality) which
had the right to the greatest privacy, but the family cannot be reduced to the couple: it also embraces the relationships between parents and children, between the
family and people outside, and the rules governing these relationships.
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living room reserved for that particular purpose. The home has now become solely the altar of the family; contacts with the world outside have
been minimized. All rooms in the dwelling are reserved first and foremost
for private living, not for social gatherings or for entertainment.
In the planning of type-planned houses, the family was seen as a hierarchic structure and a space had to be defined for its daily life. The models of universalized housing and the nuclear family were based on the Modernist belief in universals and the striving for generalizations: type-planned
houses offered good »experimental material»81 for the development of a
uniform system of housing. The study of norms became the study of minimal norms."- The standardization of the dwelling and the creation of norms
have the effect of regulating habitation and creating an image of normal
housing: the type-planned houses are model houses for model families. As
a cultural signifying system, the type-planned dwelling participates in the
formation and perpetuation of the sexual difference. It is a place where
the moral and behavioural codes of modern society are imprinted on the
minds and bodies of the occupants. The idea inherent in the single-family
house, that of the individualization and privatization of families, is compounded by the regulation and normalization of habitation in the typeplanned house: the normal is paradoxically introduced in the name of individuality. The type-planned house contains a conflict, created on by ownership and individuality, between freedom and the rules and control of habitation.83

81 Aalto 1941, 79-80.
8' Aalto 1931, 184-185. According to Aalto the norms of habitation should be studied in the form of minimal norms and in the context of exaggerated cases. This
was the only method by which the scientific requirements of a normal dwelling
could be discoyered, and the minimum could perhaps gradually become the general form of dwelling.
83 In the United States in the late 18th century, Thomas Jefferson was one who considered the possibility of guiding the domestic setting without regulation. For him,
the answer was a model home for a typical American family. This meant a detached eottage for the independent farmer and his family. The model house would
combine the regulating of habitation with the creation of harmonic surroundings
and the retention of individuality. Wright 1983, 74-75.
12
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7.4. Home: a woman's realm?
The housewife has begun to realize that her domestic work must also
be considered a profession, and consequently her demands for the
dwelling's practicality have increased. That part of the dwelling where
the housewife's professional work is mainly carried out, the kitchen,
shall therefore be modelled as a rational, useful workshop, in the best
possible way and to the highest possible degree. But the housewife's
work consists not only of work in the kitchen, it also includes care
of the entire home, all its small concerns and of family members'
wardrobe; with her rest the important tasks of being a wife and a mother, and thereby a member of society.84
The rationalization of the kitchen and of household work which was advocated in Finland, especially by women, from the 1920s onwards, together
with the complementary hygienic and health ideals, were central in the planning of type-planned houses. The reorganization of the kitchen in particular formed a focal point in the planning of the modern dwelling. The emphasis on home economics and the housewife's work focused a new kind
of interest on the dwelling: attention was drawn to the dwelling's different elements, activities and functions to a greater extent than in the aesthetic domestic manuals.85 In the discourse on housing the importance ascribed to home economics highlighted the active role of the housewife,
and the dwelling was discussed from the point of view of women, children and the family in particular. Housekeeping, the rationalization of
household work and the demands of hygiene and health all acquired a scientific basis: the terms used were »scientific home management» and
»household engineering».86
The concept of home economics in its present-day sense and in the form
in which it became manifest in the planning of the type-planned house is
a product of the 1920s. Home economics and the woman's central role in
~ Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund, Husmoderns krav på bostaden (The housewife's demands
for the dwelling), 1940s. Lecture notes, SRM.
85
See e.g. lectures at the Women's Housing Convention (1921), and several articles
in Kotiliesi magazine which discussed the relationship between the dwelling and
housekeeping, and the importance of the dwelling to the housewife. See also Harmaja 1922; Harmaja 1925; Harmaja 1939, 744; Setälä 1929; Setälä 1931a.
86
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries »scientific home management» was a central
concept in American domestic manuals for women, e.g. Beecher — Beecher Stowe
1869; Frederick 1923. Concerned with the welfare of the family, these works produced and maintained the division between male and female roles and associated
the woman with housekeeping. Household technology, hygiene and scientific housekeeping were also significant issues in Germany, which had much closer contacts
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162. Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund and Marianne Granberg, furnishings of Mönsterstuga, 1946. 1. multipurpose main room (tupa), 2. kitchen section, 5. entrance-hall
passage. Photo SRM.

it became a topic of public discussion.87 The concept of the middle-class
home and dwelling was extended from the aesthetic, spiritual and educational to denote a place of active housekeeping and home economics. There
emerged a new concept of, and a new identity for, the housewife as well
as a new social practice of home economics. The new, »scientifically» jus-

with Finland. See e.g. Gebhard 1928, 472-473; Harmaja 1930, 739-740, and the
1920s and '30s issues of Kotiliesi magazine. The relationship between modern architecture and home economics has also been discussed in Giedion (1948) 1969,
512-527. Anne 011ila has studied the importance of »domestic science» in the activities of the Finnish Martha Association in the 1920s and '30s. 011ila 1989.
87 Home economics was considered a part of the national economy, and as a concept
of economics it was formulated in the 1920s. According to Laura Harmaja it meant
the management of household consumption for the furtherance of the family's welfare. Harmaja 1922, 632.
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tified housing norms and requirements of hygiene applied to everyone, but
most of all they touched a woman's life and made new demands on her.
The pleasantness of the dwelling was tied to its neatness, cleanness, and
health: the ideal was an ordered world where »well-tended» was synonymous with beautiful.
Dirt and uncleanliness are always relational and cultural concepts: there
is no such thing as absolute dirt. Dirt is opposed to order; it is matter out
of place and its elimination represents not only negative suppression but
also a positive ordering of the environment.88 Dirt is a relation; it is the
by-product of systematic ordering and classification. The notion of dirt is
neither a purely »natural» nor a »scientific» fact, but a principal means of
arranging cultures; its meaning changes according to various cultural contexts. The notion of dirt, connected with the principal events of human life
(birth, nourishment, sex, death), is historically linked with the transformation of the family, of gender division and the organization of work. The
organization of gender relations is a fundamental cultural arrangement and,
as Phyllis Palmer argues, middle-class housewifery, which was the model
of femininity in type-planned houses, was constituted around domestic
cleanliness.89 Cleaning rituals, hygiene, the construction of differences and
the creation of meanings belong to the feminine sphere. In the ritualization of dirt, one important aspect is the distinction between the sexes, and
the simultaneously social and symbolic meaning of women and of mother
in particular is crucial in this. Dirt is intrinsically bound up in the symbolic order, in delimiting and controlling the body, and in the distinction
between subject and object, the self and the Other. The emphasis on hygiene can be associated with the actual eradication of vermin, but it is equally important in its expression of alienation from the body — hygiene is a
form of control (Foucauldian bio-power). Hygiene signifies the repression
of the body as well as the cleaning and care lavished on it. According to
Foucault the body in modern (Western) society is no longer the object and
the seat of absolute power but something productive and useful, and it is
to be cherished as such. It is subject to the omnipresent and continuous

" See the classic work on the study of dirt, Douglas (1966) 1991, 2. Profane dirt is
transformed into sacred pollution, which is disengaged from social rationality and
from the logical order which supports the social community. On this and the psychoanalytical dimensions of dirt, the constitutive effects of dirt in relation to the symbolic order and its links to the incest taboo, the nature/culture dichotomy, the repression/suppression of the body and motherhood, fascism etc., see Kristeva 1980,
80-88. See also Borchgrevink — Solheim 1988, 42-50.
"y Palmer 1987, 138-139; Ward 1992, 9.
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regulatory and correcting mechanisms of the power that protects life 90 Thus
hygiene becomes a public and a political issue which is present in housing design as well' With hygienic control, which touches both the souls
and (especially) the bodies of human beings, women's household work and
people's private lives become the subject of public debate and control. The
arguments of hygiene were used to justify the spatial differentiation of the
dwelling, and the separation of kitchen from the family room in particular. Thus the attempt was to separate (woman's) unhygienic and dirty kitchen work from the family room reserved for spiritual activities.
The home economics movement defended household work and sought
to elevate its status by professionalizing it and by emphasizing the skill
required in its performance."- The aim was to equate work at home with
work for wages, and being a housewife was seen as one important profession among others: discussion of women's domestic work was contemporaneous with industrialization and the increasing predominance of wage
labour. The efforts to improve women's everyday environment can be
viewed as a materialistic or domestic women's movement which sought
to bridge the gulf between the private and the public and to resolve the
conflict between professional work and the role of the housewife that had
come into being with the emergence of wage labour.93 It could be argued
that the home economics movement raised women's self-esteem: house90 Foucault 1976, 189. Power is not an institution, but above all a name which in a
specific historical context is lent to a complex strategic situation. Foucault 1976,
123. Both Foucault and Kristeva have unveiled the hostility of our culture towards
the body, and revealed how the subject is formed through the suppression and denial of the body. According to Kristeva, suppression is above all suppression of
the maternal authority and the topography of the body; to be purely symbolic, the
body must first be cleansed of all traces of »nature» (i.e. what is culturally considered as nature). Kristeva 1980, 87-121.
H1 In addition to spatial organization and the gender division connected with it, the
colour white and the use of shining steel are also manifestations of the apparent
cleanliness associated with modern architecture.
92 In 1929, the Act and Statute on Home Economics Institutes were passed, and from
the beginning of 1930 instruction in home economics was arranged and reorganized on that basis. A professorship in Home Economics was established at the University of Helsinki in 1946. Harmaja 1943, 14-16; Harmaja 1946.
9i Harmaja 1930, 739; also see Hayden 1981. Women's actions within a patriarchal
culture imply more than just a feminist movement. As attention shifts away from
political subjects and women's political activities towards the level of the everyday, women's activities appear in an altogether different light. Cf. the differing views
of Riitta Jallinoja and Irma Sulkunen. Jallinoja 1983; Sulkunen 1987; Sulkunen
1991, 90-94. Calling attention to the home and the dwelling is one aspect of middle-class women's activities, but this too occurs within the masculine cultural system.
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hold work shows the woman as an active operator and thus she becomes
important — not least to herself. But at the same time domestic science has
also been used to determine the woman's role: it created what was perceived as a woman's natural area — the woman confined to the margin.94
The home economics movement contained an ambiguity: it was emancipatory in that it upgraded the value of women's work, while it simultaneously consigned women perhaps more closely than ever before to the home
and within a single, permanent identity.
While improvements in the standard of the dwelling were emphasized
as beneficial to women, the actual improvements that took place were confined to the rearrangement of the kitchen from its overall planning down
to the minutest detail.95 The measurements of the new standardized kitchen fittings were based on the average height of Finnish women — and while
women's work was being eased, housework was still defined as a specifically feminine area (Figs. 163 and 164).96 In the rationalization of the work
process the kitchen was compared to a laboratory or a factory, kitchen work
to industrial work and work on the assembly line. With time and motion
studies the so-called scientific organization of household work also meant
that increased demands for efficiency and self-control were made of the
woman: in washing the dishes alone it was possible to make 80 incorrect
movements.97 The nature of the woman's work had changed: many of the
earlier household tasks had become redundant, but at the same time the
new focus on increasingly scientific housekeeping placed new burdens on
the woman; she was required to pay more attention to a new kind of house94

95

96
97

To ward off the impending unemployment of women after the war, attempts were
made to provide them with crash training courses during the period of transition.
Courses were arranged in subjects which were considered to be particularly suitable for women; one of the criteria used was the permanence of employment. Agricultural and industrial professions were discounted since it was believed that they
required no training. The main emphasis was on training in the home economics
sector, because it was considered to be the most suitable and »natural» area for
women. Komiteanmietintö 1944: 7, 7-9.
The reduction in the number of servants can be considered as one cause of the rationalization of kitchens. The underlying idea in the central kitchen experiments
of the 1910s and '20s was to ease women's workload, thus making it possible to
give up servants. The transformation of the kitchen also meant a transformation of
woman's life and work.
Simberg 1945, 72-73.
Frederick 1912; Frederick 1913. See also Giedion (1948) 1975, 521. This slogan
was also used in the discussion on home economics in Finland. The studies of time
and motion made by Fredrik W. Taylor and Frank B. and Lillian Gilbreth, the leading industrial engineers in the USA during early 20th century, were important in
this respect. Matthews 1987, 157.
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163. Studies for standardized kitchen fittings. New RT cards (Building Information Cards) 1945, cover of A rkkitehti 7/1945.
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164. Motion studies for the standardized kitchen fittings. Work in a seated position requires 4% more energy
than rest, a standing position requires
12% and bending down 55% more energy. Arkkitehti 7/1945.

hold work. Technical aids and rationalization did not lessen the time spent
on household tasks; instead an ever increasing number of new »necessary»
tasks were created.9" A woman's work was governed by new daily, weekly and seasonal routines which followed each other with the inevitability
of natural cycles.99 Emphasizing the home as the housewife's realm thus
in effect isolated the woman within the dwelling and made her work »invisible». This emphasis was based on the prevalent gender organization
and while it gave women a place in a male-dominated world of work, it
also maintained and produced sexual asymmetry.
Household work was associated with women, but the skills it required
were not considered to be natural or innate female characteristics, and so
the housewife profession required training. But in spite of the fact that it
could be learned, household work was still always linked with the concept of a feminine essence inherent in a woman's nature which awaited
actualization."' The gender-based division of labour connected with the
cultural, quasi-natural public/male-private/female split begins with the
98
99

Lerner 1981, 129-130; Rotschild 1983, 83-84; Worden 1989, 139-140.
See also Kristeya 1979, 7-8. Kristeya has suggested connecting female subjectivity with two temporal modalities, the cyclical and the monumental; repetition and
eternity; the eternal recurrence of biological rhythm and monumental temporality.
Komiteanmietintö 1944, 7, 7-9. It was thought easier for women/girls to learn tasks
considered feminine, while masculine tasks, such as those requiring technical skills,
were considered easier for men/boys. Compare also the femininization of certain
sectors of society, such as nurture and education.
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details of domestic organization and spreads to the organization of society at large. The woman creates the home partly through her presence and
her role as its guardian angel, but first and foremost through her active
work; work at home — cleaning, cooking, nursing, tidying — connects the
woman to the home, 101 and at the same time it entails the transformation
of the dwelling into a home and the creation of a new order. According to
Bachelard, men construct the external frame of the home while women
build it, primarily through their activity and »cultivation» which processes in turn tie them to the home. Thus the woman is in a sense the creator
of the home and governs its interior, but at the same time the space — the
dwelling — reciprocally exerts control over the woman.10'- The environment's random, imperceptible production of meanings is always present
in the use of a dwelling and in the everyday chores it contains, yet at the
same time this silent or unconscious formation of meanings is linked to
the larger cultural context.
The type-planned house was a paradoxical building not only in that it
simultaneously embraced both the traditional and the modern idiom, or that
it contained the parallel demands for individuality and universal habitation; there was also an inherent paradox in the implicit housing ideals it
contained. The housing ideology of type-planned houses stood in contradiction to the actual circumstances and historical situation in Finland. The
institution of housewifery never held sway on a large scale in Finland,
whose transformation into an industrialized society occurred at a relatively late stage and very rapidly. Moreover, in Finland women have never
been confined to the home to the same extent as in the United States for
example; in the agricultural household they worked side by side with the
men, and with the coming of industrialization town-dwelling women were
quick to step outside the home to work for wages. During the Second World
War the number of European and American women employed outside the
home increased; afterwards there was a general tendency to give the jobs
they had held back to men.103 However, this did not take place in Finland
as it did in many other countries. As I have already pointed out, a rela-

Setälä 1929, 10-11; Lappi-Seppälä 1945, 72-73; Miten asevelitalossa asutaan?,
574.
10' Bachelard (1957) 1984, 74. See also Douglas (1966) 1991, 2,. Compare with
Heidegger's distinction of the two meanings of building (bauen): to cultivate and
to construct, which are both present in the dwelling. Cultivation (Lat. colere) contains the aspects of preservation, maintenance and care, construction the actual work
of constructing the home. Heidegger 1971, 147-148.
103 Komiteanmietintö 1944: 7, 6-7.
101
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165. Home as a place of rest for man
and a place of work for woman. Drawing by Olof Ottelin. Stigell 1945.

tively large proportion (31%) of married town-dwelling women acquired
jobs during the war and still held them when it was over (34%).104 Attitudes towards women were twofold: on the one hand motherhood and a
woman's domestic work were emphasized, on the other attempts were made
to ease the lot of women who worked outside the home.'"
Motherhood became the most important role of a woman. In the implicit housing ideology of type-planned houses — the conceptual level of
idealization — the dominant feminine image and ideal of woman was that
of a mother and housewife (Fig. 165). During the war emphasis was laid
on the home idyll as a contrast to the chaos of the outside world. Housing
design was influenced by a kind of domestic mystique, an idealized image of a family which lived in its own house where a full-time housewife
took care of housekeeping and tended the children.106 Representations of
womanhood produce femininity independently, without being directly related to actual everyday women; people's lives are organized by the morals and notions of virtuous living which are present day to day and, moreover, inherent in housing models.107 The prevalent myths, ideals and images of the feminine, the masculine and the family are unconsciously
present in the everyday and in any given event of habitation, even if individual women do not necessarily operate according to them.
104 Jallinoja 1983, 120-121.
"5 Väestöliitto 1941, passim.
106
Cf. Betty Friedan's The Feminine Mystique. Friedan 1962.
107 Tickner 1988, 97; Heiskala 1991, 404-406.
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166. Kaj Englund, type-planned house
no. 42, ground floor, 18.5.1945. Orig.
SRM.

The type-planned house manifested the triunity of habitation: its floor
plan (kitchen/bedroom(s)/living room) replicated the trinity of mother/children/father. Woman — the housewife — was located in the kitchen, the married couple and small children in the bedroom, and the family in the living room. The spatial organization favoured specialization and an intrafamilial division of labour. The kitchen — perceived as the housewife's
realm — was by far the most important room; it was the hub around which
the entire home was patterned, a place of work where the family was sustained, where eating and part of the reproductive work took place. It was
also linked to the bedroom — the core of privacy in the dwelling — which
was the place reserved for sexuality (and partly for reproduction too). The
living room emphasized rest; it was a space dedicated to the family gathering together. In addition to the functional triunity of the dwelling, its
spatial organization was also characterized by the twofold division into
bedroom/kitchen and living room. The kitchen communicated with the bedroom but not with the living room; thus the mother engaged in household
work was effectively isolated from the rest of the family. But because the
kitchen was always connected to the bedroom (and the children), this highlighted the woman's role as mother and as a housekeeping creature who
belonged to the private sphere. Kitchen and bedroom together formed the
more private part of the dwelling; they comprised a unit of household work
and family care, whereas the living room was a semi-public space.
The rooms of the type-planned house were arranged around the chimney and wood-burning stove — a source of warmth, it was the central organizing element of the dwelling, its nucleus. It underscored the idea that
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the dwelling was a kind of shared domestic hearth which gathered the family around itself to enjoy its warmth and security. It also contained allusions to Hestia and maternal protection.108 Despite the marginal status it
had in type drawings, on the ideological level and in housing practice the
kitchen of the type-planned house nevertheless became the most important room, and in the process it is apparent that it was different to previous models. Few rural dwellings had a separate kitchen, and in the earlier
middle-class dwellings the kitchen was never really in a central position.
Coupled with the idea of the woman as the centre of the home, the significance of the kitchen acquired a key status ideologically. Woman as Mother
was emphasized. The spatial organization of the dwelling highlighted the
importance of the nuclear family, an active feminine identity, and it favoured specialization and the division of labour within the family.
The differentiation of the spheres of life has the clear effect of fixing
the woman to her place of work — to the home and to her clearly demarcated kitchen. Men and women live in two different worlds which intersect only partially. Do they also live in two different families? For Simone
de Beauvoir, being a woman means being for someone else — for the man
and the children.t09 Luce Irigaray has developed this notion: for her, woman
is specifically the man's Other, defined and existing through him.10 In the
housing ideology of the 1940s the woman was defined in relation to and
through the husband and the family; she was primarily a wife and mother
who worked for the happiness of the family.11' Inside the family she existed above all for the husband and the children. The husband's work and
his life outside the home could well lead us to think of him as existing
outside of and without the family, but his roles as the provider and father
of the family were also essential. The family was the man's and woman's
shared object of care.11' In this respect the type-planned houses with their

108 Vesta, the corresponding Roman goddess, was also associated with cleanliness and
virginity; she was a virginal source of nourishment, nurture and shelter, which recalls the Virgin Mary — and the semiotic chora of Kristeva and Plato.
109 Beauvoir 1949 passim.
"° Irigaray 1974. By challenging the yery notion of a fixed, uniform subject, the Kristevan approach offers a possibility of rethinking Beauvoir's schema where man is
the actiye subject and woman is the Other.
' 11 See e.g. Stigell 1945, 20. Working for the happiness of the family also meant working for oneself.
12 Since Simone de Beauvoir's analysis, »existing for oneself» and »existing for the
Other» haye become an integral part of the conceptual apparatus of feminist research. The underlying concept is the ideal of a free subject, in possession of perfect awareness and existing only for itself. (For women, the obstacle to the attain364

167. Man has his place in the construction of the home. Construction of
the type-planned house. Photo SRM.

universalized housing models may also be considered as representing the
logic of sameness: confining both men and women within a single permanent identity with no alternatives, they contained no room for difference.
The home acquired a special significance. Its planning stressed the physical reorganization of the household as well as the nurturing relationship
between mother and child and the importance that the home and the dwelling had for the child's mental and bodily development.13 In the familycentred housing model of the type-planned house, motherhood and femininity were firmly associated. Motherhood was considered the most important function of a woman: it had the first priority. Reproduction — viewed
as the opposite of rationality and eroticism — constituted femininity, and

ment of this state is their bodies which bear offspring, multiply). Contesting the
idea of the »free subject» has also led to an obscuring of the division. Nevertheless, the notion of »existing for the Other» can be detected in the underlying ideology of housing design, and perhaps that is why woman is so readily associated
with it. In architectural hierarchy, monumental buildings have been ranked higher
than dwellings; similarly men's »independent» work for wages has been valued
higher than women's »dependent» housework. The ideology of the 1940s is characterized by the emphasis it places on the undervalued areas of this hierarchy —
dwellings and household work.
13 Stigell 1945, 7. The priority of children's welfare and the emergence of a new kind
of mother-child relationship have been viewed as a characteristic of the modem
family. Shorter 1977, 168.
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the emphasis given in the discourse of housing to the family, to motherhood and the body in effect de-eroticized sexuality and the body. The naming of woman as mother ties her to her body and her femaleness, while
her erotic corporeality is simultaneously denied.14 The de-eroticization of
motherhood means the repression of the body. According to Kristeva, a
woman's hidden existence — her silence and her silencing — are above all
linked to the mother's role which has been rejected in our culture.15
Through denials and restraints, a mother's role has been defined more
rigidly than that of a woman's. And yet womanhood has been equated with
motherhood: a woman is expressly a mother, as in the housing ideology
of the type-planned house.16 According to Adrienne Rich, we are accustomed to thinking of the institution of motherhood and its locus, the home,
as an extremely private area. Motherhood has no symbolic architecture
expressive of authority, power and strength to parallel that of other institutions.11' However, the dwelling — a depersonalized form of power — does
order the life and actions of its family members through the invisible understandings and practices it contains.
In the discourse of housing around the type-planned house of the 1940s,
the family and the interrelationship between the sexes became limited and
precise. As a cultural signifying system and a series of representational
practices, the dwelling actively produces and maintains definitions of sexual
difference (often considered as natural in our culture) and participates in
its bio-cultural construction. It leads to the formation of the sexual subject; it is the locus of family and social relations, a part of the symbolic
order and the social contract, and — with the mother — it is also the place
where the one is differentiated from the Other and the sensation of space
is created in a maternal metaphor. Certainly the dwelling is not a neutral
or an exclusively private space. The architectural division of its floor plan
has a distinct ideological function: in re-differentiating and specifying anew
the spatial arrangement of dwelling the type-planned house creates certain notions of sexual difference and differentiates the two genders. Thus
the modern urban notion of gender division receives visible expression in
the type-planned house. The triunity within the type-planned house cha114

115
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Man is defined as mind and reason, but on the other hand he is also associated
with bodily work and building.
Suppression of the mother is suppression of the Other who threatens the boundaries of identity.
Thus the woman's role is reduced to that of the mother, and woman's sexuality to
just one of its forms, that of motherhood. Irigaray 1987, 141-164, passim.
Rich 1974, 275. However, the relationship between parents and children, mother
and child, is always a productive power relation too.
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168. Kodin, perheen ja lasten yhteiskunta (A society of home, family and children). Cover of the publication of Väestöliitto 1946.
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racteristically builds on opposites and on the sharp division of gender identities. It is here that the phenomenon of »dichotomous citizenship» (Irma
Sulkunen's term) 18 acquires an architectural expression.
A woman was often defined through the fact that she was a woman,
man through his actions and work. The private/female-public/male split
seems to permeate the housing models of type-planned houses, where the
woman is situated in the home and within the private sphere, man outside
the home in the public world. The notion is coloured by a dualistic hierarchy where the feminine is coupled with being and passivity, the masculine with doing and activity. But these oppositions are not obvious, and in
fact the crucial point is that the housing model of type-planned houses is
a radical departure in its emphasis on the middle-class nuclear family and
the woman's activities in the home in particular: home was a place of active work. Moreover, just as important as the feminine/masculine division
was the construction of both gender ideals in relation to and through the
family and the triunity of housing. New parts of the dwelling became important in the planning of housing, and the architectural focus shifted from
aesthetics to practice, from the man's leisure to the woman's work, from
family rooms to the kitchen.
Although the dwelling as a private shelter and a place of rest was emphasized, the crucial element is nevertheless the new link between the home
and the woman; activity and passivity, doing and being exchange places:
instead of the man's rest the emphasis is now on the woman's work. The
19th-century home ideology and the beauty of home contained the idea
of a refined, private woman, the guardian angel.19 Indeed the woman's
role in the housing model of the type-planned house seems at first to be
one of maintaining the home and the difference between the private and
the public, so that linking these spheres to the woman and man respectively seems an excessively dichotomic operation. In fact, on closer analysis the woman's role and the relationship between the private and the
public turn out to be much subtler than at first they appeared. The home
is still regarded as an essentially feminine sphere, but in addition to the
fact that the active and practical aspects of the home which are important
to a woman's work become the central determining elements in housing
design, the private home and the woman also exist in relation to the public; the private and the public are not separate, and the public continuous" Sulkunen 1987, 171-172.
On woman as the guardian angel, and on 19th-century home ideology and home
as an escape from the world outside, see eg. Corrado Pope 1977, 300-311; Häggman
1991, 145-150.

19
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ly sets norms for the private. Even as a »private creature» the woman stands
in relation to the public in her roles as, for instance, the educator of the
children, the transmitter of culture and as a person who has a decisive influence in making the children into new citizens.''-°
The exchange of roles is an important element in the type-planned house.
Here the change for the man is from work (doing) to rest (being), for the
woman from being a woman to doing — i.e. taking care of the family. The
dwelling is feminized into the scene of the woman's doing, or more precisely into the woman's scene of doing for the Other. Neither the woman
nor the man has a private space in the dwelling, and thus a social order
that deviates from earlier models of housing has been sealed: it is an order where the woman no longer has any opportunity to change places. The
man is a kind of exterior monitoring eye and a constant visitor, whereas
the woman is placed at the centre as the operating agent and the target of
observation. The superficially neutral type-planned house with its transparent gender roles can be interpreted as a feminized dwelling dedicated
to motherhood, reproduction and, most of all, to the family; it completes
the feminization of the family that began in the 19th century. As a cluster
of concepts it ties home, family, woman and motherhood together in itself. It exists primarily for the woman and the children — and the woman
in turn exists for the family. The dwelling becomes expressly the space
for mother and children, the seat of motherhood. The man is an absent
power who is invisibly present in the dwelling and he is in fact the constitutive force of the family'''-'. He is surrounded by silence and thus a fiction is created about the woman as the structure that supports the family.
In terms of habitation, the places accorded to woman and man are determined by the relationships between presence and absence, between the

120 In fact, Elizabeth Wilson, for example, has emphasized that even the private/public split of the 19th-century bourgeois city was not complete: in Paris in particular, women, children, married couples and whole families belonged in the public
sphere as much as men. Women were not restricted solely to the domestic sphere,
as many feminists have argued by basing their arguments in Impressionist paintings (Wilson refers here especially to Pollock and Janet Wolff), but participated
both actively and passively in the public arena although the price they paid was
their over-sexualization and participation in voyeuristic spectacle. Although women
did not have complete access to the world outside, industrialization drew them into
public life eyer so. Wilson argues that urban life, despite its disadvantages, has
emancipated women more than rural life or suburban domesticity. Wilson 1991,
8-10, 52-56.
''' During the war the home was centred on the fact that man was away from home
and yet present in it. After the war his absence continued because his work kept
him away from home.
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visible and the invisible. A symbolic building of motherhood and a feminized space, the type-planned house is the seat of femininity — and of the
woman — within a masculine cultural order. If the woman possesses a central status inside this mother-centred/father-oriented model and moreover
carries the responsibility for the home, is the man then the possessor of
power? Or is power inherent in those relationships, invisible practices and
contracts, in that act of habitation which the spatial organization of the
type-planned house makes possible? Despite the fact that the implicit habitation practices of the type-planned house and the meeting of the micro
and macro levels of power represent a network of power which has a patriarchal emphasis and in which power is associated with masculinity
and the man's role, the man is not the possessor of power.
Home is a woman's realm, in which she herself is a subject.
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Appendix
Type-planned houses analysed in this study:
Abbreviations:
k = kitchen
ks = kitchen section
kte = kitchenette
mk = multipurpose kitchen
m = multipurpose main room
r = room
Ir = living room
ds = dining space
sa = sleeping alcove
ar = attic room
br = bathroom
wr = washing room
s = sauna
b = basement
c = cellar pit
If not otherwice mentioned all houses have a saddle roof
Alvar Aalto, AA-system 1937-41'
Type

rooms

boarding,

building
height

40m'50m'
60 m'
40 m'40 m2
50 m2
60 m'

k,lr,r
k,lr,2r
k, lr, 2
k, lr, r
ks, lr, r
ktte, Ir, 2 r
ktte, lr, 2 r

horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal

1 storey, b
1 storey, b
1 storey, b
1 storey, b
1 storey, b
1 storey, b
I storey, b

60m'70m'80 m'

k,lr,2r
k, ds, Ir, 2r
k, lr, 2 r, br

horizontal
horizontal
horizontal

I storey, b
1 storey, b
1 storey, b

area

Omakotitv_vppi Standard

BI 1937
BII 1937
BIII 1937
EI 1937
GI 1937
GII 1937
GIII 1937

A-talo'
C2 1941
C3 1941
C4 1941

' The numerous unrealized plans are not catalogued.
The surface of these houses is not mentioned in advertising leaflets and I am here
using estimations.

2
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Type-planned houses of the Ministry of Agriculture' Settlement Department
1939, published in 1940'
K1
K2
K3
K4
K5
K6
K7
K8
K9
L1
L2
L3
M1
M2
M3
M4
M5
M6
M7
M8
NI
N2
N3

28,4 m2
28,2 m2
29,3 m'29 m2
31 m2
36,6 m2
39,4 m'
39,8 m'
44,5 m2
2x30,8 m2
2x41,5 m2
28x38,5 m2
32,2 m'
46,2 m'
56,1 m2
58,9 m'
57,7 m2
54,3 m2
62,2 m2
56,9 m2
40,1 m2
+55,8 m2
32,3 m2
+33,6 m2
51,4 m'
+26,9 m2

mk, r
m, ks, r
m, r, wr, ar
mk, r
mk, r, ar
mk, r
mk, r, ar
mk, r, wr, ar
m, ks, r, wr
k, r, wr
mk, r, ar
mk, r, wr
k, ]r, r, ar
mk, lr, r, wr, ar
m, ks, Ir, r, wr, 2 ar
mk, Ir, r, wr
mk, lr, r, wr, 2 ar
mk, lr, r, wr, ar
mk, Ir, 2r, ar,
mk, lr, r, wr, ar
mk, r
extension wing
mk, Ir, 2r, ar
extension wing
mk, lr, r, wr, ar
extension wing

vertical
horizontal
horizontal
vertical
horizontal
vertical
vertical
vertical
horizontal
vertical
vertical
horizontal
horizontal
vertical
vertical
vertical
plastered
vertical
vertical
vertical
horizontal

1 storey, c
I storey, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 storey, b
1 1/2 str, c
1 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, c
1 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
I str, b
1 1/2 str, c
1 1/2 str, b
11/2 str, b
I str, c
1 1/2 str, c
1 1/2 str, c
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/1 str, b
1 str, c

vertical

1 1/2 str, b

horizontal

1 1/2 str, c

The »Swedish houses» (Lauri Pajamies; Urho Orola, Jalmari Peltonen) 1940
1 (L.P.)
2 (U.O, J.P.)
3 (U.O, J.P.)
4 (L.P.)

52 m2
89 m2
58 m2
58 m2

k, 1r, r
m, ks, Ir, r, ar
m, ks, r, ar
k, lr, 2r

vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical

1 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, b

Type-panned houses of the Puutalo Oy (Jorma Järvi, Erik Lindroos) 1940-47
Lehtola
Metsäkoto
Syväaho
Nurmiaho II
Pihlaja
Ponjanpirtti
Pyy

3

2x38,5 m52,38 m2
68 m2
56 m2
54 m'-

mk, r, wc, ar
k, 1r, r, wr
ni, k, 2 r, ar
k, 1r, 2 r
k, lr, r, wc, ar
ni, ks, sa
k, Ir, r, wc, ar

vertical /
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal

1 1/2 str, b
1 str
1 1/2 str, b
1 str
1 1/2 str
I str
1 1/2 str, b

Area here refers to the habitable area.
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Rauhakoto
Rauhakoto Il
Tikkapari

60 m'
60 m2
2x49 m'-

k,lr,2r,wc
k,. lr, 2 r, wc
k, lr, r, wc

horizontal
horizontal
horizontal

1 str
I str, b
1 str

Type-planned houses of Bostadsföreningen för svenska Finland r.f.
(Eva Kuhlefelt-Ekelund, Marianne Granberg), 1942-48
2a, 1942
2a, 1948
2b, 1942
2b, 1947
var. 1
var. 2
var. 3
var. 4
2c, 1942
2c, 1947
var. 1
var. 2
3a, 1942
3a, 1947
var. 2
3b
var. 1 1947
var. 2 1947
3c, 1947
3d, 1947
yar. 1
var. 2
3e, 1945
3e
var. 1, -47
yar. 2, -46
3f, 1947
3g, 1946
3h, 1947
3i, 1948
»Mönsterstuga»
var. 1946
var. 1948
3 I/2b,
3 1/2c,
4a
4b
4c
4d
4e
4f
4 1/2a
4 1/2b
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48 m2
48,9 m'
48 m2

m, ks, br, wr
m, ks, br, wr, ar
k, r, wr

vertical
vertical
vertical

1 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, b

48 m'
48 m2
48 m2
48 m'
50,4 m'-

k, 1-2 r, wr, ar
k, 1-2 r, wr, ar
k, 1-2 r, wr, ar
k, 1-2 r, wr, ar
m, ks, r, wr

vertical
vertical
vertical
yertical
vertical

1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
11/2 str, b
1 str, b

48 m'
48 m2
51,5 m2
51,5 m2
54 m2

m, ks, r, wr, ar
m, ks, r, wr, ar
k, lr, r, wr
k, lr, r, wr, ar
k, 1r, r, wr, ar

vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical

1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
11/2 str, b

65,7 m2
66,9 m2
77,2 m2

k, Ir, r, wr, ar
k, 1r, r, wr, ar
m, ks, 2r, wr, ar

vertical
vertical
yertical

1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

67,3 m2
67,3 m2
63 m'

m, ks, 2r, wr, ar
m, ks, 2r, wr, ar
k, lr, r, wr, ar

yertical
vertical
vertical

1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

66,2 m2
63 m2
61 m2
66,6 m2
80,9 m2
56,7 m2

k, Ir, r, wr, ar
k, Ir, r, wr, ar
k, lr, r, wr, ar
k, Ir, r, wr, ar
k, lr, r, wr, ar
m, ks, 2r, wr, 2 ar

vertical
vertical
yertical
vertical
vertical
vertical

1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

86,5 m'
93 m2
88 m2
56 m2
93,6 m'91 m'
99 m2
73,5 m2
88,6 m2
96,3 m2
104 m'
103 m'-

m, ks, 2r, wr, 2 ar
m, ks, 2r, wr, 2 ar
m, ks, 2r, wr, ar
ks, Ir, 2r, wr, ar
ks, lr, 2r, wr, ar
k, 1r, 2r, wr, ar
m, ks, 3r, wr, ar
k, lr, 2r, wr, 2ar
k, 1r, 2r, wr, 2ar
m, ks, 3r, wr, 2ar
m, ks, 3r, wr, 2ar
m, ks, 3r, wr, 2ar

vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical

1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
11/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

Type-planned houses of the Ministry of Social Service (Kaj Englund), 1942-46
1, 1942
2, 1942
3, 1942
20, 1942
40, 1942
41, 1942
60, 1942
81, 1942
82, 1942
22, 1945
23, 1945
4, 1945
42, 1945
43, 1945
1, 1946
2, 1946
3, 1946
4, 1946
21, 1946
41, 1946
61, 1946
62, 1946
63, 1946
64, 1946

48 m2
50,5 m2
48 m2

k, 1r, r
ktte, 1r, r
k, lr, r

49 m'

k, lr, r

40,5 m2
54,6 m2
54,6 m2
45,6 m2
60,1 m2
60,1 m2
40,5 m2
43,5 m2
50,5 m2
43 m'
48 m2
49 m2
50 m'
60 m2
+35 m2
60 m2
+35 m2
42+38 m
+40 m2

k, 1r, r, 2 ar
mk, r, 2 ar
mk, r, 2 ar
k, lr, r, 2 ar
k, lr, r, 2 ar
mk, r
ks, lr, r, wc
ktte, lr, r, wc
mk, r
k, Ir, r, wc
k, Ir, r, wc
k, lr, r, wc
k, Ir, r
2 ar
k, Ir, r, wc
2 ar, wc
k, r+k, r
k, r

vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertieal
vertical

1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 1/2 str
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

Type drawings of the Central Union of Agricultural Societies, published in 1943
Al
A2
A3
A4

38,5 m2
42 m2
42 m2
49 m'-

A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A 10
A11
A 12
A 14
A 15
A 16
A 17
A 19
A 21

50 m'
42 m2
39,5 m2
62 m'
56 m2
74 m'
46,5 m2
42 m2
67,5 m2
74,5 m2
80 m2
58 m'
70 m'
54,5 m'-

vertical
mk
horizontal
m, ks, sa, ar
yertical
mk, sa, s, ar
horizontal
m, k, wr, ar, s,
working room in the basement
horizontal
m, ks, br, wr, ar
horizontal
mk, r
horizontal
mk, r
vertical
m, ks, br, ar
horizontal
k, m, wr, ar
vertical
k, lr, 2 r, ar
yertical
k, lr, r, wr
horizontal
k, sa, rm, ar
horizontal
mk, 2 r, wr, ar
horizontal
mk, 2r, wr, 2 ar
horizontal
mk, 2r, 2 ar
horizontal
k, Ir, r, ar
horizontal
m, ks, 2 r, 2 ar
horizontal
m, ks, ds, sa, ar

1 str, c
1 1/2 str, c
1 1/2 str, c
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, c
I str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, c
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
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A 22
A 23
A 24

+24 m'
50 m'
+24 m2
47,5 m2
+27,5 m'52 m2
+26,5 m'

2 r, in second phase
mk, br, wr, ar
2 r, in second phase
m, k, ar
2 r, in second phase
m, k, sa, wr, ar
2 r, in second phase

vertical

1 1/2 str, b

horizontal

1 1/2 str, b

horizontal

1 1/2 str, b

Type drawings of the Central Union of Agricultural Societies, published in 1945
1945/A 1
A2
A3
A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A 10
A 11
A 12
A 13
A 14
A 15
A 16
A 17
A 18

50,4 m'
61,7 m2
87,5 m2
84 m'
87,4 m2
90 m'101 m2
104 m2
46,2 m2
63,3 m2
63 m2
80,3 m2
64,7 m2
55,5 m2
+25,9m'64,2 m2
+27m'70,3 m2
+30,0 m'71, 2 m2
+27,7 m'63,6 m2

mk, r
mk, r, 2 ar
mk, 2 r, 2 ar
m, ks, 2 r, 2 ar
mk, 2 r, 1-1 ar
m, ks, 2 r, 2 ar
m, ks, 2 r, 1-2 ar
m, ks, 2 r, ar
k, r, 2 ar
k, 2 r, ar
mk, r, ar
mk, 2 r, ar
k, Ir, r, 2 ar
m, ks, ar
+2r
k, 1r, r, ar
+2r
mk, r, ar
+2r
k, lr, r, ar
+2r
k, Ir, r, 2 ar

vertieal
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical

1 str
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

vertical

11/2 str, b

vertical

11/2 str, b

vertical

1 1/2 str, b

vertical

1 1/2 str, b

The Finnish Association of Architects' Reconstruction Office
Asevelitalo for the Finnish Association of Comrades in Arms (Suomen Aseveljien
Liitto) by Aulis Blomstedt, Kaj Englund, Lauri Tolonen, 1942
1 str
horizontal
m
22 m'
Type S
1 str
horizontal
m, ks and/or sa
41,2 m2
Type A
The so-called MKL series for the Central Union of Agricultural Societies by Aarne
Hytönen, Yrjö Lindegren, 011i Pöyry, 1943
MKL1
MKL2
MKL3
MKL4
MKL5
MKL6
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31 m2
39 m2
55 m2
51 m2
65 m2
65 m

m, ar
m, ks, sa, ar
m, ks, ar
ni, k, ar
m, k, r, ar
k, 1r, r, ar

horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
vertical
horizontal

1 1/2 str, b
11/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
11/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

t, ks, sa
m, ks

MKL7
43 A2

horizontal
vertical

I 1/2 str
1 1/2 str

The so-called KYMRO types by Aulis Blomstedt and Yrjö Lindegren, 1944
1 1/2 str, b
horizontal
m, r, we, 2 ar
44 m'
horizontal
1 1/2 str, b
k, Ir, r, wc, 2ar
54 m2
1 1/2 str, b
horizontal
k, Ir, r, wc, 2ar
56 m2
1 1/2 str, b
horizontal
k, Ir, r, 2 ar
52 m2
1 1/2 str, b
horizontal
54 m2
k, Ir, r, 2 ar
1 1/2 str, b
horizontal
47 m2
k, r, (wc), 2 ar
I str
horizontal
54 m2
k, Ir, 2 ar
I str
horizontal
44 m2
k, lr, r
1 str
horizontal
44 m'
k, r

Tammisuo 2
Tammisuo 3
Enso 1
Kymro 1
Kymro 2
Kymro 3
Kymro 4
Kymro 5
Kymro 6

Type drawings for the Lappish Building Administration District by Erkki KoisoKanttila, 1945-47
Omakoti 1, 1945
Omakoti 2, 1945
Tammisuo 3
Omakoti 4, 1946
Omakoti 5, 1946
Omakoti 6, 1947
Omakoti 7, 1947
Omakoti 8, 1947
Omakoti 9, 1947
Omakoti 10, 1947

61,2 m2
61,2 m2
60 m2
58,2 m'

k,lr,2,2ar
k, Ir, r, wc, 2ar
k, Ir, r, wc, 2ar
k, lr, r

horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
vertical

1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, b

71,25 m2
71,25 m2
58,8 m2
80 m2
80 m'-

k, Ir, r, wc, 2ar
k, Ir, r, wc, 2ar
k, lr, r, wc
k,lr,2r, wc, 2ar
k, lr, 2 r, wc, ar

horizontal
horizontal
vertical
vertical
horizontal

1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

ARAVA single-family types, Standardization Institute of the Finnish Association
of Architects, 1950
Arava 1, L.S.
Arava 2, L.P.
Arava 3, E.K.
Arava 4, J.B.
Arava 5, K.E.
Arava 6, H.E.

70 m2
81 m'
2x57 m2
61 m2
38 m2
70,5 m2
48+16 m2
65+16 m2

k, lr, 2 r, wc, ar
k, lr, 3 r, wc, ar
2x k, Ir, r, wc
k, Ir, r, wc
k, r, wc
k, Ir, r, wc
k, lr, r, wc +ar
k, Jr, 2r, wc +ar

vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical

1 1/2 str, b
1 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b

vertical
vertical

1 1/2 str, b
I 1/2 str, b

Abbreyiations: L.S. = Lauri Silvennoinen; L.P. = Lauri Pajamies; E.K. = Erkki
Koiso-Kanttila; J.B. = Jarl Bjurström; K.E. = Kaj Englund; H.E. = Hilding Ekelund.

As types by the Ministry of Agriculture, 1952
Al
A2
A3

52 m2
60 m2
82 m2

m, k, r
k, Ir, r, wc
m, k, 2r

vertical
vertical
vertical

1 str, b
1 str, b
1 str, b
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A4
A5
A6
A7
A8
A9
A 10
A 11
A 12
A 13
A 14
A 15

400

54+35 m7
54+35 m'
64 m2
+45 m'66+34 m2
79+49 m2
63+37 m2
66+23 m2
45 m'
57+34 m2
78+45 m2
33 m2
101 m2
50 m2
78+48 m2
72+45 m'

vertical
m, ks, r, 2 ar
vertical
k, lr, r, wc, 2ar
vertical
k, lr, r, wc
+k,r,wc
vertical
k, r, wc, 2 ar
vertical
m, k, 2 r, 2 ar
vertical
k, Ir, rm, wc, 2ar
vertical
k, Ir, r, ar
+ extension wing: s, wr
k, r, wc (attic)
vertical
m, k, wc, 2 ar
vertical
k, lr, r, wc, 2 ar
extension wing: s, wr
vertical
m, k, 2 r, wc, 2ar
extension wing
yertical
k, lr, r, wc, 2ar
vertical
k, lr, r, wc, 2ar

1 1/2 str, b
I 1/2 str, b
11/2 str, b
11/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
1 1/2 str, b
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